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Theorizing the Haunted Classroom: Feminist Pedagogies as Oppositional Intellectual Territory  
in K-12 Literacy Spaces 
 
Jeana M. Hrepich 
 
This dissertation explores feminist pedagogies, taken up as entirely contingent on the 
historical moment from which they develop and therefore specific to particular culture and 
politics, as offering alternative methods and rationale(s) for English education, no matter the era. 
Proposing that these pedagogies stand in opposition to a “politics of rationality” with its, for 
example, emphasis on high-stakes testing as “evidence” of accountability in the U.S., this 
dissertation claims feminist pedagogies are closer to failure than success. It is this lens of 
“failure” wherein an education of difference, one less violent, and more reparative, may be a 
starting point for a different kind of public education in America.  
Feminist pedagogies in this dissertation include those researched in three National 
Council of Teachers of English journals -- Language Arts, Voices from the Middle, and The 
English Journal. Some quiet, and some loud, feminist ways of teaching that subvert notions of 
"progress" in education rely on intimacies and attachments between human beings in local, 
literacy-rich settings that would have us question and radically change the foci and structure of 
English education. Moving away from the faulty value of measurement and towards the value of 
a less fixed, more dynamic value of love, this dissertation argues that the transformative power 
of the nurturing classroom has the potential to re-envision what is possible for children, 
especially those on the margins.  
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Chapter 1:  
Against the Business Model of Education Via Feminist Pedagogies and Practices 
 
When all else fails, 
fail boldly, 
fail with conviction, 
as a hammer speaks to a nail,  
or a lamp left on in daylight [...] (1-5) 
Jane Hirshfield, “As a Hammer Speaks to a Nail,” in The Beauty 
 
Feminist pedagogies, though entirely contingent on the historical moment from which 
they develop and therefore specific to particular culture and politics, offer alternative methods 
and rationale(s) for English education, no matter the era. These pedagogies stand in opposition to 
a politics of rationality for which “success” includes a narrow definition that serves to validate 
itself. The feminist pedagogies about which I have read in three National Council of Teachers of 
English journals -- Language Arts, Voices from the Middle, and The English Journal -- from 
journal inception to the present, when viewed through the patriarchal paradigm that most often 
aligns with current forms of that “politics of rationality” that undergird massive emphasis on 
high-stakes testing as “evidence” of accountability in the U.S., for example, are closer to failure 
than success. It is this lens of “failure” wherein an education of difference, one less violent, and 
more reparative, may be a starting point for a different kind of public education in America. 
Some quiet, and some loud, feminist ways of teaching that subvert notions of "progress" in 
education rely on intimacies and attachments between human beings in local, literacy-rich 
settings that would have us question and radically change the foci and structure of English 
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education. Moving away from the faulty value of measurement and towards the value of a less 
fixed, more dynamic value of love, the transformative power of the nurturing classroom has the 
potential to re-envision what is possible for children, especially those on the margins. 
This is the crux of a feminist pedagogy as I wish to frame it for and beyond this research: 
as pedagogy committed to a disquieting of unequal treatment of subjects, especially subjects 
categorized as “women,” who not only have been positioned historically at a political, economic, 
and social disadvantage compared to “male” subjects, but also as discursive territory wherein 
“feminist” may be utilized for its practical and metaphorical cache as counter-hegemonic ways 
of knowing, representing, and attuning in schools.  On the one hand, I want to adopt a “[...] 
radical critique that seeks to free feminist theory from the necessity of having to construct a 
single or abiding ground which is invariably contested by those identity positions or anti-identity 
positions that it invariably excludes” (Gender Trouble, Butler 7). At the same time, I understand 
and empathize with those feminisms that cling to identity categories because we do not live in a 
post-feminist world in which we need no longer mobilize politics around the safeguarding of 
“women” in the midst of phallocentrism.1  
Indeed, it is strange to place faith in a feminism that is trying to get away from identity 
positions since so much feminist history is wrapped up in legacies of identity politics and very 
real acts of aggression against women. It is also difficult to explain a feminism that is more about 
operations of power than gender identity when “identity-related” data are so firmly attached to 
those identities. The very refereed journal articles available to me and, thus, those that I have 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
1	  On why she chooses the term “phallocentric” instead of “patriarchal” Magda Lewis says, “[...] 
by choosing to use the term ‘phallocentric’ I wish to expand our understanding of male 
dominance beyond its operations in the economic and legal spheres of our social organization to 
its functions within a deeper, more fundamental systemic set of relations of inequality” (Lewis 
20).  
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selected for inquiry in this research are ones that claim an interest in achieving greater equality 
within literacy classrooms for children of both sexes, and yet, these articles are, generally 
speaking, highly sexist, and deeply entrenched in the Humanist, Enlightenment discourses of 
fixed, natural identities.  Some of these cite unfair advantages for girls in the literacy classroom, 
and others site unfair advantages for boys. None of these problematize the “stable notion of 
gender” that is required to make such claims. Rather than working in a framework that takes for 
granted the stable subject-hood of women and men, I interrogate the articles that do so by 
examining the ways their “reification of gender relations”  (Gender Trouble, Butler 7) works 
against certain feminist aims and political goals for a “variable construction of identity,” (Gender 
Trouble, Butler 8). I claim that a feminist politics that interrogates the way identity operates as a 
construct for unequal power in schools, and especially within literacy classrooms, gives us 
metaphorical and applicable ways to imagine alternatives that reject business models of 
education.   
Taking as data 214 articles from journals Language Arts, Voices from the Middle, and 
The English Journal, this research considers these questions:  
1.   “What theories and praxes, if any, have been explicitly and implicitly codified as feminist 
within literacy classrooms described in three major National Council of Teachers of 
English journals across time?”  
1a.   What assumptions about “identity” and “gender” undergird 
these various representations of “feminist pedagogies” within these 
academic journal articles? 
1b.    What various versions of “feminist” frame authors’ 
contentions in these journal articles? 
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2.   “Given that feminist theories and praxes are oppositional to pedagogies that privilege 
quantitative, data-driven, neoliberal notions of learning, how have such “neoliberal” pedagogies 
been framed as “successful” interventions for children? 
3.   How, if at all, do authors of these journal articles conceptualize  ”difference?” 
3a.  How, if at all, do journal articles authors address “differences” 
among feminisms and their varying epistemological and 
ontological assumptions? 
3b.  How, if at all, do these authors conceptualize “difference” in 
terms of local, contextualized “feminist pedagogies?” 
I have selected NCTE journals predominantly because this institution is a respected 
bastion of thought and research on the teaching of English by both teachers in the trenches as 
well as academics in the field of U.S. teacher “preparation and development.” In addition to the 
longstanding publications previously addressed, NCTE holds a well-attended conference each 
year that focuses on both the K-12 literacy teacher and the scholar, but especially the former. 
NCTE takes positions and is often cited as a valid resource within politics. Additionally, because 
the NCTE publications I have selected have deep histories, I have attempted to take the pulse of 
feminist pedagogies over a considerable amount of historical time. Framing my arguments 
through a feminist post-structural lens and utilizing thematic analysis, I see this work as a 
personally and politically motivated effort to consider the way feminisms, especially feminist 
pedagogies, afford more humane, just, and loving alternatives to the neoliberal paradigm that 
continues to gain ground in American public elementary, middle, and secondary schools. 
Like “feminisms,” “neoliberal” is another term with profuse meanings, defined in various 
ways by disparate groups and individuals. For the purpose of this dissertation, I take 
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educational  ”neoliberalism” to mean “doctrines of ‘teacher-proof curricula,’ ‘accountability,’ 
and ‘teaching to the test’” (Autio 22). I agree with Autio’s assessment that, “This educational 
logic spreading from the Anglophone world and creating broader international interest to large-
scale reform on the basis of ‘outcomes,’ tests, and standardization has exposed its systemic 
shortcomings in international comparisons” (22), in particular to countries like Finland and 
Singapore, “countries that perform well on international ratings of economic competitiveness” 
(Autio 22). Furthermore, educational “neoliberalism” as I see it in this research, includes “strict 
intellectual adherence to top-down methodology, ‘system,’ and ‘evidence’ at the cost of 
experience and, by implication, implicit and structural distrust of teachers” (Autio 19). Finally, 
neoliberalism is a mismatch of values between paradigms. In Autio’s words, the “marriage 
between economic liberalism and political democracy seems to be destroyed by their incestuous 
offspring neoliberalism” (19).          
In another example of the need to detail the meanings of language used, important to this 
research are questions of what we mean when we talk about women and men, boys and girls, as 
we will see that the articles that take up issues of gender in Language Arts, Voices from the 
Middle, and The English Journal are extremely preoccupied with social and political discourses 
about “gender difference.” In other words, although I set out to find articles describing feminist 
pedagogies, engaged in post-structuralist discourse which sought to understand gender as a 
product of social and political forces, what I found, with few exceptions, were articles committed 
to ideas about fixed genders, stereotyping children and their literacy practices based on 
historical, social, political versions of normalized, essentialized notions of femininity and 
masculinity, male and female. On the one hand, that a conversation of gender and literacy exists 
in these journals important to the field of English education shows engagement with larger 
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political questions about equity and fairness when one engages in a politics of difference – even 
if that “difference” remains reified within normalizing versions of such. On the other hand, that 
many of these articles engage in discourse antithetical to my own epistemological beliefs about 
gender and subjects creates some challenging questions for my thesis.  
In Chapter 4, where I analyze the 214 textual items I have selected as data, I visit these 
challenges in greater detail, but to put the conundrum succinctly: the notion of a feminist 
pedagogy as an alternative to business models of education is one that works better if, by 
“feminist,” we can mean a politics that treats subjects as unfixed, constantly evolving beings of 
multi-faceted idiosyncrasies and that does not wish to engage in a discourse that affixes 
essentialized labels or speaks in terms of “identities,” even identities understood as intersectional 
and multiple. While I find arguments in favor of reconceptualizing the interstices of sex, race, 
and class towards a more ample and believable framework seductive, ultimately I believe that 
they are inadequate as a strategy for changing the dominant patriarchal paradigm that privileges 
only an elite few. In a 1988 speech the historian Gerda Lerner began to describe intersectionality 
as a way to reimagine ways of thinking about oppression. She said, “Race, class, and gender 
oppression are inseparable; they construct, reinforce, and support one another. The form which 
class first took historically was genderic and racist. The form racism first took was genderic and 
classist. The form the state first took was patriarchal. These are the starting points for re-
conceptualization” (Lerner 143).  
I believe that even a reconceptualization of the major categories of oppression is not 
conducive to more “truth.” In the first place, examination through a post-structural lens prohibits 
claims of “Truth,” understanding the concept as a relative one in which subjects merely construct 
their knowledge out of their interpretations of situated experience, historical legacies, and 
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operations of power mired in the very systems of dominance Lerner describes. Furthermore, a 
more broad and, perhaps, explicit description of the identity categories and their hierarchical 
interplay can never provide enough “thickness” in order to achieve generalizability. Indeed, what 
Lerner outlines as historical systems of oppressions is accurate and important in my own 
understanding of the ways race, class, and gender mix to keep specific subjects less free and less 
human. However, within education, which we might consider a microcosmic metaphor for the 
world, even the richest descriptions lack the power to capture human idiosyncrasy. Janet Miller 
has said of her attempts to write differently about her “self” in light of attempts to move away 
from the notion that her identity could be “captured”: “I did not want to get caught up in a 
Western, humanist version of an intact and fully conscious ‘individual’ who can withdraw or 
ever be outside power relations” (Miller, Sounds 77). Indeed, Miller hits on one problem with the 
intersectional approach. Identifying with certain categories of “being” does not exempt one from 
the “power relations” of which they are always a part. All of this is to say that theories that go 
beyond the work of feminists before notions of fixed genders exploded with Judith Butler’s work 
in the 1990s – as well as a deeper radicalizing of what is possible through feminist post-structural 
work makes paradigmatic shift more possible. We must not give up our knowledge of 
intersectionality, but we cannot rely on it as a resource for naming the unnamable. In other 
words, this research is interested in a post-structural, feminist politics that is about radicalizing 
education. I consider these ideas, and more relevant issues pertaining to methodology, in Chapter 
3.  Data that I’ve utilized for my study are not always radical, but rather are often descriptive and 
prescriptive of ways one might teach literacy in opposition to market-driven, for-profit 
pedagogies. So for all of its caveats, especially the articles’ marriage to a heterosexual matrix for 
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thinking about the sexes, it remains, to my mind, a set of data from which to see some possible 
alternate views.    
At times I find myself, in attempting to describe what I mean by a feminist pedagogy in 
opposition to American business models of education, feeling uncomfortable with descriptions of 
what it is not. Somehow describing what a feminist pedagogy is seems more offensive, active, 
and powerful. If I can only describe what they are not, I have wondered, would they even exist 
without their opposition? Such reductionist thinking exemplifies my unfortunate roots in a 
humanist, enlightenment paradigm. However, descriptions of what these pedagogies are not have 
helped me understand certain conceptions of what they are better, too. By example, a feminist 
pedagogy is not Capitalist, neo-liberal, oppressive, test and data-driven, nor does it emphasize 
competition, intellectual uniformity, and inflexible, limited definitions of “success.” While this is 
useful, naming feminist pedagogies in terms of praxis, a task that moves me for its attachment to 
real children and real outcomes, is more akin to earlier radical aims which sought to politicize 
and mobilize the country towards change, and specifically, more equity and gender justice.  
To return to the initial ideas in this introduction, then, a feminist pedagogy is a pedagogy 
of otherness.  Because it is marginalized, anti-patriarchal, and open, inside the discourse of our 
current American academic regime, it also is viewed by many as a pedagogy of 
failure.  However, from my perspectives and values, it is a pedagogy that gives more credence to 
the differentiated needs of humans as students, that understands learning as a paradigm that 
cannot be measured in units of time, and that celebrates community and collaborative health and 
justice over isolated achievements. Thus, in the following chapters, I analyze data as a way to 
further understand possible definitions of feminist pedagogies both from an offensive and 
defensive point of view. I want my students and your students and every student who attends a 
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school, especially a public school in America, to succeed, but I think the only way that will be 
possible is if, by the demoralizing measures of today’s standards, they fail.2 If they must fail 
within this system, and so many of them have and will continue to do so, let them fail by way of 
a feminist pedagogy, “as a nail speaks to a picture, / as a lamp left on in daylight” (Hirshfield 18-
19). Historically, being a woman has meant being a failure, and feminisms have helped us 
understand the great lie in such logic. We must fight to comprehend lies that seek to name 
children, schools, and teachers failures, and we must claim failure as a badge of insight into an 
otherness that offers greater opportunities for failing subjects.    
 
I. The Madness of a Testing State and Faith in Assessment and Measurement 
 
“That life is complicated is a fact of great analytical importance.” 
-Patricia Williams, The Alchemy of Race and Rights 
 
        When eighth grade New Yorkers were asked to answer a series of questions on a state 
standardized test in 2012 based on a fable whose moral read: “Pineapples don’t have sleeves,” 
the sheer madness of some quantitative forms of assessment and measurement and the unjustness 
of these forms to weigh or potentially weigh heavily on both student futures and teacher 
employment angered not just a few people. The neoliberal climate of the early 21st century, as it 
takes shape in the world of American public education, does not acknowledge “worlds full of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
2	  At a graduate student conference I attended in March 2015 I spoke about a related idea on 
technology, feminisms, and failure, which can be found in part in the conclusion of this research. 
One of the audience members was uncomfortable with the use of the word “failure” and wanted 
to replace it with something more euphemistic like, “false starts.” I think we have to be 
thoughtful about the word failure, as we are about all words, and I choose it with purpose. Rather 
than a flippant effort to be sensational, I use it this way in my work to differentiate a political 
attitude contrary to definitions of “success” recognized, enforced, and reified in the world of 
public education.         
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paradox and uncertainty” (Lather, Getting xvi). It constructs a world in which students are 
expected to answer insensible questions, questions that were mocked and critiqued in other states 
before arriving in New York, questions that were apparently reviewed, but not rejected, by a 
committee of teachers, and that were administered anyway and even defended afterward by 
some. Indeed, there may not be anything at all “wrong” with sharing and discussing a laughable 
fable with students in the context of classroom life; in fact, I would trust a teacher’s desire to do 
so and can think of some reasons it may invite students to look “inquiringly and wonderingly on 
the world in which one lives,” (Greene, Teacher 267) to privilege one version of curriculum 
conceptualization. But, from my perspectives as a teacher and researcher, this example speaks 
volumes about why our current United States educational culture, so heavily entrenched in 
notions of quantitative measurable outcomes, and too quick to imagine those outcomes as 
actually measuring what they say they measure, is as absurd as a pineapple with sleeves. The 
kind of accountability and measurement that actually seems to matter in American public 
schooling is soulless and disconnected from students.    
When Patricia Williams says, “That life is complicated is a fact of great analytical 
importance,” (Williams 10) I think about all of the standardized tests I have begrudgingly 
administered over the course of almost a decade, and how I have been complicit in narrowing the 
scope of personhood to reflect just a sliver of the possibilities for myself and my students. I think 
about the many times I forced myself and my students to live by a code of ethics that presumed 
life was not complicated.3 The fault does not lie only with the tests, either; our education 
system’s privatization and corporatization, with an emphasis on science, technology, 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
3 I recognize that I, too, was held captive by the fear of consequence had I not towed the line. 
Like my students, I felt bound by the system that mandates state tests for various economic and 
professional reasons. 
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engineering, and mathematics (STEM) learning leaves little room for the kinds of ghostly ways 
of being I want to examine in this research. Sociologist Avery Gordon writes, “complex 
personhood is about conferring the respect on others that comes from presuming that life and 
people’s lives are simultaneously straightforward and full of enormously subtle meanings” 
(Gordon 5). Although largely unacknowledged, and almost never politically merited, when 
teachers and students conceptualize one another as complex persons, they support each other in 
ways that are otherwise impossible. “Teachers and students must be thought of as ‘unfixed, 
unsatisfied,...not a unity, not autonomous, but a process, perpetually in construction, perpetually 
contradictory, perpetually open to change’ (Belsey, 1980, p. 132)” (Orner 79), if we are going to 
“‘denaturalize’ ourselves and embrace change” (Orner 74), two goals I think important for 
publicly humanizing public school spaces. 
I say “publicly humanizing” because schools do seem to be places where subjects, in all 
of their complexity, have the potential to engage in work that is meaningful, valuable, and 
important just as they have the potential to damage, hurt, and stifle. One specific area of 
“ghostliness” I will investigate here includes teacher and student relations, and I will locate these 
spaces via the utilization of feminist pedagogies, which I am biased to believe represents one 
good example of theory and practice ripe for better attunement between human beings. These 
private spaces, what I am calling “haunted spaces of the classroom,” are not new or 
extraordinary. In fact, they are some of the most ordinary encounters of classroom life, because 
they reflect the same kinds of affective moments from life outside of school -- within families, 
friendships, and private reveries. Magda Lewis says, “What sets feminism apart from other forms 
of transformative practice is its explicit focus on generating suggestions for practice based on 
experience” (Lewis 4-5). The materiality of bodies in the classroom -- of teachers and students 
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“doing” school together -- makes quite real the lived realities of human beings. Lewis says of the 
stories she tells in her book on feminism and silence, “These stories are an invitation to the 
reader to bring a creative reading to what we are encouraged to see as common and 
unremarkable/unremarked in the everyday details of our everyday lives that we have learned to 
live -- learned to live so well, in fact, that their political intent is no longer obvious to us” (Lewis 
16). This research is interested in data at the level of the normatively 
“unremarkable/unremarked,” those enacted theories and praxes of the human heart whose 
political import have been overshadowed by a more vociferous and aggressive paradigm ruled by 
money and privilege.  
Deborah Britzman notes these spaces as they apply to the cultural narratives that student 
teachers write for their emerging discourses of teaching. She says, “To study the cultural stories 
of student teaching, then, is to study the uncanny, the creepy detours, the uneasy alliances, and 
the obvious clashes between authoritative and internally persuasive discourses” (Britzman 73). 
Like the student teacher who, Britzman says, must navigate between official, pragmatic, and 
cultural discourses in schools, students and teachers likewise meander paths both in light and in 
shadow in order to make sense of the “dehumanizing” schooling experience that leaves us 
“credentialed but crazed, erudite but fragmented shells of the human possibility” (Pinar 381). 
The reason it is important to study the haunted spaces of classrooms where teachers and students 
are or are not in attunement with one another and with themselves is because those spaces are in 
sharp contrast to the kinds of work, play, learning, and “success” that are currently lauded, and 
because, as long as we publicly neglect these ghostly aspects of pedagogical life, we privilege a 
paradigm that is inequitable, unjust, and inhumane. When we attend to aspects of classroom life 
on the margins -- the aspects that do not make it into administrator reports, quantitative-only 
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research data, and printed papers, we attend to the same kind of tension Carmen Luke and 
Jennifer Gore describe for academic women when “the pressure to identify their feminist 
position with a paternal signifier of ‘real theory’” (Luke & Gore 4) compels them to take up a 
different set of theoretical and epistemological allegiances.  
The trend of blaming the teacher, which can be traced in the U.S. back to the 1983 report 
A Nation at Risk, that pointed to teachers as a main reason for “a rising tide of mediocrity that 
threatens our very future as a nation and a people” neglects the complex matrix of factors at play 
in the dynamic relationship among all the people involved in raising a young person to adulthood 
both in and outside of school. But if there is a possibility for “education in and for freedom” 
(Greene, Dialectic 133) -- both personal and social freedoms -- without a doubt, transactions 
between students, and students and teachers are of great importance. In thinking about these 
transactions within neoliberal regimes I find the metaphor of ghostliness useful for considering 
the “‘hidden curriculum’ and language of ordinary, everyday classrooms” (Miller, Sounds 7). 
Sociologist Avery Gordon asks: “What kind of case is the case of a ghost?” (Gordon 24). She 
speculates: “It is a case of haunting, a story about what happens when we admit the ghost--that 
special instance of the merging of the visible and the invisible, the dead and the living, the past 
and the present--into the making of worldly relations and into the making of our accounts of the 
world. It is a case of the differences it makes to start with the marginal, with what we normally 
exclude or banish, or, more commonly, with what we never even notice” (Gordon 24-5). I posit 
that entanglements between teachers and students, the kinds that bring both subjects in concert to 
share physical, emotional, and psychic space, as well as the kind I will describe as “intimate,” 
constitute “a case of haunting.”  But bodies themselves also become a kind of spectre in the 
dance of classroom life. Although teachers and students come to traditional public schools in the 
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flesh, the body is, by and large, the lesser of the mind/body duality; unacknowledged as a part of 
student subjectivity. The irony of the body being excluded from classroom discourse is that 
secondary schools are often the site of most adolescents reaching puberty, experiencing 
hormonal changes related to their material selves. Just as students leave behind their elementary 
schools, where they may have experienced tactile nurturance from their teachers and where they 
may have been allowed space for open touch between peers, they enter the secondary system 
where not only are bodies largely impeded from physical contact with one another, they are also 
disregarded as separate from and unimportant to the educative processes. In such environments 
bodies become invisible to others at the same time they become invisible to ourselves. The 
preoccupation of bodies to adolescent subjects may do little to dampen their power outside of 
classrooms; however much denial of the body in the classroom acts as a force upon students and 
teachers. Student contact in the hallways, at lunch, and on school grounds after school, in its 
playful, nurturing, and/or sexual abundance, noticeably spills out where it can. When bodies do 
surface as topical fodder in classroom life, it is usually construed as taboo, an acknowledgement 
of how school discourse has come to understand the body as a marginal aspect of subjects within 
schools.   
 
II. A “Counter Language” of Feminist Resistance 
 
She never disrupts. Never disobeys. Never speaks. 
 -Michelle Fine, “Silencing in Public Schools” 
 
 Within the context of schooling, some bodies have been more marginal than others. This, 
too, constitutes an important aspect of “ghostliness” in the classroom. From “Silencing and  
Nurturing Voice in an Improbable Context,” Michelle Fine writes:  
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As familiar as it is haunting, the portrait most dramatically captures the physical 
embodiment of silencing in urban schools.  
 
Field Note: February 16 
Patrice is a young African-American female, in eleventh grade. She says nothing all day 
in school. She sits perfectly mute. No need to coerce her into silence. She often wears her 
coat in class. Sometimes she lays her head on her desk. She never disrupts. Never 
disobeys. Never speaks. And is never identified as a problem. Is she the student who 
couldn’t develop two voices and so silenced both? Is she so filled with anger, she fears to 
speak? Or so filled with depression, she knows not what to say? 
 
Whose problem is Patrice? (135) 
For people of color in the United States, especially of black and hispanic origin, as well as for 
women, though of course in radically different ways, marginality has meant the taking on of 
survival skills to get through school. I say this as a white woman, like Fine, unable to “fully” 
comprehend Patrice’s positionality as an African American woman, or, of any student, but with a 
desire to understand either a new way to posit Patrice’s experience as thriving, or to imagine a 
way for Patrice to experience school as a thriving place. Self negation, even physical self-
negation, as with Patrice and her shrinking into the shadows under her jacket, is, in one view, an 
example of the student turning herself into the metaphorical ghost. Fine wonders if Patrice’s 
inability to develop double consciousness silenced her, taking W.E.B. Dubois’s notion of black 
survival, further developed within psychoanalytic theory, into consideration. Dubois says of his 
concept, “It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense of always looking at 
one’s self through the eyes of others, of measuring one’s soul by the tape of a world that looks on 
in amused contempt and pity” (DuBois 3). For Patrice, the sense of being measured, regulated, 
and pitied could certainly be part of her experience as a black woman in a public secondary 
school in 1990s America. Even as a subject of research intentionally troubling racial and sexual 
prejudices within American secondary schools, Patrice is further removed from a voice of her 
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own. As the subject of research, her silence leaves more room for the narrative of yet another -- 
the researcher-- to tell her story. 
The very notion of double consciousness may be counterproductive to the kind of 
classroom spaces wherein human beings of every possible intersection of identity categories may 
thrive, the kind of space I believe is least violent and most liberatory. This research takes as its 
foundation the assumption that all beings are ontologically equal, that any hierarchization of 
human beings, either explicitly or implicitly, is not “natural,” but instead social, political, and 
ideological, and that any space, including classroom space, that privileges one identity category 
over another is a bad copy of cultural patterns of oppression, including sexism, racism, classism, 
and genderism.4 On the other hand, and at the same time, double consciousness could be seen as 
a kind of productive space out of which Patrice retaliates against the forces of her school 
environment. Through her silence she may be disrupting and making impossible the action of 
denying her self-conscience. With the absence of her (spoken and possibly written) language 
Patrice may deny others the opportunity to, “let her see herself through the revelation of the other 
world” (Dubois 3). Only Patrice and students like her can know the interior space(s) she retreats 
to, and how that act can be taken for productive work against being made into an identity that is 
knowable. 
Magda Lewis takes up silence in the classroom in untraditional ways, and would read 
Patrice’s silence as an act of resistance and transformation. Lewis acknowledges the feminist 
literature before her on women and silence, which frames silence as a signature of defeat and 
muting by privileged, phallocentric operations of power. Very often the literature in NCTE 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
4	  At the same time, I want to be mindful of “the fiction of the silence of subordinated groups” 
(Ellsworth 313). See hooks, “Talking Back,” especially page 124.	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articles that take up these notions (see Barbieri “Words” and Apol Obbink, for example) seeks to 
create safer spaces in classrooms for female students to feel comfortable finding their voices.  In 
contrast, Lewis writes: “We need to understand women’s silence  -- the silence of all oppressed, 
exploited, and subordinate people -- as in Bonnie Smith’s words “a counter language” (1981), a 
language carrying the full force of our opposition to what has been said before -- those words 
that have created the world in their own image and which now can no longer, if ever they could, 
sustain our desires for possibility, freedom, and integrity. Silence in this case is a political 
practice that challenges how social meaning is made” (Lewis 49). Lewis goes further to explain 
that it is the way silence “opens the possibility for drawing competing meanings and competing 
discourses out of social relations” (Lewis 49) that makes it a political source for potential 
change. In essence, the silence carries with it the “full force” of what has been said already by 
the “oppressed, exploited, and subordinate people,” and with that a weight more potentially 
transformative than anything that might actually be said in juxtaposition to masculine discourse. 
In understanding Patrice’s silence as “a counter language” we can arrive at a different 
understanding of what silence means in the classroom. Lewis writes, “Feminist teaching/political 
practices are like that silence heard above the patriarchic thunder disrupting the hierarchy of 
discursive practices” (Lewis 49). Just as we might deny the question “Whose problem is 
Patrice?” on the grounds that it situates her silence in a discourse that can only see her as an 
absence of voice, and by extension a problem, feminist pedagogies invite us to reconsider our 
understandings of what is normatively acceptable and unacceptable -- our understandings of 
failure -- in ways that allow us to shift the problems and the questions.   
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Patti Lather says of the productive work of feminist research, “The overt ideological goal 
of feminist research in the human sciences is to correct both the invisibility and distortion5 of 
female experience in ways relevant to ending women’s unequal social position” (Lather, Getting 
71).  Extrapolating from Lather, I wish for this research to contribute to efforts toward correcting 
the invisibility and distortion of teacher and student experience related to intimacy, intuition, and 
embodiment and ending dehumanizing practices of post-positivist, neoliberal schooling. If 
classroom life were just one story, it would be one teetering on the brink of the supposed binaries 
of visible and the invisible, the public and the private, and all the ghostly spaces in between. It is 
a place where teachers and students are in constant defense of themselves, and where a public 
vision of being competes with the secret, marginal spaces of its private parts. On related matters 
pertaining to her experience in teaching, Miller has said, “I especially have questioned ways in 
which I transferred socially constructed expectations of myself as woman into my role as 
teacher. I have asked: to what extent and in what manner do layers of societal and cultural 
expectations and stereotypes become ‘personal’ expectations, and how do these shape women’s 
perceptions of themselves and their potentials to be educated as well as to educate?” (Miller, 
Sounds 61-2). 
Unpacking and identifying the “socially constructed expectations” as 
normative,  politically motivated guideposts has been part of the work of feminist research. 
Renaming feminist experience, especially within the field of teaching -- a historically “woman’s 
profession” -- is feminist work in as far as theorizing alternate futures for people of all sexes 
considering what is possible, or what potentials can be dreamt and/or realized. Miller reminds 
readers that it is entirely possible to omit such thinking from our minds without particular 
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consciousness raising. Bringing our conscious to bear on these silences forces subjects to re-see 
spaces that are otherwise taken for granted. 
Drawing again upon Michelle Fine, who is preoccupied with minority students, she 
describes why such spaces may be problematic: “Silencing permeates classroom life so 
primitively as to render irrelevant the lived experiences, passions, concerns, communities, and 
biographies of low-income, minority students. In the process, the very voices of these students 
and their communities, which public education claims to enrich, shut down” (Fine 118). When 
rhetoric purports to do the very thing it makes impossible, and when children and their teachers 
bear the brunt of that hypocrisy, as Fine’s research suggests, the interplay between what we see 
and don’t see, what we hear and don’t hear, takes on a new kind of outrage. On the other hand, 
rather than asking one binary opposition to consume the other -- to ask the invisible to come out 
into the light, or to ask the silent to speak, or to ask the ghost to materialize, perhaps “We must 
be willing to learn from those who don’t speak up in words. What are their silences telling us?” 
(Lather 12). This investigation of the way teachers have worked at mobilizing feminist theories 
and praxes is one way to explore the enigmatic haunted classroom, what stories we might know 
better from its ghosts, and what educators might do to address possible psychic violences done to 
both teachers and students by this “audit culture.” But a project that stops short of action is one 
that will not help students affirm their humanity within school spaces. As such, in Chapter 5, I 
consider what we may learn from my interpretations of data to propel us to strong feminist 
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III. Some Critical Notions of Feminist Pedagogies 
 
“[...] emotions may be helpful and even necessary rather than inimical to the construction 
of knowledge” 
 -Allison M. Jaggar, “Love and Knowledge: Emotion in Feminist Epistemology”  
 
In what is considered one of the earliest and most important works on feminist 
pedagogies by some, Margo Culley, et. al. write at the outset of Gendered Subjects: The 
Dynamics of Feminist Teaching, “For us as teachers, revealing ourselves as human beings is 
especially frightening and perilous, for it means we divest ourselves of what little institutional 
protection and power we possess, making us doubly vulnerable” (Culley, et. al. 19). In 1985, 
Culley et. al. wrote from a point of view common to the most published and projected feminisms 
of the time -- a white, middle-class, woman-centrist one. But rather than dismiss, as so often 
happens with the writings of essentializing feminist voices of a certain period, the gold nuggets 
of an otherwise dated landscape of thought, I choose to consider the fruits of the message in 
context. What potential for opening out and moving beyond boundaries exists within the context 
of vulnerabilities? Historically, dialogue within feminist pedagogies and women’s studies has 
asked these questions before. When the authors invite readers to, “welcome what everyone has 
always known -- that more goes on in the classroom than the transmission of information” 
(Culley, et. al. 19) it is clear they play with a way of envisioning the classroom in which subjects 
are no longer being asked to sever parts of themselves from those whom they meet in the name 
of schooling. They invoke an invitation to “show up” in the classroom in ways that have been 
discouraged before. To that point: “Let us welcome the intrusion/infusion of emotionality -- love, 
rage, anxiety, eroticism -- into intellect as a step toward healing the fragmentation capitalism and 
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patriarchy have demanded from us” (Culley et. al. 19). A superimposition of qualities antithetical 
to reason, the “intrusion/infusion of emotionality” was and remains a radical oppositional 
method. I offer up these and other feminist pedagogies as a way of talking through ideas of 
ghostly spaces within classrooms because of their rich history doing precisely that and for the 
potential of emerging, unfixed, grappling feminisms to address the more pressing needs of 
modern, public school classrooms as well.  
Allison M. Jaggar is instructive in thinking about the ways reason and emotion have 
become a binary loosely representing positivist/scientific and feminist knowledge production, 
and suggestions for ways “emotions may be helpful and even necessary rather than inimical to 
the construction of knowledge” (146). In her essay, “Love and Knowledge: Emotion in Feminist 
Epistemology,” Jaggar writes: “[...] conventionally inexplicable emotions, particularly, though 
not exclusively, those experienced by women, may lead us to make subversive observations that 
challenge dominant conceptions of the status quo. They may help us to realize that what are 
taken generally to be facts have been constructed in a way that obscures the reality of 
subordinated people, especially women’s reality” (Jaggar 161). Data selected for this research 
often, but not always, show examples of “subversive observations” that, through their interest in 
gender, focus on changing normative perceptions in order to make classroom dynamics more 
equal in some way.  
The question of “which/whose reality?” is represented in the normative classroom is one 
I take up, too. On the one hand, the status quo of schooling operates as a dominant force through 
its bureaucratic and political forces. However, one contention of this research is that alternatives 
realized through other forms of knowledge, including experience and emotion, have historical 
foundations in feminist theories. Jaggar describes the way “outlaw emotions,” which may or may 
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not be feminist, are most useful in the way they “help in developing alternatives to prevailing 
conceptions of reality [...] by motivating new investigations” (Jaggar 161). Inside a positivist and 
post-positivist paradigm, wherein, “values and emotions [are viewed] as alien invaders that must 
be repelled by a stricter application of the scientific method” (Jaggar 156), it is no wonder why a 
feminist conception of reality has no sturdy place within current mainstream research as well as 
current reform efforts. Feminist scholarship as a discourse pertinent to schooling has not thrived 
under the pressure of such opposing positivist paradigmatic demands on school teachers, 
students, and administrations, including testing, quality reviews, methods for gathering teacher 
data, and grading of schools, for example. Yet alternative conceptions remain sorely needed as a 
way to re-envision public school classrooms as places where children can be more fully 
human.     
I believe how we as a society popularly approach our conceptualization of public school 
spaces can currently be seen as a struggle between positivist and post-positivist epistemological 
renderings of life and versions of life. Here I mean “positivist” as an ontological faith in the 
existence of a reality that can be studied, captured, and understood. Epistemologically this 
paradigm is ordered around “how things really are” with the knower conceptualized as explicitly 
separate from the “known” (Miller, “Social Science”). What this means for school spaces is 
valuing research, and practices based on research, that claims facts and theories as objective 
“truth” (Miller, “Social Science”). Control of students and teachers through “scientific” products 
such as “standards” is taken for granted as factually based results of research, inherent to the 
work that “discovered” “facts” in “reality.” I mean “post-positivist” as an epistemological 
category that claims “reality” exists and may be approximated. Researchers within this paradigm 
conduct “objective” data collection by striving to be neutral. In this framework proponents 
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believe that with rigorously defined qualitative methods, including “constant comparison,” 
“careful examination of data,” and statistical accounts, “reality” may never be apprehended, 
though it can be approximated. In schools this paradigm is dangerous in the way it is faithful to 
generalizations about subjects, the worlds of subjects, and elaboration and description as ways to 
approximate “reality” (Miller, “Social Sciences”).  
There are better ways to move public school conceptualizations out of and away from the 
positivist and post-positivist paradigms that sustain power over that institution. When Maxine 
Greene talks about “education in and for freedom” she invokes some of the “less fixed and 
determined ways of looking” and “opening out, moving beyond its boundaries”  (Lather, Getting 
39) conceptions of post-modernisms that Patti Lather hopes will change feminisms and 
qualitative research for the better. Conceptions of schools that stipulate knowledge as “a weave 
of knowing and not-knowing which is what knowing is” (Spivak, In other 78) is more flexible, 
playful, and conducive to the ever-changing, fluid, and contradictory nature of complex persons 
in complex systems. And yet, to understand the importance and the aptness for shifting our 
collective notions of public schooling, to whatever extent that may be possible to do deliberately 
as a collective endeavor, cannot and should not delimit the conversation to a comparison of a 
binary. 
At the same time, the importance of thinking through and alongside ideas of 
entanglement between teachers and students is especially important towards re-envisioning 
classroom spaces to reflect something closer and approximate (but never exact) to what kinds of 
emotional life may be experienced there. What “intimacy” “is” or “might be” loses some gravity 
in light of the greater importance of how intimacies have affected the lives of actual people, and 
how they may open up an opportunity for approaching the affective complexities of such a 
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complicated place for so many complicated lives, a discussion that I return to in Chapter 2. 
Hence, “That life is complicated is a fact of great analytical importance” provides significance to 
my study, which seeks to re-imagine a landscape for student, teacher, and school quality, in both 
the language that we speak to describe quality and the actions, beliefs, and encounters that we 
define as pedagogical. 
Furthermore, anything one might say about intimacies between teachers and students 
must be balanced with the realities of the hybrid, unknowable self and the enormity of what can 
possibly be meant by “life.” Teachers and their students must engage in some form of intimacy. 
Even with the unwieldy nature of the term “intimacy” and the multiple meanings it takes within 
various discourses, I do not think it possible for students and teachers, who spend a significant 
portion of their lives -- corporeally, thoughtfully, emotionally-- with one another, to be 
unaffected (in some or all of those ways) by the other. Underpinning my questions and 
assumptions about the emotional and political usefulness of feminist pedagogies are my beliefs 
that such pedagogies have potential to “humanize” the people -- students, teachers, and staff -- at 
K-12 academic institutions. As I move through my dissertation I do take up “meanings” of 
“human” and “humanize” in order to situate those terms in more specific context(s).  I bring to 
my research the belief that certain humanizing processes are important in all schools, not only 
because the notion of American schooling remains primarily patriarchal in character, but also 
because such possible processes are especially important in increasingly corporatized public 
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IV.  Moving Beyond the Injury of Public School  
 
“Indeed, it may be that the very way in which we respond to injury offers the chance we 
have to become human.” 
-Judith Butler, Giving an Account of Oneself: A Critique of Ethical Violence 
 
Despite, and perhaps even because of, political and administrative pressure to do 
otherwise, countless teachers and students have found it possible to locate their humanity in 
America’s classrooms.  Some seem to be able to do so in spite of the “madness” William Pinar 
elucidates in his essay on that subject;  Pinar notes that the constant testing and measuring of 
both students’ and teachers’ “effectiveness” serves as a violence against teachers, and especially 
students. Judith Butler’s words on violence and injury are apropos for institutes of public 
schooling. She writes: 
Violence is neither a just punishment we suffer nor a just revenge for what we suffer. It 
delineates a physical vulnerability from which we cannot slip away, which we cannot 
finally resolve in the name of the subject, but which can provide a way to understand the 
way in which all of us are already bounded, not precisely separate, but in our skins, given 
over, in each other’s hands, at each other’s mercy. This is a situation we do not choose, 
that forms the horizon of choice, and it is that which grounds our responsibility. In this 
sense, we are not responsible for it, but it is that for which we are nevertheless 
responsible. We did not create it, but it is that we must heed. Indeed, it may be that the 
very way in which we respond to injury offers the chance we have to become human. 
(Butler, Giving 58) 
 
This research is interested in the ways in which classroom life, perhaps the most common violent 
environment encountered by young people, touches upon ways of becoming human within 
schools. “At each other’s mercy,” teachers and students respond to both the injury provoked 
within and out of school, but finally meted out in that environment, and this research aims to 
look at how some teachers and students do that, in specific, particular contexts. Put another way, 
I am interested in the ways some students and some teachers have taken up the responsibility of 
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responding to injury and how those responses may be viewed in the context of “becoming more 
human,” and to what extent it may be possible to look at this lens as another, alternate way of 
defining what it means to be educated. My assumption throughout this study is that a conscious 
bearing of responsibility by students and teachers to one another, amidst the violence of schools 
can, in some cases, be an intervention, sometimes momentary and other times lengthy, against 
“the cumulative effect of the [...] devastating [...] schooling experience” (Pinar 381). My bias 
towards feminist pedagogies, both in the historically traditional sense and the expanding senses 
that I explore in the theoretical sections of this research, is based on my reading of that body of 
literature as full of potential for the kind of transforming possibility I am describing. 
 As political work with a political agenda for moving forward in more humane ways, I 
believe that it is important to look back at the legacy of teaching as a feminized profession. 
“Woman’s work,” as Catherine Beecher popularly claimed teaching to be in 1846, is historically 
a site of women’s exploitation played out in multiple ways. At the same time, teaching has 
provided many women in American history with some of their first opportunities to shift 
discourse on gender expectations and normative behavior. Importantly, the feminization of 
teaching has been, and, I believe, continues to be, molded and perpetuated predominantly for the 
gain of a phallocentric discourse that benefits from a paradigm wherein women as a subject 
category are in submission to male dominance. In her text, Woman’s “True” Profession: Voices 
from the History of Teaching, Nancy Hoffman writes, “Historians of American education 
consistently link the feminization of teaching with the bureaucratization of schools, noting that 
what was casual work for men through the early nineteenth century became a regulated, mass 
profession for women” (Hoffman 6). Hoffman explains that the circumstances of compulsory 
and state regulated schooling created an enormous demand for the new profession of teaching, 
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and that gendered stereotypes about women reinforced beliefs about women being especially 
suited to teaching. Because women “were cheaper, and they were [assumed to be] naturally 
suited to teaching young children” (Hoffman 6) provided arguments for why bureaucrats were 
now willing to encourage women into this labor force, but it does not explain why women 
flocked to teaching. Hoffman writes, “[...] public rhetoric exaggerated women’s motivation to 
lead children to virtue and downplayed the commonalities they had with male professionals in 
the labor market” (Hoffman 7). Namely, these included the desires to earn money, be in the 
world, and have more freedom and responsibility.  
Obviously, the sexist notion that women are suited to teaching because they have a 
biological predisposition to the pursuit of care occupations is a detriment to teaching as a 
profession because it has relegated teaching to the lower rungs of what counts as meaningful 
work and who counts as a professional. This sexism also hurts people of all genders because it 
perpetuates biases and stereotypes that limit the amount of freedom and agency people have to 
live in the world more justly. Miller writes: “Teaching, then, while promoted as a desirable, 
acceptable, and even laudable ‘profession’ for women in the US from the 1860s on, also became 
a vehicle for replication and perpetuation of a dominant patriarchal order. And I argue that it 
would have been difficult even for women who saw teaching as a career opportunity rather than 
as ‘natural’ work to resist deeply internalized conceptions of themselves as they ‘should be’ 
within the world” (Miller, Sounds 72). Central to this research, then, is the epistemological 
assertion that gender and gendered meanings are produced and always being produced, both 
discursively and materially. Gender is not just culturally established in fixed forms or timeless 
kinds of beings. Gender has been historically utilized in ways that work to produce and sustain 
certain ways of organizing social and political life, as has been the case throughout time in the 
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gendered landscape of teaching. Claims on gender are organized and mobilized over time in 
different ways as part of the very operation of power. Even in my search for alternatives, it 
would seem sexist boundaries preclude big thinking; one danger I became increasingly aware of 
throughout my research endeavors has to do with the potential sexism and bias possible in this 
research that works to understand a paradigm so historically situated towards essentialized 
versions of gender difference, which I address more in Chapters 2 and 3. I therefore have deeply 
considered what we gain if we rescue our pedagogies from fixed notions of gender. To me some 
of the attributes related to such an alternative signal possible  imaginings of schools as open, 
flexible, differentiated, collaborative, loving, personal, attuned to individuals, critically-minded, 
and committed to social justice.  
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Chapter 2: A Literature Review on Feminisms that help Shape Pedagogies, 
Conceptualizations of the Student who Studies English, and the Corporatization of 
American Public Schools 
 
This partial review of relevant literature has several parts related to the multiple 
categories introduced in Chapter 1. In the first section, I explore the feminisms that have helped 
shape some of the pedagogies that I discuss in more detail in Chapter 3. This section includes an 
explanation of earliest feminisms via a short history of “founding” texts. I follow that section 
with more recent literature that troubles, confounds, and problematizes the notions raised within 
the women’s studies community, as well as other groups preoccupied with the work of feminist 
teaching. The second section has at its core conceptualizations of students and teachers within 
the field of English education. This topic is pertinent in that my research explores a range of 
intimacies between human beings in literacy-based classroom settings as an oppositional 
arrangement to business-like, sterile, patriarchal dynamics. Finally, the last section continues the 
discussion I began in the previous chapter regarding the corporatization of American public 
schools.    
 
I. Feminisms and Teaching: A Partial Consideration of Terms Together and Apart 
 
What feminist pedagogy may be now is not what it once was: It is in process, contested, 
and embattled, not unlike definitions of feminisms themselves. It is a way of teaching and 
thinking born of a particular time and out of particular contexts in the Unites States. In 
describing those contexts, Frances Maher and Mary Kay Thompson Tetreault write in the 
expanded version of their research, The Feminist Classroom, originally published in 1994: 
“Feminist pedagogy, the new field we were beginning to explore, evolved from many different 
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sources: the consciousness-raising practices derived from the women’s movement, the 
progressive tradition in American education created by John Dewey, and the more general forms 
of ‘liberatory teaching’ espoused by Paulo Freire and others” (Maher, Feminist 3). And yet, 
some of the themes preoccupying feminists as early as the 70s and 80s still have presence today. 
For example, reading Adrienne Rich’s 1979 speech, “Taking women students seriously,” the 
following sentiments feel entirely befitting today as they did to Rich when she spoke them: “The 
capacity to think independently, to take intellectual risks, to assert ourselves mentally, is 
inseparable from our physical way of being in the world, our feelings of personal integrity. If it is 
dangerous for me to walk home late of an evening from the library, because I am a woman and 
can be raped, how self-possessed, how exuberant can I feel as a I sit working in that library?” 
(Rich 25). In the wake of sexual assault allegations running rampant across dozens of colleges 
and universities in the late spring of 2014, it would be difficult to differentiate between the 
culture Rich described on college campuses and culture of almost four decades later. The point is 
that, in looking at a history of feminisms as they relate to teaching, while women’s studies and 
feminist studies as a discipline has transformed greatly over time, the cultures out of which these 
disciplines, and schools at all levels operate, is a patriarchal one in which, “Women and men do 
not receive an equal education because outside the classroom women are perceived not as 
sovereign beings but as prey” (Rich 25). Within this context of extreme shifts and yet seemingly 
stable paradigms, feminist pedagogy has remained, in my opinion, an important facet for 
students of all gender categories.  
 The notion of gender categories is itself a point of distinction between feminists. On the 
one hand, some feminists have reasoned that the stable category of “woman” has made the 
political pursuit of more equality and justice for women, a material matter in the world, more 
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possible. Other feminists have criticized the closed and bounded categorizations of gender as 
habits that hurt all genders, including “women.” Judith Butler writes, “[...] identity categories 
tend to be instruments of regulatory regimes, whether as the normalizing categories of oppressive 
structures or as the rallying points for a liberatory contestation of that very oppression” (Butler, 
“Imitation” 308). Gender categorization tends to construct normativity wherein those categories 
uphold the very oppressive constraints many feminists resist -- unequal personal and political 
structures between subjects or between subjects and systems. She claims that all genders -- more 
than two, certainly, with number perhaps reflective of individual subjects in the world -- act out 
foundation-less imitations. The fact that there are no originals adds credence to the argument that 
gender is not “owned” by any group of people, and that, as a societal conception, gender serves 
to foreclose possibilities of being, and being recognized, in the world. The issue of what gender 
is, and whether or not “women” is a knowable term assigned to knowable subjects, was taken for 
granted by second wave feminists, and continues to be difficult for some feminists to reconcile 
with their politics. 
 Notions of feminist pedagogy were once situated within the discourse of second wave 
feminism, focusing on the category of “woman” as it encountered the academy differently from 
the category “man,” and taking up radical, or “transformative pedagogies” (hooks 70). Feminist 
pedagogy in this era includes the important work of Audre Lorde, which still seems valid, in 
some ways, as a critique against the rapid corporatization of American public schools. Audre 
Lorde said of systems that “define the good in terms of profit rather than in terms of human 
need”: “[...] the principal horror of such a system is that it robs our work of its erotic value, its 
erotic power and life appeal and fulfillment” (Lorde 55). With neoliberalism a stronghold of 
American political philosophy in action, the business model of education robs the work of 
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educators its erotic possibilities. The erotic, as Lorde defines it, is in opposition to systems of 
power that rely on humanist, enlightenment principles that privilege rational over enigmatic 
ways of knowing and being in the world. Although the view of feminist pedagogies of the future 
necessitates a distancing from Lorde’s essentializing of erotic ways of knowing as woman’s 
domain, there is still value in a system that is “the nurturer or nursemaid of all our deepest 
knowledge,” (Lorde 56)  as oppositional territory to political philosophies that reduce depths of 
equality and joy. By virtue of being oppositional to the neoliberal patriarchal type, then, the 
erotic is a possible feminist pedagogical facet; however, the practical question is what do the 
tools required for assembling this other pedagogy look like when they are tools different from 
those used to assemble the master’s house?  
 Margot Culley, et.al. state that the women’s movement of the 1970s in the U.S., born out 
of and alongside the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, saw scholars trying to bridge the 
political air with its potential for teaching. They write, “The early and mid-1970s produced a 
richness of material descriptive of the challenge and exhilaration of teaching and learning about 
women” (Culley, et. al. 1). But while feminist scholars were busy raising consciousness about, 
among other things, “that the situation between the sexes now, and throughout history, is a case 
of that phenomenon Max Weber defined as herrschaft, a relationship of dominance and 
subordinance” (Millett 24-5), the closest example of feminist pedagogy during this period had 
most to do with unearthing women writers, suffusing curriculum with these texts, and writing 
women into history. The notion of feminist practices within pedagogical milieus was, at least, 
more a project of the 1970s than the 1960s.  
Audre Lorde provides one example of feminism out of the 70s, with an emphasis on the 
personal as an opposite and equal (or better) value for experiencing the world. Part of the 
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personal, with an emphasis on experience, has to do with attunement with other people. Naming 
the value of the erotic in women’s lives, Lorde did not apply her ideas to education, or notions of 
relationality within education, but feminists since have been incorporating her ideas on the erotic 
in work on feminist pedagogies.6 Lorde writes: “For once we begin to feel deeply all the aspects 
of our lives, we begin to demand from ourselves and from our life-pursuits that they feel in 
accordance with that joy which we know ourselves to be capable of. Our erotic knowledge 
empowers us, becomes a lens through which we scrutinize all aspects of our existence, forcing us 
to evaluate those aspects honestly in terms of their relative meaning for our lives” (Lorde 57). 
Those of us in the field of education, especially secondary education, where students are most 
likely to drop-out of school, draw on an enormous history of concerned figures and literature that 
wants to know how education can be made more effective at helping students flourish. The 
denial of the basic human needs-- for joy, empowerment, and knowing ourselves-- that Lorde 
and others attest to, seem like obvious factors for human beings to reach their more full potential. 
In seeing no connection between their lives inside and outside of schools, students leave. If, as 
Lorde suggests, connecting to the erotic means “mak[ing] our lives and the lives of our children 
richer and more possible” (Lorde 55), it must supercede the other claims to “success” about 
which we hear so often from the media, special interest groups, the government and its 
subsidiaries. Lorde’s quote goes to show the division between traditional paradigms of schooling 
that position teachers in authoritative power structures, lauding over students in dynamics 
mimetic to other patriarchal formations of power, and paradigms that attempt to distance from 
this vision towards a more intimate one. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
6 See, for example, Allison Bartlett’s “A Passionate Subject: Representations of Desire in 
Feminist Pedagogy” in Gender and Education, 10.1 (1998). 
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Closeness between teachers and students, or intimacy, is a tremendously political and 
dangerous subject; it is taboo. It is also a cornerstone of feminist pedagogies as they were 
defined during second wave feminisms. Non-traditional and progressive educators have cited 
bonded student/teacher relationships as a source for revolutionary changes in pedagogy and 
advances in student learning. bell hooks, in Teaching to Transgress, writes: 
Teachers who love students and are loved by them are still “suspect” in the academy. 
Some of the suspicion is that the presence of feelings, of passions, may not allow for 
objective considerations of each student’s merit. But this very notion is based on the false 
assumption that education is neutral, that there is some “even” emotional ground we 
stand on that enables us to treat everyone equally, dispassionately. In reality, special 
bonds between professors and students have always existed, but traditionally they have 
been exclusive rather than inclusive. To allow one’s feeling of care and will to nurture 
particular individuals in the classroom -- to expand and embrace everyone -- goes against 
the notion of privatized passion. (hooks 198) 
 
Although hooks speaks here of post-secondary teachers and their students, what she mentions 
may apply to younger pupils as well. In terms of the “suspicion” outsiders have of loving 
teachers and students, I tend to agree with her. hooks says this suspicion has to do with a fear 
that teachers will not be fair to all students if they have feelings for some of them. The idea that 
teachers are ever objective about students (or anything else!) is preposterous. One major fear, 
and fodder for tabloids, are stories of teachers who engage in sexual relationships with their child 
students. These extreme examples of pedophilic teacher-student relations are, in my experience, 
outliers of common practice, and yet they remain some of the only stories out of education that 
make it to print. The public seems almost obsessed with Laternouesque7 stories that, I believe, 
indicate a fear or a belief that teachers are predatory and mine their classrooms for sexual 
pleasure. Why does American culture tell this one story of passion in the classroom without 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
7	  Mary Kay Letourneau was a schoolteacher who, in the mid 90s, pleaded guilty to raping her 
twelve-year-old, sixth grade student in the Pacific Northwest of the United States. She went on to 
have two of her victim’s children and married him upon release.	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room for other stories? The most terrible story of all -- of teachers raping their students -- is held 
out as a warning to encroach on all passion that may be experienced in the classroom.    
        Like bell hooks, Jane Gallop theorizes about erotic pedagogies in the post-secondary 
classroom. Unlike bell hooks, Jane Gallop directly addresses, through psychoanalytic analyses 
and theorizing of particular personal experiences within and without her classroom, sexual 
relationships between teachers and students as a way to consider teaching that matters. Whether 
it be the post-secondary or secondary classroom, I think bell hooks’s caution against the politics 
of sleeping with students is apropos.   Lest we reduce Gallop’s sophisticated psychoanalytic 
analyses too quickly as ‘simply’ talking about sex between students and teachers, I wish to note 
the importance of her theoretical grappling with notions of relationality in the classroom: “At its 
most intense -- and, I would argue, its most productive -- the pedagogical relation between 
teacher and students is, in fact, a ‘consensual amorous relation.’ And if schools decide to prohibit 
not only sex but “amorous relations” between teacher and student, the “consensual amorous 
relation” that will be banned from our campuses might just be teaching itself” (Gallop 57).  
I too am concerned with the increasing  impossibility of “amorous relations,” drawing from 
Gallop and, for middle and secondary classroom contexts, keeping this at the metaphoric level, 
between teachers and students given the audit culture under which schools currently operate. In 
my experience, a loving student/teacher relationship is a most productive one, and as long as 
love plays its part inside the potential relational “intimacies” of the school environment, both 
students and teachers may be less constricted by their prescribed and historical roles. If we could 
realize bonds between our teacher selves and our students outside the familiar roles of parents 
and children, but also outside the abusive bonds of sexual partners, what could be realized or 
imagined between us in and outside of our classrooms?  
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 Views of the teacher as oppressor are in contrast to feminist writings that view the 
teacher as the oppressed. Maher and Thompson Tetreault describe the 1980s as a time when, 
“feminist theorists were beginning to articulate epistemologies, or ways of knowing, that called 
attention to women’s position of oppression in society as a source of legitimate claims to 
knowledge and heretofore obscured truths” (Maher, Feminist 2). While they cannot be taken as 
authorities on feminist postmodern thought, since they ascribe some unwarranted ideas to that 
area, such as guaranteed objectivity, truthful views, and the previously cited “obscured truths” 
(Maher, Feminist 2-3), Maher and Tetreault can offer a historical account of feminist pedagogy 
of an eventful historical moment for women’s education. In looking at what feminists wanted to 
do differently in their classrooms, they write: “What has made feminist pedagogy unique, 
however, has been its grounding in feminist theory as the basis for its multidimensional and 
positional view of the construction of classroom knowledge. […] One mark of this pedagogy is 
that learning proceeds at least partly from the questions of the students themselves and/or from 
the everyday experiences of ordinary people, those in the ‘bywaters of the culture’” (Maher 3). 
Maher and Tetreault are referring, of course, to notions that undergird an important and 
dominating discourse of the late 1970s and 1980s: standpoint theory. Sociologist Nancy 
Hartsock claims in her 1983 essay, “The Feminist Standpoint: Developing the Ground for a 
Specifically Feminist Historical Materialism,” “A standpoint [...] carries with it the contention 
that there are some perspectives on society from which, however well-intentioned one may be, 
the real relations of humans with each other and with the natural world are not visible” (Hartsock 
285). Therefore, the colonialist imposition of the ethnologist upon the marginalized subject is 
replaced by a “better” method in which the marginalized subject speaks for herself. This moment 
explains why a text like The Feminist Classroom, representative of the feminist pedagogical 
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moment of the 1980s, sought to, “seek out practitioners who would best exemplify these new 
teaching methods in their classrooms” (Maher, Feminist 4). Standpoint theories would later grow 
disfavorable and controversial to scholars in many fields, for they insisted that marginalized 
points of view were as unable to make objective claims as claims from hegemonic voices, and 
critiqued these theories as essentializing and too faithful to the idea of objectivity.  
Sandra Harding, another early author of texts that took up standpoint theory, describes 
goals of feminist standpoints from the 1970s and 1980s as: “(1) to explain in a more accurate 
way relations between androcentric institutional power and the production of sexist and 
androcentric knowledge claims, (2) to account for the surprising successes of research in the 
social sciences and biology that were overtly guided by feminist politics, (3) to provide 
guidelines for future research, and (4) to provide a resource for the empowerment of oppressed 
groups” (Harding 45). Harding, having written on standpoint theory for decades, is also a source 
for elaborating the criticism and response to criticism surrounding standpoint theories. Major 
criticisms have included the charge that standpoint theories are relative in nature because they 
“argue that all knowledge claims are socially located” (Harding 56). In other words, the problem 
with socially located knowledge claims is the belief that social values enhance the process by 
which those claims are formed. Other (but not all) criticism includes charges of essentialism -- 
“assuming that all women (or men) share some kind of common experience” (Harding 60) -- that 
it is Eurocentric (Harding 60), that it automatically privileges “women’s ways of knowing” 
(Harding 60), and that it has limited scope for application (for example, it is not valuable for 
Anti-Eurocentric and Postcolonial Projects, nor research outside of the social sciences) (Harding 
61).  In response to arguments against feminist standpoint theories Harding conceptualized 
“strong objectivity.” She describes strong objectivity as a better methodology that “maximiz(es) 
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the objectivity of research” (Harding 56). Many have not been satisfied with responses to 
criticisms of standpoint theory; in particular, post-structural theorists may have a hard time 
amalgamating their epistemological and ontological commitments with the Humanist, 
Enlightenment premises of standpoint theories, with their belief in “truths” and “realities.”  
Taking vision as a metaphor, Donna Haraway wants to place the conversation about 
objectivity back onto the body, noting that the gaze situates “the unmarked positions of Man and 
White” in discourse around objectivity, which is why, she says, feminisms do not favor the 
term/practice. Haraway writes, “I would like a doctrine of embodied objectivity that 
accommodates paradoxical and critical feminist science projects: Feminist objectivity means 
quite simply situated knowledges” (Haraway 581). Haraway’s concept of situated knowledges is 
about engaging feminist discourse at the level of power and embodiment. She emphasizes the 
way science, through “instruments of visualization” (Haraway 581), have formulated the “god 
trick of seeing everything from nowhere” (Haraway 581), the danger being that everyone is 
compromised by the unregulated, gluttonous rape (Haraway 581) of subjects who bear the 
burden of the gaze. Haraway argues for a feminism located back in the body -- “particular” and 
“specific” (Haraway 582) bodies -- in response to the techno-world she perceived in the 1980s as 
too grossly removed from “dimensions of mental and physical space we hardly know how to 
name” (Haraway 582).  
 Looking within the same time frame, Janet L. Miller describes feminist pedagogies as 
they relate to curriculum theory in her 1981 essay, “The Sound of Silence Breaking: Feminist 
Pedagogy and Curriculum Theory.” Miller writes: 
Emerging from the women’s liberation movement and especially from radical or cultural 
feminist concerns, conceptions of feminist pedagogy perhaps can provide illuminating 
examples of attempts to reconstitute the power dynamics of knowledge construction and 
the discourses of teaching and learning. Versions of feminist pedagogy that have emerged 
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in recent years in the US, like versions of reconceptual curriculum theorizing, force 
redefinition of the relationships between teachers and students; public and private; the 
“knower” and the “known”; and the academic disciplines and what “counts” as 
curriculum and as “knowledge.” (Miller, Sounds 67) 
 
Coming out of the concerns and preoccupations of the feminist movement, feminist pedagogies 
were attempting to examine and question notions of power and their patriarchal roots. In 
examples that followed, Miller outlines the ways teachers have utilized feminist pedagogies to 
redefine teacher and student relationships, personalize the curriculum, make student inquiry 
central to study and then interrogate the assumptions behind actions, and to more fundamentally 
work to change existing power structures. This curriculum is one in which students are active in 
the process of “taking charge of their lives,” to echo a quote from Rich’s work mentioned 
earlier.   
The 1990s saw the beginning of conflict between feminists more in favor of political 
action and feminists who worked more theoretically. This is somewhat ironic since in the 70s 
and 80s creating those women’s studies departments was a major component of the work of 
feminist pedagogues. Robyn Wiegman describes the conflict as one where “theoretical 
considerations are seen to overwhelm the imperative for a public political voice and feminism’s 
ability to define and inhabit social change is jettisoned in favor of academic insularity” 
(Wiegman 40). In Wiegman’s essay, anyway, the brunt of blame is heaped on the shoulders of 
Judith Butler (by her detractors, such as Martha Nussbaum; not Wiegman herself) by those 
feminists who prefer an “activist agenda” over a theoretical one. While the notion of making an 
impact on people’s lives as a primary project of feminism is an important one, I believe that the 
argument that theoretical work does not influence understanding, change, and policy that metes 
out “real” outcomes is not very accurate. We do not have to look far to see how influential theory 
has been in shaping the lives of human beings -- from Sigmund Freud to Judith Butler herself, 
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we can point to the former, as Simone de Beauvoir and Betty Friedan did, for helping to situate 
woman as the inferior “other” by validating those claims as scientifically based. We owe Butler 
gratitude, I think, for shifting people’s narratives of how gender is discursively as well as 
socially/culturally inflected and constructed. 
While hooks optimistically claims that, “When our lived experience of theorizing is 
fundamentally linked to processes of self-discovery, of collective liberation, no gap exists 
between theory and practice” (hooks 61), the division between feminism as theory and feminism 
as action is a more persistent narrative. Wiegman’s claim that “Feminism, in particular, has 
struggled over the dynamic of knowing and doing, over the difference that each constitutes to the 
other, weighing one over the other” (Wiegman 41) seems more relevant to the bulk of voices at 
this time. That academic feminism is a contradiction is a point Ellen Messer Davidow, Brown, 
and Wiegman point out, since practicing feminism within academia has been rooted in a practice 
of engagement with social justice projects, entangled with political, economic, and legal spheres 
affecting people’s lives.   
 As many have noted, the feminisms most suitable to combatting feminist essentialism are 
feminisms that, as Michelle Fine says, “take the politics of race/ethnicity, class, sexuality, and 
disability as seriously as we take gender” (Fine, Disruptive VIII). Although Fine’s field is 
feminist psychology, the same is true for feminist pedagogies. In short, what is required of the 
field at stake in this question is a preoccupation with intersectionality. Some, but not all, of 
Fine’s work, like the 1990s writing on teaching by bell hooks, is located within third wave 
feminism’s grappling with standpoint theories, or theories that take the experience of 
marginalized people as a central component of knowledge. Not all feminists agree with a stance 
of philosophical amelioration through intersectionality, however. In her 2008 essay, “The 
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Impossibility of Women’s Studies,” Wendy Brown claims efforts at redressing the problems 
intersectionality wants to solve is an empty pursuit. She writes, “Faculty, curriculum, and 
students in women’s studies programs are in a relentless, compensatory cycle of guilt and blame 
about race, a cycle structured by women’s studies’ original, nominalist, and conceptual 
subordination of race (and all other forms of social stratification) to gender” (Brown 31). This 
leaves one to wonder what women’s studies is without gender as its guidepost. Brown’s 
proposition of work that, “involves serious and difficult research, arduous thought, and complex 
theoretical formulations” (Brown 32), work that takes as its foundation women’s studies, but 
moves away from it, sounds vague, and yet, this enigmatic description also gets closer to center 
at describing a feminism that has moved far from its roots but remains somehow kin. 
 Discourse on intersectionality is largely credited to the work of several black feminist 
scholars who called attention to, for example, “Black women” as having to consider intersections 
of all kinds of identity categories and their assumptions as active constructors of their 
oppression. For example, in 1986 Patricia Hill Collins wrote the now classic essay “Learning 
from the Outsider Within,” in which she considers both the outsider status of Black women 
laborers who were enslaved or worked within the intimate confines of white people’s homes, as 
well as the Black woman scholar’s experience as an outsider within the halls of the academy. Of 
the last example, she writes, “to become sociological insiders, Black women must assimilate a 
standpoint that is quite different from their own” (169). Adopting a standpoint alien and/or 
totally at odds with the right to “view themselves as fully human” (Collins 166) was, of course, 
an aspect of assimilation in the former case as well. The final call in Collins’s essay “to conserve 
the creative tension of outsider within status by encouraging and institutionalizing outsider 
within ways of seeing” (173) ultimately lays the groundwork, I believe, for scholar Kimberlé 
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Crenshaw to more fully realize the parameters of “intersectionality” as a way to carve out more 
“multidimensionality of Black women’s experience” (57). Crenshaw writes, “I argue that Black 
women are sometimes excluded from feminist theory and antiracist policy discourse because 
both are predicated on a discrete set of experiences that often does not accurately reflect the 
interaction of race and gender” (24). Crenshaw argues for an intersectional framework for 
considering systems of oppression, like racism and sexism, because “the intersectional 
experience is greater than the sum of racism and sexism” (24). Introducing “intersectionality” as 
a concept in 1989, Crenshaw argues for new frameworks for addressing experience as it is 
differently encountered and constructed for various people across a wide spectrum. Additive 
feminism does not support the struggle of more “women.” It conflates and perpetuates 
experience and oppression to the point of denying specific people with specific intersectional 
identities more justice, equality, and access to rights.  
 I believe emerging (future? present?) feminist pedagogies are ones that understand their 
history rooted in the ongoing, unended struggle to overcome gender and other oppressions, that 
situate themselves in direct and radical opposition to neoliberal, patriarchal theories and practices 
that diminish the potential for democracy, and that take as its present core a commitment to: “a 
historiography quite different from that expressed by notions of cause and effect, accumulation, 
origin, or various intersecting lines of development, a historiography that emphasizes instead 
contingent developments, formations that may be at odds with or convergent with each other, 
and trajectories of power that vary in weight for different kinds of subjects” (Brown 32).  
What I am talking about is a kind of women’s studies that is like the Sula Hortense Spillers 
describes in her essay, “A Hateful Passion, A Lost Love.” Spillers writes, “[Sula’s] strategic 
place as a potential being might argue that subversion itself -- law breaking -- is an aspect of 
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liberation that women must confront from its various angles [...] Sula’s outlawry may not be the 
best kind, but that she has the will toward rebellion itself is the stunning idea” (Spillers 118). 
This is a pedagogy that takes up feminism as a “critical stance,” which Scott calls, “feminism not 
as the perpetuation and protection of orthodoxy but feminism as critique” (Scott, Women’s 6). In 
Toni Morrison’s Sula,what Sula Peace is for black American literature, “a project in liberation” 
that “has no particular dimension in time,” (Spillers 118), perhaps Scott’s “critical stance” may 
be for feminist pedagogy -- a critical exploration and talking back against orthodoxy that may 
also serve a purpose regardless of time and place. In the method of writing her essay, Spillers 
takes up a “dialectics of process,” in opposition to the “straight lines” of “great writers,” (Spillers 
94) and instead “the right not to accede to the simplifications and mystifications of a strictly 
historiographical time line that now promises the greatest freedom of discourse to black people, 
to black women, as critics, teachers, writers, and thinkers” (Spillers 95). Like what Brown 
describes as an emergent discourse like but not actually women’s studies, Spillers offers an 
explanation for a kind of feminism that is neither traditional in method or form, and that calls 
forth complexity.  
 In another example of what feminist pedagogy might be now, Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s 
proposal, in opposition to a “hermeneutics of suspicion,” (Sedgwick, “Paranoid” 124) offers 
another insight. In “Paranoid Reading, Reparative Reading,” Sedgwick wants to move past, “the 
rather fixated question Is a particular piece of knowledge true, and how can we know? to further 
questions: What does knowledge do -- the pursuit of it, the having and exposing of it, the 
receiving again of knowledge of what one already knows?” (Sedgwick, “Paranoid” 124). Within 
American public education moving past the closed systems of knowledge that entail standardized 
testing and prescribed and rigid curriculums like the Common Core, like a “hermeneutics of 
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suspicion,” has had a “stultifying side effect: they may have made it less rather than more 
possible to unpack the local, contingent relations between any given piece of knowledge and its 
narrative/epistemological entailments for the seeker, knower, or teller” (Sedgwick, “Paranoid” 
124). With all kinds of thinking, including so called critical thinking, reduced to questions of 
what knowledge is rather than what it does (Sedgwick, “Paranoid” 124), students are distanced 
from their knowledge projects. There would be greater merit in a process of learning, if students, 
as the seekers/knowers/tellers, were able to grapple with the interstices between their referent 
“entailments” and knowledge itself, making their work necessarily local, contingent, personal, 
and “feminist.”  
The alternative to a pedagogy that poses questions it already knows the answers to is a 
reparative pedagogy. Drawing on Melanie Klein, Sedgwick writes, “to read from a reparative 
position is to surrender the knowing, anxious paranoid determination that no horror, however 
apparently unthinkable, shall ever come to the reader as new; to a reparatively positioned reader, 
it can seem realistic and necessary to experience surprise” (Sedgwick, “Paranoid” 146). 
Sedgwick goes on to explain that by opening up to the possibility of surprise is to allow for hope, 
but hope can be a traumatizing experience. In realizing that the future may be different from the 
way things have always been, one realizes the past need not have been what it was, and therefore 
past traumas might have been other than what they were (Sedgwick 146). A pedagogy that can 
hope, that can imagine a future different from the past, is a feminist pedagogy, an oppositional 
vision of what may be, instead of a ruling class, race, and gender hegemony of the present in 
which only a very few may thrive.  
 To carry these thoughts from Sedgwick’s essay further, Judith Halberstam offers more 
concrete ideas about what feminist pedagogical practice may look like. “An ‘open’ pedagogy,” 
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she says,  ”in the spirit of Ranciere and Freire, also detached itself from prescriptive methods, 
fixed logics, and epistemes, and it orients us toward problem-solving knowledge or social visions 
of radical justice” (Halberstam 17). Like Sedgwick, who was interested in “local, contingent 
relations” between subjects and knowledge, Halberstam sees value in James C. Scott’s charge 
not to “see like a state,” whereby it means, “that we erase and indeed sacrifice [...] more local 
practices of knowledge, practices moreover that may be less efficient, may yield less marketable 
results, but may also, in the long term, be more sustaining” (Halberstam 9). Halberstam shows, 
through Scott, an oppositional pedagogy that “emphasize[s] mutuality, collectivity, plasticity, 
diversity, and adaptability,” a pedagogy generally “illegible” and outside the scope of 
disciplinarity (Halberstam 10). In classrooms where teachers see their work as in opposition to 
the demands and hoop jumping of bureaucratic, soulless teaching to the test, the undocumented 
work of students and teachers may look more mutual, collective, plastic, diverse, and adaptable. 
Perhaps these “shadow classrooms” have something to do with Halberstam’s “shadow 
feminism,” “a feminism that finds purpose in its own failure” (Halberstam 128). Given the data 
replete with student failure during the second Bush and the Obama eras of education reform, if 
there is any joy, passion, or economy of the erotic in public school classrooms in America, it is 
surely thanks to the “failing” work of classrooms and not the carceral prescriptions that bind 
teachers and students. 
Theories of intimacy for classroom practice have historically been situated in feminist 
methodological contexts. In their introduction to the collected essays, The Global and the 
Intimate: Feminism in Our Time, Geraldine Pratt and Victoria Rosner explain why they use a 
feminist perspective  to “explore the relationships between the global and the intimate” (Pratt and 
Rosner 2). One reason, they write, is, “Because feminism has a track record of success with 
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slicing through the sometimes impersonal rhetorics of academic discourse” (Pratt and Rosner 2). 
Whether looking at its nascent years or considering it in its (equally) contested, dynamic state 
today, feminist pedagogies offer alternative ways of being in human relation to the mechanical 
and unfeeling detachments of the 21st century classroom.    
 
II. Dimensions and Conceptualizations of Teacher and Student Transactions 
 
Rather than a preoccupation with post-positivist theories and practices, I believe that 
those considering life in schools, the purpose(s) of education, and the various “regimes of truth” 
embedded within these discourses would be better off accepting schools as both partially and 
wholly defiant of regularity and structure. In the vein of conceptualizing discourses outside of 
the norm, Elizabeth St. Pierre and Wanda Pillow write, “Poststructuralism, then, does not assume 
that humanism is an error that must be replaced— i.e., humanism is evil because it has gotten us 
into this fix; poststructuralism is good since it will save us. It does not offer an alternative, 
successor regime of truth, it does not claim to have “gotten it right,” nor does it believe that such 
an emancipatory outcome is possible or even desirable” (St. Pierre and Pillow 6). So seductive is 
the narrative of the savior policy, reformer, or initiative in education discourse. And yet, the 
circuitous narratives of education continue along this path despite eventual “failure,” or, at least, 
institutional change pressured by historical, political, and structural contexts. Perhaps a letting go 
of the notion of “getting it right” and the taken-for-grantedness of “emancipatory outcomes” as 
“good” would allow for an approach to schooling that at least works in flux and chaos, the tempo 
of school life as I know it. St. Pierre and Pillow’s quote begs the important question, “What can 
the post-structural turn ‘do,’ then, especially within education?” I believe answers lie somewhere 
in the realm of more open-ended, flexible structures of schools with more reflexive, attuned 
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individuals within those places. It has to do with the taking up of the most basic questions around 
what the purpose of schooling is, who gains and who loses from the set of values privileged 
therein. What the poststructural offers is more process than product; it is a reminder to get 
ourselves out of thinking in binaries, to reconsider powers structures, and to constantly 
interrogate even those presuppositions that are dearly held by some as remedies to oppressions 
wrought by humanism.  
This is not to propose an apathetic attitude towards the crises that students and teachers 
live while they work and love in schools. On the contrary, I have felt committed to the specific 
children and families I have worked with in schools, and I have a tremendous interest in the lives 
of schoolchildren everywhere. I think, however, that there must be a way to walk through life in 
schools without assigning a one-size-fits-all approach to the problems that gain traction in the 
spotlight. Even though student betterment is touted as the impetus for much policy, the shape of 
these seemingly constant reforms do not for rapprochement between individuals and government 
ideals make.  It is misguided to affirm broad policies and procedures as remedies within a 
framework that is so contextually specific.  I am suggesting that, rather than offer up an 
“alternative, successor regime of truth,” a way of knowing closer to some of the conceptual 
positions of post-structural thought within public schools, in which life operates indeterminately, 
would allow teachers and students to function less maddeningly. Students and teachers already 
know that life in school is only a chaotic microcosm replicating other “worlds,” in its propensity 
for constant flux and unpredictability, that they inhabit outside of school. While the relationships 
between teachers and their students is of tremendous importance to the inner world of both 
parties, as well as, (to some and different extents) to different students, to various measures of 
academic “success,” I argue that too much emphasis is now placed on teacher influence as a 
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determining factor in the outcome of student “achievement.” Like so many of the faulty panaceas 
that have gained temporary traction in education reform over the last 40 years or so, the lens has 
zoomed in too far on too few areas of potential renovation within schools, and they provide only 
wholesale recommendations to perceived ills rather than openness to allow for context-
specificity and the variation necessary to teach, assess, and nurture young people. The current 
American infatuation with the Common Core, for example, is yet another blanket response to 
perceived insufficiencies, and the bar set by recent exams tailored to align with it have resulted 
in the perception of yet greater failure among teachers and students.8  
 
 
A. Through the Lens of Intimacy between Teacher/Student Subjects  
 
        By miring curriculum in assessment preparation, the “powers that be” hold teachers 
captive to classroom communities void of intimate relationships that can lead one to more joyful 
experience of their work in schools. Kate Rousmaniere’s observation reflects the classroom 
experience of many: “Often the stories that we remember and tell about our own schooling are 
not so much about what we learned, but how we learned and with whom. There are stories about 
teachers we loved, teachers we hated and those we feared…. There were good days and others 
full of tears and broken hearts, and many, many days of boredom, monotony, and endless 
repetition” (Rousmaniere 4).  The work of teachers and students, what should be attended to in 
schools, is the question of “what makes for a livable world.” In the words of Judith Butler: 
What makes for a livable world is no idle question. It is not merely a question for 
philosophers. It is posed in various idioms all the time by people in various walks of life. 
If that makes them all philosophers, then that is a conclusion I am happy to embrace. It 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
8 In a New York Times article titled, “Test Scores Sink as New York Adopts Tougher 
Benchmarks” dated August 7, 2013, readers learn that test scores have taken a nosedive despite 
promises that the Common Core curriculum would lead to better results. 
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becomes a question for ethics, I think, not only when we ask the personal question, what 
makes my own life bearable, but when we ask, from a position of power, and from the 
point of view of distributive justice, what makes, or ought to make, the lives of others 
bearable? Somewhere in the answer we find ourselves not only committed to a certain 
view of what life is, and what it should be, but also of what constitutes the human, the 
distinctively human life, and what does not. (Butler, Undoing Gender 17) 
 
Undertaking ethical questions about what it means to be human changes the context of schooling 
and the classroom environment from one of depersonalized pedagogy to one of personalized 
pedagogy. While both personal and impersonal pedagogies are laden with intimacies, affect, and 
emotion, the pedagogy preoccupied with the actual people who live it is one, I believe, that helps 
subjects become more attuned, and often more engaged, with pedagogies.  
One risk in all pedagogies, but especially pedagogies that indulge in disclosure, is their 
inherent vulnerabilities to teachers and students. We need not look far for examples of actualized 
vulnerabilities between teachers and students. Though this is not meant to be an exhaustive list, 
possible vulnerabilities between students and teachers in a modern classroom could include the 
extreme --verbal, emotional, physical or sexual abuse, or the more mundane -- neglect, failure to 
accommodate, or enactments of racist, sexist, or homophobic ideologies.9 Within schools, it is 
very likely, especially in humanities courses, and in particular English courses that value 
revelatory composition and text-to-self literary readings as well as other forms of self-disclosure, 
that intimacies of some kind are generated, “asked for” or “required” in assignments. While it 
may be possible that some students who traditionally reap rewards from systems that value 
students through quantitative measures generally feel a lack of intimacy with adults at their 
school, it is highly unlikely that students who are considered or consider themselves failures of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
9 It strikes me as very silly to hierarchize a list such as this. Perhaps it is more right to say these 
are all examples or violence and no one is worse than the other. 
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the school system overcome their emotional distance from school and the adults who teach them 
there. 
Another example of shifting perception of intimacy occurs when students believe they are 
engaged in a relationship with their teacher characteristic of loving intimacy but years later, 
through memory, interpret actions, behaviors, and language differently as adults. In the act of 
remembering these students may reclassify their relationships with their teachers.10 Because 
some, though certainly not all, students come to see their teachers as people who are meant to 
protect them, they may have to realign their perceptions of their relationships and the teachers 
should they interpret their histories together as out of the ordinary, or damaging to the intimacy 
that was created.  
Lauren Berlant notes, “People born into unwelcoming worlds and unreliable 
environments have a different response to the new precarities than do people who presumed they 
would be protected” (Berlant 20). Taking this point for granted, I want to be mindful of the kinds 
of students and teachers I am theorizing here as only a part of a much larger story. The purpose 
of this exploration is not to generalize or prescribe solutions to problems, but rather to use a 
small set of theory to carry out thinking through some of the issues that trouble me, and a subset 
of the public, about the dangers of affective relationships between students and teachers. 
Historically, Black, Latino/a, and English language learners are some of the students who have 
been marginalized and unprotected in the American classroom since the absolute end of 
politically sanctioned segregation in 1969 with the ruling of Alexander v. Holmes County Board 
of Education. Some of these students may have expectations of their teachers that do not 
perceive the relationship is one filled with potential for love and kindness, let alone protection.  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
10 For a literary example, see Margaret Atwood’s “The Bog Man.” 
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Marginalized students are often the ones victimized when teachers do choose to victimize 
students. When abusive people seek and groom victims we know that their choices have a lot to 
do with which victims will be least likely to draw on resources to avail themselves of the abuse. 
Sometimes this abuse begins with the predatory nurturance of victims hungry for an intimate 
relationship. In such a scenario, when a trusting child victim is confronted with the predatory 
advances of an adult abuser, the complexities of the relationship must be overwhelming to the 
student. Students may also experience both the anguish and the surprise of broken trust.  
An illustration of this is sexual abuse of students by teachers. The New York Times article 
by Amos Kamil, “Prep-School Predators: The Horace Mann School’s Secret History of Sexual 
Abuse” outlines how such abuse took place at one urban private school. One of the journalist’s 
friends claimed he was molested by Horace Mann assistant football coach, Mark Wright. Kamil 
writes of the conversation, “Wright befriended him, he said. Then he molested him. Then he 
pretended nothing happened.” Kamil’s friend, “Andrew,” recounts that he was flattered Wright 
“would take an interest in a skinny underclassman like me” and he “felt special.”  In another 
case, a history teacher, Stanley Kops, resigned in 1983 after the son of an active school 
community member accused him of inappropriate sexual contact. The son, “Seth,” said in his 
interview, “‘‘Middle of the night, my sleeping bag fell to the floor. I climbed down to get it, and 
as I bent over to pick it up, Kops came up from behind me and pressed up against me. [...] They 
were fully clothed, he said, and he didn’t feel assaulted, just uncomfortable.” The next day, 
though, “Kops took him aside behind a building, grabbed his own crotch and asked, ‘What were 
you doing last night?’ Seth says he was in shock. ‘I freaked,’ he said” (Kamil). Kops’s students 
reported a host of other unusual examples of transgressive, though not criminal, behavior, too. 
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For example, as a punishment, he made a student stand by an open window with his shirt off on a 
cold winter’s day. He rubbed male students’ backs and rough housed with them during lectures.11 
Finally, Johannes Somary, a famous, decorated musician and the head of the arts and 
music department at Horace Mann from the 1960s to 2002, had a reputation for sexually abusing 
male students. In one account from Kamil’s article we learn of E.B.’s experience: 
Somary started out by befriending him, then allowing him to call him Hannes, then hiring him 
for little jobs like babysitting in the Riverdale home where he lived with his wife and three 
children. It was there on a fall night in 1973, when E. B. was 16, he says, that Somary sat next to 
him on a couch, unzipped the boy’s pants and started handling his penis. “I wasn’t scared, just 
stunned,” E. B. said. “The primary emotion was revulsion. I told him to stop, and he did.” But a 
couple of weeks later, Somary abused him again. “I was such a good victim,” he told me as the 
meal in front of him grew cold. “Shy, trusting, unsophisticated.” 
In two additional examples, young men describe the same kind of grooming and sexual 
abuse as reported in this passage from E.B. For Ben Balter, who studied with Somary in the 90s, 
the results of such abuse were tragic:  he committed suicide after, according to Balter’s family, 
Horace Mann fought vigorously to curtail the family’s attempts to seek amends for Somary’s 
actions. Furthermore, though Kamil admits it’s all conjecture, he says the 100 people he 
interviewed for the article were able to, “rattle off the names of male teachers who were said to 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
11	  Appropriately, commenters in the online version of this article point out the problem with 
using these provocative examples of Kops’s behavior as evidence of sexual wrongdoing. The 
issue of touching students--when or if it is ever acceptable behavior-- is a very important one for 
a discussion on teacher/student intimacies. I believe there are times when a teacher’s touch may 
mollify a student or mitigate a situation, yet at the same time I warn student teachers in my 
graduate seminar not to touch their students. While school districts and administrations will, for 
the most part, advise against student touch, anecdotally I think a number of elementary and some 
secondary teachers have different ideas about the salutary benefits of touching students. 
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be sleeping with their female students. A couple of female faculty members were said to be 
sleeping with male students” (Kamil). 
All the men Kamil spoke to are clear that they believe teacher sexual abuse caused a host 
of problems for them later in life. Not only was the abuse itself damaging to their impressions of 
self-worth, but the school’s at times tacit protection of its abusers and the cult of silence 
surrounding the molestation was victimizing as well. As one accuser put it, “‘These people who 
were supposed to be the good guys were actually the bad guys, and nobody would talk about it.’” 
Each victim describes an inability to trust because of these early sexual encounters with their 
teachers, and, more so, because of the manipulation their teachers wrought. Another accuser 
explains how pervasive the abuse affected his life: “‘I have been running from this thing most of 
my life’” (Kamil). It would seem that, given these examples, teacher sexual abusers rely on the 
perceived stability of their teacher/student intimacies to manipulate their victims into both sexual 
acts and silence about the abuse. The assumption, and even the hope, invested by the student in 
the teacher/student relationship binds the child victim to his or her abuser, it would seem. Paul 
Mones, “a lawyer who represents people who have been sexually abused by authority figures,” 
explains, “‘It’s counterintuitive, but sexual abuse emotionally binds the child closer to the person 
who has harmed him, setting him up for a life plagued by suspicion and confusion, because he 
will never be sure who he can really trust. [...] this is by far the worst consequence of sexual 
abuse’” (Kamil).  
In another example of child sexual abuse tethered to adults and children in the school 
environment, Jerry Sandusky, an assistant football coach at Penn State University, was convicted 
on October 9, 2012 of sexually abusing ten boys over the course of decades. He was sentenced to 
30-60 years in prison for abusing children as young as ten-years-old. His victims described his 
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grooming process as a seduction that escalated over time, with Sandusky choosing victims who 
made use of his charity organization, the Second Mile, which was intended for disadvantaged 
youth (Rohan). In addition to Sandusky’s crimes, the case against him shed light on the failure of 
multiple individuals to report his crimes to authorities and protect the children who came within 
his reach. In a New York Times article Rohan writes, “A seven-month investigation conducted by 
Louis J. Freeh, a former director of the F.B.I., determined that Penn State’s leaders — most 
prominently Mr. Spanier, Mr. Paterno, the former university vice president Gary Schultz and 
Athletic Director Tim Curley — had disregarded the welfare of Sandusky’s victims” (Rohan).  
I have looked here at profoundly tragic examples of what may happen when 
entanglements become characterized by victimization and abuse between a student and a teacher, 
showing the extreme actual potential for lifelong damage that can ensue when this type of 
relationship goes horribly wrong. I used the example of sexual abuse for two reasons. First, I 
believe that, in a conversation about intimacies/attachments/entanglements between teachers and 
students sex is one of, if not the, preoccupation and fear with the subject by the media and the 
public. I do not want to avoid the subject, but rather incorporate it as the obviously disturbing 
and horrendous classroom “ghost.” The second reason I wanted to incorporate this example is to 
show that if the potential for teacher and student intimate relationships is as deep and powerful in 
a tragic way via sexual abuse, the reparative potential, and the possibility for loving 
entanglements to help students thrive, may be as much of a potential, and it is a worthy project to 
explore pedagogies to help sustain these kinds of intimacies. To be clear, I am advocating 
feminist pedagogies as a set of theories and practices wherein they can be used, as much as is 
possible, to cultivate relationships to help students live better, and not as a tool for oppressing 
students into abusive situations.  
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The problem with so much of this theoretical rendering is the fact that in classroom life, 
as with life in general, there is never constancy. In other words, students and teachers, as 
constantly in-flux people in constantly changing social, cultural, and political contexts, 
experience potential and actual attachments with a lot of requisite and unapparent intimacies 
over a period of time and/or even simultaneously. Or, students may perceive intimacy with one 
or more teachers in the classroom while also engaging affective relationships that fail them in 
some way with one or more teachers at the same time. The same can certainly be said for 
teachers, who negotiate intimacies with, at times, more than 150 different students in some 
American public schools. In practice, whether teachers and students perceive one another as 
subjects some or all of the time or whether they shift their perception of one another from subject 
to object and back again is another point of complexity for how their entanglements defy any 
statements of resoluteness. This is to say nothing of the various shades of intimacy one might 
experience over time, and how to classify depths of something so impossible to outline is really a 
conundrum that further troubles any desire to generalize about teacher/student entanglements.  
Finally, I want to note that in writing this research, I find myself gravitating toward 
analysis that focuses on intimacies that “support” the child. However, I am also interested in the 
ways teacher/student entanglements may support and/or damage the teacher. I want to 
interrogate my impulse to focus on the child briefly here, though it may deserve more attention. I 
believe that, because a discourse that focuses on ways these (at times taboo) relationships affect 
teachers sounds less altruistic, I am working around it as a primary subject for this dissertation. It 
is becoming clearer to me the more I write that these non-innocent evasions and emphases play 
into and play up notions of the child as victim. What do the ideas of this research stand to gain 
by adhering to these notions of childhood? What fears am I succumbing to as a teacher in 
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recreating, and not troubling enough, the notion of the innocent child? Bernadette Baker writes, 
“The child is a subject produced through a visible/invisible binary between institutional 
practices, movements, and gazes, a subject who learns to move through the surveillance and 
language of others, a subject who is disciplined, explained, and produced by everyday 
technologies and actions around it” (Baker 622). My assumptions take for granted the child’s 
“natural” ways of being “innocent,” while Baker suggests the child is, like all discursive 
subjects, producing and produced by all requisite social, cultural, historical, political, and 
discursive forces. Baker suggests the possibility of child sexuality, and the pedophilic desires of 
adults, as discursive performance. My own situated discomfort with understanding pedophilia as 
discursive performance is indicative, I believe, of the normative social reaction of disgust around 
its subject. Pinar provocatively asks, “Is adult vigilance, then, a degraded form of desire, 
reiterating an unstable binary always already transgressed?” (Pinar, Synoptic 17). The binary 
here is fear and desire, and Pinar’s point is that vigilance against pedophilia is, in its own way, 
participation in pedophilia as an act of desire. Perhaps entering the discourse through Pinar’s 
question, in which every subject is in one way or another implicated around the binary, is a way 
to step outside of the discourse as normative and transgressive by situating it entirely in the 
transgressive. 
 
B. Through the Lens of English Education 
 
        To my knowledge classroom entanglements have not been described as “theories of 
intimacy” in education literature. However, James Beane’s notion of “affect” and Megan Boler’s 
description of “emotion,” which are not related to “affect theories” as they are conceptualized 
and theorized by Lauren Berlant or Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, for example, are closely related. 
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James Beane points out the obvious, but so often neglected fact that, “When young people arrive 
at school, for the first time and every day thereafter, they bring with them their whole selves, 
including the affective aspects” (Beane 7). For Beane, “affective learning is concerned with 
personal-social development. It includes knowledge, skills, behaviors, and attitudes related to 
personal interests, social relations, and the integration of these two” (Beane 10). But even in his 
book, Affect in the Curriculum: Toward Democracy, Dignity, and Diversity, descriptions of 
classroom work too often obfuscate the reality of “affective” students (and teachers) in 
classrooms because of his emphasis on fixed and pre-determined curriculums. For Megan Boler, 
“emotion” serves as a site of inquiry into the ways nation-states control individuals within 
education. She says, “within education, as in the wider culture, emotions are a site of social 
control. Education is by no means merely ‘instruction’ and transmission of information. 
Education shapes our values, beliefs, and who and what we become” (Boler 15). While Boler, a 
philosopher, is more interested in theorizing about her topic, Beane is more preoccupied with 
action through curriculum. Neither uses the term “intimacy” synonymously with their chosen 
terms, but both circle around it when they typify aspects of education, such as “affect” that are 
“excluded from the Enlightenment project of truth, reason, and the pursuit of knowledge” (Boler 
9). I read these explanations of “affect” and “emotion” as very closely related to the way I am 
thinking about the term “intimacy” to describe attachments/entanglements/attunements between 
teachers and students, especially in English education.  
Both Beane and Boler offer a historical perspective of affect and emotion, respectively, in 
education, and so following their lead, in this section I turn to conceptions of the child, the 
teacher, and the curriculum within public schooling in America from a historical standpoint to 
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garner more about how their relationships might support or counterpoint a possible pedagogical 
theory open for more intimate possibilities.   
What Herbert M. Kliebard says of his challenging work on historicizing curriculum in 
American education applies to my aim, too: “Regrettably, it often means making inferences from 
the statements of leading figures in the education world rather than from classroom documents 
and reports of participation” (Kliebard xvii). I focus the lens of this investigation further by, at 
times, narrowing in on English education, both because the breadth of a study of student/teacher 
entanglements is, of course, more massive, and because it is the disciplinary subject of my 
primary field of study.  However, although I attempt to narrow the scope of this historical 
perspective, I believe much of what I have found can be applied to broader categories of 
pedagogy. 
According to Kliebard, early American schools from the rise of printed media and the 
expansion of railroads to the early twentieth century, “were joyless and dreary places,” not 
locations of loving intimacy at all. He explains: “To a large extent, the belief that the mind was 
in fact, or at least like, a muscle provided the backdrop for a regime in school of monotonous 
drill, harsh discipline, and mindless verbatim recitation. This may very well have gone on 
anyway, since the poorly trained and often very young teachers undoubtedly were at a loss to do 
anything else, but mental discipline provided them with an authoritative justification for 
continuing to do it” (Kliebard 6). Based on Kliebard’s assertions, possible intimacies between 
teachers and students under these conditions may have been limited. While I suppose a certain 
kind of pupil may have responded to “monotonous drill, harsh discipline, and mindless verbatim 
recitation,” I suspect that many young people would have been stifled by the regimen;  it 
certainly was not one which would make for relationships characteristic of intimacy with the 
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teachers who conducted such slavish routines. Kliebard’s description of teachers at this time -- 
young, poorly trained, and vocationally aimless -- suggests that many of the masters of this 
curriculum may have taught out of desperation rather than passion. Teaching from a location of 
desperation, at any historical reference point, is a recipe for probable unhappiness.12 That the 
curriculum is disinterested in student subjectivities and that the teacher works out of a location of 
dispassionate desperation might perhaps make for an uncomfortable familiarity, yielding a type 
of commonplace teacher/student intimacy. For the markings of the kinds of entanglements that 
are closer to to something like love and joy, Kliebard13 would have us believe, historically 
speaking, that not until a later era, which some refer to as the progressive era, of public school 
reform would these positive aspects of teacher/student relationships emerge.  
        The early twentieth century was a time for massive reform to the public school 
curriculum as a result of social change. So, too, did factions of interested parties change their 
views about the best possible kinds of associations between schools and students, and therefore 
teachers and students. Kliebard writes, “No single interest group ever gained absolute supremacy 
[...] In the end, what became the American curriculum was not the result of any decisive victory 
by any of the contending parties, but a loose, largely unarticulated, and not very tidy 
compromise” (Kliebard 25). These factions debated curriculum reform from the early twentieth 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
12	  If a teacher is not at least moderately interested in working with youth, the potential for 
intimacy (the kinds of which I advocate for as well as question throughout this study) with their 
students is highly unlikely, in my opinion.	  
	  
13	  Kliebard is actually suspicious of the term “progressive” as a catch-all phrase to describe 
school reform, and he is not alone. He says, “I was frankly puzzled by what was meant by the 
innumerable references I had seen to progressive education” to the point that he rendered the 
term “meaningless” (Kliebard xix). However, I use the term here to describe an overarching 
historical period in which “progressive” was used by different people to mean different things. I 
will later define which of those movements most accurately represents the kind of 
teacher/student relationships about which I am referring.	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century to about the 1950s, and among the four interest groups were, to use Kliebard’s terms, the 
humanists, the child study movement developmentalists, the social efficiency educators, and the 
social meliorists. 
Although Kliebard dissects the moving parts of one definition of progressivism, Maxine 
Greene locates a single individual as representative of this movement: “The exemplar of 
educational Progressivism was John Dewey” (Greene, Public School 157). Keeping in mind that 
her view is widely contested, and that many educational theorists and historians have 
misappropriated Dewey within contextualizations of “Progressivism,” Greene says of Dewey’s 
reforms: “Children were to be guided into membership in the society as they reached out to 
explore the world by means of the curriculum, as they thought answers to questions framed in 
situations of increasing complexity. Growing, forever in search of richer meanings, they would 
be fulfilling themselves as individuals. Continuing to seek, to find out, they would become 
participant members of the adult community. [...] With such a concept, Dewey incorporated the 
multiple strains of Progressive thought” (Public School 159). For the purpose of this research, 
ways of viewing the child is important, as it seems to me the teacher’s perception of the child is 
critical to the potential intimacies that might be explored within teacher/student relationships. 
For teachers who share Dewey’s vision as it is described by Greene, conceptualizing the child as 
an individual capable of intellectual and personal development lends itself to school settings 
where student subjectivities are, if not more important than curriculum, at least important to 
consider in concert with curricula. However, it would be a misstep to imagine that Dewey’s 
notions of child-centered curriculum prevailed over education. While Dewey had “begun work 
on his magnum opus, Democracy and Education, which explained education not in terms of 
efficiency but rather in terms of ‘growth,’” “Edward L. Thorndike developed tests, heralding 
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them as advances in the ‘scientific measurement of learning’” and “The two concepts did not 
blend smoothly, an indication of difficulties to come” (Graham 32-3). 
From a historical perspective many see the English classroom as a site of these 
arguments. Within English education there is a "commonsense belief that the function of 
schooling is to transmit knowledge and skill from expert practitioners to the young" (Mayher 
47). The traditional conception of the child, as described by Mayher and others, would suggest a 
dividing line between students and their teachers, a space for constricted forms of intimacy. 
Kliebard adds, “At the heart of America’s educational system in the nineteenth century was the 
teacher,” especially the “woman teacher,”14 as the field became feminized.15  However, he adds 
that later schools became “a puzzling and impersonal social order,” to the point that, in his view, 
curriculum replaced the teacher as “the educational center of gravity” (Kliebard 1). It would be 
as wrong to assume, however, that the conceptualization of the teacher, the curriculum, or the 
student in English education is fixed, just as it would be to assume that American models of 
literacy have remained the same over time. Myers explains, “English and other school subjects 
are shaped by a nation's policy on minimum literacy. Thus, our models of mental functioning 
are, within universal biological constraints, socially constructed and socially contingent upon the 
specific policies which we use to structure relationships between ourselves and our environment, 
between our voice and other voices within our own heads, all for the purpose of exploring, 
expressing, and shaping inner and outer worlds” (Myers 27). All policy on literacy study is 
socially, culturally, politically, historically, and discursively situated and can be understood best 
if looked at from a viewpoint that holds all of these contexts at once. Because these policies are 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
14	  This parenthetical notation is mine, not a quote from Kliebard.	  
15	  I discuss this aspect more in Chapters 1 and especially 3. 
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specific to a particular time and place, the conceptualization of the student has also been specific 
to each context. The child, and especially the child's literacy, is a product of her culture, her 
culture's determination of what is a most relevant literacy education. "Children do not invent 
their own forms of literacy outside the influence of cultures in which they live…" (Myers 18). 
Miles Myers has isolated five forms of literacy throughout American history in the public 
schools that can be used as a lens to infer more about teacher/student intimacies. For example, 
the first stage, "oracy" gave way to "signature" literacy.” During the “oracy” stage the student's 
home was an ad hoc classroom, but the need to conduct business with strangers in the latter 
period gave way to more formal education for an elite few. He writes, “During oral literacy in 
the U.S., dated here from 1600-1776, schooling for most children took place in or near the home 
or within religious institutions and focused on oral 'readings' or recitations […]. But by 1776, an 
increasing amount of travel had helped to shift social practices from face-to-face interactions 
with acquaintances to interactions with strangers and, as a result, the literacy standard of the 
colonies began to shift away from oral literacy to signature and recording literacy” (Myers 25). 
Where once the "minimum literacy" for students was the ability to recite religious texts, it later 
became the ability to access important phenomenon in what was then constituted as “the literate 
culture,” even for those who were not actually literate. The printed word became increasingly 
important to formal and informal pupils despite a shortage of available texts. This problem of 
supply and demand helped to build what still exists as an emphasis on the "authority" of the 
printed word. This historical phenomenon is the reason students of the English language often 
take for granted the "truthfulness" of printed words and fear questioning it. Such an emphasis on 
the veracity of text paired with the belief in a knowing teacher, superior to the child, produces a 
kind of blockage between potential intimacies between teachers and students. In these versions, 
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as with others, teacher disinterest in student subjectivities may produce intimacies that are 
merely incidental or rife with actualized vulnerabilities.  
The memorization of text was important in the colonial period, as it was during the 
following form of literacy, which Myers calls "recitation." An influx of immigrants into the 
public school setting catalyzed a move towards assimilating children during this period. "[The] 
emphasis on national unification helped shape recitation literacy as a uniform way to report to 
others what one knows and to create the myth of the U.S. melting pot" (Myers 65).16 Myers says 
that by the 1880's signature literacy "had been replaced by memorized orations, oral 
pronunciation drills, dictation followed by copying, and oral spelling bees […] and extensive 
reading through 'reading aloud' activities […]" (Myers 70). The student conceptualized by 
American culture of the recitation period followed a strict pattern of assessments and suffered 
expectations that were wholly unconcerned with individualism. The goal was to nationalize 
every pupil; the less they brought of their home culture, including language, the better, according 
to this assimilationist thought. One of the problems with such a system had been that students did 
not understand what they read. Looked at through the lens of teacher/student intimacies, the 
school described here is one where children may reap great rewards for correct answers, but 
suffer severely for incorrect ones. Intimacies between teachers and students in this set-up might 
look like overall tacit or overt approval, including all the benefits of positive reinforcement for 
students who are able to “do school” compared to the familiar negative markings of those who 
“fail.” The narrower and less context-specific the educative goals, the more likely any kind of 
nurturing relationship will ensue between teacher and “failing” student, except as a rebellious 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
16	  E.D. Hirsch's reference to cultural literacy harkens back to the recitation period when the fear 
of difference led to the admonishment of students appearing as such compared to a streamlined 
U.S. culture, as if that actually exists.	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transaction in the classroom (perhaps under veil because of its taboo nature). At the same time, if 
a teacher is not willing to rebel against the socio-cultural mores that stipulate a narrow definition 
of the “good student” intimacies between them and their students who “fail” will likely be 
fraught with frustration, strain, and suffering on both sides.   
Following the recitation period, "authority begins to move from the teacher to the text 
and finally to various communities" (Myers 84). No longer was the teacher given "unquestioned 
authority." This says something about the way the student was conceptualized, too, because the 
power shifted to multiple locations over time, but never to the student.  Within this hierarchical 
structure called school, while the oppressor may have changed, the oppressed stayed the same 
(although I believe the animation of power was probably something more like Foucault’s notion 
of matrixes of power). This literacy brought with it "a network of national standardized tests, was 
institutionalized in a factory model of schools, and was taught through a behaviorist model of the 
mind” (Myers 86). The ability to carry over one's literacy to labor was a major argument for the 
standard of literacy during this period. Again, an emphasis on labor and the public sphere, 
especially when it is severed from the private worlds of individuals, as it has so often been within 
patriarchies, creates “permanent imbalance” (Culley 12) in students.  
It wasn't until the "decoding/analytic" phase of literacy in schools that English was given 
status as a required subject. Myers explains that this phase was responsible for teaching three 
principles about how literacy works, which, in turn, reflect on how the student was 
conceptualized in English education. He says, "Our dominant form of literacy is always the 
product of an explicit public debate and contention, often an unacknowledged one." In addition, 
"reading and readers are social and historical constructions, and mismatches between readers and 
school literacy are likely." Finally, "competing forms of English can share a common model of 
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literacy" (Myers 75). These reflections contribute to the argument that students are 
conceptualized given their particular situated contexts and are not fixed or perpetually defined. If 
nothing else, we can rest assured that English education has shown the student to be an ever-
changing idea. The student is also highly valued in a macrocosmic sense, for the public debate 
regarding the student exists because it is perceived that so much is at stake; it is not necessarily 
care for the students that debaters fret over, and schools and their students are used as pawns for 
economic, political, and social dramas. This is made clear by the fact that although the last two 
presidential administrations claimed vastly different pathways to success in education, they 
ultimately had the same assumptions and ideologies that they believed could be objectively 
tested. 
 It was during the "decoding/analytic" period that the tradition of New Criticism began to 
clash with Louise Rosenblatt's reader response theory; an as yet unresolved tension. New 
Criticism is a literary theory that focuses analysis on the text alone, disavowing outlier 
information whether it be historical, biographical, or otherwise. In contrast, reader response 
theory focuses on the reader and his or her reactions to the literature. Both English teaching and 
testing under the rubric of English feel the tension between these guiding theories of reading. 
Arthur Applebee notes that English literature formal assessments conducted in the early 90s did 
not distinguish between expository and literary texts, according to studies by Allan Purves. 
Purves also found that assessments were more often styled as multiple choice rather than open-
ended questions. Applebee relates, “Louise Rosenblatt captured the spirit of these materials when 
she lamented (1978) that the workbook questions in a third-grade basal series asked, ‘What facts 
does this poem teach us?’” (Applebee 30). While Reader Response theory is not feminist, per se, 
this theory’s orientations and praxes are more in line with feminist pedagogies, as I understand 
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them, than New Criticism’s. The point is to understand this period, especially as it relates to 
conceptualizing the child in school, as a time in which ways of teaching reading and literature 
study was conflicted, an issue, as I mentioned earlier, still very much on the minds of English 
teachers. In asking which is most relevant as a site of central importance -- the text or the reader -
- the debate goes to show the struggle for emphasis in how to teach English literature.  
When we speak of the English student who reads, it is critical to recognize, as I hope I 
have done in my research, that historically she has been conceptualized as like every other 
student and without contextual subjectivities. John Dewey notes that this is a grave mistake, 
"From the standpoint of the child, the great waste in the school comes from his inability to utilize 
the experiences he gets outside of the school in any complete and free way within the school 
itself; while, on the other hand, he is unable to apply in daily life what he is learning at school. 
That is the isolation of the school--it's isolation from life" (Dewey, School and Society). Within 
English education, this is related to the act of reading, for example, because when students are 
assigned reading in school, that is detached from their personal lives, which often happens within 
New Criticism orientations, the isolation that Dewey describes mounts. If the disconnection, the 
void between school and outside of school, exists at large, it may make others perceive the child 
as a failure when she cannot succeed by the standards set forth at school; the same would apply 
to reading, specifically.  In fact, the isolation may be even more pervasive where reading is 
concerned because reading is so often a solitary act. The student who feels she has failed at 
reading suffers her sense of failure alone. This is why the life outside of school must be brought 
into school and it is why that life must be energetically brought to bear on the student's reading. 
Within English education, especially reading theory, Louise Rosenblatt advocates for the 
kind of work that some feminists advocate, though she never identifies herself as a “feminist.” 
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"The reader has tended to remain in shadow, taken for granted, to all intents and purposes 
invisible," (Rosenblatt, Reader 1) says Rosenblatt. But Rosenblatt does not aim to make the 
reader seem more important than the author or the text, here. "Actually, both formulations are 
false: to find the meanings solely in the text or to find them solely in the reader's mind. The 
finding of meanings involves both the author's text and what the reader brings to it" (Rosenblatt, 
Reader 14). This theory renders the reader vital to the process of reading; not more vital than the 
text itself, but not less so either. She demonstrates a way of looking at reading that makes the 
reader herself important to the meaning making process. She says, “What the reader has elicited 
from the text up to any point generates a receptivity to certain kinds of ideas, overtones, or 
attitudes. Perhaps one can think of this as an alerting of certain areas of memory, a stirring up of 
certain reservoirs of experience, knowledge, and feeling. As the reading proceeds, attention will 
be fixed on the fulfillment or frustration of those expectations” (Rosenblatt, Reader 54). This 
conceptualization of the reader's experience is also a conceptualization of the student's 
experience, and in both cases, I believe that a kind of humanity returns to the reader, whose 
experience draws on deeply personal aspects of the self, from memory to expectations to 
interpretations of experiences. Therefore, pedagogy on reading shifted in the 1960s and 1970s to 
include the reader's transactional process, by way of reading journals and conversations that 
privileged the kind of process Rosenblatt describes.  
The final descriptor laid out by Myers is "translation/critical" literacy, the first literacy 
within his framework to consider “digital natives,” or students who have lived in a world 
saturated by 21st century technologies. This literacy requires, “an active, meaning-making 
student” (Myers 144) who is versed in forms of communication that far exceed the traditional 
discourses with which students have historically engaged in schools. Myers’s text was published 
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in 1996, early in the history of teaching within a framework of digital multimodalities, yet even 
then he was, in my opinion, considerably accurate about the ways schools would have to 
accommodate the changing student, so changed because of a proliferating digital world. Whereas 
Myers’s description of the earlier literacies are more historical, his description of 
“translational/critical literacy” is almost prophetic: “To teach the new literacy, teachers need a 
multiliteracy awareness of the different codes needed by students to learn the new codes of 
power in translation/critical literacy” (Myers 125). These codes work hand-in-hand with a 
conceptualization of the student’s development as a human being quite different from what was 
previously considered. Myers says, “For decoding/analytic literacy, development was a linear 
process moving through predetermined stages of development at particular ages. Children were 
either on target, behind, or ahead of their predicted development goals. For translation/critical 
literacy, development represents emerging ‘zones of possibility’ rather than a predetermined, 
linear process (Engestrom 1993, 69)” (Myers 137). Myers goes on to explain the knowledge 
students are asked to comprehend given multiliteracies and this new conception of childhood 
development. Among other facets are the need to embody knowledge as an active reader and 
writer, the general variety of forms and contents distributed as knowledge, social, cognitive, 
conceptual, linguistic, and situational contextualities of knowledge, and the distinction between 
knowledge and information (Myers 137-8). What he describes is a student who must encounter a 
highly complex array of information, knowledge, and tools, all while actively “fashioning the 
self” (Myers 140) and, at the same time, managing various social communities and connections. 
This is a student for whom struggle is a sign of learning; therefore, development is better 
represented as a “zone of possibility” than a linear trajectory.  
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To that point, and to bring the concept back around again to reading, the notion of 
learning through reading what does not challenge you is something Sheridan Blau has discussed 
at some length. In his book The Literature Workshop, Blau explains the value of confusion. He 
has emphasized that in not making kids struggle, teachers are missing the point. According to 
Blau, “the student who is confused is frequently the one who understands enough to see a 
problem, a problem that less perceptive students have not yet noticed or arrived at. From this 
perspective we might argue that one of the chief functions of a literature class is not to present 
literature to students (as conventional teaching guides are likely to advise) in ways that will 
anticipate and prevent their confusion, but to welcome and even foster among readers the 
experience of confusion” (Literature 20). Instead of punishing students for a reading process that 
includes not knowing by assessing them only on what they do know, we should reframe our 
goals dramatically. In some ways, we might say that the only text worth reading is the one you 
don’t already understand. Blau continues, “We might want to add to our unconventional 
proposition about the virtue of confusion, then, an additional and possibly more practical 
observation, which is that confusion represents a necessary starting point for any act of 
interpretation and therefore an essential part of the experience of literary study for any student 
who is to achieve interpretive autonomy” (Literature 21). As for Myers, Blau’s vision for better 
English pedagogy includes a radical shift of school values, which, in turn, would mean the 
possibility for a more humane conceptualization of students.  
Having a great deal of personal and professional knowledge about the California 
Department of Education’s funding of the California Learning Assessment System (CLAS), in 
the early 1990s, Blau has written about “The story of the development of those tests and their 
political demise [which] reveals a good deal about current and historical tensions in the teaching 
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of literature and literacy in schools and about a growing cultural gap between the discourse of 
well-informed professionals in the language arts and that of the public and legislative bodies they 
serve” (Blau, “Politics” 183). CLAS, a short-lived reading and writing exam administered to 
children in grades 4, 8, and 10, was an attempt to “honor multiple interpretations of reading 
selections” (Blau, “Politics” 191). CLAS was written by professional educators and the tests 
themselves were intended to assess instruction more than children (Blau, “Politics” 184). The 
opposition to CLAS had to do with, “The fact that the test honored reading as an experience and 
therefore invited students to describe their own responses to literary works and that the scoring 
guide directed assessors to evaluate the thoughtfulness and complexity of a student’s engagement 
with a text was seen as evidence of an attempt on the part of the state educational apparatus to 
control the thoughts and feelings of students” (Blau, “Politics” 191). Other complaints had to do 
with the perception that the exam was not rigorous enough, mainly because it included a section 
that asked students to illustrate a response (Blau, “Politics” 196) as well as problems with 
“realistic literary representation of the American experience of people of color” (Blau, “Politics” 
194). The educators who wrote CLAS and its scoring guide had a vested interest in more humane 
ways of assessing students in the state of California. They wished to recognize students as 
individuals engaged in Reader Response theory and writing from and about their personal lives. 
In Chapters 3 and 4 I will discuss ways in which some theorists have conceptualized these traits 
as aspects of a feminist pedagogy. The failure of CLAS to remain the way in which students 
were assessed in the literary field is indicative of social pressures to fold under neoliberal 
principles that value narrow definitions of success that benefit only children with the most 
amount of resources. Blau states the conflict over CLAS clearly, “What is controverted in the 
current debates about the assessment and teaching of literacy is, then, largely a question about 
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the nature of students and how much we want to respect and nurture their capacity as fully 
human agents in their exercise of the essential tool available to them for learning -- that of 
reading” (Blau, “Politics” 207).  
 If, as Myers claims, post-1980s literacy is one which conceptualizes the child as this 
dynamic individual in an exceptionally multiliterate and multimodal world, then it stands to 
reason school life should look quite different from the business model of education in order to 
meet the needs of students. Clearly, with the controversy around CLAS as an example, cultural 
environments, especially from the political Right, were not embracing structural requirements 
necessary within schools in order to value the lives of students. Jerome Bruner says, "As our 
readers read, as they begin to construct a virtual text of their own, it is as if they were embarking 
on a journey without maps--and yet, they possess a stock of maps that might give hints, and 
besides, they know a lot about journeys and about mapmaking" (Bruner 36). English education 
pedagogy boils down to whether or not administrations, schools, and teachers believe students 
have relevant journey experiences, how much stock they put in those experiences, and how much 
faith they have in the theory that students can draw upon those previous journeys to encounter 
future ones. Dewey writes, "The things that occupy [the student] are held together by the unity of 
the personal and social interests which his life carries along. Whatever is uppermost in his mind 
constitutes to him, for the time being, the whole universe" (Dewey, School and Society). If the 
student encounters information with little webbing to what she experiences in her universe, it is 
unlikely that she will be motivated to embark on and sustain her journeys. If administrations and 
governments continue to stifle localized pedagogy by inundating students and teachers with 
prescriptive pedagogies, then students will remain "in the shadows," and learning will not even 
come close to emulating a series of meaningful journeys. Schools must do a better job reflecting 
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the literacies and worlds students encounter outside of school, and paying more homage to the 
students as major collaborators to the project of schooling. 
 Some texts in the fields of English Education and Education have demonstrated notions 
that I and other feminist thinkers may refer to as feminist, although these authors do not 
explicitly adopt that lens. I therefore do not claim these authors to be “feminists,” nor do I claim 
their ideas are “feminist.” I merely mean to say that some of their ideas are tethered to feminisms 
as I have come to know them in my research. For example, a great deal of multicultural 
education works out of some of the same premises adopted in certain definitions of feminist 
pedagogies. For example, in Gloria Ladson-Billings’s The Dreamkeepers: Successful Teachers 
of African American Students, she emphasizes the way teachers take intimate interest in the lives 
of their students by living and/or participating in the communities where they live. The educators 
Ladson-Billings studies want to know their students on personal levels and value each child’s 
experiential narrative. In another example, Angela Valenzuela’s Subtractive Schooling: U.S.-
Mexican Youth and the Politics of Caring, Valenzuela describes a pedagogy of care that 
privileges student culture and language as part of classroom values, “caring” teacher/student 
relationships, and inclusion of student definitions of schooling rather than assimilating students 
into dominant culture. Finally, in his forward to Jeff Wilhelm’s and Bruce Novak’s Teaching 
Literacy for Love and Wisdom: Being the Book and Being the Change, Blau describes the thesis 
of the text thusly, “Wilhelm and Novak [...] demonstrate that the aesthetic/efferent distinction 
can describe the way human beings enter into all the transactions of any life, [...] where persons 
appreciate and honor each other without reading texts or other persons as commodities for use” 
(Blau, Teaching Literacy xv). The classroom described herein is one that wishes to extricate 
itself from a Capitalist venture whereby, in its most extreme case, human beings lose their 
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humanity because they are perceived as “commodities for use.” Furthermore, Blau writes,  ”[...] 
they demonstrate how classrooms properly conceived become sites for the kind of loving and 
responsible relationships and saving knowledge that is currently necessary not merely for the 
salvation of individual human souls and local communities, but for the salvation of the planetary 
soul” (Blau, Teaching Literacy xv). Working out of a constructivist epistemology, this text 
positions itself in opposition to neoliberal regimes, though it refers to this paradigm as “a modern 
history of efferent reading and commodification.” According to Blau, Wilhelm and Novak take 
up many pedagogical aspects that have been defined as feminist, in some of its many forms, of 
course, by other thinkers, including renegotiation of teacher/student relationships into more 
“loving” ones, emphasis on the community, attention to the problems of hegemonic school 
environments, oppositional frames for “doing” school, and an ecological perspective. Although 
discussed in various forms and various ways, some English education and Education literature 
from the 1990s and 2000s have situated their arguments around the problematics of schooling in 
the neoliberal era. While many of these texts do not claim feminisms as part of their lenses, 
many of them invoke various feminisms in their descriptions, aspiration, hopes, and dreams.  
 
C. Through the Lens of Education “Romantics” 
 
Educational Romantic critics share some of the sympathies interested in more humane 
ways of schooling youth in America with other authors I have cited. They may also have served 
as a precursor, or early inspiration, for feminist pedagogies of the 1970s and 1980s. The 
Romantic Educators were a group of men who wrote during the 60s and 70s, critical of racist, 
capitalistic, schooling. These authors did not speak through a feminist lens, or necessarily 
identify themselves as feminists in their texts. In fact, most of the texts I will cite are absent of 
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discourse on, specifically, gender as a cite of school inequality. Despite this gross non-
admission, some of their ideas share commonalities with the feminist pedagogies I discuss in 
detail in Chapter 3. Some of the thinkers  who contributed to conversations about school 
alternatives that are helpful in naming feminist pedagogies for the English language arts 
classroom include John Holt, Jonathan Kozol, George Dennison, Herbert Kohl, Ivan Illich, and 
Paul Goodman. In this section I will briefly outline some, but not all, of the material from these 
authors that may connect to pedagogical ideas that some might consider feminist, or closely 
related to feminisms.   
In 1960, when Paul Goodman asked, in Growing Up Absurd, “[...] since no doubt many 
people are quite clear about the connection that the structure of society that has become 
increasingly dominant in our country is disastrous to the growth of excellence and manliness, 
why don’t more people speak up and say so, and initiate a change?” (Goodman x) I am struck by 
two items relevant to the aims and purpose of this research. For one, to read Goodman’s 
statement as a forecast of the current climate of school disrepair, with the increasing 
diminishment of public schools, the proliferation of charter schools, rampant corruption within 
privatized models of education, faith in qualitative testing earning companies like Pearson 
billions of dollars in revenue, and endless attacks against teachers and the profession of teaching, 
is to feel as though he was prescient. Goodman was interested in the corporatization of America 
and its affect on education, but he had not seen the next step as we see it today -- the 
corporatization of American education. Like Goodman, I’m interested in alternative paradigms 
to our status quo, and for me the search is especially within English education. Unlike him, I see 
one already in progress, though it is denigrated, minimized, and largely misunderstood. I am 
referring to a feminist paradigm faithful but not necessarily exclusive to feminist pedagogies. 
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The second observation is, perhaps obviously, in regard to Goodman’s choice of noun -- 
“manliness” -- to describe a counterpart to “excellence.” Despite situating his argument around 
the critique of school practices that cave to societal hegemonies, a topic for many feminist 
pedagogues, Goodman’s language is laden with sexism. In Chapter 4 I will demonstrate how 
many of the NCTE articles in this research took up sexist language as a topic worthy of more 
conscious consideration and change.  
During that same moment, which included the ferment of Vietnam war protests, the Civil 
Rights movement, and attention to social activism of the 1960s, George Dennison described 
what he believed was a more powerful environment for learning based on radical notions of 
teacher and students relationships. Dennison relates the story of one of his students: “Jose's 
reading problem is Jose. Or, to put it another way, there is no such thing as a reading problem. 
Jose hates books, schools, and teachers, and among a hundred other insufficiencies -- all of a 
piece-- he cannot read. Is this a reading problem? A reading problem, in short, is not a fact of 
life, but a fact of school administration. It does not describe Jose, but describes the action 
performed by the school, i.e., the action of ignoring everything about Jose except his response to 
printed letters” (Dennison 77). Later, Dennison describes the remarkable strides Jose makes, not 
just in reading, but in all academic and personal aspects of his life. Dennison attributes these 
changes to the freedom Jose experiences at the experimental school he and a few other teachers 
created in New York City. In the regular public school system Jose would never have made the 
gains he makes at the First Street School. Dennison blames the school system -- the bureaucracy 
and the politics that create that system -- on the perception that students fail, rather than the 
student himself. Failure is subjective, for whose failure is it that students like Jose cannot read? 
The majority of administrations, governments, and schools blame students and teachers for these 
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perceptions of failure, measured mostly by standardized tests. Dennison, and Jose, are exemplary 
in the sense that shifting attitudes both toward the teacher/ student relationship and 
conceptualizations of failure, are reconsidered in a way such that Jose is not perceived as the 
source of the problem.  
Dennison argues that it is the basis of relationship on which the success of learning takes 
place. Dennison gets to the point: “And so the teacher cannot merely instruct, for in the whole of 
life there is no occasion within which mere information, divorced from use and the meanings of 
experience, appears as a motive sufficient in itself. The task of the educator is to provide 
experience. In order to do this, he must first interact with his students not as a teacher, but as a 
person […]" (Dennison 100). One emergent aspect of this conceptualization of the student is that 
she is valued for her individualism. She is "received" by the teacher and the learning experience 
is closely entwined in the specific relationship between teacher and student. The teacher must 
know the student in a way far more intimate than usually occurs in public education in order for 
the needs of the student conceptualized by Dennison to be met. Also, it cannot be neglected that 
Dennison, and not Jose, is the interpreter and author of Jose’s success story. This act is imbued 
with questions about the ethics of “telling an Other’s story” and the complicated power relations 
of such a colonial act. Practically speaking, this conceptualization is at odds with the practical 
demands placed on teacher and students in the majority of environments focused on English 
education, for example. 
 In Death at an Early Age, Jonathan Kozol's important exposé of the racist Boston Public 
School System of the 1960s, the author shows, in anecdote after anecdote, what he perceives as a 
return to humanity through his personal relationships with his students. In opposition to this 
humanity is a "system […] run with spiritual and psychological murder" (Kozol xi). In the public 
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schools where Kozol taught as a substitute teacher, de facto segregation was the status quo in the 
poorest of neighborhoods, including Roxbury, where he began his teaching in secondary schools. 
In Kozol's story we see the extreme harshness and mismanagement of the lives of children at the 
hands of cruel and racist politicians, administrations, and teachers. 
Like so many teachers in oppressive districts then and now, Kozol's little daily 
transgressions against the Boston School System were considered to be rays of humanity in an 
otherwise ghastly, dark, and abusive climate. Kozol's title refers to what he sees as the symbolic 
death of Negro children in the system, who were "beaten with thin bamboo whips within the 
cellars of our public schools and […] whipped at times for no greater offense than for failing to 
show respect to the very same teachers who have been describing them as niggers" (Kozol 9). 
Referring to one of his “mentor” teachers, Kozol describes the adults in his school who took out 
their anger on the children, “[The art teacher] did not know or care anything at all about the way 
in which you can destroy a human being. Stephen, in many ways already dying, died a second 
and third and fourth and final death before her anger” (Kozol 4). It is hard to imagine how a child 
like Stephen could ever hope to learn from a teacher who murders his spirit time and time again.  
The physical abuse Kozol describes pales, perhaps, in comparison to the deep 
psychological trauma his students suffered. For one student, Stephen, of whom Kozol writes, 
"much of his life, inwardly and outwardly, must have involved a steady and, as it turned out, 
inwardly at least, […] losing battle to survive" (Kozol 5), readers see the life wrung out of this 
tiny human being with each systematic crushing of his spirit. "He battled for his existence and, 
like many defenseless animals, he had to use whatever odd little weapons came to hand" (Kozol 
6). Certainly the schools are not wholly responsible for the life of Stephen, any more than his 
foster parents or his friends, or his race are. However, the schools may have been a place where 
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he encountered humanity on a regular basis, if given a chance to act as a human being by being 
treated like one. In fact, that is what Kozol mourns repeatedly in Death at an Early Age: the lost 
opportunity for children to encounter life, not death, in public schools. 
Kozol explains what happens when he introduces what he considers meaningful 
curriculum to his students, curriculum that responds to the actual people he encounters in his 
classroom. "The children are offered something new and something lively. They respond to it 
energetically and they are attentive and their attention does not waver. For the first time in a long 
while perhaps there is actually some real excitement and some growing and some thinking going 
on within that one small room" (Kozol 187). The problem, Kozol goes on to explain, is that the 
system is more concerned with the order, purpose, and sanctity of the set curriculum than the 
students' lives. "In each case […] you are advised sooner or later that you are making a mistake. 
Your mistake, in fact, is to have impinged upon the standardized condescension on which the 
entire administration of the school is based" (Kozol 187). Put another way, Kozol's attempts to 
begin with the child and develop the curriculum was considered "a threat to this school system" 
(Kozol 187). 
        One example that Kozol makes much of, and that in fact led to his dismissal from the 
Boston Public Schools, was the introduction to students of a poem by Langston Hughes. All it 
took was a single white parent complaining about "The Ballad of the Landlord" to earn Kozol's 
dismissal, though the teacher's perception of the poem's, and the author's, impact on his students 
was great. As a substitute teacher in a room full of African American girls, Kozol brought a book 
of Langston Hughes poems. He notes his students' initial comments, summed up this way: 
"Look--that man's colored" (Kozol 174). Kozol writes: 
I made a tape-recording of part of my morning in that class. No transistor radios appeared 
or were turned on during that next hour and, although some of the children interrupted me 
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a lot to quiz me about Langston Hughes, where he was born, whether he was rich, 
whether he was married, and about poetry, and about writers, and about writing in 
general, and a number of other things that struck their fancy, and although it was also not 
a calm or orderly or, above all, disciplined class by traditional definition and their were 
probably very few minutes in which you would have been able to hear a pin drop or hear 
my reading uninterrupted by the voices of one or another of the girls, at least I did have 
their attention and they seemed, if anything, to care only too much about the content of 
that Negro poet's book. (174) 
 
Kozol's reading of this teaching event show his student actively engaged and excited about the 
Hughes poems. They are asking many questions about the author that Kozol is continually 
interrupted. Even more, their curiosity extends to questions about poetic form, writers in general, 
and writing at large. As he says, although his classroom was not "orderly" it was full of passion. 
It is from these very kinds of questions that deeper student-led learning can take place, according 
to Kozol. Sadly it is this very type of encounter, one where students engage with teachers 
through authentic curiosity, that the system fears.  
In John Holt’s work, “failure” in American public schools is a main topic of critique. A 
core issue for discourse on school reform -- and for the media, governments, schools, and parents 
-- is the perception of failure, which, whether based on real dangers or not, has the potential to 
breed enough fear to mobilize change. But any mobilization for change must first take up a 
definition of success to compare against perceived failure. Both definitions of “failure” and 
“success” are narratives of the same story, situated in particular cultural, historical, and social 
contexts. There is nothing inherent in their definitions. Holt’s discussion of definitions for 
student success in How Children Fail is antithetical to the definitions of success we might find in 
an audit culture textbook. He writes, “We agree that all children need to succeed; but do we 
mean the same thing? My own feeling is that success should not be quick or easy, and should not 
come all the time. Success implies overcoming an obstacle, including, perhaps, the thought in 
our minds that we might not succeed. It is turning ‘I can’t’ into ‘I can, and I did’” (Holt 67). 
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What appeals to me about Holt’s definition of success is how specific to individual students and 
contexts it would need to be in order to work as both a guiding curriculum and a measurement 
tool. After all, one students obstacle is not the obstacle of every other student. A definition of 
success that takes up every student’s particular obstacles would make for a dynamic way to 
approach children in school settings. Moreover, if students fail to achieve “success,” Holt says, 
that would be an acceptable facet of a system that challenges students to reach within and outside 
of their zones of proximal development. Success, then, would have to do with the pursuit of 
success, the reaching, as it were, which would not always develop into a clearly commendable 
result. 
At the most extreme, some of the Romantics were convinced that the only way to educate 
a child was to remove her from the school completely or to work outside of schools to support 
the child. Kohl explains that initially he chose to work from within his school, though later he 
says, “[...] now I am convinced that that system, which masquerades as educational but in 
Harlem produces no education except in bitterness, rejection, and failure, can only be changed 
from without” (Kohl 163). Illich goes even further by advocating the complete boycott of 
schools. He wrote, “America’s commitment to the compulsory education of its young now 
reveals itself to be as futile as the pretended American commitment to compulsory 
democratization of the Vietnamese. Conventional schools obviously cannot do it. The free-
school movement entices unconventional educators, but ultimately does so in support of the 
conventional ideology of schooling” (Illich 65). Deschooling children was an idea taken up by 
some Romantics like Illich and Holt in utter defiance of the notion that any pedagogy could solve 
the ailments of American public education. While literature exists within feminisms on the total 
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abnegation of “women’s” involvement in patriarchy17 I have not come across ideas within 
feminist pedagogies that explicitly suggest asylum of subjects from schools as a feminist 
pedagogical move. The education Romantics were not feminists, either failing to take up gender 
in any way or, worse, espousing sexism in their work. Their ideas are not the same as the 
feminisms I have discussed and will discuss further in chapter 3. Within their canon there are, 
however, radical ideas that bear similarity to some of the feminisms that take up strong positions 
against school ideologies that emphasize testing, one size fits all praxes and assessment, and the 
cooption of capitalism and schooling. Other tethers include valuing intimate relationships 
between students and teachers, more consciousness about difference and actions to make racist 
school environments more equal, and destabilizing notions of “failure” and “success,” for 
example.  
 
D. Through the Lens of Critical Pedagogies 
 
 As mentioned earlier in this chapter by Maher and Tetreault, feminist pedagogies were 
born at the same time, and even out of, critical pedagogies. Critical pedagogy offers an example 
of an oppositional conceptualization of students. However, critical pedagogy has also been 
effectively critiqued through a feminist lens, and I will address some of its limitations by 
examining that literature, too.  
Gore attributes critical pedagogies to four major players split into two factions. This 
includes Paulo Freire and Ira Shor, who “show[...] greater concern for instructional practices in 
specific contexts” (Gore, “What” 55) and Henry Giroux and Peter McLaren who “emphasiz[e] 
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the articulation of a broad (and shifting) social and educational vision while the other shows 
greater concern for instructional practices in specific contexts” (Gore, “What” 55). Turning to 
Freire, some might say his description of student and teacher relationality at the birth of his 
seminal text on critical pedagogies, Pedagogy of the Oppressed, is still the same today as it was 
in 1970. Freire writes, “A careful analysis of the teacher-student relationship at any level, inside 
or outside of the school, reveals its fundamentally narrative character. This relationship involves 
a narrating Subject (the teacher) and patient, listening objects (the students). The contents, 
whether values or empirical dimensions of reality, tend in the process of being narrated to 
become lifeless and petrified” (Freire 71). In the system Freire describes, "The more completely 
she fills the receptacles, the better a teacher she is. The more meekly the receptacles permit 
themselves to be filled, the better students they are" (Freire 72). Freire is, of course, critical of 
the dynamic he thus described. He advocated a pedagogy in which students were active, rather 
than passive learners. Hailing from an extremely impoverished city in Brazil, Recife, Freire’s 
interest in educating the poor was an autobiographical attachment. As an adult he was an 
educator and philosopher who took up work mainly with illiterate adults. It was through these 
experiences that he came to espouse his beliefs in the failure of traditional teacher and student 
dynamics, and the impossibility of the powerful elite to educate the poor. He wrote, "It would be 
a contradiction in terms if the oppressors not only defended but actually implemented a liberating 
education," and, "They will not gain this liberation by chance but through the praxis of their 
quest for it, through their recognition of the necessity to fight for it" (Freire 45).   This 
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"oppressive narrative" of “banking education” is avoidable by allowing the students, the 
“oppressed,”18 the power to organize their own learning.    
Freire’s work, as well as the work of other critical pedagogy scholars such as Henry 
Giroux and Peter McLaren seeks to inspire many to work to combat all that reduces the “student” 
and “the teacher” to ends of a binary that favor “those in power” – who, in the field of education, 
are most often administrators, and even further, those who now own, operate and work to 
corporatize education as a field in education. However, this discourse is not without its critiques. 
Despite commitments toward critiquing school environments, feminists have noted the absence 
of self-reflexive interrogation on the part of mostly white, middle class, male critical 
pedagogues.  In her essay, “Why Doesn’t This Feel Empowering?: Working Through the 
Repressive Myths of Critical Pedagogy,” Elizabeth Ellsworth points out: “Many feminists have 
pointed to the necessity for men to ‘do their own work’ at unlearning sexism and male privilege, 
rather than looking to women for the answers. I am similarly suspicious of the desire by the 
mostly White, middle-class men who write the literature on critical pedagogy to elicit ‘full 
expression’ of student voices. Such a relation between teacher/student becomes voyeuristic when 
the voice of the pedagogue himself goes unexamined” (Ellsworth 312). Ellsworth wonders at the 
dissonance between teacher expectations and lack of self reflexivity in the classrooms described 
in the literature on critical pedagogy. She recognizes some ways in which a class of her own fails 
to achieve the supposed benchmarks of a “critical” classroom, and compares her feminist post-
structural practice with that of the critical pedagogues who write within academia. She 
understands the call for students to bare themselves in classrooms without teachers also making 
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  Of course, in current conditions many, including myself, would argue that the teachers, too, 
are oppressed. 
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themselves vulnerable through a process of uncomfortable self-reflexivity as “voyeuristic” and, 
ultimately, unethical. Charging this hypocrisy, Ellsworth faced a backlash from Peter McLaren, 
and especially Henry Giroux,19 though I believe her work was an attack on pedagogies and not 
individuals. Lather said, in the wake of the backlash, “Rather than attacking the work of others, 
Ellsworth’s project can be read as an example of how deconstruction can serve to problematize 
critical pedagogy in ways that resituate our emancipatory work as opposed to destroy it” (Lather, 
Getting 47).   
 Ellsworth is particularly interested in her emancipatory work around problematizing 
“voice.” She says, “Pluralizing the concept of ‘voices’ implies correction through addition. Such 
unproblematic pluralizing loses sight of the contradictory and partial nature of all voices” 
(Ellsworth 312). She explains that openness and inclusion of oppressed voices is not a guarantee 
of mended social and political inequalities. Merely adding voices without theorizing about the 
partiality and incompleteness of voice as well as the ways audience, authority, and power 
relations, for example, complicate voice is shortsighted of the power dynamics critical 
pedagogies seek to theorize. Ellsworth does support the notion of “working together across 
difference” (Ellsworth 314), but she does so without the desire or the claim of unifying subjects 
toward democratic ends. She does not believe it is possible for teachers and students to hold the 
same authority within classroom environments, and questions critical pedagogies that 
uncritically lean towards that possibility.  
Similarly, Gore identifies two “normalizing tendencies” (Gore 56) within feminist and 
critical pedagogies, including, “(1) presuppositions inherent in the term empowerment which are 
taken on by the discourses and, closely related, (2) their unreflexive use of empowerment 
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rhetoric” (Gore 56). Gore problematizes critical pedagogies having to do with empowerment by 
saying, “My major concerns are that these claims to empowerment attribute extraordinary 
abilities to the teacher, and hold a view of agency which risks ignoring the context(s) of teachers’ 
work” (Gore 57). Generally speaking, I interpret the critiques by Ellsworth and Gore on critical 
pedagogies as insights about the “hero” teacher rhetoric found in that work. Gore 
continues,  ”Teachers are constrained by, for example, their location in patriarchal institutions 
(Grumet, 1998) and by the historical construction of pedagogy as, and within, discourses of 
social regulation [...]” (Gore 57). Gore rightly notes the many constraints on teachers, constraints 
that, in specific contexts make for very different possibilities for individuals to enact their 
agency. Along the same lines, Ellsworth writes: “The concept of critical pedagogy assumes a 
commitment on the part of the professor/teacher toward ending the student’s oppression. Yet the 
literature offers no sustained attempt to problematize this stance and confront the likelihood that 
the professor brings to social movements (including critical pedagogy) interests of her or his own 
race, class, ethnicity, gender, and other positions. S/he does not play the role of disinterested 
mediator on the side of the oppressed group” (Ellsworth 309). Problematizing the uses of 
“critical,” “empowerment,” “student voice,” and “dialogue,” in pedagogies, but especially 
critical pedagogies, Ellsworth takes up some of the taken-for-granted actions and kinds of 
knowing that go unexamined in classrooms and literature. As she explores in the quote above, 
one of the major problems has to do with the veiled and/or unquestioned assumptions and biases 
of the teacher, and especially the authors of especially one strand of critical pedagogies. In 
positioning these unexamined facets as “repressive myths that perpetuate relations of 
domination” (Ellsworth 298), Ellsworth brings up important questions about the ways practices 
within critical pedagogies work to appropriate students within the very rational discourses that 
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rely on “reason” from which they seek to liberate themselves. Dennison’s example of Jose in The 
Lives of Children is a good example of the pitfalls Ellsworth describes. Ellsworth notes the 
similarity of critical pedagogy’s insistence on students finding voices as a corollary to work done 
within feminist discourse. But, she notes, “while critical educators acknowledge the existence of 
unequal power relations in classrooms, they have made no systematic examination of the barriers 
that this imbalance throws up to the kind of student expression and dialogue they prescribe” 
(Ellsworth 309).  
Gore also considers theorizing on issues around power in classrooms as shallow 
theorizations. She says, “Critical and feminist pedagogy discourses frequently perpetuate a 
simplistic dichotomy between empowerment and oppression through a level of abstraction which 
mystifies the meanings ascribed to either term (empowerment of oppression)” (Gore 59). The 
colonial enterprise of freeing the Other from their oppression is, in a Postmodern world, a 
narrative taken up in many discourses as ironic and impossible. Feminist post-structural 
discourse, of which Ellsworth and Gore are a part, describe some of the glaring omissions within 
other feminist and critical pedagogies that are most troubling and unresolved.  
 
III.  “There are no quick fixes or perfect educational theories” 
 
The quotidian epigraph, brief nod, or full chapter on an author’s favorite teacher in 
educational texts often indicates the ghostliness of the student/teacher relationship. Take, for 
example, Diane Ravitch’s book The Death and Life of the Great American School System, in 
which she recounts the merits of her influential senior English teacher in the chapter, “What 
Would Mrs. Ratliff Do?” Ravitch and her book surprised both liberal and conservative thinkers 
as it essentially shows her contempt for Bush- and Obama-era politics that demonize teachers 
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and their unions, emphasize testing, and falsely purport the benefits of charter schooling. 
Ravitch, long known for her support of more conservative positions in education, notes, in her 
chapter on Mrs. Ratliff: “Almost every day, I come across a statement by a journalist, 
superintendent, or economist who says we could solve all our problems in American education if 
we could just recruit a sufficient number of ‘great’ teachers. I believe Mrs. Ratliff was a great 
teacher, but I don’t think she would have been considered “great” if she had been judged by the 
kind of hard data that is used now” (Ravitch, Death and Life  170). Though it is not my intention 
to generalize what makes a “great” teacher,20 I do want to point out that like Ravitch’s ode to 
Mrs. Ratliff, many of these heartfelt descriptions of favorite teachers describe relationality that 
has the quality of the enigmatic. Although Ravitch points to some specific attributes of Mrs. 
Ratliff—her personalized graduation gifts (lines of poetry), her love of English, her emphasis on 
character and personal responsibility—to explain why she was such a force in her life, she does 
not aim to codify what she believes makes her teacher grand. In fact, I believe a large part of this 
chapter’s mission is to suggest the paradoxes involved in the work of teaching as a challenge to 
neoliberal measurements of effective instruction. 
To look at “greatness,” or the enigmatic quality of teacher/student relations another way, 
I want to turn to descriptions of intimacy as they might be applied in this specific context. As 
anyone who has gone through even some experience of schooling knows, either by personal 
account or observation of others, what can make a teacher/student relationship memorable and 
evocative hardly stops short at pleasurable encounters, and by “intimacy” I do not wish to 
pigeonhole its possible meanings. If the teacher ode counts as one subgenre of education 
literature, stories of damaging, painful, or abusive teacher/student relationships are just as, if not 
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more, prevalent in stories of schooling, both fictional and nonfictional. One can only speculate as 
to how many untold stories of teacher/student intimacy range on this scale, but I suspect it 
outweighs stories of the Mrs. Ratliffs of the world. Such variance should remind us that: “The 
concept of intimacy captures deeply felt orientations and entrenched practices that make up what 
people consider to be their “personal” or “private” lives and their interior selves, and includes 
positively valued feelings like affection but also problematic feelings like fear or disgust” 
(Wilson 32). As Ara Wilson, notes, definitions of intimacy are far from precise, and “The 
proliferation of the category of intimacy reflects dissatisfaction with inherited terms and the 
theories behind them” (Wilson 46). Efforts to negotiate a place for that term in juxtaposition to 
the state of American education post-”No Child Left Behind,” what Peter Taubman calls “audit 
culture,” is one such example of “The turn to intimacy [to] speak to scholars’ desire for a flexible 
term that allows new descriptions that do not reify nation, identity, family, or related categorical 
units” (Wilson 46). 
The way teachers and students are allowed to form bonds, the space available for teachers 
to discuss or utilize beliefs that can not or will not be defended based on reason, and the 
acknowledgement of bodies in schools is influenced by the environments where both teachers 
and students conduct their work, however “work” may be defined. Looking at current trends in 
public school environment, these various aspects of knowing are constantly thrown up against 
the ominous goal of accountability. Along with accountability, standardized tests, educational 
“rigor,” and data collection often figure into current trends toward “improving” education in the 
last decade and a half. Peter Taubman, in Teaching by Numbers: Deconstructing the Discourse 
of Standards and Accountability in Education, writes, “According to Fair Test: The National 
Center for Fair and Open Testing’s Noe Medina and Monty Neill (1988) American public 
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schools administer more than 100 million standardized tests each year [...]” (Taubman 22). More 
recently, in 2012, journalist Valerie Strauss noted that, “Florida’s standardized testing program is 
being misused and has ‘severely impacted student learning,’ according to a new white paper that 
says that school districts in the state are required to give as many as 62 tests a year to students” 
(Strauss). The white paper,  ”The Ramifications of Standardized Testing on our Public Schools,” 
is relevant more widely than Florida because, according to Strauss, “other states have their own 
version [and] because some looked to Florida as a model as they developed their own school 
accountability systems” (Strauss). The goals associated with the current trends in education fail 
to take into account notions of the human being that do not fall into the humanist, enlightenment 
inflected versions of subjects as purely technical-rational beings whose abilities and affects can 
be measured, and thus, for positivist and post-positivists also can be predicted and controlled. 
Still, attempts to approach education reform that has valued curriculum more akin to the 
type James B. MacDonald called an, “intellectual task which [...] should be neither used as a 
basis for prescription or as an empirically testable set of principles and relationships” or, “a much 
more playful free floating process” (MacDonald 6) has its critic, too. As Diane Ravitch notes, the 
“progressive era” of education reform, which is a complex phenomenon with various versions 
and definitions, but which I take up to mean the period of the Civil Rights movement and its 
subsequent decade, was and is not viewed favorably or romantically by all. Ravitch, who, as 
previously mentioned, was a major supporter of the canon and developed curriculum, refers to 
this era as something of a radical joke (Ravitch, Death and Life 23-4).  She is critical of the non-
traditional methods and philosophies of educators from this era, such as Jonathan Kozol, John 
Holt, or George Dennison, although she has also changed her mind to some extent about 
curriculum theory since the second Bush administration. Ravitch’s notion of curriculum does not 
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entail “a more humanities-based emphasis on understanding educational experience, particularly 
in its cultural, social, political, historical and gender dimensions” (Miller, Sounds 2) but rather 
“an administrative emphasis on behavioral objectives, design, development and evaluation” 
(Miller, Sounds 2). She explains that the “progressive era” of the 1960s and 1970s came to a 
screeching halt once the 1983 major report on American education, A Nation at Risk, was 
published by the National Commission of Excellence in Education under Reagan-appointed 
secretary Terrel Bell.  That report noted, “declining SAT scores from 1963 to 1980, as well as a 
decline in the number and proportion of high-scoring students on that test; lowered scores on 
standardized achievement tests; poor performance on international assessments; large numbers of 
functionally illiterate adults and seventeen year olds; the expansion of remedial courses on 
college campuses; and the cost of remedial training to the military and businesses” (Ravitch, 
Death and Life 25). While she notes the drawbacks of the report, including its exclusion of a 
discussion about how race and poverty fits into the report’s interpretation of failure as well its 
propensity for teacher bashing, Ravitch still favors it more than George W. Bush’s No Child Left 
Behind legislation of 2002. This is mainly due to, she says, the fact that “No Child Left Behind 
had no vision other than improving test scores in reading and math. It produced mountains of 
data, not educated citizens” (Ravitch, Death and Life 29). 
In addition to having no educative value in and of themselves, from my perspective, data 
produced by such systematic mandates are problematic on a number of levels. Such data are 
biased upon being generated, and they are biased again upon interpretation. We do not find what 
we were not already looking for in these mountains of data. A Nation at Risk heralded a 
discourse on the education system’s shortcomings that should have engaged the public in serious 
talks about the future of American children, but to swing the pendulum so far away from radical 
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pedagogies was a missed opportunity, I believe, for acknowledging haunted classroom spaces 
that shed more light on subject-specific pedagogical outcomes than any report ever could. I say 
this as a practiced secondary independent and public school teacher, a long-time student, and an 
instructor of teachers in training, full of biases and assumptions about the power of intimate 
relationships in school spaces. In addition, my assumptions about human flourishing influence 
my ideas immensely; in particular the notion that small, person-to-person dynamics are more 
suitable for living a meaningful life than notions of “success” within corporatized schooling. The 
desire to find a quick fix for what ails American public education, if we can agree that it is even 
ill, or if we can agree about the nature of that illness, is understandable,21 but the persistent belief 
in testing as a way to assess, the idea that reports on education come without personal and 
political bias, and the notion that nothing attempted in oppositional reform is of value bespeaks a 
kind of hubris rampant in partisan politics of the Bush and Obama eras. 
        Additionally, the steady lack of inquiry and interrogation into the contexts of this kind of 
school data makes the material deleterious. Taubman supports the notion that major tests are 
fraught with problems that make the tests and data culled from them worthless. He says, “We 
have arrived at a moment when students and teachers are subjected to a curriculum driven by 
disconnected multiple choice questions or essay prompts that must be answered in a set amount 
of time and that have little if any relationship to problems, interests, or speculations that we 
might associate with thinking, erudition, creativity, or a curriculum animated by and responding 
to the flux of a classroom” (Taubman 17). Ravitch and Taubman both criticize what they 
consider a lack of strong curriculum in public schools, whereby they draw on curriculum to 
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  Hopefully, understandable as a desire for better and more just futures for all or more children. 
Cynically, understandable as a late capitalist, neoliberal ploy to help someone (who does not 
need it) to get richer.	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mean, “its long-standing managerial, technocratic, and positivist orientation” (Miller, 
“Curriculum” 28) rather than curriculum more attuned to theorizations and concepts of 
curriculum generated by those involved in the reconceptualization of the curriculum field during 
the 1970s and 1980s in the U.S. Within what is regarded as the traditional, techno-
rational  notion of curriculum, Ravitch and Taubman, among others, argue that teachers must 
make concessions with their plans in order to prepare students for the highly specific task of 
answering standardized test questions.  They must also take time away from “better” curriculum 
construction in order to spend time collecting and “analyzing” data. As Taubman notes, not only 
do standardized test questions have little or nothing to do with each other, they also, more 
importantly, have no connection to those faculties society says it values when it talks about the 
purpose of public education -- “thinking, erudition, creativity.” In addition, when teachers must 
focus on tests (not called “high stakes” for nothing -- now teachers’ jobs depend on or are about 
to depend on student test scores) and data, they cannot be as present to the natural ebb and flow 
of classroom life. Classrooms, with their complex myriad of people and passions, have a million 
pulses that go simultaneously measured and unmeasured in the best case. The classroom focused 
on test preparation is a flatline. Taubman says, “What is lost in such reliance on numerical data 
and its translation is the complexity and variety of experiences it purports to capture” (Taubman 
90). 
        As is quite clear from looking at a text like Ravitch’s, The Death and Life of the Great 
American School System, “failure” and “success” are what Jean-Francois Lyotard would call 
“grand narratives.” They are “an ultimate, decontextualized, universalized way of conceiving, 
constructing, and conducting,” (Miller, “Poststructuralist” 677) in this case, conceptions of 
school.  From post-structural perspectives, which I aim to employ in this study, both the 
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perceived and proliferated notions of “failure” and “success” are “discursively constituted -- that 
is, they ‘exist’ in, rather than outside, language” (Miller, “Poststructuralist” 677), and they 
function in relation to the current dominant discourses of “the audit culture” in U.S. education. 
Although forms of data gathered in an empirical, positivist fashion are not the only forms for 
assessing “failure” and “success,” these types of data are not free to “perfectly report an external 
reality, or to convey an ultimate meaning about events, people, or conditions framed by that 
particular reality” (Miller, “Poststructuralist” 677).  And yet – this is exactly how these data 
function within U.S. public schools at this historical juncture.  
        Clearly, I agree with those education scholars/researchers who argue that a host of current 
research on teacher and student “effectiveness” and “achievement” is poorly designed and 
disingenuous about its bias and its methods, relying on positivist or post-positivist principles that 
elude reflexivity or even a partial troubling of the methods, data, or interpretation of data used. In 
my opinion, the business model that relies on these humanist, enlightenment, positivist and post-
positivist principles in American education is not going to help the majority of students become 
more “educated,” not the least because the possibility of teacher/student intimacies is all but nil. 
If there is any possibility for a classroom completely void of intimacy (and I have argued that 
there is not), it would be the kind of classroom managed by dictates to prepare for standardized 
tests ad nauseum, under duress. 
        Moreover, I am inclined to side with Carl Cohn, whom Ravitch interviewed when she 
investigated the rise and fall of the Alan Bersin and Anthony Alvarado reign of the San Diego 
Public School system, which lasted from 1998 to 2005. Cohn took over the district after Bersin 
left following a top-down approach to school reform that alienated and humiliated teachers, 
angered parents, and led to dubious results for students. Ravitch writes: 
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School reform will continue to fail, Cohn warned, until we recognize that, “there are no 
quick fixes or perfect educational theories. School reform is a slow, steady labor-
intensive process” that depends on “harnessing the talent of individuals instead of 
punishing them for noncompliance with bureaucratic mandates and destroying their 
initiative.” He predicted that “ground-level solutions, such as high-quality leadership, 
staff collaboration, committed teachers, and clean and safe environments, have the best 
chance of success. These solutions are not easily quantified. They cannot be 
experimented on by researchers or mandated by the federal government.” (Ravitch, 
Death and Life 66) 
 
The problem with “no quick fixes” is that it does not fit into the paradigm of the business model 
of education, which is the model seducing most lawmakers and communities who have a say in 
how the American public should be educated. The problem with “no perfect education theories” 
is that it does not fit into the discourse of school reform that proponents of “quick fixes” want to 
bolster education. Cohn suggests that schools are highly specific sites of life, and that the 
individuals who work and learn there are also specific. Governments, administrations, and 
society at large cannot paste the master narrative of “failing school saved by one-size-fits-all 
school reform” on schools or the individuals who inhabit its classrooms. The issue of time is also 
a major setback to this “wishful thinking” master narrative. Not only can school reform be slow, 
but learning, too, can be painfully slow. The discourse that states that tests will accurately and 
fully measure whether reform and/or learning have taken place does not take into account 
paradigms for a learning process that do not function in a linear mode, such as Myers’s “zone of 
possibility” or Blau’s emphasis on reading pedagogy that values confusion as a sign of advanced 
understanding. Finally, Cohn emphasizes the importance of human beings in the reform process. 
It takes people -- specific people in specific schools  -- leading, collaborating, and committing -- 
to give students the best possible chance to get closer to a state of flourishing, than if they lacked 
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these components.22 Will the American institution of education ever encounter a government that 
supports these site-specific, people-based changes? As long as school reform is measured in a 
business model sense, I doubt it, and the people who make the schools function will be at odds 
with their own, and their students’ humanity. 
        Definitions of success are (maybe) important to the discussion of education’s purpose. 
There is ample disagreement about the adequacy of definitions, of course, but there is also 
argument over not just how to measure different versions of success but in what ways those 
measurements are deceptive. Taubman claims that: “Defenders of tests argue that without them 
there would be no ‘objective’ basis for comparison among students, teachers and schools, and 
that they offer the best hope for a meritocracy rather than a plutocracy, aristocracy, or system 
based on racial supremacy. The problem, as Nicholas Lemann documents in his history of the 
SAT and Educational Testing Service, The Big Test: The Secret History of the American 
Meritocracy, is that the meritocracy is a lie, that money and race erase any salutary effect of such 
tests. Fundamentally, tests provide little more than data [...]” (Taubman 28). The problem is that 
the original idea, that testing offers an “‘objective’ basis for comparison among students, 
teachers and schools,” is such an indoctrinated master narrative that extricating public education 
from testing will not happen any time soon. Even teachers often buy into the idea that testing 
offers an objective way to account for merit. The other problem (if only there were just two) is 
that if asked what the alternatives would be to standardized testing, answers would veer so wildly 
from positivist notions of measurement and accountability that suggestions would be dismissed. I 
have sat in many faculty brainstorming sessions, especially cross-disciplinary ones, wherein this 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
22	  This is not to deemphasize the great and sundry necessities students need outside of school to 
get closer to a state of human flourishing, however. Schooling is just one component. 
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exact discussion devolves because of adherence on the part of some faculty to more “objective” 
measurements, which they seemingly believe to be more pure. So not only do supporters of 
testing benefit from a master narrative so culturally embedded that even its victims (teachers, 
students) unquestioningly comply with its violence, but the paradigm of measurement is so 
constricted to positivist definitions of success and measurement of that success that alternative 
forms are billed as romantic, insensible, and soft. 
As Taubman explains in his chapter on testing, one major loss in the school system 
enslaved to data is the quality of personal relationships, which relates to the central issues of this 
research. He writes: 
Such control from afar, that is control exercised through surveillance of abstracted data, 
reflects the audit culture that pervades school today. That culture requires endless streams 
of data to be aggregated, so that, [...] a system of virtual relationships with students can 
gradually replace the specificity and idiosyncrasy of situated, face-to-face relationships. 
Paradoxically then, the move to smaller-sized schools not only does not mean smaller 
class size but also does not necessarily mean, given the pervasiveness of auditing 
practices and the testing that is their most important component, more intimate 
relationships with students. (Taubman 20) 
 
In the business model of education, people with conscious and unconscious desires, with vastly 
differing subjectivities as well as material contexts and situations, do not matter. The individual, 
specific aspects of students will be evaded in favor of what the data can tell us about every 
virtual child, even when the class size is small. The system entrenched in audit culture obviates 
the kind of hauntings that I believe have something to do with the more redemptive qualities of 
human flourishing and learning. Not only does Taubman’s prediction render students robotic, 
teachers might as well be machines. Taubman later adds, “Understanding, wisdom gained from 
experience, and appreciation of the complexity and contingency of the art of teaching -- all these 
are replaced by consumer surveys, standardized practices, and measurement. All these 
dramatically transform how we think about and approach teaching and education” (Taubman 
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117). The teacher as a personality, as a person, is for naught. Notwithstanding problematics of 
“teacher identity,” the idea that the people who show up to teach their students every day could 
be interchangeable is hard to believe. I believe that the trend towards this sterility already has 
and will continue to negatively change education dramatically. I also wonder who will be drawn 
to the teaching profession when it precludes interpersonal relationships with students. Would we 
want our children taught by teachers who do not place a priority on their relationships with 
students as a factor for choosing their profession?23 I admit, two English degrees in hand, I 
sought teaching out of desperation for a profession that allowed me to stay within my subject of 
choice. I stayed because once there, I discovered something life- changing, something that 
showed me I could pursue, not just a profession, but a calling -- the chance to love my students 
sharing a subject I loved equally well.  
  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
23 On the other hand, I am also intrigued by the idea that some teachers may seek the profession, 
or-- some teachers may find solace in their profession once they perceive schools the way I 
describe them here-- by viewing themselves as the “hero” teacher subverting “the system.” What 
might teachers get out of that understanding of schools and their role in schools? It is worth 
further inquiry, and seems related to the discussion of erotic pedagogies, to consider the power of 
these particular kinds of roles. 
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Chapter 3  
Methodology: Qualitative, Feminist, Post-structural Aspirations 
 
I. Everything is Partial: Understandings and Claims about Qualitative Research 
 
  Qualitative research posits “a world that is multiple in its ‘meanings,’ is complex, and is 
ever-changing” (Miller, Lecture Notes).24 Because this research is rooted against a political and 
theoretical framework for schooling that is primarily quantitative, or supported by a positivist 
and scientific paradigm, and especially because of the focus, since No Child Left Behind, on 
quantitative research as the “gold standard” in educational research, I explicitly wish to position 
this work as situated in and aspirational toward, a qualitative theoretical framework. Therefore, I 
posit “reality” as constructed through meaning and understandings developed socially, 
discursively, and experientially. Further, in choosing a qualitative theoretical framework, I wish 
to come to “understanding more deeply,” (as much as is possible, acknowledging simultaneously 
the multiple unknowns promulgated via the unconscious as well as the never-fully knowable and 
always shifting subjectivities of the post-structural “subject”), through feminist post-structural 
epistemological and ontological assumptions.  These gesture toward the possibilities of the 
researcher of  producing no more than partial “stories” (complicated, obviously, by the crisis in 
representation precipitated by the postmodern turn) of people’s lives.  In post-structurally 
informed versions of qualitative research, there is no such thing as “Truth” or “objectivity.” In 
my role as researcher, then, I believe that my subjectivity can never be extricated from the way I 
see feminist pedagogies, schooling, and the conceptualization of teachers and students, the 
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  Ascertained from lecture notes in a lecture by Dr. Janet L. Miller in the course “Introduction to 
Narrative Research in English Education” in the spring 2010 semester at Teachers College, 
Columbia University.	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discursive influences of ways I interpret the “realities” and “meanings” presented there, and the 
ways I write about my research. 
In claiming this research as feminist and as post-structurally framed, I align my interests 
and intentions with feminists who, “use and immediately trouble typical categories of qualitative 
research, such as validity and generalizability, and move toward methodologies that foreground 
ambiguities, uncertainties, contradictions, and incoherences” (Miller, “Curriculum” 503). Using 
and troubling these categories means a constant testing of my own allegiances and 
understandings of both post-positivist and feminist post-structural perspectives and their 
epistemological and ontological assumptions. Because the lure and comfort of post-positivism is 
so enmeshed in the humanist, enlightenment sensibilities of which I am a part, it is both 
challenging and frightening to attempt to work within theoretical framings – those of, feminist 
post-structural theories --, that are contradictory to and critical of normative discursive practices 
and regimes. St. Pierre and Pillow write: 
Within the discourse of humanism, it makes sense to say and think only certain things, 
and poststructural feminists are interested in different discourses in which different 
statements and different material and political conditions might be possible. They work 
toward the not yet-thought, what Derrida (1978/1966) calls the “as-yet unnamable which 
begins to proclaim itself” (p. 293). Such spaces, gaps, and interstices in humanism’s 
structures are seductive; poststructural feminists have indeed shown that discourses are 
not closed systems and that shifts in historical thought and material conditions are 
possible. (St. Pierre and Pillow 4)  
 
Understandably, working “towards the not-yet thought” poses practical problems for the 
researcher. How might one work toward something only beginning to proclaim itself? And yet, 
the invitation of this kind of effort to work towards something not thought but perhaps felt, 
dreamt, intuited -- this offers radical ways of envisioning what is possible. An approach to the 
research that is in process, lacking certitude without sacrificing thoughtfulness or vigor, willing 
to follow that which has only begun to understand itself as a part of impermanent and flexible 
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discourses offers more options “for cultural critique and social change” (Miller, “Curriculum” 
503) -- the very project, though perhaps an impossible or flawed one, that feminist pedagogies, 
as I prefer to think about them, aim to do. At the same time, however, I recognize that pitting 
theoretical orientations against each other fashions an oppositional binary which eludes some of 
the major aspirations of feminist post-structural methodologies.  
There is a difference, of course, between binaries and general critiques of politics and 
methods. One of the major critiques of post-positivism that made up a huge aspect in the turning 
of qualitative researchers toward post-structural perspectives, was the “crisis of representation.” 
Denzin and Lincoln explain, “A profound rupture occurred in the 1980s. What we call the fourth 
moment, or the crisis of representation, appeared with Anthropology as Cultural Critique 
(Marcus & Fischer, 1986), The Anthropology of Experience (Turner & Bruner, 1986), Writing 
Culture (Clifford & Marcus, 1986), Works and Lives (Geertz, 1988), and The Predicament of 
Culture (Clifford, 1988)” (Collecting and Interpreting 25). They contemplate the crisis this way: 
In writing, the field-worker makes a claim to scientific and moral authority. This claim 
allows the realist and experimental ethnographic texts to function as sources of validation 
for an empirical science. They show that the world of real lived experience can still be 
captured, if only in the writer’s memoirs, or fictional experimentations, or dramatic 
readings. But these works have the danger of directing attention away from the ways in 
which the text constructs sexually situated individuals in a field of social difference. They 
also perpetuate “empirical science’s hegemony” (Clough, 1998, p.8), for these new 
writing technologies of the subject become the site “for the production of 
knowledge/power … aligned with … the capital/state axis (Aronowitz, 1998, p.300; 
quoted in Clough, 1998, p.8). (Denzin & Lincoln, Collecting and Interpreting 25-26)   
 
The “crisis of interpretation,” then, is the response of qualitative researchers to their 
understandings of “memoirs, or fictional experimentations, or dramatic readings” as failing to 
reflexively consider both the ramifications of “constructing sexually situated individuals” and the 
lack of reflexive work around authorship of texts. The perpetuation of traditional practices and 
values within the field of research through these kinds of writing further produce 
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“knowledge/power” in accordance with the hegemonic institution of the state. The 
acknowledgement of these problematics within qualitative, and especially ethnographic research, 
prompted a movement in new directions, especially, for many feminists and others with 
particular interests in “social difference[s],” toward poststructural research. 
And yet, my work is not “qualitative research” as it is typically construed as employing 
ethnographic methods. As such, I frame my work here using Jane Gallop’s notion of “close 
reading” as she describes it in her essay, “The Ethics of Reading: Close Encounters.” While 
“close reading” has meaning aligned with New Critical approaches to reading that includes 
readings that are isolated from, for example, historical and biographical contexts, Gallop’s close 
reading means something different. New Criticism derived from the Formalist movement in 
literary theory and was dominated by white, male scholars; at its core their practice of close 
reading was not feminist -- far from it. New Criticism’s “close reading” saw interpretation in 
terms of “right” and “wrong,” as if texts present evidence that can verify interpretive accuracy. 
Gallop operates outside of the bounds of “New Critical” close reading, so far outside of the 
traditional definitions of close reading that she positions her strategy as a challenge against the 
white, male canon. Specifically, Gallop’s feminist practice has alignments to certain post-
structural feminisms, and her “close reading” is a way to challenge preconceptions and fight 
prejudices rather than to reinforce them.   
Of close reading, Gallop writes, it “is not just a way of reading but a way of listening. It 
can help us not just to read what is on the page, but to hear what a person really said. Close 
reading can train us to hear other people. In fact, I would argue that that is the most important 
benefit of close reading” (12). Gallop explains that most people read what they think will be on 
the page rather than what is actually there (11). Readers typically project their expected reading 
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on the actual reading (11), leaving themselves unable to listen to what the author is trying to 
communicate in the text. Close reading involves attention to detail in the reading, including 
attunement to little disruptions, “marginal” material (8), and, generally speaking, text that does 
not “call attention to [itself]” (8). This is the kind of reading I have approached data with in 
Chapter 4 -- a reading that listens more carefully to what the text is saying, rather than my own 
prejudgements and stereotypes.  
In describing the method of close reading that I am employing in my analysis, Gallop’s 
further details about what constitutes a “close reading” are instructive. For example, she writes, 
“Close reading slows us down, stopping us at words, getting us to look around at the context of 
the words that stopped us, making us remember similar words and go back and look for them. 
Close reading takes the fullest advantage of the material permanence of the text to look at what is 
on the page, rather than to rely on our impressions” (12). Gallop is saying that the permanence of 
the words on the page allow for a kind or reading that hones in on the text minutely, far more 
than is possible in analysis of spoken words (although Gallop says close reading can change the 
way people “close listen” (12), too). “Slowing down” reading allows for more consideration of 
the words on the page. A faster reading means habitual projection and elision of the text. Paying 
attention to words more carefully also leads to further investigation of the “context of the 
words,” which means a closer and more text-based approach to reading. In “learning to hear 
what’s really on the page, listening closely to the other, and being willing to catch what the other 
actually says, and able to hear what we didn’t expect him to say” (16), my reading and analysis 
of data attempts to take up methods that involve the very practices of English that I have known 
and loved as a student and a teacher of literature. In this case, the methods are applied to my 
research, and it means, as Gallop says, “noticing things in the writing” (7). To me, this is the 
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work I have been doing all along, long before the text turned to data from NCTE articles and no 
matter the material at hand. Close reading is a method that feels compellingly appropriate to this 
work that explores feminisms in Language Arts and English classrooms as they have been 
documented in NCTE articles over time.  
At the same time that my research, and particularly my methods, veers from the scope of 
traditional ethnographic work, I still turn to some of the language and concepts from that body of 
research in order to situate some of my perspectives and ethical allegiances. I realize, too, that no 
theoretical framework is innocent, including qualitative research. Denzin and Lincoln state, 
“Sadly, qualitative research, in many if not all forms [...] serves as a metaphor for colonial 
knowledge, for power, and for truth” (Denzin and Lincoln, “Introduction” 1). This point is drawn 
out of the realization that a great deal of research is historically situated within colonizing 
contexts and practices, in which white, usually male, researchers enforced their imperial power 
over indigenous peoples. Thus, qualitative research is neither “good” nor unpolitical, or without 
its own, at times and in specific contexts, racist, sexist, classist, ageist, genderist, ableist, etc. 
complicated histories. At the same time, I am cautious to diminish these frameworks into a 
simplified binary, which would be an ironic move given my contention that “Truths” are 
impossible and “meanings” and “realities” are only ever partial. In fact, in a buried footnote 
Denzin and Lincoln opine, “Indeed, any attempt to give an essential definition of qualitative 
research requires a qualitative analysis of the circumstances that reproduce such a definition”25 
(Denzin and Lincoln, “Introduction” 28). Yet, they still make the attempt, though it is one with 
caveats, and it is their third attempt to do so within a single chapter. They write, “Qualitative 
research is many things to many people. Its essence is twofold: a commitment to some version of 
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  This is footnote 12 in the Denzin and Lincoln text in my bibliography.	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the naturalistic, interpretive approach to its subject matter and an ongoing critique of the politics 
and methods of post-positivism” (Denzin and Lincoln, “Introduction” 10). My research is 
aspirational toward these goals in that I wished, in this dissertation study, to highlight the always 
attending problematics of an interpretive approach, especially as this is framed by the ongoing 
“crisis in representation.”  
 




 Like other terms in this explanation of my theoretical orientation(s), “discourse” has been 
diversely taken up from within multiple points of view by scholars, variously utilized dependent 
on the subject positions of authors and the contexts from which they have written. I take 
discourse as it has been framed by feminist post-structuralists, specifically “more focused on 
those aspects of discourse that take their effect in the lives of actual persons, and so bring[ing] 
the body, emotions, and the unconscious mind into the definition of what discourse constitutes” 
(Davies 17). Chris Weedon’s definition is illustrative: 
Discourses, in Foucault’s work, are ways of constituting knowledge, together with the 
social practices, forms of subjectivity and power relations which inhere in such 
knowledges and the relations between them. Discourses are more than ways of thinking 
and producing meaning. They constitute the “nature” of the body, unconscious and 
conscious mind and emotional life of the subjects which they seek to govern. Neither the 
body nor thoughts and feelings have meaning outside their discursive articulation, but the 
ways in which discourse constitutes the  minds and bodies of individuals is always part of 
a wider network of power relations, often with institutional bases. (Weedon 108)     
 
One implication for my research based on this reading of discourses is the absence of 
“objectivity” in analyses that it implies. In other words, Weedon’s definition gestures toward the 
ways analyses is mediated through particular dominant discourses that frame 
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researchers’/authors’ assumptions and expectations for as well as “representations” of their work. 
Because data in this project is textual, authors of these piece have already mediated their research 
through their lived lives and the contexts and situated discourses that greatly influence what and 
how they have written. My analyses are yet another layer of additive mediation through my 
interpretations of my lived experiences, contexts for writing, and political affiliations. Looking at 
“who is speaking, from what position, in what context and with what political effect” (Davies 
18) is one feminist poststructuralist effort to help anchor as well as simultaneously interrogate 
the discourses represented within “data.” While answers to these questions either go unanswered 
or are answered only partially and incompletely, the pursuit in knowing more about authorial 
discursive framings helps situate arguments for feminism(s) in classroom practice.  
Like Weedon, Magda Gere Lewis calls attention to personal, lived experience in her 
definition of “discourse.” She says there are both theoretical and practical implications to the 
possible stories we can tell. She writes, “By discourse I mean a set of social practices that signify 
positions in subjectivity which are always multiple and which are always negotiated within the 
broader political and economic relations that mark our day-to-day lives” (Lewis 113). Ropers-
Huilman also frames “discourses” as interplay between social forces and subjects when she says, 
“I understand discourse to include the larger social forces that both influence practice and, 
indeed, constitute unique discourses themselves. Within this definition, human actors both 
construct and are constructed by the discourses in which they are located” (Ropers Huilman, 
Feminist Teaching 3). Given Weedon’s claim that, “Neither the body nor thoughts and feelings 
have meaning outside their discursive articulation,” she seems to suggest a world in which 
subjects are only ever acting from within the discourses; therefore, if “human actors” do 
“construct” discourses it is, presumably as agents of the discourse itself.  
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Also drawing on Foucault, Lather’s description of “discourse” describes how subjects 
come to appear as though they “know.” Lather frames her definition around authors of literal 
texts instead of subjects acting in the world. She writes, “I use discourse in the Foucauldian sense 
of a conceptual grid with its own exclusions and erasures, its own rules and decisions, limits, 
inner logic, parameters and blind alleys. A discourse is that which is beneath the writer’s 
awareness in terms of rules governing the formation and transformation of ideas into a dispersal 
of the historical agent, the knowing subject” (Lather, Getting Smart 166). That discourse is 
described as below conscious levels insinuates the same kind of insidiousness that Weedon 
suggests when she says that discourses, “constitute the ‘nature’ of the body, unconscious and 
conscious mind and emotional life of the subjects which they seek to govern.” In other words, 
discourses make up the very fabric out of which subjects theorize about and act upon the world. 
Feminist post-structural discourse, unlike certain other discourses, does not exclude or erase 
conceptions and constructions of gender as part of its conceptual grid; it rather places it at the 
forefront. 
 
B. Difference  
 
The “qualitative research” I present here is feminist and poststructural. Of great import to 
the question of what it means to enact a feminist pedagogy within feminist post-structural 
discourse is what we mean when we talk about difference, especially within the contested 
category of gender. Judith Butler articulates questions about gender categories that she posed in 
1990 in her book, Gender Trouble: 
[...] if sex and gender are radically distinct, then it does not follow that to be a given sex 
is to become a given gender; in other words, “woman” need not be the cultural 
construction of the female body, and “man” need not interpret male bodies. This radical 
formulation of the sex/gender distinction suggests that sexed bodies can be the occasion 
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for a number of different genders, and further, that gender itself need not be restricted to 
the usual two. If sex does not limit gender, then perhaps there are genders, ways of 
culturally interpreting the sexed body, that are in no way restricted by the apparent 
duality of sex. (Butler, Gender Trouble 152)  
 
Butler’s commentary on sex, gender, and difference was enormously influential on many 
feminists at the time of this book’s publication, and her work continues to be a revelation and a 
lightning rod for feminists today. Especially for feminists who happen to theorize through a 
poststructural lens, and who question notions of “truth” and essentialized “identities” within 
bodies, Butler’s theories offered more possibilities for subjects who never fit within the limited 
categories of “male” and “female,” for example.   At the same time, Butler’s claim that “sexed 
bodies” do not foreclose possibilities of gender, and that gender is not limited to just two options, 
poses serious questions for a feminist politics that seeks more equality for “women” and that has 
staked an argument on fighting patriarchy for the betterment of the female sex. Butler essentially 
makes feminists confront the argument that “woman” is a multivalent and more encompassing 
category than was previously thought. At this point feminists had to ask themselves, “If we can 
no longer frame feminisms on political struggles for equality and justice for an essentialized and 
thus unitary idea of who constitutes/comprised the category of ‘women,’ then what is the project 
of a feminist’s politics?”  
 Yet Butler’s gender theorizing – although hugely influential -- does not wipe out the 
discourses that have for years manipulated subjects into power relations in which one has more 
power over another. Gender has been, and continues to be, discursively constructed around 
historical moments in time. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick writes, “[...] sexuality, and what counts as 
sexuality, both depend on and affect historical power relationships” (Sedgwick, Between Men 
696). That some subjects who have been understood to be “men” have exerted power 
systematically over some subjects who have been understood to be “women” within patriarchal 
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paradigms and through patriarchal discourse is an interpretation held up by ample historical 
“evidence.” There has been, and remains, “enduring inequality of power between men and 
women” (Sedgwick 699), although now we may bracket “men” and “women” within quotation 
marks. We may do so because “what counts as sexuality” and by extension, binary versions of 
“gender,” may not be, as Butler has insisted, what corporeal body parts are or are not located on 
subjects. “What counts as sexuality” is not the seeming reproductive genitals attributed to 
newborns because it is instead “something that one becomes” (Butler, Gender Trouble 152).  
 What Butler’s theory allows for, then, is an opening up of notions of difference.  Feminist 
theorist Teresa de Lauretis too “troubles” any simple binary notion of difference.  She writes, 
“The first limit of ‘sexual difference(s),’ then, is that it constrains feminist critical thought within 
the conceptual frame of a universal sex opposition (woman as the difference from man, both 
universalized [...])” (de Lauretis 713). Butler’s assertions about gender as “something that one 
becomes -- but can never be” frames gender as “a kind of becoming or activity” (Butler 152) 
rather than a universal definition into which one is born. Gender as a constructed category makes 
both sex and gender unlikely locations of universal definitions of themselves. Ultimately, refusal 
of these universals means a feminist politics must choose a different discourse from the 
patriarchal one that frames “women” and “men” as universal and always binary categories at 
odds, with “men” who ostensibly are more powerful than “women.” To that point, Butler claims, 
“If gender is not tied to sex, either casually or expressively, then gender is a kind of action that 
can potentially proliferate beyond the binary limits imposed by the apparent binary of sex” 
(Butler 152). “Proliferation beyond the binary” is at once radical to patriarchy as it is to 
humanist, Enlightenment sensibilities from whence Cartesian dualities come (Ramazanoğlu).  
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While Wittig suggests an alternative to the universal binaries of “women” and “men” that 
Butler explores at some length, and that I take up briefly in Chapter 5, I find Joan W. Scott’s 
charge for what feminists can do with difference to be far more exciting and useful as a way to 
move beyond the breakdown of binary thinking in gender discourse. She says, “it is not a happy 
pluralism we ought to invoke” (Scott 145). Instead: 
The resolution of the “difference dilemma” comes neither from ignoring nor embracing 
difference as it is normatively constituted. Instead, it seems to me that the critical feminist 
position must always invoke two moves. The first is the systematic criticism of the 
operations of categorical difference, the exposure of the kinds of exclusions and 
inclusions -- the hierarchies  -- it constructs, and a refusal of their ultimate “truth.” A 
refusal, however, not in the name of an equality that implies sameness or identity, but 
rather (and this is the second move) in the name of an equality that rests on differences -- 
differences that confound, disrupt, and render ambiguous the meaning of any fixed binary 
opposition. (Scott 146). 
 
Scott’s rewriting of “difference” is, for me, an exciting key towards how we might pay homage 
to feminisms of the past, including their characterizations of difference, but also redefine what 
difference means from a feminist discourse situated from within our current historical moment. 
Because data in this research is largely bound to universal notions of “men” and “women,” 
“girls” and boys,” and the binary systems that uphold those categories as universal, Scott’s 
attention to exposing “exclusions and inclusions,” without assigning them “truth,” and 
commitment to a political feminism that hold up difference as a way to “proliferate beyond the 
binary” is where I see, in this research, some hopes for feminisms to messily collide in order to 
argue for those that might support “an equality that rests on differences -- differences that 
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C. Power/Knowledge 
 
The positioning of this research as feminist and post-structural comes out of my reading 
of those perspectives as contributing to radicalizing attempts at interpretive research, especially 
as compared to positivist and postpositivist research methods. However, I am not blind to the 
notion that “radical discourses in education, including feminist pedagogy, paradoxically [can] 
operate as regimes of truth, to use Foucault’s conceptualization” (Miller, “Poststructuralist” 680). 
I sense the tensions in works on feminist pedagogy as well as my own research here, to simply 
substitute one regime for another. This is obviously not the end goal of any work that 
understands and works towards the intended possibilities of feminist post-structural research. 
Ellsworth writes, “While poststructuralism, like rationalism, is a tool that can be used to 
dominate, it has also facilitated a devastating critique of the violence of rationalism against its 
Others” (Ellsworth 304). Janet L. Miller gives relevant examples, “A proliferation of work 
produced by feminists working in the field of curriculum as well as education, in general, has 
altered ways in which educators must now attend to issues of language, discourse, and power in 
all aspects of curriculum conception and development, as well as in the ways that curriculum is 
enacted, experienced, and created in the classroom” (Miller, “Curriculum” 502).  
A key concept adopted by post-structural thinkers has to do with Foucault’s claims that, 
“Power passes through and is exercised by persons and structure at all levels in all social 
systems” and that “there is no truly existing duality between those ‘with power’ and those 
‘without power’” (Ropers-Huilman 4). Walkerdine agrees, saying, “We [...] understand power 
not as static, but produced as a constantly shifting relation” (Walkerdine 14). She illustrates a 
school related understanding of this conception of power when she writes, “It no longer seems 
enough to believe that we are in the process of simply oppressing children. Neither can we be 
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comforted by the thought that ‘progressive education’ will free children to explore their own 
experience, without understanding precisely how that experience is understood and how it 
produces the children as subjects” (Walkerdine 14). The structures of power these authors 
theorize exemplifies the notion that “reality” is shaped by discourses, discourses that are 
constantly in flux. As such, the import on knowledge within a poststructural framework is that it 
is “partial and political,” with “power and knowledge coexist[ing] in their enactment and effects” 
(Ropers-Huilman 6).    
All of the categories in this section are closely related, but the relationships between 
discourse, power, and knowledge seem especially intertwined. For example, one’s reading of a 
discourse is conditional on who is speaking. When a white, privileged, heterosexual male authors 
an NCTE article on feminist pedagogies, you can be fairly certain that his discourse will veer – 
to greater or lesser degrees -- from an authorial subject who writes from the margins of her 
subject categories as they are (most often from dominant discourses) framed, constructed and 
lived. Lewis writes, “What access we have to the decision-making apparatuses, and what claim 
we can lay to economic resources that determine in fundamental ways our very survival, are 
given meaning and are constructed and regulated through discursive practices” (Lewis 113). In 
its concrete form, Lewis continues, “discourse is an action taken upon the world. These actions 
may be transformative or they may be tenaciously preservative of the status quo; whichever the 
case, discourse is socially negotiated through power” (Lewis 114). Lewis further delves into the 
ways in which the subject who speaks, depending on their “social power,” (Lewis 115) are either 
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D. Language  
 
Language, and especially speech, are critical areas of possibility and proliferation of 
difference within both post-structural and feminist discourses. Lather writes: “The recent 
linguistic turn in social theory focuses on the power of language to organize our thought and 
experience. Language is seen as both carrier and creator of a culture’s epistemological codes” 
(Lather 111). Because feminist discourse has understood silence as a major component in 
“women’s” oppression, the absence of language figures into the construction of 
knowledge/power, to a large degree, as much as recognized speech has. “The ways we speak and 
write are held to influence our conceptual boundaries and to create areas of silence as language 
organizes meaning in terms of pre-established codes” (Lather 111). Ropers-Huilman puts it this 
way, “As we choose and use the language available to us, the parameters of our expression shape 
our thoughts and understandings” (Ropers-Huilman 7). Language effectively leads to knowledge 
production, but more than that. Language is not free from its cultural and historical dynamics of 
power systems, and therefore speech, and silence, can never really exceed the parameters, the 
“boundaries,” or the “pre-established codes” of any particular discourse. Language is related to 
power and knowledge because it helps determine what is possible and what is foreclosed. 
In an example of what to “do” with language, or open up a possibility for difference, in 
order to shift hegemonic systems of oppression, Lewis offers a feminist approach when she says: 
“If the intent of patriarchy is to reproduce the status quo of masculine knowledge in support of 
masculine privilege (and I believe this is precisely the political intent of the schooling 
enterprise), then the role of feminism is to be indiscreet -- to speak our experience of alienation, 
to speak that about which we have been invited to be silent, and to refuse to concede power to 
the bedrock of that failed yet seductive democracy of individual liberalism” (Lewis 68). Bringing 
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forth stories that have been silenced has been, and within certain current iterations and 
theoretical framings of “feminist work,” remains at least part of the project of a “feminist” 
perspective, as is unruly interference in defiance of being excluded from knowledge production 
which affects multi and variously gendered subjects. In the web of terms related to feminist post-
structural perspectives and methodologies, it would seem that all of these ideas are intrinsically 
connected.  Discourses, dominant ones in particular, and the languages they produce and support, 
become “tools” through which power and knowledge are created. At the same time, the attention, 
proliferation, and tending to of difference, particularly through examining and interrogating 
dominant discourses and their constructions, is a way to construct “other possible” versions of 
knowledge, but hopefully less oppressively.    
Continuing in the same vein as partial, incomplete, and ever-changing dynamics within 
power structures and knowledge systems, feminist post-structuralists also recognize these 
attributes in language. Ropers-Huilman asserts, “Somewhere between the articulation of meaning 
and the presence of reality, in poststructural thought, lies a chasm whose essence is not able to be 
communicated through the language that we currently use, construct, and understand” (Roper-
Huilman 8).  In other words, like most of the tenets discussed here, there is nothing magical 
about language that will allow it to “save” subjects from the web of power/knowledge that has 
historically wielded the force (and means) to oppress them (and which allows them to oppress 




 Data of this research include textual examination of journal articles that take as their 
center of gravity issues of feminist discourse. In attempting to answer the research questions, 
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“What theories and praxes, if any, have been explicitly and implicitly codified as feminist within 
literacy classrooms described in three major National Council of Teachers of English journals 
across time?” and “Given that feminist theories and praxes are oppositional to pedagogies that 
privilege quantitative, data-driven, neoliberal notions of learning, how have such “neoliberal” 
pedagogies been framed as “successful” interventions for children? I have selected NCTE 
journals as my data source for their longstanding reputation within the teaching of English 
community in the United States. The journals are three National Council of Teachers of English 
publications, including the elementary Language Arts (1924-), the middle level Voices from the 
Middle (1994-), and the secondary English Journal (1911-). As explained in their article, “A 
Journey through Nine Decades of NCTE-Published Research in Elementary Research,” 
Elizabeth Dutro and Kathleen Collins note that Language Arts has undergone two name changes. 
The journal’s original title was Elementary English Review up to 1947 and then Elementary 
English until 1975. In the future I will refer to these journals as their current moniker, Language 
Arts.  
I have chosen to research these three journals because I wanted to think about my 
research questions from the perspective of K-12 classrooms. I was curious about the ways 
feminisms might be shaped at the various levels of compulsory education in the United States. 
Also, because both positivist and post-positivist assumptions of forms and functions 
of   schooling still reign supreme across all grade levels in public schools in this country, I am 
interested in feminist pedagogies as possible sites of resistance, interrogation, and perhaps even 
opposition against that regime for all school-age children.   
This research spans the full history of Language Arts, Voices from the Middle, and The 
English Journal. In part the purpose of this research is to take up historical notions of 
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elementary, middle, and secondary literacy pedagogies working within, through, and alongside 
feminisms. Covering the full span of each journal’s publication allows for analysis of materials 
based on changing coverage of topical issues--variously identified, or not, as “feminist” -- over 
time. For example, in the 1970s there is a marked influx of journal texts having to do with “sex 
difference” as it relates to the literacy practices reading and writing (see Elbow and 
Winkeljohann, for example). On the other hand, some topics seem to cover ground across time, 
such as the notion that “boys” and “girls” gravitate toward certain kinds of books (see 
Flaumenhaft, St. Jarre, Ward, or Wilhelm, for example). In attendance at the 2015 California 
Association of Teachers of English (CATE) this year I was bemused to hear the prolific Carol 
Jago describe books “girls would like” in contrast to books “boys would like.” Some stereotypes 
die hard while others never die. And missing from such descriptions are any discussions of 
current theorizations of “gender” as a discursively constructed category that functions, within 
varying social and cultural contexts, to establish normative expectations and behaviors (Butler, 
Gender). Such observations and perceptions would be less possible without a review of the data 
across all eras of journal publication.   
 
A. Definitions of “Feminist Pedagogies,” An Endless Project 
 
Important to this research are historical, cultural, and theoretical definitions of “feminist 
pedagogies”26 in the U.S., especially, from their approximate inception in the 1960s to the 
present day. This is crucial in that these definitions have served as guideposts for my selection of 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
26 Theoretically and practically, “feminisms” predate the women’s movement that began in the 
1960s, a la first wave feminism, which is historically attached to feminist’s activism towards the 
right to vote (see Solomon or Hoffman). “Feminist pedagogy,” however, as it is conceptualized 
within academic Discourse on teaching, is born out of moments of civil unrest in America in the 
1960s and beyond. 
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NCTE articles for analysis in chapter 4. However, like Becky Ropers Huilman, “I found that 
there was no pure space that I could call ‘feminist teaching’” (Feminist Teaching xvii). Although 
compendiums and some groups of texts expounded thought on feminist pedagogies adhering to a 
set of same principles, the scholarship overall is wide and full of differences and conflict. Rather 
than a “descriptive, uncritical, ‘celebratory’ sharing of strategies used in feminist classrooms” 
(Gore quoted in Ropers-Huilman xix), the feminisms I have encountered in pedagogical texts 
have varied widely in their approaches to feminist theories and praxes. To be sure, the 
“celebratory” research exists, in particular in work that comes out of the 1970s and early- to mid- 
1980s before third wave feminists and queer theorists began to claim feminisms in a new light 
for themselves.27 In addition, there seems to be a constant tension between feminisms that wish 
to totally escape existing patriarchal models of academic life and those that wish to conduct 
feminist work within those systems. As well, divergences around equality-versus-difference 
arguments, which, Joan W. Scott argues, must be overcome by “theory that will enable us to 
articulate alternative ways of thinking about (and thus acting upon) gender without either simply 
reversing the old hierarchies or confirming them” (Scott 134), remains a point of contestation. 
Interpretations being diverse, it is not possible or desirable to “timelessly define its common 
elements” (Ropers-Huilman xvii). Furthermore, within the following section on naming feminist 
pedagogies, I have purposely included definitions that do not now necessarily fit, given the 
“work” of this dissertation research, my personal definition(s) of a “better” feminist pedagogy. I 
have cited feminist post-structural theorists in addition to feminists who are more humanist and 
constructivist in nature. The reason for doing so is that feminist poststructural definitions alone 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
27 For a broad discussion on feminist conflict see Conflicts in Feminism edited by Marianne 
Hirsch and Evelyn Fox Keller. 
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would have been inadequate to describe the kinds of feminisms I chose and interpreted from 
NCTE data.   
Instead, what I have chosen to do is make explicit a variety of definitions I have 
encountered in the literature and a broad categorization of some of the themes and positions that 
appear most commonly in the NCTE data. These themes did not “emerge,” as is commonly 
stated in most humanist, conventional versions of qualitative research. Rather, I noticed, 
collected, and named themes within the data that were particularly relevant to my political 
incentive to imagine classroom spaces that offer alternative pedagogies to the neoliberal model 
that exists in today’s American public and privatized classrooms. Also, the data selection 
process, which I outline in detail in the following “Methods” section, is likewise curated based 
on my personal and political understandings and aspirations for feminist pedagogies and this 
research in particular. The process of determining which articles actually have to do with 
“feminist pedagogies” in literacy classrooms required me to make choices about the literature 
which represented itself as feminist, even if it did not explicitly name itself thus. This section 
exists in order to explain how what I learned about definitions of “feminist pedagogies” in the 
scholarly literature indeed impacted my very data selection. In Chapter 4, I explain how, if, and 
in what ways I interpret the data as categorically related to the definitions I discuss here. I look to 
some major contributors towards definitions of feminist pedagogies, mainly those who are 
continually named within a lineage of literature on the history of these terms, though I do not 
claim this section to be exhaustive by any means. I also include in this section some definitions 
of feminist pedagogies that I have chosen not to include as part of my data selection process and 
analysis, as well as explanations for those choices. Where I determined it to be useful, I have 
pointed out some of the differences between feminisms under specific categories as well.   
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1. Equality 
 
“Equality” has factored into varying discourses on feminisms since even before Second 
Wave Feminism, if we in fact interpret the First Wave suffrage campaign to gain women the 
right to vote as a bid for equality. American history does not, however, have prominent history of 
feminist political action following the 19th Amendment, which earned women voting rights in 
1920. The rise of Second Wave Feminism has been and can be attributed to many factors, but the 
publication of Betty Friedan’s sociopolitical book The Feminine Mystique in 1963 may explain 
at least part of the gender unrest at that time. In her groundbreaking book Friedan attempts to 
describe a growing dissatisfaction experienced by (white, middle class) women based on her own 
experience and surveys she collected from Smith College alums. Friedan said, “The problem that 
has no name -- which is simply the fact that American women are kept from growing to their full 
human capacities -- is taking a far greater toll on the physical and mental health of our country 
than any known disease” (Friedan 364). Friedan envisioned a better future in which women, 
through education and professional careers, gained status and quality of life through the pursuit 
of opportunities typically taken up by men only. Miller tells us, “Liberal feminism’s goals 
include achievement of full equality of opportunity for women in all areas of life” (Miller 66), 
but also notes that, “these feminists have not focused on any need to transform the status quo in 
terms of social and political systems in this country” (Miller 66).  
 Unlike liberal feminisms, radical feminisms, drawing on Marxist theories in particular, 
“argue that power operates within and through personal relations, including sexuality and the 
family” (Miller 66). This feminism names patriarchy as an oppressive system, particularly for 
women, and carves space for an alternative societal order through shifting social norms. Miller 
writes of radical feminisms, “by declaring that the ‘personal is political,’ by challenging the 
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dismissal of women’s claims of injustice as merely ‘personal,’ radical feminists [...] force 
silences to be broken with regard to patriarchal constructions of and interests in maintaining a 
public-private binary, for example” (Miller 67). Whereas radical feminisms specifically seek 
more equality for “women,” post-structural feminisms extend the umbrella of equality beyond 
any specific gender category, taking “into consideration the varying social constructs that 
compromise each person’s individual identity, rather than collapsing all of those characteristics 
into the generic category of woman” (Ropers Huilman, Feminist Teaching 12). Ropers-Huilman 
defines her feminism: “Feminist thinkers and actors believe in equality. They recognize that 
women and men in a wide variety of situations have not experienced equality in either public or 
personal relationships. More recently, feminists have also recognized that many other groups of 
individuals share a marginalized status, one that relegates them to positions ‘outside’ the norm. 
As a result, feminism today is a philosophy that seeks equality for women as well as other 
oppressed persons” (Ropers-Huilman 11). Writing in 1998, “more recently” for Ropers-Huilman 
is not recent anymore. Because the idea she expresses in this quote has had time to sink into 
feminist discourses, I might expect that it would have more cache outside of academic and niche 
communities who have taken up feminist issues as central to their agendas. However, I do not 
recognize her definition of equality in mainstream understandings of feminisms, and I think that 
is a shame. The post-structural feminist definition that adheres to inclusiveness and equality for 
different kinds of subjects allows for more community building and distinguishes difference as a 
“reality” and a goal rather than normatizing restrictions that exclude individuals based on 
socially constructed measurements.  Roper-Huilman says feminist post-structural theories have 
not gained a widespread following in part because, “language used in examining and analyzing 
situations poststructurally may be prohibitive to those who have not been introduced to important 
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constructs in poststructural thought” (Roper-Huilman 13). Others, like Linda Alcoff, as cited in 
Roper-Huilman, have wondered, “‘How can we speak out against sexism as detrimental to the 
interests of women if the category is a fiction? (p.272)’” (Ropers-Huilman 13). This last point is 
exceedingly complicated given the tensions between identity categories and the accompanying 
political work that fights for those categories’ “equalities.” Also, emphasis of post-structural 
theories on a “subject” who is both discursively and materially constructed, and who is 
constantly shifting, is in direct conflict with notions of those very identity categories.  
 
2. Action  
 
 Alluded to briefly above, feminist histories offer various versions of social action, from 
suffrage to protests to projects to passing legislation and more.  Thus, many feminisms, and 
feminist pedagogies, “arise[...] from feminist social practice” (Crabtree et. al. 4). For example, 
“Consciousness-raising, social action, and social transformation are explicit goals of feminist 
pedagogy that are rooted in the desire to transform thought into action” (Crabtree et. al. 4). 
Shrewsbury talks about leadership as the pinnacle of feminist social action from a pedagogical 
point of view. She writes, “Leadership in its liberatory aspects as an active element of praxis is 
[a] crucial concept in feminist pedagogy. Leadership is the embodiment of our ability and our 
willingness to act on our beliefs” (Shrewsbury 13). Shrewsbury goes on to describe leadership as 
a feminist social action practice of empowerment, with a focus on how leaders also empower 
others within their communities. Lather too describes praxis through a feminist lens when she 
writes, “praxis is the self-creative activity through which we make the world; it is, in my favorite 
part of the exegesis, the central concept of a philosophy that did not want to remain a philosophy, 
philosophy becoming practical” (Lather 11).  While Lather goes on to describe the troubled and 
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troubling relationship between praxis and postmodern thought, the NCTE data that I read never 
broaches the topic that deeply. Instead, action, though at times referred to as praxis, is largely 
described in the terms shared here by Crabtree et. al. and Shrewsbury, for example.  
  
3. Counter-Hegemonic Theory and Practice 
 
Carolyn Shrewsbury, in her 1993 essay, “What is Feminist Pedagogy?,” tells readers, 
“Feminist pedagogy begins with a vision of what education might be like but frequently is not” 
(Shrewsbury 8). Indeed. Many theorists writing about feminist pedagogies agree with the 
premise of this dissertation: that a feminist pedagogy is an alternative pedagogy “against 
hegemonic educational practices that tacitly accept or more forcefully reproduce an oppressively 
gendered, classed, racialized, and androcentric order” (Crabtree et. al. 1). Because feminist 
pedagogies attempt their survival within a hegemonic educational system that is largely 
oppositional to its tenets, acting on feminist theory and praxis is a difficult, and frequently futile 
task in America. Crabtree et. al. write, “The term feminist pedagogy refers to a particular 
philosophy of and set of practices for classroom-based teaching that is informed by feminist 
theory and grounded in the principles of feminism” (Crabtree et. al. 1). They hasten to add, 
though, that both “feminist” and “pedagogy” have separate histories and definitions, and that,  
“Both words in the term have multiple meanings” (Crabtree et. al. 1). These editors say 
feminism: “encompasses ideas about the importance of women and women’s experiences, 
histories of social movements seeking gender equality, a philosophy of humanism that works as 
a lens for understanding the entire human condition (not just that of women), and a critical 
analytical method that interrogates the relationships among gender, sex/uality, race, class, the 
environment, and power, often using misogyny as an organizing principle to explain inequalities 
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and injustices in these realms” (Crabtree et. al. 1). These authors describe a humanist form of 
feminism that they claim goes beyond the scope of a “woman’s” issue, but in working out of that 
lens they situate their knowledge from a location that is “finished and authoritarian” (Lather 38). 
The intersectionality they advocate is counter-hegemonic for its vision of multitudinous 
representation; however, aims toward radicalism are soothed by the way humanism constitutes 
subjects.   In facilitating notions of intersectionality (oftentimes still interpreted as 
“intersections” of essentialized and unitary categories, such as “woman,” etc.) by seeing 
feminism as a primary concern of multiple subjects, this definition does attempt at least to 
address a major critique of second wave feminism of being exclusionary outside of the borders 
of white, middle class women. These authors more explicitly say a feminist pedagogical 
“approach includes an explicit commitment to address the intersections of gender, race, ethnicity, 
class, and sexuality not only in the content of the discipline but also in the dynamics of the 
classroom” (Crabtree et. al 5). In other words, a classroom practicing this version of feminist 
pedagogy foregrounds discussions of gender, race, ethnicity, class, and sexuality deliberately and 
intentionally. A post-structural definition of feminist pedagogy, in contrast to this one, 
emphasizes notions of subjectivities as multiple, as primarily but not exclusively discursively 
framed and constructed, and of gender as a contested category, for example. The humanist 
premise that individuals can be known through any lens is contestable within a feminist post-
structural reading. Within the NCTE data, post-structural feminist readings are rare. Far more 
common in the data are humanist and constructivist readings of feminist pedagogies, as we will 
see in the following chapter. Although Crabtree et. al.’s definition does not get at the heart of all 
or most feminisms, or even a feminism that I would personally adopt, it is a definition with 
which many NCTE authors would agree. 
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 As another example and more explanation of intersectionality, which I partly addressed 
in Chapter 2 citing Patricia Hill Collins and Kimberlé Crenshaw, as a counter-hegemonic 
feminist ethos, Maher and Tetrault claimed in the first edition of The Feminist Classroom: “The 
tasks of attending to the complexity of issues of race, class, age, sexual preference, as well as 
geographical and institutional context, in each classroom has forced us away from pedagogical 
generalizations towards the telling of particular stories. In telling these stories, our own roles and 
positions as narrators must also be visibly marked” (Maher and Tetrault 8). But these authors 
recognized a tendency to bias and suppress certain aspects of their “stories” when they worked 
towards a later edition, especially regarding reflexivity around their whiteness. They write, 
“Assumptions of whiteness gain much of their power by passing as ‘normal,’ ‘an invisible 
package of unearned assets’ that whites ‘can count on cashing in on each day, but about which 
they were meant to remain oblivious’” (Maher and Tetrault 8). Crabtree et. al. describes this kind 
of work as a commitment on the part of feminist pedagogues to explore how “who we are within 
[school] environments necessarily impacts what and how we teach” (Crabtree et. al. 5). Miller 
identifies a similar feminist pedagogy “emerging from the women’s liberation movement” 
(Miller 67) that pays attention to subjects, their relationality, and what and how teachers and 
students govern and are governed by knowledge production. In an essay she wrote in 1981, she 
says: “Versions of feminist pedagogy that have emerged in recent years in the US, like versions 
of reconceptual curriculum theorizing, force redefinition of the relationships between teachers 
and students, public and private; the ‘knower’ and the ‘known’; and the academic disciplines and 
what ‘counts’ as curriculum and as knowledge” (Miller 67).   
For Crabtree et. al., specific attention is also placed on the intersectional subject 
categories that add to notions of what “counts.” They say, “This approach [whereby teachers and 
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researchers explore and redefine previously uncontested binaries that affect teachers and 
students] includes an explicit commitment to address the intersections of gender, race, ethnicity, 
class, and sexuality not only in the content of the discipline but also in the dynamics of the 
classroom” (Crabtree et. al. 5).  
Clearly these definitions differ from post-structural feminist notions of subjects, as 
discussed in previous sections.  Thus, each definition here should not necessarily be taken as an 
agreement on my part with every idea presented. For example, while I find the concept 
intersectionality necessary in the material world, in which bodies are subjected to violence based 
on their performance of identities (or the perception of identities by another), I recognize that 
naming identities as essentialized and as therefore “meaning the same across all possible 
iterations of that category” forecloses “what is possible in gendered life,” for example (Butler 
viii).  
I particularly see overlap between data that I have extracted and studied, in depth, for this 
study and the statement by Crabtree et. al. that defines feminist pedagogy as that which, 
“develop[s] teaching strategies that resist reinscribing dominant cultural notions about gender, 
race, sexuality, and class and deliberately problematize essentialist terms and constructs that 
have historically marginalized individuals and groups” (Crabtree et. al. 5). In 1983, Miller wrote, 
“[...] in recent years, feminists from a variety of academic disciplines have worked, as a way of 
challenging the subordinate and marginal status of women, to uncover evidence of women who 
were active, for centuries, in all aspects of knowledge construction” (Miller 71). As we will see 
in great detail in Chapter 4, an enormous amount of the work claiming to be feminist in NCTE 
literature includes either revamping English and literacy courses with more diverse “voices” on 
the course syllabus or creating whole elective courses that focus on least-represented cultures. 
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Also in this category of data includes recommended book lists, including fiction, non fiction, and 
pedagogical texts, that theoretically expand notions about the roles of subject categories 
“women,” “girls,” “men,” and “boys.” These combined topics take up the bulk of NCTE data 




 Lewis tells us that “feminism and pedagogy converge at the point of intersection between 
personal experience and commitment to transformative politics” (Lewis 54). In the same vein, 
earlier definitions than Crabtree et. al.’s of feminisms and feminist pedagogy can be found in 
Gendered Subjects: The Dynamics of Feminist Teaching, published in 1985. As early 
contributors worked toward defining feminist pedagogies, many of the authors in this collection 
framed their ideas around the burgeoning field of women’s studies in the post-secondary setting. 
Tenets of their work frequently include privileging experience as valid and useful criteria for 
knowledge production, emphasizing social action towards personal and political transformation, 
and rooting out sexism and heterosexism (although a significant amount of readings focus on the 
queer and woman of color’s experience of being excluded from feminist academic circles).28 To 
these points, Culley and Portuges write, “Feminist teachers [...] explicitly confront the popularly 
understood schisms between the public and the private, between reason and the emotions [...]” as 
well as “understand[ing] that knowledge is not neutral” (Culley and Portuges 2). They add that 
“Feminist pedagogy legitimates personal experience” (Culley and Portuges 2). In a later chapter, 
Culley et. al. claim, “The feminist classroom is the place to use what we know as women to 
appropriate and transform, totally, a domain which has been men’s” (Culley et. al. 19). 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
28 For example, see Stetson or McDaniel in this volume.  
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Recognizing, in large part, the division of labor between predominantly white men and women, 
with women relegated to reproductive roles and home-bound, unpaid labor, I read much of this 
early work as a reaction to some white women’s raised consciousness about the hegemonic 
systems that have limited their agency. This topic was also linked, especially by Madeleine 
Grumet in Bitter Milk: Women and Teaching, to “the fact that women have primary 
responsibility for infant care in this culture” (Culley et. al. 14).  
 The problem of experience being demoralized as the weaker term in the binary it shares 
with science is a problem that persists, yet feminist pedagogues continue to find it necessary, 
working in both theoretical and practical ways to explore its boundaries. In the 1980s feminist 
academics like Miller continued to call for more space to enact a feminist pedagogy that relied, 
at least in part, on experience to conduct academic work. She writes, “Both my students and I are 
still constricted by hierarchical structures of schooling and the legacy of a behaviorist-oriented 
curriculum field that requires that we separate our responses to readings and classroom 
experiences from our everyday lives” (Miller 61). Miller looks carefully at silences  in order to 
reckon with pedagogies that offer more openness, space, and possibility. Again writing in her 
1981 essay, she says, “Current feminist and curriculum theories, then, focus on ways to 
undermine the ‘certainties’ that contribute to the perpetuation of unnatural silences for women, 
indeed for all students, teachers and theorists hemmed in by ‘received heritages’ (Miller 63). 
Miller continues, “Both curriculum and feminist theorists study what has been and what is, in 
order to risk speaking what might be” (Miller 63). While “women’s experience” constitutes some 
of “what might be” this area also includes “exploring relations among sexuality and gendered 
identity” (Miller 63). Like Miller at that early point in her academic career -- who was then 
enmeshed in dominant humanist discourses that framed Second-Wave feminism in the U.S. --, 
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Lewis, from a Canadian place of birth and educated, too was preoccupied at that time too, with 
silence as a political tool that has historically limited and oppressed the agency of “women.” 
Lewis writes, “What sets feminism apart from other forms of transformative practice is its 
explicit focus on generating suggestions for practice based on experience” (Lewis 4-5). She adds, 
“By trivializing our experience as mundanely personal and hence insignificant, we live out 
oppressions and subordination with eyes cast to the ground limiting the horizons of our own 
vision” (Lewis 5). Even though both Miller and Lewis took up “silence” at those historical 
moments, they still too were assuming “experience” as unmediated by discourses. Miller’s 
perspectives shifted dramatically toward post-structural theories during the mid-1990s and 
beyond.    
 Perhaps one of the most influential scholarly works on feminisms and experience is Joan 
W. Scott’s “The Evidence of Experience.” In this piece Scott gets at the trouble with experience 
as evidence. She writes, “When the evidence offered is the evidence of ‘experience,’ the claim 
for referentiality is further buttressed -- what could be truer, after all, than a subject’s own 
account of what he or she has lived through? It is precisely this kind of appeal to to experience as 
uncontestable evidence and as an originary point of explanation [...] that weakens the critical 
thrust of histories of difference” (81). The problem with the subject’s or the historian’s evidence 
as “the origin of knowledge” (81) is that the evidence becomes “fact,” rather than leaving space 
for questioning the ways experiences get constructed (82). In particular, Scott notes the way 
difference gets “reproduced” as fact rather than evidence as experience “contest[ing] given 
ideological systems” (82). She says “It is not individuals who have experience, but subjects who 
are constituted through experience” (83). To privilege the subject’s or the author’s experience 
runs the risk of a deeper exploration of how power, knowledge, and language have constituted 
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lives and worlds within particular contexts. Ultimately, Scott’s argument is that all “experience” 
is already an interpretation and in need of further interpretation.  
 
5. A “Woman’s Profession” 
 
Although some authors have focused their attention on teaching as a “woman’s 
profession,” I do not include most of these examples in the data. Historical writing that 
documents teaching as a feminized profession is not obviously feminist to me since this work 
may support notions that women are “natural” teachers because of their apparent (though not 
certain) capacity to reproduce and mother. For example, NCTE published a book they now offer 
for free on their website titled, Missing Chapters: Ten Pioneering Women in NCTE and English 
Education by Jeanne Marcum Gerlach and Virginia R. Monseau. An educational read about 
women who helped shape the first five decades of NCTE, Missing Chapters describes the lives 
and professional milestones of just a handful of the women in the council’s formative era. 
However, this kind of historical literature, unless it also makes feminist pedagogical claims in 
opposition to traditional, phallocentric and neoliberal schooling, has little bearing on what 
teachers might actually do in their oppositional classrooms. I agree with Miller’s sentiments that 
we can, “respond to the spirit and courage of those women educators who struggled and continue 
to struggle against imposed norms of behavior and identity” (Miller 75) without forgoing 
examinations of “the gendered nature of teaching in the US,” especially as it regards, “the notion 
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6. Collaboration, Cooperation, and Interaction 
 
Other facets of a feminist pedagogy throughout the literature include “collaborative, 
cooperative, and interactive” (Maher 30) moves in classrooms. This includes involving “students 
in the assessment and production, as well as the absorption, of the  material” with the teacher 
being “a major contributor [...] but not the sole authority” (Maher 30). Much has been written on 
the topic of authority and the feminist classroom.29 Crabtree et. al. describes feminist pedagogy 
as “marked by the development of nonhierarchical relationships among teachers and students and 
reflexivity about power relations, not only in society but also in the classroom” (Crabtree et. al. 
5). Shrewsbury calls this “a participatory, democratic process in which at least some power is 
shared” (Shrewsbury 9) and describes classrooms “characterized as persons connected in a net of 
relationships with people who care about each other’s learning as well as their own” 
(Shrewsbury 8). Hoffman adds, “For in this feminist classroom, we say explicitly that the 
teacher’s power should be abandoned, but not her skills and knowledge” (Hoffman 148). 
Wallace puts it another way, “As feminist teachers then, we have a stake in actively disrupting 
mastery, which is not the same as refusing to recognize that we bear institutional authority and 
practical knowledge which the students lack” (Wallace 189). How to negotiate power as a 
feminist teacher is a complex question for many practitioners of feminist pedagogy. For more on 
feminist pedagogies that disrupt the humanist assumptions that power can be “shared,” see my 
analysis of Elizabeth Ellsworth’s famous article, “Why Doesn’t this Feel Empowering?: 
Working Through the Repressive Myths of Critical Pedagogy” in Chapter 2. 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
29 See “Authority” by Dale M. Bauer in Feminist Pedagogy: Looking Back to Move Forward. 
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Feminist pedagogies having to do with collaboration, cooperation, and interaction have 
variously and alternately been described as resources for sameness and difference, and the 
requisite benefits that theoretically go with each in its own turn. Lewis’s vision of feminist 
collaboration, which she describes as “the potential achievement of feminist politics” is an 
example of collaboration towards solidarity and sameness. She writes, “I believe that achieving 
solidarity across our difference -- however these may be marked in gender, class, race, ethnicity, 
desires of the body, body proficiency, and presentation, or any other socially divisive category of 
our human be/ing -- is the challenge of feminist practice” (Lewis 17). Unlike Lewis, Miller takes 
up community in order to posit a coming together in classrooms that does not seek consensus, 
where sameness has been interpreted to mean some kind of feminized prerogative. She writes, 
“Instead of promoting educational communities and identities that promise unity and sameness, 
where we all will become a certain form (white, middle class) of ‘reflective practitioners’ or 
cheerful ‘teacher researchers,’ for example, what might we do to shape communities and forms 
of collaboration in which we could struggle together to create versions of curriculum, teaching, 
and learning that do not posit particular voices, bodies, and experiences as representative of all?” 
(Miller 82). Miller’s collaboration with a goal towards difference gets away from forms of 
democratic feminism and moves towards a feminism of multiplicity. Collaboration in this vein 
has value in the act of struggling together toward new and varied forms rather than succouring 
each other in a limiting fashion.  
 
7. Interrogating Academic Environments 
 
Another area of feminist pedagogy relevant to the aims of this research and that appears 
frequently in the data includes, “Critical analysis of the educational environments within which 
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teaching takes place [...] including recognizing the ways schools and classrooms have been 
hostile environments for girls and women [...]” (Crabtree et. al.). The NCTE data in this area 
cites heavily from three sources: Carol Gilligan’s In a Different Voice (1982), The American 
Association of University Women’s 1992 report How Schools Shortchange Girls, and Myra and 
David Sadker’s Failing at Fairness: How our Schools Cheat Girls (1994). In response to the 
cultural shift towards addressing the specific needs of girls and women, as described in these 
texts and others, a backlash of sorts focused a separate body of NCTE literature on how to 
overcome or transform the hostile literature classroom for boys, who, according to numerous 
research and testing in the late 1990s, score poorly on reading and writing exams compared to 
girls. Shrewsbury sums up attempts to interrogate institutions: “Feminist pedagogy includes a 
recognition of the power implications of traditional schooling and of the limitations of traditional 
meanings of the concept of power that embody relations of domination” (Shrewsbury 10). I 
made a choice to include NCTE data that claims unfairness in literacy classrooms for boys, 
despite my awareness that one might argue this literature falls out of the scope of feminist 
concerns. This body of literature took up a large space in the canon, and therefore seemed 
important as a snapshot of what was important within the field of literacy and gender equality at 
a particular time. Although this literature almost never invokes feminist theories and practices, 
per se, it operates within a feminist theoretical dynamic if we enlarge feminisms to include 
contested gender categories and issues of equality based on perceived gender, writ large, as well 
as issues related to “relations of dominance.” 
In addition to these sources frequently cited by NCTE texts, Lewis addresses the need to 
openly discuss access as a gender issue as a facet of feminist pedagogy. She says, “As an issue of 
feminist pedagogy, the question of how to create access for girls and women to the sites of policy 
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and decision making and to the sources of economic viability has been central in generating a 
vast range of curricular and classroom practices” (Lewis 38). Lewis also calls on teachers to talk 
about their personal experiences as people who live and assume roles both in and outside of 
schools in order to help expand student understandings of possibilities. She claims that since the 
burden of household affairs often rests on “women’s” shoulders, we might read the extra 
demands placed on them as a way to keep them out of academic circles. Unequal balance 
between work and home life is essentially another way to silence women in academic 




Yet another aspect of feminist pedagogy deeply entrenched in the constructivist paradigm 
and popular in NCTE data are notions of care within literacy classrooms. Citing Carol Gilligan, 
bell hooks, and Miriam Wallace, Crabtree et. al. write, “Feminist teachers demonstrate sincere 
concern for their students as people and as learners and communicate this care through treating 
students as individuals” (Crabtree et. al. 5). They do this work, according to these authors, by 
stewarding students through a process of personal growth via their intellectual development 
through the pedagogy. Shrewsbury described this aspect of feminist pedagogy as, “A classroom 
characterized as persons connected in a net of relationships with people who care about each 
other’s learning as well as their own” (Shrewsbury 8). In Caring: A Feminine Approach to Ethics 
and Moral Education, Nel Noddings writes, “I do not need to establish a deep, lasting, time-
consuming personal relationship with every student. What I must do is to be totally and 
nonselectively present to the student -- to each student -- as he addresses me. The time interval 
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may be brief but the encounter total” (Noddings 180). Problematic with such accounts, however, 
are their reliance on gender norms about “women” as nurturers and mothers. Later Noddings 
says, “Our ethic of caring springs from woman’s conception of her ethical self as one-caring” 
(Noddings 182). Some critics have argued that discourse on ethics of care burrow too deeply into 
sexist notions that women are “natural caretakers,” which only serves to oppress women through 
a limited reading of their reproductive value. However, Noddings has gone to great lengths in 
later writing to circumvent readings that perceive her work as too essentialist, describing care in 
ways that apply to multiple genders.  
Speaking more broadly about her wrestling with desires to nurture others and the self, 
Miller writes, “I now understand that one conception of myself as ‘good girl’ and ‘productive 
woman’ rested on my perceived abilities to give to others, to do something in some way to help, 
to enrich, to embellish others’ lives” (Miller 73). Miller describes the way an ethics of care, as an 
underlying story about what women should be and do, influences some subjects even as they 
begin to theorize actively against prescribed gender roles. Later, Miller continues, “So although 
appearing as my conscious and free choice, the profession of teaching became a vehicle for 
positioning many of my internalized, but unexamined, expectations for myself” (Miller 74). In 
other words, the pervasive societal, cultural, and historical expectations were learned so well that 
Miller, and teachers like her, perhaps made choices because of their indoctrination into 
acceptable pathological roles and action for “women.” As a precept of feminist pedagogy, care 
has been seen as, at turns, and depending on who you ask, a “natural” asset or an “unexamined 
expectation.” While I personally agree with the latter interpretation, the pervasiveness of these 
concepts within NCTE data and, as Miller suggests, teacher “experience” writ large, I try to read 
these data carefully and with caveats. 
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Linking teacher care with “ecstasy” (hooks 3), hooks explains that her elementary 
teachers, who taught her in a segregated school, were “on a mission,” and “To fulfill that 
mission, my teachers made sure they ‘knew’ us. They knew our parents, our economic status, 
where we worshipped, what our homes were like, and how we were treated in the family” (hooks 
3). For hooks, the teacher’s mission to “know” her students resulted in a deep joy of learning 
which was eradicated once she entered a desegregated school in which teachers turned to more 
traditional pedagogies coupled with racist politics.  
On the other hand, referring to emotional and affective relationships between teachers 
and students through a psychoanalytic perspective, Wallace argues, “While this kind of teaching 
practice may seem self-evidently ‘good pedagogy,’ I think there is a hidden problem here [...]” 
(Wallace 192). Wallace explains that love relationships afford teachers “cohesive meaning and 
neat closure” (Wallace 193), but do not necessarily set-up students and teachers well for positive 
transference within their relationships. Instead, she advocates “a constant negotiation and very 
hard work to keep bringing my teaching back to the openness of analysis; I have to listen, not 
only for what students can't yet say, but for what I can't yet hear” (Wallace 194). A very different 
kind of care, but still a pedagogy under that purview. Furthermore, both hooks and Wallace, 
elsewhere in the quoted texts, touch on a related aspect of care that does not appear in NCTE 
data: the erotic. Obviously a taboo subject, and one which takes up a fair amount of feminist 
pedagogical discourse, I found that no authors published in NCTE journals chose to name their 
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9. Pedagogies, More Specifically 
 
In defining “pedagogy,” Crabtree et. al. write that it “refers to the art, craft, and science 
of teaching,” (Crabtree et. al. 1) especially concerning the three areas of curriculum, instruction, 
and evaluation practices. Maher explains that, “The word ‘pedagogy’ is often defined to include 
curricular choices” particularly important for her, including “processes of teaching and learning, 
and classroom interactions as they relate to what and how people learn” (Maher 29). Lather 
draws on Lusted to define pedagogy as “addressing ‘the transformation of consciousness that 
takes place in the intersection of three agencies -- the teacher, the learner and the knowledge they 
together produce’” (Lather 15). Lather is interested in the transformative effects of this 
combination rather than one isolated area in particular. Lather invokes questions of agency in her 
definition when she adds that pedagogy, “denies the teacher as neutral transmitter, the student as 
passive, and knowledge as immutable to impart” (Lather 15). Lather invokes aspects of 
poststructural discourse in her definition by acknowledging affiliations of the teacher with the 
discourses he or she is bound to, implying the mutual play of power between subjects, including 
students, and the culture-, history-, politics- bound nature of knowledge, a domain both produced 
and producing through language, also equally immutable. For the purpose of my research I have 
used all of these notions to identify examples within the literature as feminist pedagogies.   
 
10. Limitations that may seem obvious 
 
Clearly, my own readings of feminisms and pedagogies are obvious gatekeepers of what I 
interpreted could and could not count as a feminist pedagogy in this research. What was 
available as “clear” to me, by my own experiences as a white, middle class woman remembering 
my childhood in public school classrooms in a suburban part of Northern California in the 80s 
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and 90s, was that texts concerned with the silencing and subsumation of “women” under the 
category “men” was a significant problem that might be addressed in articles concerned with 
making classrooms more egalitarian. I found plenty of examples to suit this particular reading. 
Scholarship on feminist pedagogies goes beyond my “personal experience” when it rightly 
expands to concerns of subjects beyond that of white middle class women. I also found 
examples, through the key word searches described below, that did not match my personal 
experience, but did conform to some aspect of the definitions that I have considered and often 
juxtaposed throughout this chapter; that I have tended to in and as data; and that I have become 
familiar with through personal, political, and academic discourses of which I am a part. I 
wonder, though, which feminist pedagogies I have left unembraced, and what may have been 
included to trouble the biases and assumptions I have made about feminisms. I know that these 
exist, too. These partial, incomplete, definitions can neither represent the whole of what might be 
found in NCTE texts on feminist pedagogies, nor, of course, the whole of feminist pedagogies 
writ large.  
 
A. Terms and Considerations for Data Collection 
 
I should say at the outset that while I found the database JSTOR, a digital library of 
academic journals and other materials, to be the most useful tool at my disposal for locating data, 
there is currently no database allowing for advanced searches of keywords in one specific NCTE 
journal, Voices from the Middle, that I desired to research as part of my overall and hopefully 
“complete” surveying of NCTE publications, Voices from the Middle is not a journal available 
through most of the popular databases like ProQuest, Education Full Text, or the primary 
database I chose to use, JSTOR. Surprised to find this to be the case, I consulted a Teachers 
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College librarian to confirm, and in conference we discovered that the best option for recovering 
relevant data from this journal was through NCTE directly. I subsequently investigated journal 
searches through NCTE’s Voices from the Middle pages, but discovered that searching was 
greatly limited. Although a drop-down bar allows one to search for content related to broad 
search categories such as “writing,” “technology,” or grade levels, for example, there is no way 
to input keywords for a search. This discovery resulted in a very different kind of search for data 
within Voices from the Middle.  
I proceeded to read each table of contents of Voices from the Middle from every issue 
published since Volume 2, Number 1, which is the first journal available online through NCTE’s 
archives. My first search, and the refining of keywords and search practices, was conducted with 
Language Arts, so I already had some ideas about words that may be relevant to feminist 
pedagogies. I will say more about how I arrived at these key terms later, but I list them here: 
“fem*,” “wom*,” “men*,” “gend*,” “equ*,” “sex*,” “masc*,” “girl*,” “boy*,” and “male*.” 
Although I had these terms in mind as I scanned information, my processes for combing for 
“data” in this journal meant reading each table of contents carefully to find articles that I 
interpreted as related to feminisms. What I discovered is that Voices from the Middle is quite 
tightly situated around its thematic call for proposals, and that only one issue was clearly taken 
with issues of gender and education. I refer to Volume Three, Issue One, published in 1996, very 
early in the history of that journal. Outside of this issue and a few scattered items, texts in Voices 
from the Middle evidenced almost no connection to feminisms when looking at titular 
information. On the other hand, this search disclosed a possible search term I had not considered 
before: “guy*.” The search also helped me realize that a search that relies solely on key terms in 
titles may not yield best possible results of relevant data. This is because I found that two items 
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from Voices from the Middle (from the pertinent issue) contained two textual items that were 
relevant but did not contain any of my search terms. These were “Message from the Editors,” by 
Maureen Barbieri and Linda Rief and “Adolescence: Views through a Kaleidoscope,” by 
Marianne Marino.  
This realization moved me to include an additional search outside of titular key terms 
within Language Arts and The English Journal, which I will discuss later, as well as paying 
attention to issues with themed materials related to my topic. It also made it plain to me that even 
a very careful and extra thorough search using key terms may not yield every possible relevant 
article to the purposes of this research. I can claim, then, that data I selected for this research are 
as exhaustive as possible using a select group of thoughtfully chosen key terms, though I cannot 
and would not claim this research is exhaustive in every way possible. While I had at my 
disposal the capability of searching every table of contents in the history of Language Arts and 
The English Journal, I was grateful for better digital ways to search textual items in these 
journals via key terms. Furthermore, conducting a search of these journals based on sight-
readings of table of contents pages under the implication that such a search will turn up every 
relevant textual item is, I believe, an erroneous premise anyway. I am confident that the 214 
textual items I have gathered as data for this research are at least some of the most relevant 
options available, given the scope of my inquiry, to help think more about my research questions. 
In fact, I found eleven total textual items with information relevant to a discussion of 
feminist pedagogies in Voices from the Middle. While at first I found the tedious method I was 
resigned to follow in my examinations of Voices from the Middle to be slow and frustrating, it 
did teach me something useful about selecting key terms and the scope of searching for terms. I 
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was grateful that this method was only necessary for this journal, which has a much shorter 
publishing history than Language Arts and The English Journal.         
For Language Arts and The English Journal, which can be easily searched and accessed 
through JSTOR, availability reaches all the way back to first publications through most recent 
issues. JSTOR was not the only database option, but I selected it because I preferred the way 
articles were presented in the same type and format as they appeared in the original publications, 
a feature unavailable from other archives available to me at the time of this writing. In the end, I 
selected 82 texts from Language Arts and 121 examples from The English Journal as data for my 
analysis. I selected articles based on several categories, through a process that grew in scope as I 
culled the data over time. In reading materials selected through initial searches I become better 
informed about the kinds of terms authors used on the topics of feminisms. I used this 
information to expand my search. For example, first searches used whole words such as 
“feminist,” though I soon realized a better search would include truncated terms. Searching for 
“fem*” returned results including the words “feminism,” “feminist” and “female,” for example. 
In addition to “fem*” my earliest searches included “wom*” which returned results that took up 
issues related in some way to “women” and/or “woman.” 
I discuss, elsewhere in this dissertation, conflicts I encountered between my personal and 
academic working definitions of “feminisms” with the definitions of “feminisms” within NCTE 
journal texts. Suffice it to say here that NCTE journal texts that took up issues related to 
feminisms were almost always deeply entrenched in a humanist, enlightenment world view that 
considered human beings as fixed identities, and that saw sexual biology as a determinant for 
inherent qualities, preferences, and predilections. As such, searches containing sex-based identity 
categories were successful for finding articles that wished to talk about a feminism or feminist 
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issues. Therefore, I expanded my keywords to include “men*,” “masc*,” “girl*,” and “boy*.” I 
chose not to conduct a search on “man*” as I found, through my search for articles with key 
terms beginning “wom*,” that authors taking up issues related to women and men referred to 
those subjects in the plural rather than the singular form. I conducted a keyword search for 
“manhood” in titles in both journals and found no results, as well. This gave me more confidence 
that my surface-level findings in a cursory keyword search on “man*” in item titles did not bring 
up useful articles. Even the term “men*” yielded almost no helpful results. A title search for 
“man” in The English Journal resulted in 88 returns, with none being relevant to the research 
topic. The same search in Language Arts returned 10 results with none being relevant. Since 
none of these articles were pertinent I did not include this search term in the chart. 
Of course, keyword searches did not always yield relevant articles. In order to determine 
whether an article was more or less relevant, I scanned or read everything that was returned in a 
search. Some textual items were obviously not useful. For example, poems published by students 
and teachers, which were more frequent in The English Journal, were not useful in explaining 
feminist pedagogies of a particular historical period. The same could be said of reviews of books, 
which I could not take for granted as representative of the journal’s commitments to a particular 
practice. I refrained from including back and front matter, corrections to manuscripts, and letters 
to the editor as well, deciding that their brevity and their source, in the lattermost case, made 
them difficult to analyze as forming theory or praxis out of the literacy community within NCTE. 
A handful of items were prose fiction or creative non-fiction; I ruled these out as relevant textual 
information.  
One type of item that generated seemingly constant debate for me consisted of book 
suggestions for students. Every publication I have examined for this dissertation research has a 
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section appearing throughout time, though not necessarily continuously, in which book lists for 
students suggest texts based on a theme. At times that theme has happened to be related to “girls” 
or “boys,” and is frequently based on gender stereotypes to determine preferences in reading. 
While suggested reading for “girls and boys” could be disregarded outright, as those took up 
some other theme, typically, some of these suggested lists for “girls” or “boys” at times went into 
greater detail substantiating their existence. When that was the case, I found these items to 
include text that could be taken up as feminist theory and praxis. For suggested lists that avoided 
a more in-depth explanation for its theme or merely listed materials, I chose not to include them. 
Although I chose to focus the majority of searches on words found in titles, I did expand 
my search somewhat in light of what I found in my unusual search of Voices from the Middle, as 
I explained earlier in this section. Because I became aware that useful items may not include key 
terms in titles, I conducted a keyword search for “fem*” in full texts in order to, possibly, garner 
more articles containing arguments that had something to do with feminist theories and/or 
praxes. I limited full-text keyword searches to “fem*” because, as one might imagine, a search 
for “wom*” and “men*” in the full-text of NCTE articles would yield an enormous amount of 
results, the vast majority of which would have nothing to do with feminist pedagogies. I believe 
the choice to conduct a full-text search on only words beginning with “fem*” is a happy medium 
between an overzealous search that would lead me far astray and a search that may be limited. 
As I explained, the purpose with these methods is not to gain access to every relevant article in 
order to make claims to more “validity.”  
In her essay on reconceptualizing validity, Patti Lather writes, “Once we recognize that 
just as there is no neutral education there is no neutral research, we no longer need apologize for 
unabashedly ideological research and its open commitment to using research to criticize and 
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change the status quo” (Lather, “Issues” 67).  In other words, I am not forgoing “rigor” and 
“relevance” by situating my research in a paradigm that openly identifies itself as ideological and 
in the pursuit of social change, or for persisting against claims that a kind of totality of data 
would somehow represent more accuracy of the claims. I believe that cloaking research in 
positivism with its faith in “scientific ‘neutrality’ and ‘objectivity’ [...] legitimates privilege 
based on class, race, and gender” anyway (Lather, “Issues” 64).  As a qualitative researcher, 
following the epistemological and ontological commitments of the paradigm, my belief is that a 
greater number of articles would not help me gain more access to “Truth” anyway. Denzin and 
Lincoln state, “Objective reality can never be captured. We know a thing only through its 
representations” (Denzin & Lincoln, “Introduction” 5). On the matters of validity, reliability, and 
generalizability, which I will take up in greater detail later in this chapter on methodology, I 
distance myself and my work far from the beliefs and tenets of the positivist research paradigm 
and faith in those guideposts as markers of greater rigor, relevance, and “truth.” At the same 
time, I did want to select articles based on a search that felt like it was part of a thorough process 
with multiple search terms and search fields. I believe that the textual items I chose yielded 
ample results for analysis of my research questions. 
Furthermore, in scanning and reading textual materials from the aforementioned searches, 
I chose to include several more keyword searches based on terms that were used in a number of 
articles that I found particularly apt for my research. These included “gend*,” “equ*,” and 
“sex*.” “Gend*” and “sex*” yielded many more relevant articles than “Equ*,” which I added in 
order to capture articles that dealt with “Equity” and/or “Equality” in their title, especially. These 
terms are closely related to feminisms across a number of histories, which is a secondary reason 
why I wanted to include them in my search. Additionally, I added “mal*” and “guy*” to my 
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search of title items when I found single articles with these terms that I determined were relevant 
to my search. However, these terms were not particularly lucrative for unearthing items related to 
feminisms, and I found no additional material beyond the original titles I found.  
 
C. Data Analysis 
 
Still at hand are questions about how, and in what ways, I have analyzed data in Chapter 
4. I have divided my work into numerous categories in order to compare ways in which feminist 
pedagogies have operated within English literacy classrooms. With the first full read (following 
skimmed reads of texts) of each NCTE article, I coded text with highlighters labeling sections 
either “theory” or “practice.” I realize that numerous theorists reject the binary “theory” and 
“practice,” especially in the field of my own theoretical affiliations. However, NCTE literature 
relies on these concepts to differentiate between kinds of articles, tending to favor those that are 
more practically based. As such, I coded articles this way initially in order to make distinctions 
between pieces as they adhered to the style, language, and definitions of “theory” and “practice” 
within the discourse of NCTE literature. I also based those determinations, to some degree, on 
my understanding of feminist pedagogies as related in the above section, although I had not 
labeled and sorted those notions about feminist pedagogies at that point. I understood my first 
labeling as a broad and messy process. I was, and still am, reading more about feminist 
pedagogies as I deeply explore a trajectory of academic commitments to my project and related 
questions. As such, each step in discernment of data is an amalgamation of what I happen to 
“know,” remember, and/or choose as relevant and the selected material before me. It is, after all, 
not a pure process – or a linear and sequential positive conception of process and “progress” -- 
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by any means. In the analysis itself, I find no use for the concepts “theory” and “practice,” and 
see the work presented in the literature as an inseparable interwoven mixture of both.     
For these reasons, my first pass at data was broad -- not because I hoped or believed I 
would, at a later date, achieve full understanding of “feminist pedagogies,” as they have been 
conceptualized over time by the various authors of NCTE and other texts, if only I could read 
“enough” (or everything?!) -- but because I had the experience of how time could influence my 
thinking about what was a contribution to the field and because, it is true, the more I read the 
more breadth I had for understanding feminisms. I believe that my interpretations of these 
understandings will never be “total” nor “whole,” but I also believe that exposure to more 
literature has the potential, and frequently does, increase my knowledge on the topic. I did not 
want to identify text that would not be related, or at least tangential, to my questions, but I also 
wanted to leave a wide gap for information since I had not yet determined more specific 
measures and operations for selecting material for analysis at this stage in the process.  
I then went back to the data and began reading various highlighted sections. I considered 
multiple ways to further group and categorize information. With a mind towards drawing my 
work back towards English literacy, the first level of organization I chose, and therefore imposed 
on my data, is subject related, whereby I take “subject” to mean discipline. In order to facilitate 
the process of sorting and grouping material, as well as further selecting and deselecting material 
initially highlighted, I copied and pasted text into a database, identifying text within the 
following categories: “Reading,” “Writing,” “Speaking/Listening,” “Viewing/Making,” “Other, 
and “Assessment and Evaluation.” While I began the first level of distinction with only the first 
three areas and “Other,” I made a decision to expand it after reading multiple articles that took up 
topics I had not anticipated. In consideration of the Common Core standards around “Viewing” 
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as a 21st century literary category, and the dozens of articles that discussed visual media such as 
films and computer games, I added the “Viewing” section at a later date. Interpreting some of my 
own work, and a very small amount of work in NCTE articles as related to “Viewing,” but 
different in that students were creating audio-visual, digital material for viewing, I amended that 
category to include “Making.” In Chapter 5, I discuss in more detail a sample project that I 
believe constitutes an area for further investigation of the matrixes between digital and feminist 
pedagogies.  
Furthermore, while the aforementioned categories all describe particular ways for 
teaching, “Assessment and Evaluation” is a distinct category in that it takes on a separate aspect 
of the teaching enterprise. While I might have discussed “Assessment and Evaluation” as a 
category within each of the teaching categories, I chose to give the section its own space and 
time. The “Other” section was an absolute must as some texts, of course, did not fit into the 
“neat” categories I determined based on my preferences for analytical consideration in Chapter 4.  
“Other” topics include “teacher influence,” “activism,” “guest speakers,” and “Project 
work.” It may have been possible to group these disparate topics under various gerunds, but all 
of the categories in “Other” were in a group small enough, or on their own. Therefore, these 
feminist pedagogies are discussed in one section of the miscellaneous (and rather extraneous) 
“Other” category. In cases, such as language use, where a topic could have made sense in more 
than one area, I have tried to explain my reasoning for why I located the topic in the research.  
Within each of the subject-related categories, I have categorized text at additional levels. 
I named these subsections based on similarities I perceived within the various categories and 
across time. Given that discourse depended on the subject within English literacy, categories do 
not apply across the board, and are specific in each case.  
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So far I have discussed my efforts to categorize, make distinctions, and label data in order 
to analyze it more deeply. Now I will turn to how I imagine “achievement” of depth by 
discussing, comparing, and contrasting data within the categories and subcategories. Within each 
section there is a descriptive catalogue of information pertaining to the subject category (for 
example, “Reading”) as well as how I broke that category down into subcategories specific to 
“Reading,” for example. Within each subject category I grouped data based on topics that I read 
into the material. At times there were obvious links between articles and data. At times there 
were cursory relationships. In some cases, material was distinct and really did not relate to other 
data I read. I used these topics and subtopics to try to make sense of data in groupings that I 
collected through further labeling via the database.  
 
IV.  Reflexivity, Maybe 
 
“Reflexivity is invoked in almost every qualitative book or article and has been posited 
and accepted as a method qualitative researchers can and should use to both explore and expose 
the politics of representation, represent difference better (Wasserfall, 1997), and establish 
‘ethnographic authority’” (Pillow 176), says Wanda S. Pillow. Pillow, working post-structurally, 
critiques and radically disrupts this “ethnographic authority” with her “reflexivities of 
discomfort.” I want to say a few more words in relation to my understandings about reflexivity 
as a researcher’s tool and how I aspire to use it, but feel as though I never really comprehend it. 
Reflexivity is, like some of my other commitments -- to a feminist post-structural discourse and a 
qualitative theoretical framework -- territory that I find both necessary for the kind of work I am 
proposing and yet highly complex and intimidating.  Olesen notes the work of some of the 
researchers in her literature review have done in an effort not to “fall[...] back into post-positivist 
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standards that measure acceptability of knowledge in terms of some ideal, unchanging body of 
knowledge” (Olesen 257), and, thus, the quote above by Wasserfall  and as cited by 
Pillow, sounds a lot like a humanist form of reflexivity to me.  Olesen says, “One way forward 
[...] is scrupulous and open interrogation of the feminist researcher’s own postures, views, and 
practices, turning back on herself the very lenses with which she is scrutinizing the lives of the 
women with which she works, always looking for tensions, contradictions, and complicity” 
(Olesen 257). This kind of humanist reflexivity sounds familiar and attainable, yet I know that it 
is not adequate. Therefore, it pains me when I interpret my own reflexivity to fall within the 
humanist categories Olesen describe rather than the more disquieting reflexive practices Pillow 
supports as a post-structural feminist.   
Pillow suggests an even more rigorous effort through “self-reflexivity” than the “four 
reflexive strategies -- reflexivity as recognition of self; reflexivity as recognition of other; 
reflexivity as truth; [and] reflexivity as transcendence” (Pillow 181) -- that she describes in her 
essay. Whereas the four reflexive strategies fall within the purview of humanist research, 
Pillow’s “uncomfortable reflexivity -- a reflexivity that seeks to know while at the same time 
situates this knowing as tenuous” (Pillow 188) names those humanist reflexivities’ shortcomings.  
Although as a practice, reflexivity has been called narcissistic, Pillow nevertheless thinks 
it is valuable protocol, if attempted in particular, unusual ways that, in Britzman’s words, 
“‘exceed[s] selves’” (Pillow 188).  ”Reflexivities of discomfort” do not offer catharsis, and make 
no promises for better methodology (Pillow 188). Rather, such reflexivities “render the knowing 
of [researcher’s] selves as uncomfortable and uncontainable” (Pillow 188).  
Like other researchers, including Pillow, I wonder how I may sustain an “uncomfortable 
and uncontainable” knowledge of self with aspirations to change politics in the material world. 
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If, in the interest of reflexivity and our commitments to “challenging representations” we 
struggle to both “find meanings,” (Pillow 192) even though, from poststructural 
perspectives, they are not already “there,” just waiting to be discovered, and enact something 
different, and hopefully better, in the world, it is no wonder why the project leads to some 
ambivalence and a lot of frustration. To understand the typical practices of a feminist 
methodological approach is not to, necessarily, tread forth in the research process unscathed and 
without questions, confrontations, and feelings of inadequacy.  
Since my research is not ethnographic, but rather an analysis of published textual works, I 
have struggled to come to terms with what an “uncomfortable reflexivity” might look like in my 
case. On the other hand, the differences between the feminisms prescribed by authors in NCTE 
data and post-structural feminisms, my theoretical orientation for this research, makes it unlikely 
that anything but a persistent conversation about the other(s) in the texts and my self-conscious 
thinking interplays would “happen” in my interpretations, analyses and “self-reflexivities” 
(Pillow 177).  
Where possible, then, I shed light on my theoretical and political affiliations, but do not 
attempt to represent those as anything more than partial explanations for why I have undertaken 
this work. I also realize that although I speak often about the problem with binary oppositions, 
much of the time my resistance to neoliberal, patriarchal thinking translated into pedagogies is 
framed as a binary opposite to what end up being positioned, ironically, as unitary versions of 
what constitute feminist pedagogical practices. This is a contradiction that I try to acknowledge, 
though the data themselves make such a binary less “accurate,” which is to say that I find a great 
deal of the “feminist” pedagogical practices throughout time to be fluidly representational 
(neither purely representing one paradigm or another). Since research questions for this work 
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enlist a historical view of feminist pedagogies it can hardly be said that, through any theoretical 
lens, feminist pedagogies have remained stagnant. As so many have theorized from within 
feminist post-structural theories, “[...] to buy into the political argument that sameness is a 
requirement for equality [is] an untenable position for feminists (and historians) who know that 
power is constructed on and so must be challenged from the ground of difference” (Scott 146). I 
believe it also means “challenging the representations [I] come to” despite my strong desire to 
“represent and find meaning” (Pillow 192) through feminist post-structural readings of data. But 
since challenging representations is also a post-structural commitment, in a sense reflexivity 
simply forces another direction of pressure to contest claims of success (even through claims that 
uphold failure as “success”), a topic I explore more in Chapter 5 (Pillow 192).  
It is no coincidence that this section on reflexivity appears here at the end of the chapter. 
In a way placing it here is metaphorical for my own struggles to foreground reflexivity as a part 
of my research and writing process. The fact that my dissertation project has taken such a 
decidedly traditional appearance, at least in style and organization (but perhaps more so), 
troubles me, and makes me wonder if I have been reflexive “enough” -- as if that were possible -
- as if some scientific way for measurement of any part of qualitative research production were 
possible.  
Indeed, perhaps my desire for measurement of worth has much to do with my resistance 
to reflexivity.  I have rewritten and resisted this section of writing many times. For the most part, 
this resistance has to do with my inability to “see” what a “reflexivity of discomfort” looks like. 
Although Pillow gives three examples in the essay I have been citing, application to my own 
project eludes me. And yet, is not this kind of unmeasurable task precisely the kind of “feminist” 
work that I have been advocating, in opposition to post-positivist, neoliberal, and patriarchal 
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paradigms and pedagogies? This point illustrates, first, the allure of humanist, enlightenment 
epistemology and the difficulty of escaping its normatizing “seduction.” It also shows that, 
presuming some or any self-consciousness about my uses of this epistemology I have railed 
against, I have made choices in that direction because I believed they were better in some way 
(and not because I have not been reflexive enough). Lather describes her efforts “to write 
paradoxically aware of one’s complicity in that which one critiques” (Lather 10). I have chosen, 
then, to write toward this version of self-reflexivity in my research.   
“Poststructuralism, as any theory, can be seen as a totalizing and destructive force that 
serves only those who have created or learned how to manipulate it” (Ropers-Huilman, Feminist 
Teaching 5) Ropers-Huilman reminds readers. Rather than descend into methodological nihilism, 
my aim is to remain open to as many tools as possible in the political struggle to upend systems 
of power within public and privatized schools that foreclose possibilities towards “better” lives 
for students. Just as teachers employed by state departments of education must constantly shift 
their allegiances between the policies and administrations that issue their paychecks and the 
pedagogies that they believe suit their students best, this research, and myself as researcher, must 
also straddle the banks of both what may be possible and what actually is. I tell myself that 
reflexivity offers another glimpse into what may be possible by reminding me of what may be 
different.  
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Chapter 4 
Data Analyses of Select English Education Journals Taking up Versions of Feminisms over 
Time 
 
 This chapter constitutes my analyses of data I gathered from the 214 National Council of 
Teachers of English (NCTE) articles from the three journals I have chosen to study, including the 
elementary level Language Arts, the middle level Voices from the Middle, and the secondary The 
English Journal. As described in Chapter 3, I have grouped data into categories related to areas 
particular to the subject of English within English literacy education, including “Reading,” 
“Writing,” “Speaking/Listening,” “Viewing/Making,” "Assessment and Evaluation” and 
“Other.” The initial research question I have sought to explore, but can never fully “answer,” in 
reviewing and working with data is:  
1. “What theories and praxes, if any, have been explicitly and implicitly codified as 
feminist within literacy classrooms described in three major National Council of Teachers of 
English journals across time?”  
In each subject category I analyzed the material as it pertains to the subquestions from 
my first research inquiry. These subquestions include:  
1a. What assumptions about “identity” and “gender” undergird these various 
representations of “feminist pedagogies” within these academic journal articles? and  
1b. What various versions of “feminist” frame authors’ contentions in these 
journal articles?  
 
I also consider intersections between data and my second research question: 
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2. “Given that feminist theories and praxes are oppositional to pedagogies that privilege 
quantitative, data-driven, neoliberal notions of learning, how have such “neoliberal” pedagogies 
been framed as “successful” interventions for children? 
I then take into consideration the material as it pertains to my third research question and 
subquestions. In this section I grapple with the following:  
3. How, if at all, do authors of these journal articles conceptualize “difference?”;  
3a. How, if at all, do journal articles authors address “differences” among 
feminisms and their varying epistemological and ontological assumptions?; and  
3b. How, if at all, do these authors conceptualize “difference” in terms of 
local, contextualized “feminist pedagogies?”  
Depending on these data and my particular insights, my analyses are more or less steeped in the 
various questions I have outlined here.  
 My hopes for these analyses do not include “fixed” answers to my questions, but rather a 
proliferation of questions and possibilities for feminist pedagogies, with some, in my estimation, 
being better than others for humanizing the English literacy classroom for the subjects who live 
within those spaces. As I have argued in this dissertation, that aim is especially important in the 
United States where we are and have been forced to contend with social and political neoliberal 
policies and practices that wrest the flexibility, openness, and joy out of our classrooms, 
especially ones where our most impoverished youth attempt to take up dignified, respected space 
in a world that often does not even grant them the right to life or justice in death. “History has 
shown us that every regime, whether reactionary or progressive, is aware of the power of 
education and schooling as that site where either conserving or transforming mandates are 
hammered into place” (Lewis, Feminist xiii), says Lewis. Every child in the world is awarded 
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more equality if as a society we decide, through our politics, our practices, and our ideologies, 
that the hammer that mandates human lives in schools is a hammer of justice.  
Like Ropers-Huilman, “In this research, I am not seeking the answer to the question, 
What is feminist teaching? Rather, I am creating a multifaceted vision of feminist teaching by 
examining social forces that continually shape its discourses, practices, and interpretations” 
(Ropers-Huilman, Feminist xix). There is no answer to the question, “What is feminist 
teaching?” because the possible responses are so varied and contingent on those social forces that 
“continually shape” its possibilities.   In my overall analyses, I am interested in the various 
versions of classroom feminisms and how they might function as both analysis and critique, 
especially as I attend to how these classroom feminisms are described in the journal articles and 
how authors assume, project, ignore and/or articulate theories about “identity,” “gender,” and 
“difference.”  Given my own socio-cultural, historical and biographical situatedness as well as 
education concerns and commitments, I am also interested in feminist pedagogies as material for 
how to consider a politics of resistance and opposition moving forward in my specific and 
current social environment. For that reason, I take up the category of “Viewing/Making” in 
Chapter 5 regarding some of my own classroom work with students in order to think about one 
version of feminist pedagogy as an area for mobilizing a digital feminist politics in the classroom 
that I did not recognize these specific study data.        
 
I.   Generalizations about “Feminisms” in NCTE Articles 
Some generalizations can be made about the “feminist” articles published by NCTE. For 
one, the greatest commitment, in terms of the numbers of articles published, has been to 
arguments that seek more gender justice in literacy classrooms for “girls.” These articles far 
outnumber those that have taken up the opposite argument -- that more gender justice is needed 
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for “boys.” While those articles exist too, the predicament of girls “falling behind” has a strong 
foothold in NCTE literature. In a sense, the scant articles about boys “falling behind” often read 
as a backlash. What equality looks like in the literacy classroom is a broad question all of these 
articles grappled with strenuously. The emphasis of articles that took up inequality for girls was 
more critical of school systems while the emphasis of articles that took up inequality for boys 
was more critical of women teachers and “feminized” teaching practices.  
At the same time, many articles are interested in the ways gender norms are perpetuated 
and how those norms might be circumvented and disturbed. Many authors pointed to publication 
materials as arbiters of such norms. Looking at anthologies and textbooks, for example, these 
authors noted the “identities” and stereotypes of fictional characters as examples of insidious and 
harmful lessons about gender on impressionable readers. A common message in such articles is 
to call for action to change the canons promoting normative gender roles.  
Another generalization that can be made is that NCTE articles focus mightily on 
language as a source of feminist discourse. This takes various shapes in the articles, from studies 
of specific language used in texts and by subjects, to recommendations about what kinds of 
language curtails more gender justice and equality to the way language creates meanings about 
“difference.” It should come as no surprise that an organization focused on the reading, writing, 
speaking, listening, and viewing of language, among other things, is deeply preoccupied with the 
force of language as a persistent feminist issue.  
It may also come as no surprise that the majority of NCTE authors taking up issues 
related to feminisms identify as “women.” While some authors’ gender identity is more 
ambiguous than others (because they do not claim affiliations in the article, have gender-
ambiguous names, or go by initials, etc.) of the authors who do claim a gender, most of them call 
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themselves “women.” Presumably, and as is the case with writing about feminisms writ large, 
subjects who identify as “women” appear to publish more work about feminisms than subjects 
who identify as “men.”  
The topic of “difference” is also roundly taken up by authors who foreground feminisms 
in NCTE articles. While historically some feminisms have argued for more gender rights based 
on an argument that women and men are the same in critical aspects, NCTE articles are more 
firmly in the opposing camp that argues for equality based on a difference model. Showing 
difference between “boys” and “girls,” in reading and writing especially, is almost a genre within 
the articles. These articles coalesce in their demands for equality through the circumvention of 
school practices and societal beliefs that do not account for gender difference. 
 Finally, versions of feminisms in NCTE articles are not experimental in nature. In 
Chapters 2 and 3 I suggest that some feminisms today work towards approaching definitions that 
are as-yet unnamable. The feminisms in NCTE articles are not those feminisms. NCTE 
feminisms are rooted in the traditions of mostly second wave feminisms. Given that the audience 
of NCTE’s journals are mainly working teachers, and not academic scholars, it is no surprise that 
examples of more avant garde feminisms do not appear within their pages.  
 
II. Feminisms and Reading 
Various theories and praxes around the teaching of reading have been explicitly and 
implicitly codified as feminist within literacy classrooms in the NCTE journals I studied. I have 
divided data into four categories discussed below. The categories include “Women Writers,” 
“Portrayals of Women,” “Gender and Difference,” and “Ways of Reading.” By “Women 
Writers” I mean articles that have, in some way, taken up the position that more “women” 
authors should be included on syllabi in Language Arts, English, and elective courses related to 
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literacy. The section titled, “Portrayals of Women” documents articles that believe a more 
feminist English and/or Language Arts course should involve texts that portray “women” in 
particular ways -- those particular ways being elucidated and analyzed in that section. A very few 
articles also address portrayals of “men,” and I discuss those in this section, too. Articles that 
took up, specifically, differences in the reading of “boys” and “girls” or that discussed non-
normative gender status and reading are discussed in “Gender and Difference.” Finally, in the 
section “Ways of Reading” I analyzed articles that described theory and method approaches to 
reading that, they say, are more “feminist.” I divided data in this section into two categories -- 
reading “Postures” and reading “Strategies.” I isolated articles that talk about pedagogic tools 
and techniques that are supposedly “feminist” in the section I called “Strategies.” By “Postures” 
I meant to include the more theoretical pronouncements of “feminist” reading. Although I am 
using these categories to outline some of the topics that seemed to recur most, there is much 
overlap between these subheadings and their subject matter.  
Of the sections I wrote about, “Reading” was by far the topic most prevalent among 
NCTE literature working within discourses on gender and feminisms. For example, whereas in 
the section “Writing” I collected over 400 lines of data and in “Speaking/Listening” just over 
300, “Reading” had well over 800 lines of data. The remaining categories had far less -- fewer 
than 100 in each. This is to say that data on feminisms and reading far outnumbered texts 
working with, in, around, or through feminisms compared to any other kind of data I encountered 
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A. Women Writers  
 
 For many authors of NCTE literature that take up feminisms the first adopted and 
suggested step for making literacy courses more feminist is to include more “women” writers on 
course syllabi. The fact that everyone agreed with is that Language Arts and English canons were 
heavily stacked with “male” authors. The assumption authors made is that “balancing” or 
“equalizing” syllabi with more women authors would make Language Arts and English 
classrooms less patriarchal. Interestingly, the call for adding women to course readings gained 
the most ink in the 80s and the 90s, but the topic exists in literature from the 70s and up to 2009. 
Presumably, then, the “problem” of courses stacked with male authors remains, at least for some, 
an unresolved issue. One difference in the discourse that I found throughout time, however, was 
the initial trepidation of authors to suggest more gender diverse syllabi in the 1970s with later 
more outright and forceful calls for greater reading “equality.”  
The earliest writing I could find that suggested including women on course syllabi was an 
article by Nancy Wells in 1973. In it, she explains how she came about teaching a course called 
“Women in American Literature,” which, naturally had a syllabus of more “women” than “men” 
authors (1159) -- an atypical situation for English courses in the 1970s. Wells writes, “In part 
because of the report of the President's Task Force on Women's Rights and Responsibilities, ‘A 
Matter of Simple Justice,’ published in 1970, the need for some courses concerned with the 
status of women seemed obvious” (1159). Wells goes on to describe the way she started the 
course with Willa Cather’s My Antonia, because it “proved to be a good choice for a starting 
point because it is well-written, fairly rapid reading, and provides a non-threatening discussion 
base of the stereotypical roles of American women” (1159). There is a concern echoed within 
data about the quality of “women’s” writing. One of the arguments in favor of excluding women 
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authors from sanctioned syllabi is that “men’s” writing is better than the writing of “women.” 
This likely has something to do with Wells’s insistence on using My Antonia because it is “well-
written” -- by which she may very well mean it looks very much like the male-authored 
canonical texts so often found within the English and American school canon. At the same time, 
the “rapid reading” qualifier is one that leaves me asking questions. Is Wells insinuating that it is 
valuable to rush through these “women’s” works so as not to belabor the goals of less patriarchal 
syllabi -- which presumably make some students less comfortable? Or is she simply saying that it 
is helpful, for some other reason, to begin a course with a quick read? Finally, it is noteworthy 
that Wells chooses Cather’s text for its “non-threatening discussion base.” It would seem that 
Wells has a strategy to “gently” coax her students to more feminist reading. That Wells 
considered this text as opener because it would not challenge gender stereotypes suggests that the 
very inclusion of women authors on her syllabus was a radical and uncomfortable step in 1973. It 
is as if a threatening “discussion base” would have proven too much for this experimental course.  
In another example of an author from the 1970s emphasizing that English courses reading 
“women” authors would pose no threat, Sandra Beebe (1975) went into detail about the hoops 
she needed to jump through in order to teach a course also called “Women in American 
Literature.” She says that in addition to making sure the course cost next to nothing ($1.52 per 
student), she promised her district, “‘I can teach that course without getting into censorship 
squabbles, 'dirty book' hassles, and 'sex' or 'valuing' anything’” (Beebe 32). In other words, not 
only was Beebe apparently restricted from particular kinds of content in texts, she was also 
bound to acceptable “values” that presumably towed the party line and resisted questioning and 
reasoning against gender non-normativity within her district.   
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Similar to Beebe, Wells explained that the purpose of her course was to present 
“alternative” options for “American women” (Wells 1159) in life and career. She explained, 
“The option of marriage and family life has always been one choice. But there have been other 
forces and experiences which have determined women's lifestyles in the history of our country” 
(1159). Other authors picked up on the same theme of presenting alternatives, specifically 
through the inclusion of “women’s” biographies. For example, Linda Beth Toth (1977) assigned 
each of her students the reading and oral reporting of one “woman’s” biography (64). Some of 
the “women” they chose from included “Susan B. Anthony, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lucy Stone, 
Sojourner Truth, Lucretia Mott, Mary Wollstonecraft, George Sand, Gloria Steinem, [and] Ella 
Grasso” (64). Sandra Styer (1978) also assigns “distinguished biographies” because they “can 
introduce children to women and men who have not conformed to rigid definitions of appropriate 
sex-role behavior” (168). Still, the purpose of reading these biographies is described as being 
more personally redemptive than politically radicalizing. Styer says the reason for having 
students read biographies is because “The cumulative effect of studying women's childhoods 
through biographies can be an understanding of methods of successfully coping with the 
challenges of growing up female” (168). The literature of the 1970s is lacking the kind of 
bitterness and accusation against the academy for preserving the traditional patriarchal canon of 
some later literature. At that point in history the educators who were proposing adding “women” 
to syllabi were carefully dancing around the legacies that upheld male-dominated canons out of 
sexism.  
A different reason for why male-dominating syllabi are justified has to do with a 
perception echoed over decades within NCTE literature, and that is the notion that “boys” do not 
like reading texts written by “women” (Nilsen 91). This perception is given extra credence 
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because of a second and related  perception -- that “boys” are not as successful in English (both 
reading and writing) as “girls.” For example, Patricia Lake (1988) wrote, “Despite the long-held 
belief that girls are better writers and more willing and eager readers than boys, literature by and 
about men predominates in the English classroom” (36). This perception worked together to bar 
“women” authors from the syllabus because the thought was that “boys” were already struggling 
readers and writers, and therefore assigning them syllabi teeming with “women” authors would 
exacerbate an already agreed upon problem. Technically, adding more “women” authors to 
Language Arts and English course syllabi was seen by some educators as an unjust action against 
“boys.” Alleen Pace Nilsen attempts to dispel those assumptions in 1974 when she wrote, “In 
most cases it is a needless kind of deception anyway because boys aren't all that prejudiced 
against either female writers or characters. They will read books by or about females when the 
subject is something they are interested in” (91). Some other authors took a different tack 
entirely, dismissing gender representation as an important component of literacy education while 
at the same time diminishing the work of both men and women. Linda R. Tanner wrote in 1977, 
“What can teachers do to help children of both sexes respond to literature in a constructively 
critical fashion, independent of irrelevant factors like the sex of the author? We can expose them 
to varied literature written by both men and women, which demonstrates that the sane as well as 
the silly has been written by both sexes” (50). Tanner practically bats away the work of feminists 
working to transform the canon in the 1970s, suggesting that the assignment of values to 
literature is not contingent on factors such as sex (and, presumably, race, class, etc.). The very 
fact that women, especially when she wrote those words, were nearly absent from the vast 
majority of Language Arts and English course syllabi is indicative of the canon’s representation 
of social and political acumen.     
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In the 1980s educators writing in NCTE literature seemed to become more bold 
expressing the need to add women to course syllabi. They also grew less apologetic about their 
work. It would seem that certain texts by women, such as Charlotte Perkins Gilman’s “The 
Yellow Wallpaper” (Kinkead 76 and Barker 71), even gained a reputation as footholds in an 
emerging canon of women authors, at least in the NCTE literature that I read. Arlene Metha and 
Mary Aickin Rothschild, in their article from 1985, echoed many of the points made by authors 
from the 1970s, but with more conviction and stronger language. They wrote, “A good basic 
reading and language arts program that includes literature written by women and biographies 
about women serves both the goals of basic skills education and the elimination of sex bias in the 
curriculum. To the degree that it does both, it promotes excellence in education” (28). Not only 
do Metha and Rothschild invoke “values” language when they assert there is such a thing as a 
good “basic reading and language arts program” and that education that attempts to eliminate 
“sex bias” “promotes excellence in education,” they also claim that excellence may only be 
achieved were it for the twin presence of said elimination and “basic skills.” Their claims about 
“sex bias” are much bolder than the tip-toing required by feminist authors who largely worked in 
sexist school districts during the 1970s.  
In another example of a more bold feminist author of the 1980s staking a claim for the 
inclusion of women on literacy course syllabi, Elizabeth Gates Whaley’s (1985) course 
objectives involved the reading of women writers from the 1840s to the 1890s as well as 
“consciousness-raising experience with occasional assignments in feminist political and 
historical writings, weekly discussion of current media treatment of women's issues, guest 
speakers, and films” (62). Far from the censorship of “sex” and “values,” Whaley’s course dives 
headlong into the feminist act of consciousness raising. Whaley is even bold enough to describe 
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her writing assignments as “feminist,” and she adds a contemporary component to her course 
dialogue, presumably with the goal of making the feminist work of her classroom more relevant 
and personal for students.  
One facet of the literature from the 1980s that is compelling is the discussion over 
whether or not to include “male” authors in the new, emerging courses that focus more 
unabashedly on “women” authors. On the one hand, Bonnie M. Davis (1989) gave students an 
assignment that explicitly required them to use only feminist scholars. These included, “Susan 
Koppelman Cornillon's Images of Women in Fiction: Feminist Perspectives (1973); Carol 
Gilligan's In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women's Development (1982); Carol 
Person and Katherine Pope's Female Hero in American and British Literature (1981) and Who 
Am I This Time? Female Portraits in British and American Literature (1976); Jane Tompkins' 
[sic] Cultural Work of American Fiction 1790-1860; and Mary Helen Washington's Invented 
Lives: Narratives of Black Women 1860-1960 (1988)” (Davis 45). Davis’s avowal of feminist 
scholars is a deliberate critique of the critical legacy within the English and general scholarly 
community’s as man’s domain. Her effort is essentially a reparative act in light of histories that 
wholly abandoned the critical perspectives of women. On the other hand, numerous authors in 
this decade grapple with the reality that by including more women they must also exclude more 
men. As Anthony P. Barker says, “The only problem is that if you start to get really serious 
about balancing your curriculum, it means dropping a man for every woman you add” (39). The 
academic year, after all, does not lengthen in conjunction with the expanding hopes and dreams 
of course syllabi.  
 Some educators chose to pair “male” and “female” authors in order to create more 
“balanced” perspectives of gender. For example, Barker said, “Reading the stories of Katherine 
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Anne Porter side-by-side with those of Ernest Hemingway enables students to examine more 
deeply the dynamics of betrayal, disillusionment, and sexual politics that are inscribed in their 
stories” (41). Marion Grammer (1984) paired Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler and Crane’s Maggie with 
texts by “women” (81). Lisa Moore (1989) says to do other than balance the writing of “men” 
and “women” is shirking our responsibility as educators. She writes, “Studying literature by 
women in isolation, without literature by men, is as biased as a male-dominated canon or 
curriculum. As educators, we have a responsibility to balance and integrate, not to offer 
treatment of female writers that is separate but equal. So why teach courses in women's 
literature? Why not make sure that for every male-authored novel, play, short story, or poem in 
our curricula, we include one written by a woman-a kind of literary one-on-one? Only then will 
we serve equity and balance” (34). Of course, this effort, like the effort to include more women, 
is contingent on the assumption that “women” and “men” are able to, or capable of, animating 
perspectives not available to the “opposite” gender, as if only two genders exist. It also assumes 
that there is something inherent, natural, and instinctual about the stories “women” and “men” 
tell -- the belief that only people born biologically female or male may access and properly tell 
those tales.  
But for educators who felt it was important to tell stories from a “woman’s” perspective, 
the main concern seemed to be for the effect unbalanced syllabi had on students. Patricia Lake 
(1988) wrote, “A rigid adherence to lopsidedly male dominant syllabi can actually do real 
psychological damage to female students, especially those who are gifted” (36). Lake continued, 
“[...] If not addressed, problems such as poor self-image, ambiguous career goals, poor or 
nonexistent career planning, and a general failure to achieve their highest potential once they 
graduate from college may result (Callahan 1980; Garrison, et al. 1986; Silverman 1986)” (36). 
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Lake’s assumption is that when girls read texts written by women their futures hold more 
potential, more promise. Not seeing themselves in the literature, she believes, means too little 
instruction and inspiration for how to imagine themselves in the world.   
 All of this is certainly not to say that the 1980s welcomed the acceptance by all of the 
need for more “women” authors on course syllabi. Although certain educators, like the ones 
previously discussed, found ways to incorporate “men” and “women” authors in ways that 
satisfied them and, perhaps, their school districts, arguments about content continued in NCTE 
literature on the subject. For example, in a column run by The English Journal for a period of 
time called “Bait/Rebait,” two authors go back and forth two times on a hot-button issue. In 
1981, Robert B. Moore and Lee Burress debated about whether or not it was censorship to 
criticize sexist and racist texts by the Council on Interracial Books for Children, of which Moore 
was the Director at the time of this publication. In one of his pieces, Moore argues, “Denying 
space in textbooks and children's books to the concerns, viewpoints, and experiences of females 
and Third World people is censorship. And this censorship has gone on for years, restricting 
generations of children to limited perspectives and damaging stereotypes” (14). Whether or not 
the denial of space in texts -- and on syllabi -- is a problem needing correction was a continued 
conversation in NCTE literature from the 1980s.  
 And for all the bold feminist educators from the 1980s as described above, there were 
still others who pandered to readerships that would not favor their efforts. In 1985 J. Karen Ray 
wrote an article encouraging secondary educators to teach more of the poet Amy Lowell. She 
said, “This reevaluation is a legitimate province of the feminist scholar/teacher” (56), and yet, 
she cautions teachers not to substitute “women” authors when the work of men is superior in 
particular eras. Ray wrote, “We must not attempt to redress an imbalance by throwing all of our 
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weight into the opposing scale. To insist that works be included because they are by women is 
reverse chauvinism and scholarly tunnel vision. If, for example, one could only include two 
Restoration comedies in an anthology or teach two in a period course, one would be hard pressed 
to justify, on critical grounds, the inclusion of an Aphra Behn play. The cause of feminism would 
be better served by teaching Etherege or Congreve and reading what is there with a fresh vision” 
(56). It is as if she missed the point entirely of her own thesis. In other words, the value of a 
literary work is steeped in the social, cultural, historical, and political judgements about, among 
other things, gender and gendered writing. To promote the work of Amy Lowell, which Ray 
viewed as undervalued, while contesting the work of women writers like Behn seems 
shortsighted about the contexts of sexism within canonical formation. The question of who gets 
to decide which literature is worthy of being read is not as straightforward as Ray would have us 
believe in her arguments on Behn. In fact, many of the women writers who have, over time, risen 
to canonical status, have only done so because teachers have made unusual choices in including 
them before they became the status quo. 
 In her 1989 article, Margaret Anne Zeller Carlson told teachers, “English departments in 
high schools all over the country need to take time to consider the integration of literature by and 
about women as a central concern for the 1990s” (30). As in previous decades, authors 
championed the inclusion of more “women” authors on literacy course syllabi, showing that the 
more common language arts and English classroom were dominated by male authors. Delane 
Bender Slack (1999) said her department’s approach meant, “revamping our entire curriculum. 
Evict Fitzgerald! Dispose of Golding! Make room for Austen! Welcome home, Morrison!” (94). 
Slack argues that electives that offer only “women’s” literature are still important in secondary 
schools because most students will not read works by “women” in their general English classes. 
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She means, of course, that the assigned reading will not include women authors. She says, 
“women's literature course is necessary until all grade levels in every district do the same [as her 
department did by substituting male for female authors]” (Slack 94).  
 Aside from the traditional inclusions like “The Yellow Wallpaper” and Susan Glaspell’s 
Trifles (Croker 65), for example, many authors spent ink describing “successful” inclusion of 
more alternative selections by “women.” Jane Donawerth (1990), for instance, suggests using a 
variety of science fiction by women since “Male science-fiction writers are notorious for 
neglecting to picture women and children in their worlds or for stereotyping the females they 
include (Lefanu 1989, 2-4)” (4). Slack describes the use of nonfiction texts like Mary Belenky et. 
al.’s Women’s Ways of Knowing and Mary Pipher’s Reviving Ophelia (92). In addition to these 
kinds of additions supposedly expanding the scope of “women’s” words, in the 90s the discourse 
on “women’s writing” gained popularity. In her article documenting feminisms in the teaching of 
English, Elizabeth A. St. Pierre explained: 
Accompanying the drive to add women to the literary canon was a strong interest in "sex 
deferens," in learning how males and females read, write, and use language differently. 
This early research focused on what is the first stage of studying any problem, the 
identification and description of that problem. Because a male tradition had dominated 
literature, composition, and language study in English classrooms for centuries, feminists 
believed it important to disrupt that tradition and what it considered "normal" by 
illustrating that there could be another tradition, a female tradition, that produced an 
equally valid way of thinking and doing in the study of English. (30) 
 
St. Pierre points out the way in which literature on teaching attempted to codify gendered ways 
of reading, writing, and speaking. Examples of distinction in NCTE literature include an article 
by Laura Apol Obbink (1992) whose thesis has to do with defining “female” writing as well as 
the need for it. She says, “Jean Rhys's novel, Wide Sargasso Sea (1966), is an example of non-
domesticated (female) writing that, I believe, is accessible to most high-school students” (41). 
The need for texts such as Rhys’s echo the arguments from previous decades. Obbink writes, 
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“When reading within an androcentric literary canon, men are able to see themselves (or 
possibilities of themselves), while women are forced to become Other-to adopt a male persona, 
to see themselves as male, and to participate in an experience that can never be theirs” (39). The 
assumptions in these generalizations about “seeing oneself” in the literature are that 
commonalities exists between “women” and “men” as predictable groups of conforming 
subjects, and that gender boils down to two categories.  
 The problem of describing ways of writing in gendered ways is apparent in the grappling 
of authors to do as St. Pierre described -- to identify and describe “women’s” writing. Describing 
Wide Sargasso Sea, Obbink writes: 
As an example of "female" writing, the text of Wide Sargasso Sea contains many voices 
that meet in a shifting space and time. The perspectives are multiple and fragmented; the 
plot unfolds in spurts and starts rather than in a linear progression. Rhys's style is 
intentionally circuitous and difficult; she seems to purposefully resist neatness and 
clarity, striving instead for the unfamiliar. As a response to Bronte's Jane Eyre, Wide 
Sargasso Sea works at once with and against the earlier novel. Rhys attempts to work 
within the gaps of Jane Eyre, yet Wide Sargasso Sea stubbornly resists the very text it is 
meant to illumine. The voices that speak in Wide Sargasso Sea not only speak within the 
novel, but they also speak across and outside the novel as well. (42) 
 
Obbink’s description helps show the difficulty in pinning down what makes writing “feminine” 
just as it ironically calls into question the idea of including more women on the syllabus to 
address the need of girls to “see themselves.” If Bronte’s Jane Eyre is not an example of 
“women’s” writing, then writing by women does not necessarily guarantee that texts by 
“women” will afford different experiences of reading and senses of inclusivity for “girls.” If the 
techniques of writing in a “womanly” fashion is a set of techniques, and not something inherent 
to sex, subjects of any gender classification should be theoretically able to access this way of 
writing. At the same time, and worth noting, what is described as “woman’s” writing is not 
exactly absent from texts by subjects who identify themselves as “men,” for example. 
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“Containing many voices,” “shifting space and time,” nonlinear, “circuitous” and “difficult” 
prose are hardly the invention of “women” authors. Many of these descriptions apply to the 
works of Virginia Woolf, sure, but they also apply to the works of James Joyce, for example. 
“Lack of clarity” and a striving for “unfamiliarity” may be descriptors of writing that is/was not 
typically present on course syllabi in Language Arts and English classes, but they are also not 
descriptors of writing only in the realm of “women” authors either.  
However, to argue against feminist authors who are staking a claim to more possibilities 
in gendered understandings and an opening up to varied “ways” of reading is a thankless 
practice. Researchers like Obbink were caught up in the work of justifying the presence -- and 
the difference -- of women as part of a much larger discourse on gender with end goals that 
included more equality, justice, and political rights for women. The greatest and most persistent 
argument for including more “women” authors  on course syllabi remained exactly the same in 
the 90s, but with more research to support the position. St. Pierre (1999) explains, “There has 
been a spate of research that supports the idea that the messages girls receive in schools, and 
particularly in English classes where they are inundated with male models of literature and 
writing, cause them to dissemble, silence themselves, and become passive and deferential 
(Brown and Gilligan, Pipher, Sadker)” (31). Beth Benjamin (1998) says that a better way to 
counteract the effects of male-dominated syllabuses is for teachers to “balance[...] representation 
of male and female authors and protagonists in their curricula” without “trivializ[ing] literary 
history by including women like sprinkling salt indiscriminately and out of context” (70). In 
other words, Benjamin calls for a broader look at how to consider “women” and “men” in 
English curricula, and not just “Tossing in a couple of short stories or poems, a single novel or 
biography” to “mitigate the censorship [or] balance the scale that contains numerous works of all 
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genres by and about males” (70). Benjamin’s assumption that teachers are “sprinkling” women 
into their literary courses is an offensive accusation. Why would she think that teachers are not 
being thoughtful and deliberate about their choices of “women” authors, just as they have likely 
been about their choices of “men” authors? This totally unfounded criticism strikes me as a 
shaming tactic motivated by the notion of including more women in general rather than it being 
grounded in an actual problem encountered by the author.  
The dialogue in NCTE literature on the subject of male-dominating syllabi really never 
changed. In 2006 Lori Cohen and Leyna Peery wrote, “Literature selections in high school 
English courses today tend to reflect literature selections of forty years ago, with a relatively 
stable canon of works (Applebee 55). We wanted to challenge this static canon by including 
more selections by women” (21). It is disheartening to realize that feminist teachers have not yet 
seen resolution to the problem of undiverse language arts and English course syllabi. And this is 
not even to speak of the equally devastating ongoing problem of lack of minority authors on 
course syllabi, especially “women” of color. Kelly Wissman (2009), in writing about the 
potentially “revolutionary” and “evolutionary” inclusion of “autobiographical poems by women 
of color” (44) says the reason to use these texts is because, “these readings, in turn, shaped the 
writing produced by the students” (44). We could not ever know the “full” impact of course 
syllabus selection on students, though we may guess that it is great. Language Arts and English 
classrooms that omit voices of “women” and “people of color” is part of the production of sex 
differences in students, who may reflect back on the world the vision of life they see in their 
literary classrooms -- that of “Western culture and its literary canon [that] remain patriarchal” 
(St. Pierre 30). When students fail to see themselves in the course literature, we would hope that 
this would elevate in them a sense of injustice and a motivation to take part in the wrong that has 
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been committed in sexist and racist exclusions. Instead, students are left to believe that people 
like them do not exist in the world, or if they do, they are not important or valid enough to exist 
in print. This holds obvious implications for how some students may react to the validation of 
their own lives in the classroom, the literature, and beyond.  
 
B.   Portrayals of Women 
 
For many feminist educators who saw the inclusion of “women” authors on Language 
Arts and English course syllabi as only a first step, broadening the syllabus to include texts that 
generally portrayed more gender-diverse characters was and is a logical second step. The reason 
for prioritizing material that portrays women is similar, if not the same, as many educators chose 
to include more texts by “women” on their course syllabi. In the words of Nancy Ward (1976), “I 
am saying that texts have a duty to provide material that offers a wide variety of optional roles 
and behavior to both boys and girls” (537). Some educators realized that it is the content of the 
texts, and the portrayals of men and women, rather than the apparent sex of the author, that had 
the most effect on whether or not literary material failed to capture more breadth of character 
than the sexist literature typically used. In 1973 Marjorie E. Taylor asked, “How can a girl fail to 
regard males as superior if she learns the lessons which these books in all unconsciousness teach: 
that males are more competent in such a variety of activities?” (1046). Even in the 1970s NCTE 
literature, amidst first wave feminism and the force of the women’s movement, authors noted the 
problem of representation as belonging to more than just “women.” Sandra Styer (1975) wrote, 
“Portrayals of female characters in flexible roles should be accompanied by complementary 
representations of male characters in open roles, however, it is more difficult to identify picture 
books presenting concomitant flexible male sex roles” (877). For some authors, like Styer, 
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although her understanding of gender is still minimized to just two possibilities, the problem of 
portrayal as a wide problem affecting more than just women is helpful in that it means an 
interrogation of normative portrayals in general.  
Some authors from the 1970s investigated the problems inherent in portrayals of women 
in nursery rhymes, fairy tales, and folktales. Dan Donlan (1972) wrote, “Even in the traditional 
classics that children read is imbedded the underlying assertion that women are inferior” (604). 
Specifically, Donlan says of children’s literature, “one discovers that the passive female is 
portrayed sympathetically; whereas the assertive female is portrayed unsympathetically. When 
one examines nursery rhymes and folk tales for sympathetic female characters, he finds two 
recurring types- the sweet, little old lady and the beautiful, young heroine- both of whom are 
lovably incompetent” (604). He later adds, “One can assume that these folk materials were born 
in and perpetuated by societies that maintained the ‘natural inferiority of women’” (611). In the 
oldest of children’s literature stereotypes of “incompetent,” “inferior,” and “assertive [and 
therefore] unsympathetic” seemed to be the only possibilities for female role models. In an 
article titled “Mother Goose: Sexist?” Ardell Nadesan (1974) says it would have been impossible 
for the “women” in children’s households to correct the misperceptions of “women” because 
they, too, were influenced by the literature. “How brainwashed all we girls were!” she 
writes, "We can hardly blame our mothers, and grandmothers, because for generations they, too, 
had been brainwashed into believing marriage was the only honorable role for women” (376). 
Nadesan picks up on the canonical aspect of nursery rhymes having a legacy affect on readers. 
For a demographic that spins nursery rhymes from generation to generation, Nadesan points out 
the insidiousness of cultural messages making it impossible to grasp other possibilities for 
gendered subjects.  
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At the same time, omitting women characters entirely from a text sends a message to 
girls, too. As Marjorie E. Taylor (1973) points out, “Where are stories of the girls and women? 
How better to teach little girls their insignificance and inferiority than by ignoring them 
altogether?” (1046). Texts that include no women or very few women, or women who are 
limited to the margins and footnotes, tell readers of all genders that being a male offers more 
possibilities in life. To be female means not even to exist in some literary worlds. Taylor writes, 
“There are almost no feminine fields of success portrayed, in contrast to the proliferation of 
masculine fields. If, in contrast to the male sphere of achievement, creation, courage, persistence, 
and exploration, a woman has her own sphere, it is so infinitesimal that it is invisible in these 
stories” (1047). Taylor’s worry is one heard in other literature on the portrayal of 
“women.”  Mainly, authors are concerned with the dearth of options available to students, 
especially “girls,” who do not see themselves or options to reach for, in the literature. Embedded 
in these assumptions are beliefs about the ability of literature to influence young people to 
understand themselves and their possible future selves through the examples of characters in 
texts. Also, perhaps obviously, voiced in these passages is the understanding that texts do not 
reflect to reader “realities” of their worlds, but rather crafted representations meant to illustrate 
cultural, social, and political values about subjects and their limitations.  
Many NCTE authors from the 1970s take issue with the textbook companies and 
publishers of anthologies for perpetuating gender stereotypes and delimiting gender norms for 
students. Alleen Pace Nilsen (1974) writes, “An old bugaboo in the English classroom which 
feminists resent is the idea that boys are not interested in material by or about females. Therefore 
when books are chosen for common reading or when selections are made for anthologies, stories 
about boys rather than girls are chosen. Feminists argue that this is not only unfair, it is dishonest 
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and it perpetuates an indefensible prejudice” (91). Nilsen echoes the argument I took up in the 
previous section in which some NCTE authors claimed it was unfair to girls to privilege the 
(erroneous) preferences of boys over the needs to girls to see themselves in the literature. In 1975 
Thomas R. Schnell and Judith Sweeney published an article about gender in the 1971 Houghton 
Mifflin series, comparing it to the series from 1966. They concluded, “Although isolated 
examples of capable females can be found, the overall emphasis on males diminishes their 
importance. Females comprise 51% of the population of this country, but they are a definite 
minority in the Houghton Mifflin readers” (742). Schnell and Sweeney claim the problem with 
these anthologies is two fold. For one, they do not “portray people realistically,” and because of 
that, they cannot “develop the full potential of all children” (742). Schnell and Sweeney clearly 
put a lot of weight on the power of what course anthologies may do for readers. Whether or not 
anthologies are capable of developing the “full potential” of students, it is factually correct, 
according to their study, that the anthologies portray far more males than females. Nancy Ward 
(1976) tempers the same argument when she says, “If we count male-female ratios in 
illustrations and stories it is only to suggest that if we have a book with 21 stories about males 
and one about females, then maybe, just maybe, something should be done about it” (537). She 
adds, “Nor do we violate the literary integrity of the texts by demanding that females be shown 
in non-stereotyped roles and behavior, by insisting that they do more than iron and cry” (537). 
Interestingly, Ward suggests that the reason for lack of and stereotyped portrayals of women has 
more to do with bad writing than writerly political and social agendas.  
Textbooks, like anthologies, are responsible for a large make-up of literature for a vast 
number of students in the United States. Of textbooks, Renee Queen (1975) blames text selection 
on limiting notions of what girls can do. She writes, “Reading textbooks support this view of 
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girls in non-creative roles who follow the lead of the idea-generating boys. Jerome Bruner 
suggests that boys are freer in their approach to learning in the later grades since girls had been 
extolled for their docility in their early school encounters and find it hard to move from this 
position” (720). This, along with the focus on nursery rhymes, fairy tales, and folktales, suggests 
a pattern of texts that agree early children’s literature has an enormous impact on the lives of 
girls at later stages. Susan L. Wilk (1973) supports Queen’s position as well: “I found that 
current textbook literature does not in any way assist a female adolescent in establishing a 
satisfactory self-concept. Current textbook literature perpetuates the female stereotypes which 
cruelly limit and define an adolescent female in terms of second class status” (224). Calling the 
absence of professional roles and responsibilities in the lives of “women” literary characters 
“bias” that “requires comment,” (228) Wilk tells readers, “It must be as ridiculous for a girl to 
limit her adult aspirations to motherhood as it has been for boys to limit themselves to 
fatherhood” (229). She warns that the way these changes must take place is through selection of 
different kinds of literature.  
To be sure, several feminist educators from the 1970s suggested specific texts with 
portrayals of women that they felt were stronger examples than the status quo. For example, 
Wells (1973) taught Island of the Blue Dolphins, about an adolescent girl who must survive 
alone when accidentally left on an island by her family (1159). Lois Josephs Fowler (1973) 
taught Jean Stafford’s short story “Bad Characters,”  Carson McCullers’s The Member of the 
Wedding, Erich Segal’s Love Story, Eugene O'Neill's Beyond the Horizon, Sylvia Plath's poems, 
Shirley Jackson's Life Among the Savages, Willa Cather's O Pioneers, S. N. Behrman's 
Biography, and Lorraine Hansberry's Raisin in the Sun (1125-1126). All of her selections have 
female protagonists, and she theorized their inclusion by thematically linking the texts  by stages 
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of a “woman’s” life. It is worth noting that even in an attempt to expand portrayals of women, 
Wells limited the scope of a “woman’s” life by defining categories of possibility through her 
themes. For example, although she does not state that “all women become mothers,” having a 
section of her course called “Becoming a Mother” does lend itself to the notion that being a 
“woman” means being a “mother.” Likewise, her section “Falling in Love” includes only 
heteronormative text selections. As for diversity in general, although this course syllabus 
includes far more women and portrayals of women, except for Lorraine Hansberry, every author 
selected is white. There are more white men on the syllabus than women of color.  
Articles that name recommended texts that portray “women” or that portray “women” 
and “men” in a less normative fashion can be found throughout every decade of the NCTE 
publications I researched. Justifications for various texts depend largely on the educator who 
wrote the article (and the the syllabus), of course. For example, Florence Howe (1985) was 
“looking for two things” when she decided to develop her course “around the lives and problems 
of women” (24). She says, “I wanted the stories to illustrate that women, like men, are 
sometimes major characters in the situations and problems of daily life. I also wanted stories that 
would identify some of the unique qualities that women represent” (Howe 24). Howe is speaking 
of a discourse from the period of the 1980s that believed “women” were a collective category of 
people who exhibited the same kinds of special qualities different from “men.” Fran Norris 
Scoble (1986), however, represents the other familiar mantra that wishes to emphasize more 
diverse roles for “both” genders. She writes, “It is time to shift our focus in what we read with 
students away from the male hero and away from an old tradition of equating the male questing 
experience with the human experience. There is a place in the curriculum, as there is a place in 
our world, for a balanced view of the human condition and the human experience, which means a 
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look at both male and female components of that experience” (85). Scoble articulates the reasons 
for expanding syllabi that are largely the same throughout all decades. Yet she is very much 
against the idea of throwing out all the classics written by men that have dominated Language 
Arts and English syllabi. Instead, she thinks it is important to “look at traditional choices in new 
perspectives” (85). As Robert B. Moore (1981) puts it, “Feminists seek changes in traditionally 
sexist texts to expand options for girls and boys and insure all students equal educational 
opportunity” (15).   
In the 1980s some NCTE literature suggested new ways to take up portrayals of women 
that I did not read about from the previous decade. For example, one author from Austin et. al. 
(1981) says “One way to approach sexism in literature is to explore the changing roles of women 
through history as seen in the literature” (48). The point of this work is to explore the role of 
women as it has been shaped differently throughout various cultures and histories. Mainly, this 
work is promoted as an entryway to talk about change, and the possibilities available to women 
if gender roles are seen more as a product of cultural indoctrination rather than natural attributes 
and limits (Austin et. al. 48). The author points out that literature can come from across a wide 
spectrum using this method. For example, he uses the Bible, Chaucer, texts by the Bronte sisters, 
and Willa Cather (Austin et. al. 48). With the same theories in mind, this author also suggests 
using mythology, such as Antigone (Austin et. al. 49). Diana L. Fox (1989) suggests the very 
same idea -- to look at the portrayal of “women” through a historical lens -- though she structures 
her course around the American “woman’s” experience, and stacks her syllabus with texts that 
portray women from 1607 to the 1980s (the time of her article’s publication).  
Another way of addressing “female” roles not suggested earlier was put forth by Darlene 
G. Larsen and Patricia Wright in 1983. They suggest an elaborate study of “common female 
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stereotypes” that include: “the sex object,” “the man pleaser,” “the delicate, shallow woman,” 
“the castrator,” “the cloying mother,” “the martyr,” “the salt of the earth,” and “the bitter 
spinster” (70). For each stereotype, the authors pair literature by “men” and “women” authors. 
This format for literacy courses takes up role definition and description from a more literary 
perspective than do formats that stress the connection between portrayals of women in texts to 
their “real world” counterparts. In other words, by examining these stereotypes as literary tropes 
the authors have more freedom to consider specific characters in specific roles rather than 
assigning stereotypes more generally to “women.” The tropes then become broad categories of 
study rather than strict banners of “womanhood.” In a related pitch, Susan E. Nornhold (1985), 
naming what Larsen and Wright call “stereotypes” “myths,” argues that “no other genre allows 
us to view our myths in a clearer light than drama” (52).   
In 1984 Anna Lee Stensland says in her article that independently students are reading 
about the “modern woman” (72), who, “play many different roles: mothers and wives whose 
lives are their homes and families; single mothers who must support their children but who 
would rather be home full time; working women whose children suffer because of their work; 
wives who suddenly find their husbands' lives so filled with other commitments that their own 
lives cease to have meaning; young women who want to try at least the independent life of 
professional women; and young women who like being a secretary and feel good about it but 
demand that their work be respected” (72). Stensland says this woman did not exist before, and 
therefore discussing her life may make the lives of her daughters less “conflicting and confusing” 
(72). At the same time, Stensland cautions readers to reality-check what literature is available to 
study the “modern woman.” “Minority women” and “women” developed fully are still rare in 
contemporary literature in 1984, she says (72). For example, Stensland argues that most literature 
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of the time fails to depict professional women who never marry (72). Unlike other authors I have 
discussed, Stensland describes the literature students are already reading versus the literature she 
might assign. Her approach to bringing up feminist issues through the independent reading 
choices of students is somewhat novel.  
 While Margaret Ann Zeller Carlson wrote in 1989 that “Some people believe the job [of 
making literacy syllabi more gender inclusive] has already been done, so there is no need for 
further concern” (31), plenty of authors from the 1990s and beyond disagreed, as evidenced by 
NCTE literature. During this era some authors began to write about “women of the future” (67). 
For example, J. K. Walkington (1991) teaches Ibsen’s Hedda Gabler to “study [...] the cultural 
production of gender and the ways such an ideology denies a woman access to power” 
(Walkington 64) in conjunction with Adrienne Rich, in whose poems the author “detect[s] hope 
for the women of the future” (67). This “hope” seems to have something to do with the 
revelation of “patriarchy” as a system that can be overthrown. Walkington says, “As Ibsen does 
in Gabler, Rich shows women not as helpless but instead as continuously fighting restrictive 
patriarchal boundaries” (65). With the intonation of “patriarchy” it seems as though NCTE 
literature of the 90s turns slightly away from talking about portrayals of women as a problem for 
specific “women” subjects and more of a problem located within societal structures.  
 In another example of 90s data that looks to the future, Jane Donawerth (1990) advocates 
the use of science fiction as a source of material to explore gender portrayals that may confound 
some readers. She writes, “Teaching science fiction by women writers will add to discussions not 
only the possibilities of women becoming scientists but also the awareness of important 
contemporary issues, such as changes in gender roles, alternative methods of childcare, and the 
importance of empathy and communication, rather than aggression, for resolving human 
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problems” (41). Embedded in Donawerth’s passage are assumptions about essentialized notions 
of “women” despite what she says about the opening of possibilities. For example, the notion of 
women having more capacity for “empathy and communication” and a natural rejection towards 
“aggression” was totally blown out of the water in later scholarship, especially in the backlash 
against Sara Ruddick’s Maternal Thinking: Toward a Politics of Peace (1995), for example.  
 Connecting portrayals of women to politics can also be seen in an article by Renee 
Hausmann Shea (1992), in which she makes a case for the feminist qualities of novels by 
Caribbean women. Shea explains that these books, including Jamaica Kincaid’s Annie John, 
Michelle Cliff’s Abeng, and Zee Edgell’s Beka Lamb, to name only a few, “extends the concept 
of connection and relationships to the larger domain of politics” (39). Shea says they do this by 
connecting the lives of each text’s girl protagonist to the “development of their countries' 
independence movements” (39). Again, the insight into portrayals of women seems to drift away 
from individual women and closer to politics and discourse on women within particular cultural, 
social, and historical moments in time.  
 That is not to say that portrayals of women proliferated or were always entwined with 
political meanings. In an article by Barbara G. Pace (1992) she finds that textbooks really 
haven’t come far from preceding decades. In the textbook she examined, only five fictional 
women are represented, and she is wholly disappointed in the way they are depicted. She writes, 
“These characters match culturally encoded stereotypes of women. In the patterns that emerge 
they are the passive victims of men, painfully silent characters who draw the meaning of their 
lives only from others. This code is unfair to both sexes” (36). And yet, in this article, too, Pace 
draws the conversation back to the familiar chant of the 90s NCTE literature on gender portrayal: 
politics. Pace says: 
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Silent fictional characters are not the only hint we get that the proper role for women and 
people of color is to stand quietly on the fringes of the national landscape, for in this 
textbook canon no essays or speeches are written by women. No female voices are 
involved in politics: no factory women protest unfair labor practices; no Southern women 
speak out against the insanity of lynching; no suffragettes claim the right to vote. The 
silences born of these omissions become consent; they become the voice of complicity. If 
the students' only taste of US literature is this canon, they will get few clues that women 
have thought and acted in political ways before contemporary times. (37) 
 
Pace notices that the only texts by women in the textbooks she examined were fiction -- no 
“essays or speeches,” which lends itself to the assumption that women did not participate 
actively in politics throughout history. While of course women did participate in the social 
upheaval and political struggles Pace names, students would never know with the textbook as 
their lone guide. Pace insinuates that if educators allow students to only hear the textbook’s 
omissions they, too are complicit in the rewriting of histories.  
 A few authors wrote within a context during this period that strongly disputed the notion 
presented in earlier decades that the literature in and of itself had the power to influence the 
thinking of students. Linda Wasson-Ellam (1997) explains, “[...] I discovered that these young 
readers interpret story to make it fit into their already established ideas about appropriate 
behavior for females” (436). Wasson-Ellam quotes the work of Davies in support of her position: 
“As Davies says, ‘Certainly the idea that children learn through stories what the world is about or 
that they use the characters in stories as ‘role models’ is not only too simplistic but it entirely 
misses the interactive dimension between the real and the imaginary’ (1993b, p. 331). What 
emerges in this study is the power of both the storyline and visuals to assert existing gender 
relations as natural and correct” (436). Instead of proposing that the literature forms student 
notions about what is possible for gendered subjects, Wasson-Ellam posits that literature merely 
confirms or is denied by students based on their pre-existing biases and assumptions about 
gender (among other things), based on the schema they arrive with when they sit down to text. 
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Wasser-Ellam shows examples of this when her elementary-age students interpret a text about a 
heroic female through the images they see rather than the narrative itself. The images lead 
students to conclude that the protagonist is opposite to how she is portrayed in the text. Wasson-
Ellam says, “The storylines and illustrations write the scripts of life, the way life seems, the way 
these girls envision life to be” (436). Beth Benjamin (1998) supports this argument, claiming that 
even when educators try to redress gender portrayal in their class literature selections, students 
choose independent reading that supports gender stereotypes. She says, ""When allowed to 
choose their own reading, males tend to choose books that portray "masculine" themes including 
overt action, little or no introspection, and imperialistic ideals (Bristow 1991)” (Benjamin 66).  
 For educators who align their thinking with Wasson-Ellam, who writes, “Although 
feminist stories provided an alternative to the sexist world, they were not powerful enough to 
disrupt it” (436), something more must be done to invoke a feminist pedagogy beyond including 
texts in class that portray women in more feminist ways. Diana Mitchell (1996) says the 
pedagogy must include talking and teaching beyond the reading of the the text. “If these issues 
are never raised, if students are never encouraged to question the assumptions behind gender and 
race portrayals, the danger seems to be that students will accept the portrayal of characters as the 
way people really are” Mitchell writes (77). Carol Ricker-Wilson (1999) suggests that students 
will only think critically about the texts if they are drawn closer to their personal lives. “Surely 
discussion of female and male depictions in these texts might engage students in an examination 
of how their own behavior has been so rigidly regulated and circumscribed” (63). In examining 
themselves, Ricker-Wilson hopes to tap into the source that she and some others believe 
constitute a more probable path toward changed thinking about gender norms than simply 
reading more diverse texts. 
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 NCTE literature from 2000 through 2011 -- the most recent year I detected writing on 
portrayals of women as an issue of feminist pedagogy -- do not suggest any methods wildly 
dissimilar to what had already been suggested in earlier articles. If anything, the literature 
seemed self-congratulatory about the rewards reaped from including more texts that portrayed 
women (Smith 37 and Murphy 285). As such, the inclusion of more “female voices” and texts by 
“women” appeared an uncontested strategy with clear results. Instead of authors suggesting what 
such texts could do for educators and their students, articles told of what “better” portrayals of 
women did do in their classrooms. For example, Colleen A. Ruggieri wrote, “Using Shabanu as a 
starting point for discussion helped my students to make critical connections to their own world 
and develop a new sense of understanding between males and females” (51). The certainty of 
this quote about the results of using a particular text to effect student understanding contrasts 
sharply to the tone of earlier texts. The 2000s appear to be a time when the need for portraying 
more and diverse gendered subjects is taken for granted as a necessary pedagogical choice in 
Language Arts and English courses.  
 Although the conversation did not veer from conversations already had during this era, 
some educators did recommend the inclusion of texts that are more contemporary for use as 
examples of diverse gender portrayal. For example, David L. Wallace and Tison Pugh (2007) 
suggest ways to teach the Harry Potter books through a feminist and queer lens (98-99). Lora 
Cohen and Leyne Peery (2006) describe ways to teach Marjane Satrapi’s graphic novel 
Persepolis. Heather E. Bruce (2008) recommends teaching Laurie Halse Anderson’s story about 
a teenage girl’s rape in Speak as well as Virginia Euwer Wolff's Make Lemonade and Debra 
Magpie Earling's Perma Red (83).  
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C. Gender and Difference 
 
The aim of this subsection is to account for NCTE research having to do with differences 
authors perceive between the sexes related to reading, as well as literature that takes up gender 
difference from the perspective of authors who recognize there are more differences than just 
those between “girls” and “boys.” Authors who speak about difference in terms of non-
normative gender descriptions have been published more recently than articles that define “boy 
readers” and “girl readers,” though pointing out difference in reading in the latter example has 
persisted. In other words, although NCTE has begun to publish articles considering texts that 
feature gay, lesbian, bisexual, transsexual, queer, and intersex characters, themes, authors, and 
subtexts, they have continued to publish material that takes seriously limiting notions of gender 
as well as theories that essentialize subjects based on biological sex.  
NCTE Literature noting differences between “boy” reading preferences and “girl” 
reading preferences goes way back. In 1926, Danylu Belser claimed with great assurance, “up to 
eight or nine years age there is very little difference in the reading interests of boys and girls. Up 
to this time, both are primarily interested in juvenile fiction, fanciful, imaginative literature and 
that's-why stories as means of satisfying the cravings for experience” (292). Belser’s research is 
presented in the most matter-of-fact tone. She makes a case for adolescence beginning the great 
divide in what “boys” and “girls” prefer to read when she states: “The greatest divergence of 
reading interests of boys and girls comes between ten and thirteen years of age, reaching the 
highest point between twelve and thirteen. The chief causes of this divergence lies in the fact that 
the fighting and rivalry instincts are stronger in boys while the maternal instinct is developing in 
girls of this age” (292). Linking such stereotypes as “rivalry” and “maternal instincts” to sexual 
development and the ages of puberty, Belser makes an argument for reading preferences 
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stemming from natural sexual differences between “boys” and “girls.” Belser’s survey work 
delivers additional stereotyped clichés about “the sexes.” She informs readers that “ninety-five 
percent of the boys prefer adventure while seventy-five percent of the girls prefer love stories, 
stories about great women, [and] about clothes” (293). Belser’s findings are couched within a 
framework of “natural” gender. Rather than investigating possibilities for why students may have 
answered the survey the way they did, she attributes answers to each child’s inherent 
identification with masculinity or femininity.  
A series of articles from the 40s and 50s take up boys’ dislike of poetry. In 1945, for 
example, Lieber Anker wrote, “I could understand their dislike for poetry because, to date, boys 
had been compelled to read many poems which held no interest for the stronger sex” (276). The 
assumptions around these articles was that poetry was a “girls” literary form and that something 
natural to the “stronger sex” made them revile at such dainty lines. No articles, however, talked 
about how poetry figured into the lives of girls during this period. 
 The majority of NCTE literature on reading and gender difference tried to understand the 
cause and effect of why “girls” outperformed “boys” as readers, especially when children learn 
to read at the elementary level. In 1963 Irving H. Balow tells readers, “The literature on reading 
achievement in the elementary school abounds with examples of the superior reading 
achievement of girls as compared with boys” (303). This supposition is entirely taken for granted 
and repeated throughout history in NCTE’s literature. It is never definitively accounted for, 
though. Marjorie Wight Carroll’s (1948) research indicated that differences took place “before 
formal teaching took place” (373). She says of the differences, “Since they existed before formal 
teaching took place, it is reasonable to believe that such differences that might appear later in any 
measurement of achievement or aptitude might be due to reading readiness factors alone” (373, 
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375). The argument here is for a maturational explanation for why “girls” read “better” at a 
preschool and early elementary age. In Balow’s study, he found that “the ability to see 
similarities and differences in words accounts for the differences between the sexes in reading 
achievement” (306). But Nita M. Wyatt (1966) writes that boys catch up to girls, in any case: 
“There is also evidence to indicate that, as they mature, boys as a group tend to catch up with 
girls in achievement” (596).  
 Despite “results” of the reading research in gender differences being largely inconclusive 
in terms of what causes it (if it even really exists) and how to mend the gaps, authors supported 
ways to change the teaching of reading in favor of boys. Wyatt said there’s reason to hypothesize 
that “a different approach to teaching reading is needed for boys” (596). Rose Flaherty and 
Howard B. Anderson (1966) blame female teachers for “promot[ing] feminine interests, 
attitudes, habits, and general behavior which makes adjustment easier for girls than for boys” 
(472). They further explain, “Women teachers tend to foster the natural advantage of verbal 
activities. Girls more often use reading activities for recreation than do boys. This broader 
reading activity helps to develop a superior language mastery” (472). Flaherty and Anderson 
manage to both stereotype girls and their “reading activities” at the same time that they 
essentialize “women teachers.” Boys are portrayed as victims in this research. Teachers are not 
the only ones to blame according to Flaherty and Anderson, though. “Basal readers,” they write, 
“is geared more to girl interests than to the interests of the boys” (472). This is because, they say, 
the readers talk more about “home and community” than “mechanical things.” Doris V. 
Gunderson (1976) repeats the concepts put forth by Flaherty and Anderson a decade earlier in 
her article. She suggests replacing female teachers with male teachers in order to tackle the 
reading problems of boys.  
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 The 1980s and early 1990s NCTE literature was relatively silent on issues related to 
reading and gender differences. Looking back from the vantage point of 1999, Elizabeth St. 
Pierre wrote in a retrospective piece about research in which males and females “respond 
differently to text” (31). She says “Some of this research posited that there were fundamental, 
‘essential,’ differences between males and females, and this idea was later challenged by those 
who believed that sex differences were culturally determined and not inherent” (31). By the end 
of the 90s authors were more interested in looking at reading and gender through a cultural 
perspective rather than a natural, developmental, or maturational perspectives. For example, 
Timothy Lensmire (1998) asks “What would it mean for teachers to support various versions of 
masculinity?” -- getting away from notions of fixed sexual characteristics based on biological 
sex and towards notions of gender constructions that may approximate any subject. Laraine 
Wallowitz similarly wants to look at gender as a social construction: “One of my objectives for 
the unit was to teach them how our notions of femininity and masculinity are socially and 
culturally constructed [...]” (27). Wallowitz has students investigate the literary and media 
influences to understand how gender has been produced in their own lives. Still other authors 
broached the topic of gender nonconformity. Anthony Consiglio (1999) had students read 
Middlesex and asked, “What makes some people feel alien to and even reject the sex that birth 
(most often unambiguously) assigns them?” (75) introducing the concept for more shades of 
difference in gender possibilities than was previously supported in older NCTE literature. 
Remarkably, Consiglio’s question is meant to create an openness for conversation rather than a 
particular answer. He says, “The question-staggering in its complexity-lay beyond the scope of 
our course; I wanted my students only to recognize its gravity” (75). This kind of openness to 
discovering new ways to think and talk about gender is echoed in an article by Robert Perrin 
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(1999) when he says, “How can we create opportunities for our students to discover for 
themselves the implicit power of gender, without, at the same time, seeming to deliver ideology? 
[...] Part of the answer, [...] must lie in pedagogy, in offering students directed opportunities to 
discover meanings, not a meaning” (83). Like Consiglio, Perrin is interested in a proliferation of 
“meanings” around gender. Viv Ellis explicitly makes part of the work in his classroom an 
ongoing project of exploring gender in surprising ways. He writes, “Some of the work of the 
English classroom, I came to believe, should be about exposing and analyzing how we read and 
write our sexual identities in textual and embodied worlds and how we can both confound and be 
confounded in our expectations of male/female, straight/gay behavior” (53). In a way, the work 
Ellis describes is a desensitization to one’s own reactions to “textual” and “embodied” 
representations of gender based on stereotypes implicitly and explicitly adopted over time. Bruce 
Parker and Jacqueline Bach (2009) and Christopher Breu (2009) also write more recently about 
including gender variant, transgender, and intersex issues.   
Still, by the 2000s NCTE published literature on reading and gender difference that was 
reminiscent from earlier decades. For example, in 2000 Myra Barrs continued to trot out the 
same party line that Alleen Pace Nilsen batted away as frivolous in the mid-70s. Barrs said, 
“Girls are far readier to read books about boys than boys are to read books about girls” (290). 
Michael Anderson (2003) opines, “Boys and girls are drawn to different kinds of literature” 
(225). Kim Ford (2011), too, although she admits, “Boys and girls both want good books with all 
kinds of characters” (61) reverts to limiting practice as “we become so worried that our boys 
aren't reading that we tend to focus on books that will especially appeal to them” (61). 
Apparently the belief that boys like different kinds of books outweighs the thought that every 
child needs variety according to his or her own taste.     
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D. Ways of Reading  
 
As I analyzed data on reading I found myself categorizing certain passages that described 
“ways” of reading that author’s suggested were somehow different from traditional “ways.” 
While some authors call these ways of reading “feminist” outright, others describe ways within 
the context of feminist pedagogies or have attributes -- like focusing on gender inequality or 
challenging gender normative stereotypes --  that made me assume they were at least linked to 
feminist assumptions. Still, these passages could be categorized into smaller areas of likeness, in 
my opinion. I began vaguely noting the difference between author descriptions of reading that 
suggested particular “postures,” or attitudes, dispositions, and/or openness to particular kinds of 
ideas or frameworks for reading that were, supposedly, related to feminisms. On the other hand, 
there were also articles that named specific “strategies” for reading -- actions that readers can 
take to supposedly improve their comprehension and deeper understandings. At times the 
distinction between these grouping is difficult to tell. The groupings are always enveloped in the 
arbitrariness of my own demarcations and personal impressions and are therefore entirely 
contestable. In many cases data could overlap in both categories.    
 
1.   Postures 
 
 Several authors were interested in how teachers influence the classroom environments to 
create more affordances for gender equality in the area of reading. Linda R. Tanner (1977) wrote, 
“[Students] won't learn to trust their own logic [...] until we as teachers help them acquire 
specific critical thinking skills and offer a supportive classroom environment where critical 
thinking is encouraged in both sexes” (50). Tanner suggests that teachers are responsible for any 
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lack of trust in students in “their own logic” as long they do not inform students about critical 
thinking skills. Like any discussion that puts the onus of learning on the teacher, Tanner’s 
position suffers the slippery slope of both assigning kudos to teachers who happen to see 
“positive” results during their pedagogical moves while also suffering the blame for any 
perceptible “failure” that occurs on their watch, too. Christina J. Simpson (1978) wrote that 
“when teachers strongly reinforce nonsexist attitudes, boys as well as girls become less 
stereotyped in their thinking” (161), citing research that stated that “when materials reflect a 
point of view that runs counter to children's preconceptions, many reject the alien point of view” 
(161). Simpson’s argument is that “girls” are more receptive to literature when it comes to 
changing their minds, but that “girls” and “boys” are malleable if their teacher reinforces 
ideology. Simpson’s work could only be referring to classrooms where students care what their 
teachers think and where, for whatever reasons, they are open and able to adopt ideology that 
may run counter to what they are told in their home worlds. Simpson’s generalizations, even if 
they apply to some children, probably don’t apply to many. 
 In yet another example of teachers turning to themselves as agents of feminist change, 
Mem Fox (1993) urges teachers to point out to students when texts are sexist. She writes, “We 
teachers also need to wake up. It's all too easy to be tricked into a passive acceptance of 
everything literature presents to us. When we encounter an author writing material that is 
offensively out-of-date, shouldn't we point it out to our classes?” (86). This posture is countered 
by many authors who suggest that students should make their own interpretations, and that 
would categorize Fox’s assessment of text as too “didactic” (Winkeljohann & Gallant 450) or 
censorious (Ward 537). However, those who would counter this way might also dismiss the 
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notion that their teacher ideologies and values have seeped through to their students even if they 
do not explicitly state their positions outright.   
 Dialogic reading is suggested by several authors as a more “feminist” way of reading. 
Mark Faust (1992) explains, “In this way of reading, no question is ruled out in advance as 
inappropriate, and I am free to draw upon any number of sources as I seek to enhance my 
understanding of a particular situation such as the one described by the narrator of ‘The Use of 
Force’” (48). Dialogic reading does offer more freedom than, say, a new critical reading, in 
which some questions and some answers would be considered “wrong.” Barbara G. Pace and 
Jane Townsend fostered dialogic reading in their course, in which students read Hamlet. They 
write, “In this dialogic class, multiple perspectives were considered. The students shared ideas 
with their teacher in ways that complicated the characters of Gertrude and Hamlet” (45). 
Dialogic reading, then, allows readers to question gendered portrayals in even classic literature. 
It allows for questions that may not have been asked before and that do not adhere to a strict set 
of rules. It also allows for readings that run contrary to the kinds of analysis and readings that 
have become rote over time.   
 Another way of reading that sounds similar to dialogic reading is what Kelly Wissman 
calls “an inquiry stance” (40). She writes, an “inquiry stance, a critical reading of the ‘word and 
the world’ (Freire and Macedo 29), [is] an investment in using language to open up experience 
for examination, critique, and transformation” (40). Invoking such feminist concepts as 
“experience” and “transformation,” Wissman’s inquiry stance seems to have the legacy of 
feminist consciousness raising. Like consciousness raising, an inquiry stance appears to closely 
link the personal reading of text with political aspirations for social change. The goal of 
“transformation,” then, reads as part of both inner and outer worlds of readers. In citing Freire 
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and Macedo, Wissman links her ideas to “critical literacy,” which William P. Banks takes up in 
his article on sexuality and contemporary literacy. Banks says, “Learning to read is always about 
more than just ‘word calling’; it is about the ways that we learn the language for describing 
ourselves, for narrating ourselves into existence, for articulating our needs, values, and value in 
the spaces that we need to survive in” (5). The attention to “language” paid by these authors who 
draw from critical pedagogy traditions highlights their reliance on issues related to power as a 
key element in framing work around reading and gender.  
 Jeraldine R. Kramer (2007) uses an approach called the “Literature Response Model” 
based on work by Jean E. Brown. Like dialogic reading, to hear Kramer describe her method, the 
literature response model involves more “flexibility” and attention to “affective responses” to 
reading material (68). These claims, for me, are instantly suspect, however, since Kramer also 
says that the model works well with mandated curriculums (68).  
 In another variation of ways of reading, Mark A. Faust (1992) brings up “resistant 
reading,” which he frames from a feminist perspective. “This notion of the resistant reader has 
been explored for some time now by feminist writers (see Fetterley 1978, Kolodny 1980, and 
Schweickart 1986), many of whom have called into question the idea that there can be anything 
like a purely ‘aesthetic’ reading” (45) Faust writes.  He explains “resistant reading” in greater 
detail: “All reading (and writing) they argue is conditioned by cultural biases and assumptions 
that tend to privilege some voices while suppressing (or actually silencing) others. Far from 
being neutral and dependable reference-points in the natural self-ordering and self-correcting of 
reading events, many feminists would claim that texts (especially revered ‘classics’) ought to be 
viewed as potentially manipulative and dangerous instruments of oppression” (Faust 45). This 
way of reading, then, becomes a feminist method no matter the text. With resistant reading, “We 
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can take a fresh look at old friends” (Scoble 86) by positioning analysis in the offense against 
potentially “manipulative” messages and material. Pace and Townsend also advocate reading 
resistantly, which to them means asking questions such as, "who is speaking, in what body, 
telling what story of relationship -from whose perspective, in what societal and cultural 
frameworks" (43). Paula Ressler also invokes “resistant reading” in one of her articles, drawing 
on Judith Fetterly, in conjunction with her teaching of Romeo and Juliet (54). Part of Ressler’s 
resistance reading of the text involves imaging Romeo and Juliet as a same-sex couple (54). 
Charles Temple suggests a similar way of reading, but calls it “reading against the grain” 
(91). Borrowing from Paula Salvio, Temple wants to ask students, “"What is there in what we 
just read that you feel called upon to doubt?" (91). Like resistant reading, “reading against the 
grain” is a method that involves talking back to the text, and asking questions that trouble taken 
for granted values, assumptions, and judgements in those texts. Relatedly, Sally A. Smith (2000) 
found that reading resistantly can also allow “girls to actively resist the perception” (36) that they 
fit into gender normative categories. In reading a taboo text, for example, Smith’s students were 
able to resist notions of themselves as “‘good girls’” (36).  
 Some authors called their reading postures “feminist” because of thematic elements that 
they deemed feminist. These assertions are always, in my opinion, highly suspect for their deep 
roots to personal values rather than any inherent links to “feminisms” or the unstable category 
“woman.” In one example, Maureen Barbieri (1996) worked a unit around friendship (38), 
claiming that this theme was relevant to girls in particular based on what she was reading in her 
students’ writing journals. To claim thematic relevance essentializes “girl” and “boy” students. 
Surely “friendship” figures into the lives of many adolescents no matter what their gender 
identifications. While friendship may have very well been a perceived theme in the journals 
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Barbieri read, using that subset of students to generalize about a theme’s applicability to girls 




 I want to suggest that by “strategies” in part that means asking particular kinds of 
questions and readerly tasks. When it comes to asking questions to help construct conversations 
around feminisms, many authors have suggested provocative ones. For example, J. Karen Ray 
(1985), in her work with students on Shakespeare, has students, “1. liberate Shakespeare's 
women from the stereotypes to which they have too often been confined; 2. examine women's 
relationships to each other; 3. analyze the nature and effects of patriarchal structures; 4. explore 
the influence of genre on the portrayal of women” (56). While strictly speaking Ray’s reading 
work does not amount to questions, they do incite more thinking around the gender contexts of 
Shakespeare’s plays and notions of gender during his historical time period.  
 Imaginative work about what may have been so in the readings but was not is another 
strategy. Frances E. Kazemak (1986) has students “compare alternative endings to certain 
traditional tales, for example, Cinderella, Beauty and the Beast, Three Little Pigs, and Little Red 
Riding Hood” (269) in order to encourage “children to think and talk about different ways of 
resolving problems and of interacting with other people” (269). In the same vein, Kazemak has 
students “act (Piaget 1952) on their reading by trying out possible alternative ways of 
interpreting or ‘re-visioning’ a book, scene, situation, or character. Children can role play 
different parts and then discuss why or why not a particular moral situation to a problem was 
‘just’” (269). In another example, Norma Greco (1999) recommends work in which students 
imagine having conversations with characters. She says, “In this kind of assignment, students can 
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participate critically in a dialogue with another voice and other cultural practices, while 
empowering the self as an ‘instrument of understanding’ (Belenky et al. 141)” (72). Drawing on 
Belenky, Greco’s suggestion comes out of discourse that promotes female “empowerment” and 
the belief in a subject’s agency to effect change, both in themselves and in the world.  
 In a somewhat related move to imaginative readings, Laraine Wallowitz (2004) has 
students read short excerpts of texts that elide gender identification (27). Wallowitz uses this 
reading activity to provoke a conversation about gender stereotypes. Andrew M. A. Allen (1997) 
did something similar when he had students change the gender pronouns of characters in text 
selections to see what kinds of “contradictions” might emerge (522).   
 Strategies to improve student self-confidence in reading are largely contextualized by the 
idea that “women” and “girls” need particular help in this area because of their social 
indoctrination to see themselves as “less than” their “male” counterparts. Laura Jane Roop 
(1989) promotes a strategy that involves allowing students to interpret texts for themselves in 
order to “begin to bolster female students' self-confidence as makers of meaning” (91). Also 
advocating “choice”” as a strategy to bolster the confidence of girls, Bonnie M. Davis (1989) 
writes, “I give my students a list of one hundred authors and let them choose an author whose 
works they will analyze” (48). The authors on Davis’s list are 74% “women” and represent more 
ethnic backgrounds than what her students find in their literature anthology (Davis 48). Nina 
Mikkelsen supports the notion that students, especially “girls,” need to be able to “react” to texts 
as they please, when she describes a particular student: “She also needed to be able to react 
openly and freely against a text, to be a resistant reader, as well as to share in the resistance of 
fictional characters to their own settings” (560). Mikkelsen says more about her strategies, “I 
could set up a system whereby students would select, share, and discuss their own favorite books 
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for classroom reading; I could also introduce for the female students texts less ‘androcentric’ in 
nature (Schweichart, 1986), such as Fitzhugh's (1964) Harriet the Spy and Greenfield's (1974) 
Sister (both having female child diarists as central characters) and the Little House books (e.g., 
Wilder, 1953)” (561). The notion of “less androcentric” texts selections is considered by many a 
“feminist” one, as discussed at length earlier in this chapter. In yet another example, Robert 
Perrin (1999) talks about his work with students in analyzing popular, highly gendered action 
figures like Barbies and G. I. Joes in order to “enable students to find meanings for themselves” 
(85). Again, embedded in statements like these are beliefs about the possibility of students not 
being able to detect the preferences and biases of their teachers, and/or the suspension of their 
desire to please the teacher by answering in ways that will endear them. These statements also 
assume that students say what they mean and mean what they say, and that they trust in the 
school environment enough to risk a degree of exposure.   
 Another strategy is to incorporate feminist theory into classroom discussions of literary 
works. Laura Apol Obbink (1992) writes, “Feminist theory recognizes that questions of what we 
read are inseparably linked to questions of how we read. Therefore, a discussion of implementing 
feminist theory in the classroom must deal not only with issues of texts and selection but also 
with reading strategies themselves” (38). Obbink’s description of this kind of work is vague, 
though. She says it involves “listening for voices,” but has trouble describing what that looks like 
practically (42). More concretely, though, Obbink says feminist reading involves questions of 
power such as “Whose stories are not told? How are voices given or denied power? What is 
being spoken against? [and] What do silences convey?” (42). Viv Ellis (2009) gives a specific 
example of what a close feminist reading might look like, too. Like Obbink, he calls on teachers 
to “realize a pedagogy of reading that focuses attention on how we read, that demands that we 
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examine our reading practices and theories of reading gender and sexuality” (55). In particular, 
he recommends, “One such collection of strategies called "critical literacy," as elaborated by 
Wendy Morgan and others, [which] asks us to pay attention as readers to the ideological 
dimension of texts and does so by directly asking questions of them” (55). This dimension is 
both critical and political. Similarly, P. L. Thomas and Robert Vandenburg (2009) promote the 
teaching of Geoffrey Eugenides’s Middlesex, about a transgender youth, because the text can ask 
students questions about themselves, in a twist on critical literacy (104).  
A number of authors talk about feminist theory as a lens for interpretation. Patricia 
Zumhagen (2005) had students read “classic literature through a feminist lens by using 
improvisational drama to explore gender representation in ‘The Untold Lie,’ a story from 
Sherwood Anderson's 1919 novel, Winesburg, Ohio” (82). Zumhagen continues, “I believed that 
the workshop format would enhance my feminist project by allowing students to interrupt sexist 
portrayals and question the patriarchal assumptions upon which I believe the story turns” (82). 
At the same time, Kaavonia Hinton (2004) teaches a course that utilizes black feminist theory. 
She says, “A black feminist reading requires a careful look at marginalized groups, as critics 
analyze depictions of marginalized people” (61). Hinton goes on to describe the way her students 
take on the role of teacher as they construct questions for classroom discussion based on their 
understandings of black feminisms. In yet another example of teaching students to read via 
feminist theories, one of the most readable articles I encountered throughout my research 
displays a reading of Ursula LeGuin’s short story “The Ones Who Walked Away from Omelas” 
entirely through an ecofeminists lens (Bennett 63).  
Zumhagen’s, Hinton’s, and Bennett’s work within a feminist lens is different from the 
majority of NCTE authors who bring up feminist lenses in that the majority of authors reference 
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it only as one of many critical possibilities. These authors talk about the use of feminist theory as 
one of many theories incorporated within “critical stance” work. In this kind of reading strategy, 
students apply various lenses of theory as they read. Ellen Shull (1992) writes, “That is probably 
the best reason for teaching critical stances to students: they can discover other facets to further 
complicate and illuminate the literature. What richness is to be had then. And what excitement 
can be engendered” (34). Jennifer Bruner and Cindy O’Donnell-Allen “use multiple critical 
perspectives to examine a single text” (24). Lorraine Cella (2002) practices the same kind of 
work with The Scarlet Letter and Melissa Troise (2007) does the same with Aldous Huxley’s 
Brave New World. Mark Jackett (2007), who cites Deborah Appleman, engages students in the 
same kind of work. The issue with this approach is that it seems as though the goal of reading 
has to do with exposure and dabbling in various and many critical lenses rather than political and 
theoretical allegiances to feminisms, specifically. To me, exposure to feminism as one critical 
lens of many is better than not discussing it at all, but serving it up to students in this 
smorgasbord fashion leaves something to be desired about the amputation of the theory to the 
political motivations and practices of feminisms.  
 
III. Feminisms and Writing 
 
 Like reading, writing theories and praxes taken up through feminist lenses have been 
explicitly and implicitly codified as feminist within literacy classrooms in Language Arts, Voices 
from the Middle, and The English Journal. Some writing products, such as journals, diaries, and 
personal writing, have been labeled “feminist” and/or more conducive to the needs of “girl” 
students for their interest in the inner workings of subjects, as well as their emphasis on 
experience. Relatedly, a few researchers find creative writing particularly helpful in imagining 
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alternative gendered experiences and worlds wherein all genders may behave outside of the 
scope of their culturally normative behaviors. Some authors have focused on the advantages to 
“boys” or “girls” of writing workshop, still assuming that a majority of readers still assumes only 
a two-gender possibility. However, with the growing awareness of transgender and inter-sexual 
possibilities, educators need to attend to the embedded assumptions surrounding the 
“male/female” binary classification. On a different point, some authors have focused on the way 
audience greatly changes the effect of writing upon students. Most of all, though, NCTE 
literature on feminisms and writing are preoccupied with the differences between “male” and 
“female” writing, and how to set-up language arts and English classrooms to most effectively 
teach students writing based on their -- assumed as only a binary possibility -- gender.  
 
A. Gender and Difference 
 
Generally speaking, notions about gendered writing state that girls write more about 
family and home while boys write more about action and violence. Donald H. Graves wrote an 
article in 1973 -- the first one of its kind in the NCTE literature that I examined -- based on 
research he conducted in his primary composition classroom. He compared thematic writing 
choices between “boys” and “girls.” Graves writes: 
Boys wrote more about themes involving physical death, murder mysteries, war, fires, 
and the activities of men beyond the home and school. Characters in their writings were 
constantly moving, conquering opponents, and covering territory. On the other hand, girls 
wrote more about themes centering in the family, the classroom, and holidays. They were 
able to write more objectively about themselves. Characterizations in their writings were 
nurturant and far less aggressive than those in the boys' stories. Girls' themes involved 
limited and less expansive geographical territory. As preliminary data indicated gross 
differences in the writing interests and behaviors of boys and girls [...]. (1101-1102) 
 
Graves believed that teacher direction, especially in assigned writing, was responsible for “ some 
of the developmental backgrounds behind their interests” (1102). Graves attributes the 
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differences to the relationship between mothers and their sons and daughters in the first six 
months of their lives (Graves 1102). In his article Graves cites research that shows that in the 
earliest months of life, mothers were more physically demonstrative and verbal with their girl 
children, and that girl children were more physically demonstrative and verbal with their mothers 
later (Graves 1102). He also cites research that he summarizes thusly, “As aggression may be 
permitted with boys, dependency is encouraged with girls” (Graves 1102). These cultural 
“distinctions” between “boys” and “girls” account for the “thematic” differences in writing.  
 Thirty years before Newkirk shared the same advice, Graves suggested having “boys” 
explore violent themes in their writing -- “high personal affect” -- in order to show them that 
writing is a place for these thoughts and feelings, and ultimately, endear them to writing (Graves 
1005-1106). His belief was that sexual development was key to understanding the differences 
between gendered children: “The teacher needs to draw on the knowledge of the young artist's 
developmental continuum. One of the first steps in this continuum is an understanding of the 
unique sequential, sexual development” (Graves 1106). However, the notion that differences 
might exist within different children was not explored. In this research, all children presumably 
fit into the sexual, developmental categories named “boys” and “girls.”  
Besides a brief mention of the Graves article by Maureen Barbieri in an article from 1987 
(498), the bulk of literature on gendered differences in writing came out of the 1990s and early 
2000s. Susan Fleming (1995) reiterates what Graves already said about “girls” writing about 
topics “close to home” while “boys” write stories “filled with action” (590). Fleming argues that 
in order to “foster[...] gender equality in the writing classroom” (595) teachers must recognize 
“the general differences between boys' and girls' stories” and then “applaud” (595) those 
differences. Heather A. Blair (1998) cites Graves and others who “have suggested that boys and 
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girls pick different kinds of topics about which to write” (13-14). Michael Anderson (2003) 
paints with wide strokes to describe “girl” and “boy” writing, too (225). Jay Simmons (1997) 
also accounts for the same writerly differences: “Boys and girls integrated topics from the 
curriculum into their writing, again in characteristic ways. While both groups used books from 
my read-aloud selections, their choices broke along gender lines. As Freedman (1995) found, 
girls tended to focus on social relationships, while boys opted for adventure tales” (120). It is 
somewhat within this context of second wave feminist assumptions about essentialized notions 
of gender wherein feminists were resisting and arguing “being and becoming like men” in order 
to be considered more equal, that Norma Wilson (1974) stated, “Writing, therefore, has often 
been an act of courage for women, an effort ‘to create herself, not to be born of Adam's rib,’ said 
Anais Nin” (14). 
But from my point of view, the most helpful article in considering this research on 
gendered differences in writing was a 1999 piece by Elizabeth A. St. Pierre, who explained that 
the “research posited that there were fundamental, ‘essential,’ differences between males and 
females, and this idea was later challenged by those who believed that sex differences were 
culturally determined and not inherent” (31). The most important insight about St. Pierre’s 
counterargument was this: “teachers found that both male and female ‘basic writers’ exhibit the 
traits previously ascribed to female writers. What had been called ‘male writing’ is, in fact, the 
distanced, objective, controlled writing privileged by the academy. Thus, both boys and girls 
who have never learned to write academic prose ‘write like girls’” (S. Pierre 32). In St. Pierre’s 
view, the distinctions made between “male” and “female’ writing were discriminatory labels 
based on perceptions of literacy values.  As well, St. Pierre is demonstrating the influences of 
post-structural thought within her critique, wherein “gender” is viewed more as a discursive 
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category that creates normative effects and “characteristics” for “each” gender, rather than as a 
biology-only distinction.    
In contention with the ample data on gender difference and writing, Barbara Kamler 
(1993), in comparing two case study students of “opposite” genders wrote, “While other 
researchers (e.g., Martin & Rothery, 1981; Poynton, 1985; White, 1990) had found significant 
gender differences in the kinds of genres boys and girls construct, such differences did not 
emerge in this study” (96). Kamler found that her case study students both chose to write within 
a genre popular among feminist pedagogues, and discussed later in this chapter. She explains, 
“[...] Zoe and Peter both wrote primarily about their personal experience and did so by 
constructing one genre, the Observation genre, whereby the writer constructs personal 
experience and offers an evaluation of it” (Kamler 96). In other words, Kamler contests the well-
worn idea that major distinctions exist between “boys” and “girls.” It is difficult to say whether 
Kamler’s argument is ultimately in favor of more personal writing across the board, for all 
children, or for less rigid perspectives on “boys” and “girls.”  
In an article that looked at what motivates “male” and “female” writing students 
differently, Linda Miller Cleary (1996) argues that, “The successful male writers were more apt 
than the females to find ways to please themselves in school writing” (51). Cleary wonders, 
“Why do young women so readily forsake their own purposes and interests in writing and lose 
intrinsic motivation for the process?” (51). Like Graves, Cleary advocates writing assignments 
that are student motivated and not dependent on teacher grades in order to determine worth. 
However, she realizes that such a value scale is unattainable at many schools. Therefore, she 
says, “Our job as teachers then should be to help all our students get in touch with their own ‘felt 
sense’ of a topic and then to help them assess their audience so that they can accomplish their 
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purpose in writing the piece. If we can do that with young women who may doubt the validity of 
their own ideas, we can permit them to hold on to their own ideas and further develop them” 
(Cleary 55). She also says that if teachers will be a student’s only audience, they must clearly 
state criteria for a grade and then to “introduce them to the rhetorical guidelines espoused by the 
discourse community which they are trying to enter, and then to introduce it as only one kind of 
writing, the writing that eventually offers them power in that community” (Cleary). She believes 
that, “If females are more apt to see writing as a social act, then it is important for them to 
understand the transaction that is occurring between their felt sense and the audience sense” 
(Cleary 56). Cleary is saying that “female” writers are different because they care more than 
“male” writers about their non-literal interactions with their audience(s). Therefore, she believes 
that if “women” writers were to align their writerly feelings with that of their audiences they 
would feel more motivated and validated by the process of writing. Cleary draws on stereotyped 
notions about “women” and “girls” to hypothesize ways in which they, as gendered subjects, 
may overcome what she sees as a lack of confidence to write for their own validation.  
Like Cleary, Mary E. Styslinger (1999) is interested in writerly differences between 
secondary “women” and “men,” but her research focused on reactions and participation in 
writing peer review groups. She says, “My female students, being much more social than their 
male counterparts, tend to dominate the peer revision process” (52). Styslinger adds, “The 
process, because of its social nature and dependence on intimacy and collaboration for success, is 
naturally biased toward female students. It is a process girls embrace, but boys may resist” (55). 
Styslinger draws in discourse influenced by Carol Gilligan in In a Different Voice, which I will 
discuss more in “Speaking/Listening.” Mainly, Styslinger upholds Gilligan’s notions about 
“women” being more “intimate” than “men,” who are more “autonomous.” Even though 
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Gilligan’s notions were critiqued heavily in the 1990s by, among others, post-structural 
feminists, NCTE literature remains almost wholly enthralled by Gilligan’s proposals even into 
the early 2000s.  In her article, Styslinger is highly critical of the work her male students do in 
peer review classes. Her resolution of their deficiencies involves, “More encouragement, 
direction, and advice” (55). Like Myra Barrs (2000), she wants her male students to learn the 
behaviors of her female students. She encourages males not to peer review with each other so 
that they can learn from the girls in class how to peer review well.  Roxanne Henkin (1995) 
likewise noticed benefits to having students peer review in mixed-gender groups, though she 
taught in a first grade classroom (429). While it seems authors on these topics agree about the 
essentializing categories defined for “males” and “females” within discourses in writing, the 
differences these authors note have to do with whether or not the essentialized categories are 
valued or denigrated.  St. Pierre is the only one  -- within that particular time frame of the late 
1990s, calling into question the essentialist assumptions underlying these authors’ points.  
Despite the smattering of NCTE articles that hold up “female” ways of writing and peer 
reviewing as somehow “better” than “male” ways, a discourse on correcting gender injustice 
against boys in the name of writing exists in the literature, too. Michael Anderson (2003) writes, 
“I believe that many boys are turned off to writing because they are asked to write about things 
that they care little about. If boys have the opportunity to write stories about aliens, monsters, 
ninjas, and haunted houses, they may become more invested in their writing and become better 
writers” (229). Thomas Newkirk (2000) is in agreement about the need to validate “boy” 
preferences in writing, which are different from the preferences of predominantly “women” 
teachers. He writes, “If masculinity is a more tightly constructed cultural category, with sharper 
penalties for deviance toward the feminine, it follows that to create equity in access to literacy, 
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teachers will need to acknowledge the cultural materials (e.g. the affection for parody and action, 
interest in professional sports, cartoons, videos games) that boys (and many girls) bring into the 
classroom” (299).  He explains how to recognize and validate “male” preferences for writing: 
“To fully engage this cultural material, it is necessary to understand the masculine distaste for 
sincerity, and the complex ways that the positive can be encoded in the negative, praise in 
criticism, friendship in violence, love in death” (Newkirk 299). Newkirk offers the “masculine 
taste for sincerity” without interrogating it for essentializing all subjects who are “masculine.” 
This kind of gendered stereotyping of what it means to be “masculine” is counterproductive to 
differentiating writing assignments for individual students rather than grouping them together 
rather indiscriminately. Interestingly, the NCTE material itself does the work of offering 
counterexamples of the narrow possibilities offered by authors when they categorize students 
into groups based on rigid gender groupings.  Newkirk does a second turn at stereotyping women 
teachers when he calls for more nuance in the analysis and appreciation of writing that veers 
from what he says are standard fare of praiseworthy writing.  
Blaming “women” teachers for “male” dislike of writing in Language Arts and English 
classrooms simplifies teacher and student subjects as well as reifies essentialist assumptions 
about the generalized, universalized supposed “in-born characteristics” of males and females. In 
any case, it is not clear how much of a “problem” asking for sincerity in writing really is for 
students of all genders. According to Shelly Peterson’s work (2001), stories are written within 
the confines of audience tastes more than students’ gendered writerly choices. When she 
interviewed fourth graders about their narrative writing she found, “When asked to consider the 
possibility of using non-stereotypical gender roles and relationships in their writing, the fourth-
grade children revealed the social pressures that they experienced when making decisions about 
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topics and styles for their narrative writing” (Peterson 453). The students told her that, “They 
expected their peers to write about stereotypical gender roles and relationships that were familiar 
to everyone in their classrooms” (Peterson 453), but also, the constraints of rigid gender 
parameters for their writing was enforceable through shame and normative social behavior by 





Speaking of peer influence, I want to focus a bit more here about what authors have 
noticed and said about audience. Mary Opalenik (1993) described the way a small group of 
young women came to form an after-school literacy group with her as a faculty participant after 
students shared a need for private, “single-sex” confiding of their highly personal written pieces. 
Opalenik writes, “The girls were, in effect, not only validating the words they heard but also 
building mutual self esteem, creating a safety zone none had felt in the classroom” (62). Notions 
of private spaces for girls to reveal more of themselves is a common refrain among authors 
concerned with the readerly and writerly needs of girls. Interestingly, I came across no literature 
that took up single-sex grouping as a key component of more “safe” environments for “boys” 
who write. The girls in Opalenik’s group themselves excluded boys from the group because they 
said boys were “insensitive” (61). At the same time, she seems to find some worth in the small 
group she helped facilitate as a confidence-building strategy for addressing specific needs of 
particular girls. She writes, “If teachers expect students to develop voices of personal conviction 
in their writing, we need to be aware that females may give and need a different kind of 
feedback, one which affirms their images of themselves in personal relationships to others in the 
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world” (62). However, Opalenik encouraged her female students to share at least one of their 
pieces from the all-girls writing group with a male of their choosing. Opalenik seems sensitive to 
potential downside of labeling individuals based on gender.  ”Girls must also learn that although 
many males don't carry this same sense of the world within them, the female fear and dismissal 
of all males as unaware, destructive listeners is unwarranted” (Opalenik 62). Opalenik seems to 
struggle with her belief in a different view of how “girls” and “boys” view the world as well as a 
sense of injustice at beliefs that value those very same perceptions of difference. Teachers like 
Opalenik, who at once interrogate gendered difference while maintaining an overall affiliation 
with those stereotypes, must come to terms with the hypocrisy of their views, especially when 
students call on them to act in ways that would validate the notion of difference.  
At the same time, the work of collaborative writing can validate many kinds of writers, 
no matter their gender affiliation. Julie Brooks (1997) reminds readers of the possible upside of a 
committed group of writers in a collaborative group. She says, “A writing community provides a 
sense of commitment, security, structure, collaboration, affirmation, and discipline” but she also 
goes on to invoke privilege of essentialized difference when she adds, “especially when the 
writing community consists of women in relationships with other women like themselves” (7). 
Collaborative writing work, especially in the 80s and 90s, remained the domain of women, 
although surely like-minded people of all gendered categories had great potential to reap the 
rewards of their relationships forged through the sharing of composition.  
For these reasons and more, which I will detail below, the writer’s workshop is promoted 
by several NCTE authors as a method for teaching writing that is more “feminist.” Jay Simmons 
cites McCracken to explain why workshop is “feminist.” He writes, “The rules of writer's 
workshop are based on what McCracken (1992) calls women's ways of listening: supportive 
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utterances, questions intended to develop the conversation, while avoiding the appropriation of 
another writer's text or the silencing of her or his voice” (122). McCracken is likely drawing 
upon Mary Belenky et. al.’s ideas in the 1986 text Women’s Ways of Knowing in which the 
authors framed a then-popular concept for essentialized frameworks for cognitive development 
in women.  
Indeed, the non-competitive, conversational, and open stance of participants in writer’s 
workshop does make it appear to be more comfortable for some literacy students. One of the 
major reasons writing teachers tend to rely on the workshop method for this purpose has to do 
with its affordance of more freedom in writing choices. Christina Allan (1999) recommends, 
“Create a writing workshop where students have the freedom to explore issues around sexuality. 
Encourage and reward students for taking risks with their writing” (100). Marianne Marino 
(1996) likes the way workshop lets students make more decisions in the name of common goals 
(23). Of her case study student, Deborah Hicks (2001) writes, “Jake could write the culturally 
specific masculinities he lived at home, while appropriating the rhetorical forms that helped align 
him with those discourse practices valued in second grade” (223). Hicks describes the way in 
which writer’s workshop allowed Jake, a second grader, to explore his home masculinities while 
also practicing the writing standards and technique prescribed at school. Mary Jett-Simpson and 
Mary Masland (1993) like the way teacher-student conferencing afforded by writer’s workshop 
allows them to explicitly and implicitly address gender stereotypes in student work (107). 
Timothy J. Lensmire and Jeremy N. Price (1998) talk about the way workshop’s affordance of 
physical freedom -- to walk about as needed -- is yet another way it makes writing less 
constricted and more transactional/collaborative among students and students and teachers (131). 
In other words, writing workshop offers openness and flexibility not afforded by school 
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structures that demand students to follow rigid rules for their bodies and minds. With the ability 
to move around, make more reading and writing choices, have greater access to teachers and 
students, and opportunities to connect school writing to personal experience, including home life, 
these authors point out values more akin to feminist pedagogies than post-positivist values for 
schooling.  
 
C. Writing Instruction 
 
Beyond writer’s workshop, authors have suggested additional ways to tend to writing 
instruction in more feminist ways. For example, Jane Donawerth tells readers that models of 
writing must be taken from both male and female writers so as not to give the impression that 
only men are examples of “good” writers (41). Maureen Barbieri, in her research on the writing 
of boys, believes curricula must be flexible and individual. She writes, “What my boys told me 
in the course of my research is that they need to write, that this need is different for each of them, 
and that it also varies from day to day, just as their other needs do. They told me that I could 
never design a curriculum that would address all, or even most, of these needs” (503). Unlike 
some NCTE literature, this text by Barbieri, though it dealt with the writing classroom of an all-
boys school, did not make claims exclusive to boys even though the subjects of the research were 
boys only. It did, however, appear to have an agenda in diminishing notions of gendered writing 
difference. Based on an editorial she wrote in Voices from the Middle in 1996, I am aware that 
Barbieri had experience teaching in single-sex schools that served all “girls” and all “boys” at 
different points in her career. It is interesting to consider, from this vantage point, where her 
claims lay when it comes to gendered differences in writing.    
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Michael Anderson (2003) wants teachers to be careful not to prohibit certain subjects 
from being written in their classrooms, especially violence (224). Laura Jane Roop, citing 
Daumer and Runzo (1987), wrote about academic style of writing as a detached and cold form: 
“‘we still primarily teach a style, whose distinctive features are detachment from others, 
suppression of emotion, a 'logical'-i.e., hierarchical-organization, 'appropriate' topic and word 
choice, persuasive strategies, and reliance on rules’ (52)” (91). Roop poses this academic, 
“masculine” form against what she considers better forms, “feminine” forms. She goes on to say 
that instead teachers should “provide opportunities for students to place themselves in the world 
of the text they create. Written activities should allow them to discover their own views and to 
make connections between literary texts and their own experiences” (91).  Weaving the self into 
the text is a feminist pedagogy in the sense that it refutes the separation of self from text. Adding 
the personal element -- or experience -- is a feminist turn. Supporting the same line, Nancy 
Mellin McCracken (1996) would like to see fewer expository essays and research papers at the 
middle school level as she favors the kinds of personal, experiential writing Roop suggests. At 
the same time, Nina Mikkelsen (1990) encourages teachers not to feel like “failures” if 
storytelling pushes other kinds of writing “to the sidelines” (564) as many teachers are so trained 
to include expository and reporting skills in writing curricula. And yet, feeling like a “failure” for 
attuning student work with something that is more personal is risky and taboo. For teachers who 
are mandated to stick to curricula guidebooks and/or teach to tests, spending time on other 
projects, can cost educators their jobs. Finally, Susan Fleming (1995) notes that when students 
do engage in storytelling, teachers should be careful not to privilege the “conflict-resolution 
model as the only legitimate definition of story,” (594) keeping in mind that formation structures 
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masculinist history. In other words, Fleming asks teacher to consider the way stories are 
structured in supposedly gendered ways.   
 
D. Writing About and for the “Self” 
 
All of these ideas are a prelude to a longer conversation about certain types of writing 
that have been considered more feminist than the “logical” kinds of writing Roop describes. The 
kinds of writing I will address more specifically through the NCTE literature here includes 
“personal” writing, or writing that draws on subject experiences, journaling/diary writing, and 
creative writing. While writing a diary or engaging in journaling is, of course, a form of 
“personal” writing, I have isolated those forms from the broader “personal” writing because there 
is a significant portion of data on those topics (especially journaling). At the same time, 
journaling and diary writing are not identical. However, they are closely related in that both are 
(at least potentially) confessional forms of composition. Therefore, I am grouping them together, 
but not conflating them.  
Various authors have named “personal” writing in different ways over time. Norma 
Greco (1999) assigns writing that asks students to engage with the literature and hybrid other 
ways of “knowing.” She describes these other ways of knowing as “various kinds of knowledge 
gained from the text, their lives, their beliefs, and the ideas of peers raised in discussions” (75). 
Nina Mikkelsen also describes a kind of hybrid writing very young students engaged in 
combining literature and their lives (563). Maureen Barbieri (1987) addresses “ways of 
knowing” in student writing a little differently, focusing mainly on her work with boys. She says 
that boys thrive when they write about themselves and hat when her male students choose their 
own writing it “becomes an extension of that mysterious, terrifying, but wonderful process of 
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defining who I am” (499). Again, writing that gets at student experience and the personal 
element is closely linked to feminist discourses that privilege such exposure.  
Sue Ellen Bridgers (1999) wants readers to think about the relational aspect of personal 
writing and its potential for reparative work. She writes, “In a time when the earth's resources are 
so fragile and our legacy of care for each other feels so inadequate, we can encourage our young 
people to tell their own stories. We can help them find mindful stillness” (47). Bridgers frames 
the personal writing of students as an almost therapeutic alternative to more rhetorical forms of 
writing. Bridgers is not alone in waxing about the great benefits of personal writing, with 
allegiance turning benedictory. Viv Ellis (2009), in writing about a new teacher’s work with a 
secondary student who was coming out to her, said, “Literature and composition were key tools 
in this process and important mediations of Andy's personal growth” (52). There is a contingent 
of writers who swear by personal writing, so enamored with it that it is hardly, if at all, troubled. 
These authors could have drawn on the feminist work of Nancy K. Miller, who, in her text from 
1991, Getting Personal: Feminist Occasions and Other Autobiographical Texts, does trouble the 
idea of relying only on autobiography and turning against theory.  As mentioned earlier, Thomas 
Newkirk (2000) disagrees with other NCTE authors I have cited here, though, in his claims that 
boys resists “sincerity” writing (299). 
Anthony Consiglio (1999) asks students to both engage and trouble “autobiographical” 
writing. Says Consiglio, “The class is as much about learning how others fashion an identity for 
themselves based on their experiences as it is about the process the individual writer goes 
through [...]” (72). Consiglio works with students to think about whether the stories we tell about 
ourselves are ever “objective” and whether “objectivity” should even be “our goal” when writing 
stories about our personal lives (76). Kelly Wissman also took up “autobiography” when she had 
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students write “autobiographical acts” (40), a term she borrows from Wendy Hesford, especially 
in the form of personal poetry. Lisa Moore (1989) has students write a chapter of their own 
autobiography after reading Maya Angelou’s I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings (38). Heather E. 
Bruce (2008) assigns students “a ‘Rambling Gender Autobiography’; and [...] a ‘My 
Femininity/Masculinity History’ narrative essay (Bruce 92-94)” (84). Christina Allan’s (1999) 
students write “personal and interpretive essays around sexual issues in Tennessee Williams's 
Cat on a Hot Tin Roof” (98). Laraine Wallowitz (2004) also uses personal narrative in her 
classroom as a way to “explore the connection between gender bias and environment” (27). The 
point of these various assignments to get students to engage in types of writing that makes the 
literature personal, and the politics in the literature personal. It also gets at making the political 
aspects of each subject’s life personal. Most of these assignments are intended to motivate 
students to want to write, with the assumption being that people like writing about themselves. 
The other benefit, for some students, is that writing in this personal fashion may make school 
writing appear different from the academic, “masculinist” ways of writing they have been 
exposed to in the past.  
 Wallowitz posed other prompts to her Women’s Studies students for personal writing as 
well, including writing about “their first gendered moment” and thinking about what “it means to 
be female and male in the environment in which you live?” (28). Addressing what he sees as 
curriculum otherwise bereft of women’s experiences, Andrew Barker assigns writing focused on 
“topics on areas in which female students are authorities” (39). Colleen Armstrong (1996) also 
supports the notion of differences within gendered personal writing between “boys” and “girls” 
(16) but does not see this as a situation that needs to be resolved in any way. Heather Blair would 
agree with these researchers, as her data on writing composition led her to the conclusion that 
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“We need to find ways to validate and value girls, who they are as girls, and how their writing 
represents them as girls” (“They Left” 17). In a different article, Blair says the way to 
accomplish this task -- with “both” genders -- is by incorporating out-of-school literacies with in-
school literacies (“Morphing” 458).  
Heather E. Bruce (2008) has students combine music and “home experiences” (87) in 
their writing. Kathy Bussert-Webb (2001) took a slightly different tack when she asked students 
to write about someone else in their personal lives, a writing assignment that ended in a lot of 
resistance (513). Diana Mitchell would like to see students author “personal narratives” that have 
students consider a time when students were “treated a certain way simply because he or she was 
a male or a female or black or white” (78). David Schaafsma et. al. (1999) suggests a tie between 
experiential and bodily experience in student writing when they assert, “What's important [...] is 
that the girls need to have their own bodies present in their writing and discussions about 
sexuality. They wouldn't be real if they didn't try to do that, and they know it” (35). These 
various writing assignments attempt experimentation with a mind toward motivating students 
toward more writing, a sense of safety in their writing, and ties between school and home worlds. 
Barbara Kamler, on the other hand, suggests that children only ever “construct one 
genre” (102) because “children unconsciously reconstructed experience in terms of males acting 
upon the world and females observing it” (98) no matter their topic of choice. Kamler argues that 
it will take teachers willing to “deconstruct their own practices” (102) in order “to help both 
teachers and pupils become critical readers of text produced by themselves and others” (102). 
Kamler relies on the personal in her suggested method for doing such work, though, as she 
believes the “writing conference, reconceptualized, may be a site where teachers and children 
can renegotiate gendered meanings they have taken for granted” (102). Kamler is especially 
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interested in working with students individually to unpack the gender stereotypes or normative 
coding she sees in their writing. Her effort toward working one-on-one for this purpose may 
suggest that Kamler associates student writing with each students individual assumptions, rather 
than generalizing her students, their writing, and their ideas about gender.  
Mary A. Broughton and Colleen Fairbanks (2002) bring up a different conflict to the 
“personal writing” boom in discourse on gendered writing. They recognize, in their case study of 
a student whose personal writing is not validated in her classroom, that this work makes her 
marginal because personal writing is “inconsistent with the aims and purposes of high-stakes 
testing” (296). Norma Greco (1999) is aware of a similar conflict expressed by Broughton & 
Fairbanks and Roop, when she writes, “frequently students express an awareness of a conflict 
between their ‘feelings’ and the perceived demands of academic writing for objectivity and 
distance” (70). These realizations are a sign of post-positivist times. Because teachers are losing 
control of what they may share with students in their classrooms, in terms of literary material, 
students may well be aware of an oppressive other source -- in the form of test pressure and 
government mandates -- foreclosing possible writing projects that feel more in tune with their 
desires.  
Having students write personal stories in creative ways was apparent in several articles. 
For example, Lisa J. McClure (1999) has students write about a personal experience from their 
childhood while pretending to be the “opposite” gender (80). Denise L. Croker (1999) has the 
same assignment (68). These assignments, while they have the intention of exploring gender 
stereotypes, will fail at feminist work if their only result is to point out the stereotypes without 
analysis and a conversation about gender inequalities and injustices.  
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Other creative writing work with a focus on gender has been suggested as well. Lorraine 
Cella (2002) suggests an assignment in which students write diary entries from the perspective of 
Hester Prynne in The Scarlet Letter (82). Bill Bigelow recommends having students write 
children’s books about The Oregon Trail “from the standpoint of women, African Americans, 
Native Americans, or the earth” (92). Kathy A. Nelson (1990) has students write short stories in 
which they reverse gender roles for stereotypical work. She explains, “In the new version, 
traditional roles would be altered to reflect current trends in today's society (e.g., Dad washing 
dishes while Mom fixes the car)” (60). Christina Allan (1999) sees science fiction as a genre 
particularly suitable to exploring gender non-normativity. She writes, “Within this structure, 
[students] may find safer places for exploring issues around sexual orientation than a traditional 
first person narrative or expository essay-perhaps as an alien in a third-person science fiction 
story, for example” (Allan 99). For identical reasons, Jane Donawerth (1990) also has students 
write science fiction that they publish collaboratively in a magazine (41). Frances E. Kazemak 
(1986) sees value in writing assignments that ask students to pretend to be characters in the 
stories they are reading. She writes, “By entering into the lives of characters and by recasting 
those lives in alternative ways, children, we hope, are able to take on the perspectives of other 
people” (270), including variously gendered people. Kazemak believes there are long-term 
rewards for such work: “out of such ability to imagine and understand different perspectives is 
the compassionate adult formed” (270). 
A few articles examine the creative literature written by students and/or suggest ways to 
interrogate student writing. Mary Jett-Simpson (1993) states the obvious, “Children's own 
stories, for example, can be a rich source of information about how they reflect and interpret the 
world around them” (104). In her work, Jett-Simpson is most interested in the ways student 
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stories “reveal” “attributes [...] assigned to females” (104).  Along the same lines, Andrea R. 
Fishman did a document study of creative writing at three schools, and found some very 
disheartening results. In the stories at one school, Fishman writes, “girls' stories suggest that 
neither justice nor rationale exists in the world; things just happen to women. Female 
protagonists in these stories either lose (read: are punished) or fear losing (read: fear 
punishment), and they rarely get a second chance, no matter how much sadder-but-wiser they 
are” (28). Fishman found that this same set of girls saw “winning” in their stories as getting or 
keeping “their men” (30), which is only a guarantee if you are a girl who is “pretty, good, and 
helpful” (30). Anna Y. Sumida (2000), in a study of one second-grader’s writing, found that 
although her creative writing took on the hero’s journey, “When Kaxiulani introduces the role of 
a female character, that character is marginal and subordinate” (312). These separate research 
articles suggest that having students write freely on creative writing assignments is not in itself 
useful for a feminist pedagogy. Examining, interrogating, and close reading the materials 
students write with students is a key part in turning such work towards feminist goals.  
Given these examples of creative writing reflecting marginal and stereotypical values of 
girls and women, Margaret Anne Zeller Carlson’s (1989) ideas about studying student work for 
gender bias and normativity may be a good one. Carlson has students analyze the stories they 
write for gender equality and equal representation (32). Diane Downer Anderson (2008) calls for 
the same kind of investigation into student writing, but adds that these critiques should be 
“ongoing, open-ended, and collaborative,” (283) by which she means taking place over many 
years within collaborative writing groups. Realistically, it would be very difficult to do this kind 
of work -- in which third grade writers examine their third grade writing as eighth graders, for 
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example. Yet the option of long-term study of writing is interesting for its variance on 
assessment being definite and final.   
Researchers have made claims for journal and diary work as inherently feminist for their 
personal, confessional natures and their usual parlance in feelings and writer’s inner worlds. 
Marion Bishop (1996), drawing on Gilligan, claims that personal relationships with adults 
constitute the best way for “girls to resist the crisis at adolescence” (11), but that the next best 
way is to write in a journal. “Writing in a journal-a place where what a girl thinks, believes, and 
feels will not be judged-is a similar form of resistance,” (11) writes Bishop. Later, citing 
Gannett, Bishop aligns herself with the notion that “the journal's potential to restore what has 
been lost, to remedy what has been damaged, hurt, silenced” (15) makes it a tool for healing. 
Elaine Fredericksen (2000) praises journals for their ability to tell teachers what might be 
bothering silent students about the classroom. She writes, “When teachers do collect journals, 
they may, through careful reading, discover what bothers silent students about the class and their 
place in it” (306). Kathy Bussert-Webb (2000) co-authored journal prompts with students, 
answered prompts alongside students, and responded to student journals daily (512).  
From another angle, Myra Barrs suggests that journals are a form of writing that help boys write 
in ways that are “sometimes reluctant to engage in” (288). This is because, as Nancy Mellin 
McCracken notes, journals are “popularly viewed as girls' work” (9). Kathleen Dehler (1989) 
taught a unit on women diarists and had her students “write at least three hundred words a day 
for five days in a row, for I want them to have the space to develop ideas and to appreciate the 
discipline these women diarists needed” (54). In a different take related to the journal, Elaine 
Frederickson (2000) has students engage in letter or email writing with her in ongoing 
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communication (306). 
 
III. Feminisms and Speaking/Listening 
 
Speaking is an especially theorized topic within feminist discourse, and, to a lesser but 
related extent, listening. As such, these categories have been explicitly and implicitly codified as 
feminist within literacy classrooms in the NCTE journals I studied. Many authors from the data 
describe “discussion” as part of their literacy practice (See Parker & Bach, Croker, Hannan, 
Slack, Grammer, Wells, Toth, Whaley, McEdwards, Bacon, Donawerth, Greco, O’Donnell, 
Allan, Austin et. al., Benjamin & Irwin-DeVitis, Mitchell, Perrin, Ressler, Hinton, Ruggieri, 
O’Donell-Allen & Smagorinsky, Ricker-Wilson, Consiglio, Roop, Armstrong, Cleary & 
Whittemore, Nelson, Davis, Barker, Bruce et. al., Drew & Bosnic, Wisniewski, Jacket, Smith, 
Pincus & Pincus, Jett-Simpson & Masland, Evans, Fredericksen, DeStefano, Allen, Bussert-
Webb, and Marino). But to merely include discussion as a pedagogical practice is not, of course, 
feminist. It is the way authors have theorized silence and politicized the practice of speaking in 
literacy classrooms that defines the feminist pedagogical literature on speaking and listening in 




 One of the major themes in data on speaking, especially at the secondary level, but 
throughout, is that of calls to encourage “girls” to “speak up.” This discourse arose largely in 
light of literature and research that promoted research that “women” and “girls” were being 
silenced in their school classrooms. Data from the 1990s is especially focused around this 
discourse. Delane Bender Slack (1999) writes, “We must speak up. Gilligan tells us that ‘by 
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restricting their voices, many women are wittingly or unwittingly perpetuating a male-voiced 
civilization and an order of living that is founded on disconnection from women’ (xi). We must 
refuse to perpetuate that. Our voices cannot be restricted” (Slack 94). Slack cites two of the 
major speakers of the movement towards consciousness raising about silencing girls from the 
1990s. She says: “According to the Sadkers, ‘Male students control classroom conversation. 
They ask and answer more questions. They receive more praise for the intellectual quality of 
their ideas. They get criticized. They get help when they are confused. They are the heart and 
center of interaction’ (42)” (Slack 93). Citing David and Myra Sadker and Mary Belenky et. al., 
authors of Failing at Fairness: How our Schools Cheat Girls and Women’s Ways of Knowing, 
respectively, Slack references two of the supporting arguments for opening classroom space for 
girls to speak. Third is the American Association of University Women’s 1992 report How 
Schools Shortchange Girls and fourth is Carol Gilligan’s In a Different Voice.  Two of the major 
claims in these texts are, as Slack mentions, that “boys” speak more in classrooms and that 
teachers enable them to do so. Also embedded here are beliefs about differences in the way 
“girls/women” and “boys/men” speak. Deborah Tannen is also credited frequently in data from 
the 1990s on this topic.  
 Michelle Fine, broadening discourse on silencing by considering its roots to race and 
class as well as gender, explains what happened when students begin to cope with assimilating in 
school cultures that do not validate them as human beings in their own right. She says, “‘Good 
students’ managed these dual/duel worlds by learning to speak standard English dialect, whether 
they originally spoke black English, Spanish, or Creole. And more poignant still, they trained 
themselves to speak and produce in two voices. One's ‘own’ voice alternated with an ‘academic’ 
voice which denied class, gender, and race conflict; reproduced ideologies about hard work, 
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success, and their ‘natural’ sequence; and stifled the desire to disrupt” (163). In Fine’s analysis, 
the stifling of student voice equated an erasure of self entirely, and, for students who did not 
resist, the operation of a second public identity, one that acquiesced to normativity as it was 
defined by school and dominant culture. In order to be “good” students must forgo their mother 
tongues, “voices” that hid the inner conflicts they likely felt given the systematic brutality of 
their punishment for being outside the normative status quo. The mythology Fine describes as a 
“‘natural’ sequence” of hard work leading to success is a story which serves to blame poor and 
minority students for failing to live up to standards based on their personal deficiencies when a 
closer approximation to “reality” is that the systematic injustices of racial and class oppression 
within neoliberal society makes it impossible for poor, black and brown students, as well as 
women, to achieve the kinds of “success” many middle-class, affluent, and white students 
achieve based merely on their cultural privilege. For Fine, like some of the other NCTE authors 
who talk about silencing and “girls” and “women” more specifically, change must occur at the 
level of “allow[ing] children, adolescents, and adults their voices - to read, write, create, critique, 
and transform” (172).   
Similarly, Elaine Fredericksen (2000) says that unleashing the voices of students is the 
key to overcoming the silence of students, especially girls. “They must also be listened and 
responded to in such a way that they believe what they say matters” (Fredericksen 302), she 
writes. Fredericksen discusses many ways to encourage girls to speak in the language arts 
classroom, including “fostering norm breaking,” waiting longer before asking students to speak, 
free writing, deferred grading, “cooperative pedagogy,” journaling, and debates (305-306). 
Fredericksen’s suggestions are meant to address the particular needs of “girls,” which she, like 
many of the NCTTE authors in this area, frames as different from the needs of “boys.”  Norma 
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Greco (1999) cites yet another example in support of these claims of difference leading to a crisis 
of silence for girls: “Girls realize that speaking honestly can cause conflict and disapproval, and 
many in response become silent, unwilling to risk relationships. Thus, during early adolescence, 
girls often suffer a ‘loss of voice’” (6). Citing Brown and Gilligan, Greco describes a remedy to 
silence as a call for more confidence and willingness to engage in conflict, “The authors suggest 
the need for young women to ‘speak openly of their differences and their disagreements’ and to 
bring feeling and beliefs ‘into the public arena’ (13)” (Greco 71). The discourse on silent girls 
and calling forth the voices of girls as a way to overcome that problem is an agreed upon 
narrative in NCTE literature. 
Authors have spent some time on differences within gendered communication in the 
NCTE literature. Heather A. Blair’s (2001) research supported the findings of Tannen that stated 
boys take up more air space in classrooms because they were “first and loudest, interrupted the 
most, made side comments to classmates, or mocked previous ideas” (316). Blair sees language 
as a landscape upon which her students “do gender” through what she calls “genderlects” (321). 
She writes, “[Genderlects] were a vehicle for these youths to display who they were and where 
they were in relation to the ‘other’ gender. Everyone in the class used talk in ways that 
contributed to the delineation of which ‘side’ they were on. There was little room for middle 
ground; one was either a boy or a girl” (Blair 321). Blair wants teachers to address issues of 
gender and language by having students talk more about the power dynamics in their 
communication (321).  
Alleen Pace Nilsen says, “Deborah Tannen [...]in her book You Just Don't Understand 
(Morrow, 1990) [...] contrasted men's style of public speaking or report talk with women's style 
of private speaking or rapport talk (Nilsen 41). Beth Benjamin and Linda Irwin-DeVitis (1998), 
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citing the Sadkers and reflecting on their own teaching, point out their observations that, “Female 
students are inclined to cede ‘the floor’ to males, to preface their statements with ‘I'm not sure if 
this is what you want, this may not be right, this is just a guess’-or to speak so softly or 
tentatively that no one pays them any attention (Sadker and Sadker 1994)” (68).  
Colleen Armstrong (1996) has taken up differences in perception around interruptions. In 
her work she sees interpretation of interruption as a striking gender difference between men and 
women. She explains, “Men see interruptions as conversational bullying, denoting hostility and 
manipulation. Women see them as cooperative overlapping, meaning mutual support and 
involvement (189-210)” (Armstrong 15). Doris V. Gunderson, considering perceptions of girls as 
a “subordinated group of people” commented on the way they have “invest[ed] a great deal of 
cognitive energy and strategy in their social interactions as a way of retaining a measure of 
power” (303) due to communication disparities between “boys” and “girls.” Seeing this training 
as partially an asset, she adds, “Girls presumably experience considerable intellectual success in 
elementary school partly because of their superior skill in negotiating social covenants with 
teachers. This negotiation involves the use of women's language” (Gunderson 303).  
Finally, in an article from 1918 by Mabel Ford Yeomans, she delightfully describes her 
era as a time when the public has realized that “women” are “first-rate public speakers” (377), 
despite that “Ten years ago the head of the Public Speaking Department in a well-known 
university expressed the [opposite] opinion” (377).  Yeomans continues, “The time that has since 
elapsed has proved him wrong. Women have revealed a special aptitude for public speaking as 
they have always been acknowledged to have an aptitude for private speaking” (377). Yeomans 
goes on to call for compulsory public speaking courses for all “women” in public schools in 
order to eliminate social perception of this particular belief about gendered communication and 
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to “create in them [women students] new desires, to awaken them to new needs instead of being 
content merely to satisfy their old ones” (378). It would seem that notions of women’s skill at 
private discourse is something Yeomans’s contemporaries may have taken for granted, whereas 
claims about “women’s” public speaking abilities are still in question in the modern day. This 
constitutes yet another difference in gendered communication as cited in NCTE literature.  
 In some cases, the topic of discussion worked toward making speaking and listening 
during discussion particularly “feminist.” For example, Croker sees discussion of gender issues 
as a starting point for other work when she says of her elective secondary course, “Calling the 
class "Gender Bender" meant that we would discuss traditional gender roles but also talk about 
how humans were not limited to gender stereotypes. We wanted to create an open forum to 
discuss gender in society, leading students through activities of thought, discussion, and writing” 
(Croker 66). In Croker’s course, for example, students were prompted to share examples of times 
when they experienced gender discrimination. As part of that discussion, Croker writes, “We 
were not surprised to find that their experiences resembled the research: Boys seemed to receive 
more attention in school, especially early on when they were being disciplined for bad behavior. 
Girls felt that they received less attention in school, especially in the math and science classes” 
(Croker 67). Croker theorizes speaking about gender discrimination as one facet of a feminist 
pedagogy. Likewise, Lois Josephs Fowler (1973) wants conversation to focus on gender and 
gender injustice. She says English curriculum should, “deliberately raise issues related to 
women's roles in all literature, film, or language study” (Fowler 1124). 
 Along these lines, Perrin (1999) asks his students to compare interrogations of gendered 
toys and games through discussion of early childhood experiences of Barbie Dolls and G.I. Joe 
action figures (Perrin 84). KaaVonia Hinton (2004) asks volunteers to be “discussion leaders” for 
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addressing work in black feminist theory (Hinton 62). Meanwhile, Paula Ressler (2005) 
encourages teachers to ask questions about “homoerotic passages” (Ressler 53) and to “empower 
participants to talk back” (Ressler 55). Colleen A. Ruggieri (2001) uses the young adult novel 
Shabanu as a starting point to discuss “critical connections to their own world and develop a new 
sense of understanding between males and females” (51). She explains that discussion touched 
on such topics as beauty standards and the ways in which societies impede girls from 
opportunities boys get to enjoy.  
From other angles, Cindy O’Donnell-Allen and Peter Smagorinsky conducted research in 
a class in which the character Ophelia from Shakespeare’s Hamlet was discussed at length from 
a feminist perspective (41). Linda J. Roop (1989) cites another researcher (Weiler) who claims 
that counteracting classroom dynamics at the secondary level that acquiesce to gender 
stereotypes of difference in communication “made classroom discourse itself the topic of 
discussion, pointing out differences between male and female responses and actively supporting 
female students' contributions” (90).    
 In other cases, the foundation set forth for how to conduct a discussion was theorized as 
“feminist.” Parker and Bach have set up ground rules for discussions in their secondary 
classroom(s) as a way to obviate gendered biases. They write, “During our first session, to 
‘create a safe environment and embrace a culture of trust’ (Dunne and Goode 6) we all 
introduced ourselves and then collaboratively set ground rules for our discussion” (Parker & 
Bach 98). Their ground rules included, being respectful of others' opinions and views; feeling 
comfortable to challenge each others' and one's own assumptions; and referring to the text to 
ground our discussion. We all agreed that these rules were open to modification as the group saw 
fit (Parker & Bach 98).  
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Supposedly, being upfront about classrooms historically beset by gender bias opens up 
conversations for going about things differently in this classroom. On the other hand, Austin et. 
al. (1981) recognize that students may only pay “lip service” to issues pertinent to sexism. They 
suggest a way to get at the issues in discussion, “One way to assist such a dialogue is for teachers 
to record selected statements from students' journals. After a significant number of statements 
have been recorded reflecting a diversity of opinions about sexism, the teacher could type up the 
statements, make copies for the students, and distribute them in class” (Austin et. al. 50). This 
method is meant to to take the potential embarrassment out of sharing in the large group setting 
by allowing students to be, at least theoretically, anonymous. Another way to diminish the 
feeling of embarrassment was suggested by Jane Anne Settle (1966), who, in teaching a group of 
boys, forewent any emphasis on “correctness” in speech in order “not [to] inhibit the students' 
desire and effort to communicate” (76). But Helen Colling Sitler reminds readers that messages 
sent to students about proper communication is constantly affected by “Signals, subtle or overt, 
about particular ways of using words” (50).   
 Barbara G. Pace and Jane S. Townsend compare two instructors in the way they led 
discussions about Shakespeare’s play Hamlet. They praise one teacher for her ability to avoid 
foreclosures within discussions. They write, “though the teacher was the major contributor, she 
did not initiate this line of exploration or assume that she knew Hamlet's thoughts. Rather she 
entered a process of discovery with her students” (Pace & Townsend 46). The researchers point 
out the teacher’s “major” contribution as something perhaps negative, but go on to defend her 
efforts by characterizing them as furthering “a process of discovery” rather than the right answer 
seeking of the instructor of whom they are critical in their article. To that point, they continue, 
“Second, her language was laced with uncertainty markers ("I think," "sort of," "I'm not sure") 
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that signaled the pliable nature of her thinking about Hamlet and suggested that she was not 
looking for "right" answers” (Pace & Townsend 45-46). Pace and Townsend characterize “the 
pliable nature” of the teacher’s thinking, evidenced by language “laced with uncertainty 
markers” as distinctly separate and better than methods in search of “right answers.” 
Furthermore, the classroom they praise is one full of ambiguity, “As is typical in a dialogic 
classroom, this teacher encouraged students to try out their ideas. She reminded them that ‘you 
have to make up your mind as you go along,’ an instruction that supported the ambiguous nature 
not only of this play but also of the study of literature in general” (Pace & Townsend 46).  
 O’Donnell-Allen and Smagorinsky (1999), in their article on the “Ophelia curriculum” I 
have discussed earlier, draw comparisons between discussion regimes, favoring the kind that is 
“dialogic.” They begin, “Often in education, there is an emphasis on achieving a synthesis of 
ideas through cognitive conflict, often described as the dialectic nature of discussion” 
(O’Donnell-Allen & Smagorinsky 41). In contrast to what they see as a need to come to 
consensus, the authors favor, “an alternative view of discourse, one founded on the idea that 
thinking can develop through dialogic transactions; that is, those that are co-constructed and 
collaborative rather than based on clashes” (O’Donnell-Allen & Smagorinsky 41).  
Indeed, like much of the writing on feminist pedagogies in every subject category, 
collaboration is idealized. In order for quiet “girls” to participate more actively during 
discussion, Reed and O’Donnell (1978), Marino (1996), Barbara G. Pace and Jane Townsend 
(1999), and Mark Jackett (2007) advise small group work (23) in order to make “girl” students 
feel more safe and forthcoming. Sally A. Smith (2000) creates “all-girls’” (37) small groups and 
Barbieri, cited by Nancy Mellin McCracken (1996) creates “single-sex classrooms” (8) for 
discussion and collaboration. Karen Evans (1996) brings up the concept of positioning by Harré 
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and Van Langenhove in order to interrogate gendered group dynamics more acutely. She writes, 
“if a person positioned as dominant in a conversation offers a contradictory opinion, her opinion 
is more likely to be given credence than someone positioned as submissive who offers a similar 
opinion” (Evans 195). Evans wishes to use her understanding of positioning in order to make 
classroom spaces less oppressive. “The dilemma is how to help students develop discursive 
practices that not only allow them to disrupt oppressive positioning and maintain self-respect but 
also protect the self-respect of the people whose discourse and positioning are being challenged” 
(Evans 201). The examples Evans uses in her research demonstrate “submissive” positioning on 
the part of “girls” and “dominant” positioning on the part of “boys.” Although this positioning 
need not be based on gender, and in fact positioning changes throughout time, the “reality” of 
Evans’s case study was faithful to the gendered notions about boys being more dominant that is 
commonly reported in NCTE journals on communication and gender.  
 Schaafsma et. al. (1999) consider the mere space for talking an important but unusual act 
in classroom spaces. They write, “We have to make the space for dialogue, for kids to talk with 
each other and with us. Kids need the opportunity to figure out the incredibly important issues 
they face and learn things-to a greater extent than in most traditional classrooms-at least in part 
on the terms they need to learn them. All young people need opportunities to get together to 
work and research in groups sometimes, to care for each other and for others” (Schaafsma 36). 
Pointing out that traditional classrooms do not give students enough to time to talk to one another 
and to their teachers, Schaafsma et. al. frame the act of speaking more, and speaking about issues 
identified by students, as an act of “care.” Helen Collins Silter (2008) talks about the way one 
student’s longstanding, trusting relationship with her summer school teacher provided an 
environment “safe” enough for her to write revealing, personal poetry (50). O’Donnell-Allen and 
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Smagorinsky (1998) list the former’s “environmental” tactics for a more gender inclusive 
classroom. These include, “a reader-response pedagogy; process-oriented classes designed to 
promote personal reflection and growth among students; activity-based and student-centered 
methods of developing literacy skills; reliance on students' life experiences to inform their 
understanding of literature and to provide the basis for their writing topics; frequent use of small 
groups, exploratory discussion, response logs, and nontraditional assessment” (36). While these 
“strategies” may culminate in a classroom more encouraging of speaking by students of all 
genders, it is hard to imagine them as intrinsically feminist. Marianne Marino (1996) focuses on 
the need to encourage students to desire collaboration with one another in order to facilitate more 
empathy and connection. She writes, “Teachers need to create an environment that supports 
inquiry. Once students think beyond their immediate learning, they may search out other students 
with whom to collaborate. But first students have to bond as learners, moving beyond the gender 
barriers that society has created” (Marino 23). Marino writes as though “empathy” and 
“connection” were readily obtainable skills, and does not trouble these concepts in any way. For 
example, the idea that collaboration is “good” and that “empathy” and “connection” have agreed 
upon definitions that suit students in every group atmosphere is worth exploring for its veracity.  
 Grouping students is another facet of enabling speaking in literacy classrooms. Pace and 
Townsend, for example, “consciously work to deepen students' thinking by increasing class 
participation through various methods of grouping” (Pace & Townsend 49). Dennis J. Hannan 
(1995) refers to Tannen’s efforts, saying he, “often breaks her graduate class into small groups, 
dividing them for different logical purposes-by degree program, conversational style, or gender” 
(Hannan 105). Of gender groupings, Tannen, “found that women ‘who never opened their 
mouths in class were talking away.’ In fact, one Japanese woman found it hard to contribute to 
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her women's group because she was ‘overwhelmed by how talkative the female students were’” 
(Hannan 105).  
Simao J. Drew and Brenda G. Bosnic (2008) play with grouping students in mixed and 
same-sex small groups to discuss the same questions in order to analyze a list of Carol Gilligan’s 
concepts (93). Their belief is that the process of discussing Gilligan’s concepts in these gendered 
groupings highlights the very points Gilligan is making in her work (Drew & Bosnic 93). 
Finally, Emily F. Nye (1991) thinks about grouping in classrooms where computers are used. 
She writes, “Gilligan states that males see relationships in terms of a hierarchy, while females 
see relationships in terms of a web. Creating curricula and classroom layout that value web as 
well as hierarchical relationships will make computers accessible to all students” (Nye 95). In 
other words, Nye would like to see computer use in pods or in small connected groups rather 
than lining walls, which each desk isolated from the next. She implies that the group formation 
of computer work is indicative of curricula values as well. Elaine Fredericksen (2000) believes 
groups of students should be “carefully” selected, with teachers assigning “each student a 
specific group role (recorder, presenter, timekeeper, encourager, etc.) to ensure participation” 
(306). She explains, “role assignments should be random, not self-selected, because shy 
youngsters will seldom volunteer for the role of presenter, for example, if allowed to be the silent 
recorder instead” (Fredericksen 306).    
 Foregrounding student “experience,” especially that of girls, and “feelings” in classroom 
conversation and discussion is a subject that some authors have considered relevant to discourse 
on feminisms and speaking. Andrew P. Barker (1989) emphasizes including girls’ “experience” 
in classroom discussions when he writes, “We always want our students to relate to what they're 
reading and bring their own experiences into discussions and essays” (Barker 42). Michelle Fine 
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(1987) explains that one of the reasons students are not able to foreground student experience is 
because, “students are subverted in their attempts to merge school and home, and conversations 
are aborted” (158). Said another way, Helen Collins Sitler (2008) writes, “The fear of exposure, 
the fear that one's deepest emotions and innermost thoughts will be dismissed as mere nonsense, 
felt by so many young girls keeping diaries, holding and hiding speech, seems to me now one of 
the barriers that women have always needed and still need to destroy so that we are no longer 
pushed into secrecy or silence” (46). This discourse is, of course, dovetailed with the plethora of 
data on silent girls in school classrooms.  
On the other hand, a counter “reality” that claims “girls” do want to talk about their 
feelings and personal experiences is supported in the literature, too. For example, Myra Barrs 
(2000) reports that the teacher she observed, “found that the girls in her class felt very much 
more at home in discussing ‘what was going on inside them’ as they responded to books” (288). 
Marianne Marino (1996) agrees with Barrs in that “Educators must create a space for girls to 
reflect and talk about their feelings,” though she emphasizes that they must also help “girl” 
students “work through the disapproval they may encounter” (Marino 22) as a consequence to 
sharing their innermost lives. The act of speaking to actual “women” in the world about their 
“real” experiences constituted another example of feminism colliding with speaking in the field 
of literacy. For example, Walkington (1991) describes how, “Interview projects [...] helped my 
students to discover how male limitations on women operate in the world around them” by 
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B. Language 
 
Although “language” is a multi-faceted term that encompasses many different aspects of 
literacy work -- from speaking to writing to reading and more -- I have chosen to discuss articles 
that take up various aspects of “language” under the subheading “Speaking/Listening.” By 
making that choice I do not mean to suggest that “language” is somehow more a part of the 
category “speaking” or “speaking/listening” than other categories. In the elementary grades the 
subject of literacy is often referred to as “language arts” for good reason. Language is part of all 
of the work we do within the field. Placing this section here has to do with the perception I had 
while analyzing data that the majority of the articles taking up “language” as a discreet subject 
dealt with the spoken language. As I continued to read, that notion was appropriately challenged. 
Referencing articles that deal with “language” in this section thus is somewhat arbitrary. The 
articles I refer to below, while all of them take up “language” more specifically than in other 
subheadings, do so from the perspective of more than just spoken language.  
Discourse in NCTE literature on gendered language began most explicitly in the 1970s, 
and include the organization’s 1975 “Guidelines for Nonsexist Use of Language in NCTE 
Publications.” Johanna DeStefano explains that the publication came out of a “pre-convention” 
study group at the “NCTE Convention in New Orleans on November 25-27, 1974” (1024). 
DeStefano describes the purpose of the meeting thusly, “Emphasis will be placed on how to deal 
with the distorted images of girls and women in language and literature as well as on the 
expansion of roles for women through nonsexist use of literature and language” (1024). The 
document was revised in 1985 and changed again in 2002 to “Guidelines for Gender-Fair Use of 
Language.” Following the proliferation of the original guidelines, English Journal gave space to 
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multiple dialogues between critics and supporters. These dialogues illustrate some of the cultural 
and political arguments about the topic.  
For example, in response to one critic who essentially believes the guidelines are an 
intrusive and unnecessary dictate, Millicent Rutherford (1976) replies, “First, and most 
obviously, there is no way that English teachers can keep their hands off language. The mandate 
of our profession is to wade in, hip deep, and do whatever we can to order the flood of student 
words. We are perpetually working to channel the torrent of English as it is spoken and written in 
the classroom” (Rutherford 11). Rutherford goes on to defend the guidelines on the argument 
that English teachers have a moral obligation to direct language in the most “humane” way 
possible, and for the “greatest good.” She goes on, “Because we cannot avoid affecting the flow, 
we must be sure that how we do it is humane. It must be humane for the individual students 
within our personal reach, and it must also be humane in the larger social and historical context. 
Since we are teaching people how to write, let it be for the greatest good for the greatest number” 
(Rutherford 11). Rutherford also hastens to add that the guidelines are just that -- guidelines -- 
and not rules for instructors to follow. She writes, “Ours is a statement of policy rather than an 
edict, a gentle reminder that adjustments are due” (Rutherford 13). But she calls into question the 
motivation by some parties to dismiss the guidelines so readily. She suggests that it is raised 
consciousness, or a lack thereof, motivating movements toward careful inspection of language 
use or acceptance of the status quo. “Those of us whose work is in language” she writes, “and 
who have had our consciousness raised to the point where we can see the befuddling ways in 
which some verbal expressions inhibit and force men and women to behave, need not accept 
undesirable language products as being inevitable” (Rutherford 13). 
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Speaking in their 1975 dialogue piece, Alleen Nilsen and Donald Nilsen illustrate some 
of the historical context for NCTE’s push for more gender fair language practices. For example, 
they write, “In our research into Modern American English we have found dozens of ways in 
which the development of the language reflects [an] emphasis on a woman's body (and this 
means her sexuality) as compared to a man's intellectual or physical achievements” (749). Doris 
Gunderson (1976) also notes the objectification of women via language, “[...] if a woman is 
being discussed, she is treated as an object, sexual or otherwise, rather than as a serious person 
with strong views of her own” (303). Nilsen and Nilsen also write extensively about their belief 
that “good” teaching is often referred to as the work of a “man” whereas “bad” teaching is 
referred to as the work of a “woman.” They write at length: 
In our own English teaching profession our attitudes reflect the correlation of masculinity 
with positive qualities. Time and again in our pedagogical journals references are made to 
hypothetical teaching situations. When a “good” teaching practice is being written about 
the masculine pronoun is used. This is because somewhere out there good teaching is the 
general rule. Many people are doing it and formal grammar, which of course we all obey, 
says that when the sex of the referent is both male and female or is unknown then the 
masculine pronoun is appropriate. But when a contrasting example of bad teaching is 
given, then a different situation is described. This is an isolated example, it is a much 
more specific situation in which only one teacher would make this particular mistake. 
And so, you guessed it, the teacher is often referred to with a feminine pronoun or with 
our infamous fictionalized name for a bad English teacher: Miss Fidditch. Perhaps this is 
not a real prejudice, it is simply a usage made necessary by the way our grammar works, 
but who is to say whether or not this repeated usage has a contributing effect on the way 
we view men and women English teachers where the Professor is always he and the 
teacher is she. (Pincus & Pincus 749) 
 
Holly Smith O’Donnell (1973) supports a similar position on the way words begin to have social 
meanings when she says, “Lexical items become sex specific through the process of association 
until some words not only connote individual sexes, but denote them as well” (1069).  
Changing language in textbooks was also part of this discussion in the 70s. In a piece 
from 1974 Johanna DeStefano notes the Scott Foresman publishing companies address of 
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“general guidelines for text and illustrations and recommendations for rewriting sexist language” 
(1045). In a later piece DeStefano (1975) calls for curriculum that studies the way women’s 
language has been policed throughout history (209). Carole Edelsky (1976) also writes about 
language and gender in this decade and hopes to see an end to “socializing groups of people into 
‘their place,’” as one remedy, in addition to “an awareness that the social structure is profoundly 
reflected in and perpetuated by even such subtle matters as the assignment of certain lexical and 
syntactic features on the basis of sex” (749). In addition, Edelsky calls for more attention to 
focusing on the content of language as a feminist pedagogy (749).  More than any other decade, 
discourse on feminisms and language was most literally taken up in articles published during the 
1970s.  
In a piece that seems representative of the editorial board of English Journal in 1983, the 
guidelines seem in need of continual defense. Allen at. al. write, “Not only have NCTE members 
(and their students) become more aware of how pervasive sexist language is and how it can 
affect attitudes, but major publishers have also relied on the Guidelines in producing books that 
reach hundreds of thousands of people” (Allen et. al. 13). They further assert the purpose of the 
Guidelines as opening rather than censoring, “As the Women's Committee has stated in the 
Introduction to the revised Guidelines, ‘The role of education is to make choices available, not to 
limit opportunities’" (Allen et. al. 13).  
In 1993 Hunter et. al. supports the same notions in a praising book review of Casey 
Miller and Kate Swift's Who's in Charge of the English Language? when they write, “With 
sound authority, they aptly describe our language as androcentric or male-centered. They 
carefully unmask the popular adage that a "people's words reflect their reality," and they question 
just whose reality is being reflected” (Hunter et. al. 87). A. R. H. Pincus and R. E. Pincus (1980) 
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wonder about the effect of “linguistic sexism” on “career education” if that language forecloses 
career aspirations, especially for “girls” (70). Pincus and Pincus state that teachers must examine 
their own biases and assumptions and then make explicit challenging identification of certain 
careers with certain occupations (75).   
In 1987, Lynch and Strauss-Noll state arguments for interrogating language use in 
English classrooms vaguely based on the political repercussions of that language. They 
emphasize the subject of gendered ways of communicating that becomes a major point of 
discussion in the 1990s. They say, “Language influences the way that people perceive reality; it 
reflects their values and assumptions, including the way that they regard the roles of males and 
females. Studies indicate that women, like other subordinate groups, use language patterns which 
differ from those of the dominant group” (Lynch and Strauss-Noll 90). 
This conversation about language and feminisms became so entrenched in what some 
authors believed was part of feminist discourse in the 90s that Jeanine G. Wisniewski (1990) 
wrote, “In what has come to be called feminist pedagogy, an examination of words is crucial 
because it is in both the recognition that the ‘standard’- white heterosexual middle-class male-
language is deficient and in the formation of a more representative language which is more 
inclusive of the total population of its speakers” (78). For Wisniewski, the imperative of this 
examination and recognition is action-based. She believes “that a revolution can be achieved and 
the world transformed” (Wisniewski 78) through feminist pedagogy which, at least in part, 
focuses on the normative language used within particular cultures and contexts. In order to 
achieve the revolutionary change she hopes for, Wisniewski writes, “All that is required to begin 
such a trend in the classroom is awareness. We are all guilty of taking our language for granted; 
we use it much as we ‘use’ the air we breathe: involuntarily, unconsciously, naturally” (78).  
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Wisniewski situates her arguments about language shift around the problems inherent in 
normative thinking -- namely, it’s unjust isolation of subjects who do not fit within the narrow 
parameters of acceptable personhood. She continues, “But we must attune our students to the fact 
that language, unlike air, is far from ‘natural.’ It is a system which serves those who are in power 
and excludes those who are not, elucidating the experiences of the former and devaluing through 
enforced silence those of the latter” (Wisniewski 78).  
Calling on the discourse of feminisms and silence, Wisniewski taps into its major force 
within 1990s feminist discourse, as well as its relationship to power within gender and other 
frameworks. Some of the work Wisniewski uses in her classroom to address her theoretical 
framework includes “degrees of meaning” lists in which students produce synonyms for 
adjectives and nouns related to gendered language (78), asking students to respond the “‘neutral’ 
terms ‘woman’ and ‘man’” (78), asking questions about the “validity” of gendered words and 
metaphors (78), and creating dictionaries based on new and more enlightened understanding of 
gendered metaphors and words, via Mary Daly’s examples in her 1978 book Gyn/ecology (79). 
The rewards for doing this close examination of language is great, according to Wisniewski, who 
claims that exposure to this pedagogy has revolutionary impact. She writes, “Afterward, 
language ceases to be merely another set of rules for students to follow. It becomes a device they 
can use to liberate themselves and others, to achieve control (of their thoughts, statements, acts) 
without being mindlessly controlled” (Wisniewski 79). Wisniewski’s faith in both the power of 
the pedagogy to have such enormous import on students lives -- presumably every student’s life -
- and the ability of subjects to “liberate themselves” allows for personal agency of individual 
subjects and a worldview that sees life as very predictable.  
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 On a different point, in some cases within NCTE literature language was literally 
changed to reflect particular politics, discourses, and endorsements. For example, substitutes 
were suggested for the language “typically” used to describe gender and “common” terms. In 
one example from 1981, Austin et. al. suggests replacing “E” for “he or she,” “rem” for “him and 
her” and “zar” for “his or her” (Austin et. al. 49). These authors also suggest playing with 
normative pronouns, “Another idea is to try using the "inappropriate" pronoun in class. When 
speaking of a nurse, use "he," when speaking of a filmmaker, use "she" (Austin et. al. 48). Smith 
O’Donnell reminds readers, in 1973, that some new gender-specific, feminized words have come 
into play, such as “Ms.” and “chairwoman” (1070).  
In particular, Sandra Beebe (1975) had her students play a vocabulary game “based on 
the use of man in many words” in which “Non-sexist terms were substituted: women became 
wopeople; humanity became Hupeopleity; manufacture, peopleufacture. One could carry it 
further by changing son to daughter or to child or sib. Then Johnny Bowman goes from Johnny 
Bowperson to Johnny Bowperchild to Johnny Bowpersib or Johnny Bowpeople” (35). Beebe 
tells readers, “The class voted to change most words using man except the words ‘maniac’ and 
‘manure’ which they felt were most descriptive as originally stated” (35).  
Allen at. al. makes an argument for the term “herstory” in 1983. They write, “Herstory is 
not just a feminist version of history: it is a different narrative altogether, told in a new voice. It 
proclaims women's power to coin their own words and, in doing so, to (literally) change history” 
(Allen et. al. 15).  
Barbara A. Cleary and Mary C. Whitemore (1999) believed at the end of the 20th century 
that students were thinking more about gender and language, too. They write, “In spite of 
increasing attention to gender-related issues in politics, society, and literature, students continue 
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to struggle with notions of gender and language. The struggle itself may be an indicator of an 
important development: Gender differences are indeed becoming a part of students' 
conversations and consciousness” (86).  
Cleary and Whitemore also make claims that focusing on gender and language in their 
special elective course meant that “students' increased awareness of the language of gender in 
their other classes and their awareness of gender roles-even gender dominance-in class 
discussions” (89). Kathy A. Nelson (1990) has students look closely at specific words and their 
meanings. She writes, “Having students create a sexist dictionary of terms with the replacement 
of nonsexist terms or the addition of new terms is also a challenging, small group project” (60). 
She further claims, “Then students start catching and ‘correcting’ sexist language as it appears, 
particularly in group-editing sessions for writing projects” (Nelson 60).  
Linda Reed and Holly O’Donnell (1978) also suggest having students examine specific 
words that relate to “each” gender (225). Bruce et. al. (2008) recommend Ursula LeGuin’s short 
story “She Names Them” as a helpful in piece in discussing gendered terminology. “In Le Guin's 
story, Eve erases Adam's given names for the creatures by ‘unnaming’ them, which leaves them 
free to name themselves,” (84) they write. Whether or not students have ever joined their 
teachers in putting gender and language at the forefront of their minds, authors who have taken 
up language and gender in NCTE articles generally agree with Elizabeth St. Pierre, who said in 
1999, “Clearly, words help to construct reality; they have powerful effects on real people. As a 
result, English teachers, experts in language use, have borne much of the responsibility for 
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1. Gender and Difference 
 
Broadly speaking, then, certain theories about gender and language proliferate throughout 
data. Mary E. Styslinger (1999) is representative of some of the commonly held beliefs at the end 
of the 20th century. She writes: 
Previous research has noted how females tend to use language that demonstrates a sense 
of shared and cooperative purpose. Researchers have already found that women ask more 
questions and provide more support than do their male counterparts. Tannen writes of the 
rapport and friendship that pervades female discourse. Hollis indicates that women enjoy 
group work and the intimately collaborative nature of the one-on-one tutorial. And 
Belenky et al. note that women develop knowledge through relationships based on trust, 
attachment, and intimacy. I can only affirm their theories as they relate to the girls' peer 
revision processes in my classroom. (Styslinger 52)  
 
Wrapped up in Styslinger’s quote are notions about the tendency of “women” to be more 
“cooperative” in “purpose,” “ask more questions,” “provide more support,” have proclivities 
towards “friendship,” “enjoy group work” for it’s intimacy with others, and produce “knowledge 
through relationships.” Styslinger confirms the “authenticity” of these theoretical underpinnings 
with her own teaching of composition in a co-ed classroom. Generally, Styslinger goes on to 
describe examples in her classroom in which girls engage in a proliferation of language when 
they work with each other while boys do not. Of peer workshop dyads made of two “males” she 
says, “There is no laughter here. Intimacy of any kind is rare. Bodies are turned outward and 
away from one another, in an effort to distance themselves further. Conversation is minimal, 
functional, and editorial (Styslinger 54). Some variation exists in data regarding the mythos of 
the silent and silenced girl.  
 In her 1985 article Mary G. McEdwards discusses persuasive writing and differences 
between “women’s” and “men’s” communication styles. She says: “[...] at least one study 
indicates that women, using women's language, are better persuaders than are men with their 
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language of command” (McEdwards 41). She continues, saying that this particular study 
“discovered that the groups whose opinions shifted the most were the ones with the one woman 
against three men” (McEdwards 42). She accounts for this by explaining that, “Men tended to 
avoid listening to others in the group and to set up barriers to any discussion or compromise. 
Women in the study listened, questioned, and developed a discussion atmosphere in which the 
group members also listened and accepted other viewpoints" (McEdwards 42). McEdwards goes 
on to attempt an understanding of women’s communication alternative to the negative 
description it usually gets. She writes: 
Question intonation used by women is considered a symptom of fear at best and wishy-
washiness at worst, but that questioning intonation is a useful tool for communication 
because it invites other participants to offer a response. Women's use of intensifiers and 
adjectives helps others to understand women's feelings and ideas more clearly, an 
obvious necessity for effective communication. The politeness of speech for which 
women have been subtly derided is a way of showing respect to others as well as a means 
of avoiding confusion resulting from grammatical ambiguity. Certainly, women's ability 
to interpret body cues accurately is excellent-even if it has been the result of centuries of 
survival training necessary in a society that considered them property. We see that the 
characteristics of women's language can be interpreted as a virtue in communication. 
(McEdwards 42) 
 
Like others, McEdwards believes differences exist between the speech of “men” and “women.” 
In her article she is interested in reframing the differences that make “language” “women’s 
language” more positive when historically identifiers of “women’s language” such as “politeness 




Much of what has been said about listening in the context of feminisms in language arts 
and English classrooms can be summed up in a quote by Beth Benjamin and Linda Irwin-
DeVitis (1998): “Listen to the young women and men in your classrooms” (70). Said many 
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different ways, this is the crux of the messages centered on “listening,” namely, that educators 
should listen to their students and tailor their feminist and otherwise pedagogies from what they 
learn. It is interesting that this message prevails in teaching, a “woman’s” profession, given data 
presented by Mary G. McEdwards (1985) that in a study she talks about extensively, “Men 
tended to avoid listening to others in the group and to set up barriers to any discussion or 
compromise. Women in the study listened, questioned, and developed a discussion atmosphere 
in which the group members also listened and accepted other viewpoints" (41-42).  
In other words, the call to “listen” to others is stereotypically a “woman’s” gender trait, 
and therefore a given as a teacher trait as well. In support of the same point, and contextualizing 
listening as a moral obligation, Schaafsma et. al. (1999) quote Virginia Held in order to describe 
the ideal listening actions of the teacher. Held wrote, “‘. . . [moral theory] should be an exercise 
in dialogue, in which embodied persons listen to other embodied persons, and try to adjust not 
only their own particular embodied and felt judgments to their own principles, but their own 
sense of what a reasonable morality demands to the comparable sense of others’ (43)” (33). Not 
only do “moral” teachers listen to others, especially students, they also adapt their bodies and 
thinking in response to what they have heard. Linda Wasson-Ellam (1997) gives an account of 
why and how she listens to students outside of large group discussions. She writes, “By hanging 
out within the classroom, I positioned myself to move beyond the adult centered stance at the 
margins of the class to listen to the private dialogue when young girls gathered together to 
mutually build meaning and stretch the boundaries of their own knowing” (431). Wasson-Ellam 
believes that “It is through conversations-as talkers, questioners, arguers, gossips, chatterboxes-
that these young female readers discussed their social learning of gender and the ways gender 
was portrayed in stories” (431).  
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Other authors have focused on the need to tailor classrooms in which students listen to 
each other. For example, Diana Mitchell (1996) has students listen to one another’s biographical 
accounts of racism and sexism (78). Mary Jett-Simpson and Susan Masland (1993) engage 
students in heterogeneous literature study groups in which they prepare students, through 
modeling and “regular checking,” “appropriate sharing behavior” wherein an “opportunity for 
each child to share ideas” (107) takes place.  
Colleen Armstrong (1996) offers no advice about student-to-student listening, but 
illustrates some examples of gender-based lack of listening on the part of “boys,” which she uses 
to generalize classrooms. She relates, “‘So what's your point?’ a male classmate once asked a 
young lady who had just described her harrowing life with an alcoholic father. Another added, 
"Quit complaining. If you haven't already moved out, you must like it.’” (15). Armstrong goes on 
to categorize “girls” and their listening practices in an unfavorable light as well.  She writes, 
“Girls, I've observed, can continue to ‘match troubles’ for the better part of a class period” (15). 
Armstrong continues to illustrate differences between “boys” and “girls” when she says, “Boys 
are likely to shift uncomfortably in their chairs and ask, ‘Why are we still talking about this?’ 
Men, who do not typically encourage quieter members to speak up, assume that anyone who has 
something to say will volunteer it” (Armstrong 15).  
Karen Evans (1996) wonders if assumptions about teacher-led discussions foreclosing 
listening and speaking also apply to small group work that excludes the teacher. She asks, “do 
the discourse and participation patterns found in many classroom settings where the teacher 
controls which ideas and interpretations will be validated exist in student-led groups as well? 
(194). The implication of Evans’s question is that it may not be true that student centered 
groupings for discussion enable better listening than large group discussions. This example 
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offers insight into the ways many of the humanist-oriented ideas presented in NCTE literature as 
“feminist” imply achievement of “best practices” through suggestions such as “small” equals 
“better.” In this case, the implication is that small groups will allow every voice to be “heard.” 
Scholars such as Ellsworth addressed the inherent problems with this logic, in particular, in her 
critique of critical pedagogies. There are no guarantees of equality, respect, or care, even in the 
literacy classroom that calls itself “feminist.”  
Some authors describe the way listening to music can contribute to conversations about 
gender and modern society (Wallowitz 30). Kelly Wissman (2009) describe a pedagogy that 
began as a poetry class for young women of color but turned into a class on the analysis of music 
as well (40). Darlene G. Larsen and Patricia Wright (1983) believed that music was the best 
medium to discuss sexual stereotyping with their students. They write, “The medium closest to 
teenagers and the one in which sexual stereotyping is the most blatant is contemporary music. 
Much of it is anti-woman with its emphasis on cheap, irresponsible, and tawdry sexual activity” 
(71). Laraine Wallowitz (2004) explains that the reason she includes music in her unit on 
sexuality has to do with music’s social component. “One of my objectives for the unit was to 
teach them how our notions of femininity and masculinity are socially and culturally constructed 
by the music we listen to, the books we read, the television we watch, and the stories we heard 
growing up” (Wallowitz 27) she writes.  
Bruce et. al. (2008) consider “The voices of Helen Reddy in "I Am Woman," Aretha 
Franklin in "Respect," Natasha Bedingfield in "Unwritten," and many other lyricists” (87) 
beneficial in “captur[ing] students' attention and entic[ing] their untapped creative side, bringing 
forward hidden emotions and forgiven past experiences” (87). J.W. Walkington (1991), “played 
for [her] class Loretta Lynn's ‘One's on the Way,’ a delightful song written by Shel Silverstein 
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which treats humorously the subject of the isolated, barefoot, and pregnant housewife worked to 
distraction by a brood of kids (Loretta Lynn's Greatest Hits, Vol. 2, 1974, MCA)” (66). Julie 
Gorlewski and her students looked at “gender issues and stereotypes in hip-hop lyrics” as “an 
effective way to enhance student performance and build confidence by allowing boys to share 
their expertise” (123). Lisa J. McClure has students listen to the song "Sweet Child o' Mine," by 
Guns n' Roses and then “read the lyrics in which the woman is characterized as a fresh, fragile, 
sweet, safe "place" that the jaded singer can use as a refuge and an escape from his harsh world, 
a temporary return to the innocence of childhood” (42). Finally, Linda Reed and Holly 
O’Donnell (1978) suggest Marlo Thomas’s now classic “Free to Be…You and Me,” a record and 
book about gender roles in defiance of stereotypes (227). 
Though not music, oral storytelling, like music in that it is voiced messaging, is called “of 
seminal importance” (554) by Robin Mello (2001), who reminds readers that storytelling can 
affect the very youngest readers, through listening, by influencing “students' explorations, 
inquiry understanding of story structures (such as character and plot development), and 
comprehension skills” (554), including gender roles and gender nonconformity, the main topic of 
Mello’s research.  
 
V. Feminisms and Viewing/Making 
 
In some ways “feminist” pedagogies that constitute “making” and “viewing” have 
seemed related, and in other cases they have seemed distinct from one another. Still, I have 
connected these categories into one section because I believe they constitute a newer era of 
literacies, which Myers calls “critical literacy” and Blau calls “disciplined literacy.” In 
describing what constitutes these literacies Blau writes that it, “requires students to become more 
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active, responsible, and responsive readers than ever before—readers who [...] are invited to 
produce their own interpretations of texts (rather than merely accept the interpretations of their 
teachers), and who are frequently expected to recognize, criticize, and even resist the values and 
vision of the world advanced by or inscribed in literary and nonliterary texts” (Blau, 
“Performative” 18). Indeed, data I coded as “viewing” was mainly focused on media studies, and 
the interrogation of gender stereotypes in television programming (McClure; Croker; Nelson; 
and Queen), movies (Croker; Carlson; and DeStefano), video games (Hicks), and CD-Roms 
(McClure). The curricula built around these media were specifically set-up through a rationale of 
critique. Authors purport to have goals for their students to recognize gender stereotyping as well 
as to resist it.  
But the inclusion of nonliterary texts in language arts and English classes is itself a 
historical milestone of sorts, and one that links “viewing” and “making” more. For example, 
articles that I coded as “making” include such topics as students creating games (O’Donnell-
Allen & Smagorinsky and Drew & Bosnic), visual art projects (O’Donnell-Allen & 
Smagorinsky), multimodal writing and art projects (Wallowitz), and building objects 
(O’Donnell-Allen & Smagorinsky). According to authors, many of these projects, too, are 
intended to engage students on a critical level in order to “recognize, criticize, and even resist the 
values and vision of the world” that reinforces normative gender categorizations. While a large 
number of data I coded as “belonging in” the other categories in this analysis do similar work, 
data I have coded as “viewing” and “making” do that work with specifically nonliterary material, 
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A. “Viewing” 
 
The majority of data in this section references forms of media related to issues of gender 
and sexuality in language arts and English classes as presented to students for critical response. 
Lisa J. McClure (1999) has students, “keep a log of the commercials, shows, and movies [they] 
watch on television” (80) for a week. “After each day's viewing, [students] write a brief 
paragraph in which [they] note the gender stereotyping or sex-role conditioning [they] see” 
(McClure 80) followed by a group project on categorizing their findings. Kathy A. Nelson 
(1990) similarly has students interrogate gender stereotyping in popular television. She writes, 
“A different perspective for a media awareness project centers on how television's serial 
programs have altered to reflect male and female role changes; for example, the contrast between 
The Donna Reed Show or Leave It to Beaver and today's Growing Pains or Full House” (61). 
Renee Queen (1975) is also interested in critique of television programming to study 
“male-female dichotomization” (718), but with elementary aged students. She writes, “The 
television programs, including "Sesame Street" and "Electric Company," have relegated women 
to supportive positions. In a study of "Sesame Street" reported in the New York Times, Bergman 
pointed out that the women represented the least admirable role models for girls who identify 
with them as a basic component of the learning process” (718). Beyond merely viewing these 
programs, Queen suggest that parents and educators should help students “note instances of role 
discrimination” and “discuss this with the young viewer to reverse the negative effects, and to 
take affirmative action when indicated” (718).  
In a passage that does not quite go anywhere, Andrew P. Barker (1989) suggests viewing 
MTV as a resource “for looking at the world that our students inhabit” (42). He goes on to 
describe a bit by Chris Rock, writing:  
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I once recorded the following comedy clip by a young comedian named Chris Rock 
(1988, The MTV Half-Hour Comedy Hour, Nov.): Women should rule the world. You 
outnumber us, you live longer than us, you're more mature than us, you're smarter than 
us. But you don't rule the world. You know why? 'Cause we can knock you out! [laughs] 
That's the bottom line. We can knock you out. That's why we run things. You cannot get 
that equal. You know what I mean? [more laughs] You can be the head of NBC, have 
twelve masters degrees, and there's a little guy at a gas station that can knock you out. 
[big laughs] (42) 
 
Barker fails to explain the utility of Rock’s standup routine either in his classroom theorizing or 
pedagogy. In my reading of the article it was not ultimately clear whether Barker was endorsing 
the clip conspiratorially with “the world that our students inhabit” or if he saw potential in the bit 
for critique. This lack of clarity is ever more important given that the bit describes violence 
against “women,” an issue that deserves sensitive consideration and examination, especially in 
classrooms. In fact, I think conversations around comedy standup could be a fascinating insight 
into 21st century literacy and gender normativity given the way comedy is often, by some but not 
all viewers, given a moral “pass.” In other words, there is a popular belief that critiquing comedy 
amounts to overzealous political correctness.30     
Another of McClure’s “viewing” activities involve watching animated films and 
analyzing gender stereotypes of “female” characters (80). Simao J. A. Drew and Brenda G. 
Bosnic (2008) recommend students analyze “pop culture” heroines from film like “Mulan, 
Cinderella, Trinity from The Matrix, or Harriet Bird from The Natural” (94) in order to 
demonstrate fealty to Simone De Beauvoir’s assertion that, "Literature always fails in attempting 
to portray 'mysterious' women” (Drew & Bosnic 94).  
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
30	  I personally love a lot of Chris Rock’s comedy. In context, it is hard to say how this bit falls on 
ears. The problem I am addressing has more to do with questions I have about Barker’s 
contextualization of the bit in his classroom.	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Carlson, in a similar argument, wants educators to think about the films based on 
literature shown in class and their dearth of women characters, or women characters “in 
tangential or negative roles” (32). Johanna DeStefano (1975) recommends educators show 
students the documentary Women on the March to “compare the suffragist movement in England 
and the U.S.” (1044). Like Barbara A. Cleary and Mary C. Whittemore (1999) in their article, 
Croker has students watch the 1987 documentary Still Killing Us Softly “about images of women 
in the media” (Croker 68). Croker follows the viewing with critique, including discussion “about 
how advertising has a way of creating a barrage of images for us that we may process 
subliminally” (68-69). Croker adds, “Sure, we may laugh at the ad that shows a woman caressing 
a phallic image (her deodorant), but subliminally, over the course of time, we may process that 
as a message about what a woman should do, thus limiting the role of women in society to sexual 
playthings” (68-9).   
Three articles discussed video games and CD-ROMS. Deborah Hicks (2001) theorizes 
about the way an elementary-aged “boy’s” video game play constituted “a discursive field in 
which he practiced the masculinities that were so integral to his gendered identities” (221).  In 
contrast, Bill Bigelow (1997) takes the popular 1980s computer game The Oregon Trail to task 
for ignoring the experiences of women and people of color. He writes, “the game has a certain 
multicultural and gender-fair veneer that, however limited, contrasts favorably with the white 
male dominated texts of yesteryear. [...] In fundamental respects, The Oregon Trail is sexist, 
racist, culturally insensitive, and contemptuous of the earth. It imparts bad values and wrong 
history” (85). Finally, Lisa J. McClure (1999) cites a study by researchers Matthews et. al. in 
which they use “an interactive CD-ROM and written case studies, [to help] children who did not 
initially see the need to understand gender bias as it operates in a classroom” (McClure 79). This 
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work, its authors claim, allowed students to “begin to understand and recognize inequitable 
treatment in their own lives and classrooms as well as gain confidence in offering suggestions to 
remedy such problems” (McClure 79).   
Proliferation of media and increased screen time account for one reason why a handful of 
educators have taken up literacy and “viewing” as important issues where gender normative 
indoctrination takes place. Renee Queen’s article, the earliest one I coded in this category, with a 
publication date from 1975, states an impetus for critiquing viewed literacies that remains 
relevant, and, I believe, constitutes the motivations of later authors who take up media and 
gender issues in the language arts and English classroom. She writes, “Parental attitudes and the 
message of the media establish readiness for the concatenation of sex typing in the schools. The 
experience of schooling reinforces the already partially formed sex-role stereotypes that the boys 
and girls bring to it. How then can we help them to see themselves with unlimited potential and 
opportunity? The limits of definition for male and female are tied to the adult level of 
consciousness” (Queen 719). Queen states the limiting nature of programming for subjects of all 
genders who see only a minimal number of possibilities reflected back to them in the media they 
consume. While she places a greater onus on the schools for reinscribing stereotypes than later 
authors seem to do (because of, I believe, a shift in perspective about the impact of pop culture 
versus school), her concern about the parameters for limitation of sex and gender possibilities is 
a wide-reaching preoccupation across the “viewing” data. Perhaps the notion about young people 
no longer have childhoods is related to Queen’s assertion that young people are engaged in their 
understandings of gender at “the adult level of consciousness.”  
Like Queen, authors such as McClure and Nelson suggest that accessing that adult level 
of consciousness has to do with access and viewership of media. For example, Lane W. Clarke 
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(2005), referring mainly to print magazines, writes, “The students were beginning to examine the 
external influences that affected their identity formation and to think critically about how these 
gender messages are created and sustained through the media” (152). Issues related to viewing 
media and gender and sexuality are very much in process and ongoing. There is plenty of room 
for more exploration in this area in NCTE literature at the elementary, middle, and secondary 




 To me, pedagogies that broadly incorporate “making” into their literacy practices have 
potential to bridge home and school literacies more effectively for many students than other 
possibilities. As part of a distinct societal shift toward more digital literacies, greater use(s) of 
social media, and quick-changing tableaus of multimodal experience(s), students have more 
opportunities than ever to define their literacies. I believe part of that authorial hand in one’s 
literacy is both because of the proliferation and affordances of multimodal and interactive 21st 
century literacies. In my own classroom practice, I have interpreted practices that include 
“making,” especially digital projects, more in line with the kind of feminist pedagogies I work 
towards in my classroom. Therefore, I was surprised and a little disappointed that the majority of 
data detailing pedagogies preoccupied with “making” were more aligned with artistic projects 
than digital ones.  
Two of the artistic projects utilized in literacy classrooms focused on issues related to 
feminisms include assignments that “called for the students to use both art and writing to 
interpret the character” (O’Donnell-Allen and Smagorinsky 39) or designing art and text-based 
children’s books (Wallowitz 30 and Bigelow 92). O’Donnell-Allen and Smagorisnky (1999) did 
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research in a classroom where students created “body biographies.” They explain, “For this 
activity, groups were provided a large sheet of butcher paper on which they traced the outline of 
one of the students. Within this outline they then drew pictures, wrote words, and included key 
lines from the play that they believed represented significant aspects of the character's 
personality, experiences, actions, and relationships” (36).  
Drew and Bosnic (2008) suggest game making as a final project after analyzing the 
gender stereotypes in modern games (90). Linda Reed and Holly O’Donnell (1978) have students 
“discuss the characteristics of nonsexist toys and perhaps even to design one” (227) after they 
examine and analyze toys and toy stores based on a class-authored examination rubric. These 
educators also ask students to create timelines for their lives in which they mark milestones from 
the perspective of their sex and the “opposite sex” (227).  
A few authors have focused more specifically on the arts, both the production and the 
analysis of it.  Linda Beth Toth (1977) described a final school assembly her students produced 
that incorporated “music, readings and skits [...] on woman and her various roles” (64). Arlene 
Metha and Mary Aickin Rothschild (1985) have students study arts that are not typically valued, 
and often considered feminine, such as quilt-making or pottery (26). Metha and Rothschild do 
this work in order to bring about “awareness that the images of women portrayed by the male-
created arts have helped to control the dominant conceptions of women” (26).  
Susan E. Nornhold (1985) has students analyze drama and produce new work that she 
hopes “will lend itself to depicting women more accurately” (53). More generally speaking, 
Kathy Bussert-Webb (2001) found that for her and her small group of eighth grade expectant 
girls, “We learned little about each other from the stilted conversations and writing projects. In 
contrast, we began to relate to each other through our artwork” (513), strongly suggesting a more 
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powerful way of relating through the arts. Bussert-Webb realizes that the value of these methods 
only worked in her classroom because they were mutually agreed upon by teacher and students, 
however. She writes, “We must take time to understand the values and interests of our students 
because a sign system has power in a classroom only if both students and teachers value it 
(Smagorinsky & Coppock, 1994)” (Bussert-Webb 518).  
Although I think the area of “maker” literacies is fertile ground for feminist pedagogies, 
thus far the NCTE journals I have studied have not published materials that align with those 
concepts. In Chapter 5 I describe some of the projects I have engaged in that I believe could 
contribute to a conversation about feminisms and digital “making.”  
 
VI. Feminisms and “Other” English Subject Theories and Practices 
 
 There are, not surprisingly, a number of categories outside the scope of “Reading,” 
“Writing,” “Speaking/Listening,” and “Viewing/Making” that took up feminist theories and 
practices both explicitly and implicitly within literacy classrooms in the NCTE journals. Just as 
the categories I have labeled in these analyses do not provide coverage of all feminist notions 
discussed in NCTE literature, my coverage of categories I have named “other” are also partial 
and selected through my own biases and values. I have chosen to include these particular 
categories, including “teacher influence,” “activism,” “guest speakers,” and “project work” for 
various reasons. Mainly, these sections struck me as relevant for their indications of faithfulness 
to some of the tenets I discussed in Chapter 3. For example, “activism” is a major principle of 
certain feminisms. By “teacher influence” I mean data that take up the important work of bias-
busting by classroom teachers, and reflexive and reflective work that may lead to alternative 
positioning(s) by teachers and, through modeling, students. Finally, “guest speakers” came up 
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enough in the literature that I felt it deserved brief attention, and “project work” is a catch-all 
phrase that I am using to encompass some endeavors that did not seem to fit into the categories I 
have already described.  
 By “teacher influence” I mean to corral data that assume the teacher in literacy 
classrooms has a measure of influence on students and environmental dynamics, and that 
teachers’ personal work on their biases, assumptions, and understandings of feminisms and 
gender-related thinking has an impact on students and schools. In 1973 Nancy Larrick poses to 
readers this question: “Will the elementary school teacher encourage children to break through as 
individuals or continue to lump them as ‘boys who blaze the trails- girls who follow’?” (1023). 
Larrick sees the moment in time at which she penned those words “a difficult time and difficult 
area for teachers” and “In some ways, [...] the best of all times” (1023).  
However, closure was not swiftly achieved to these enduring questions, and more 
teachers wondered about their roles in the process of enabling and/or foreclosing feminist, and 
more gender equal possibilities, in their literacy classrooms in NCTE literature. Renee Queen 
(1975) offers both explanations for why social change of perceptions is slow and the need for 
that change to feel like a teacher’s imperative. Regarding the maintenance of the status quo she 
writes, “The stranglehold of fear and habit inhibit the move toward male/ female completeness 
and humanity” (Queen 720). On how and why to move in a direction she would define as 
progress, she writes, “It requires courage, as parents and teachers, to face within self, to examine 
and reject long settled stereotypes before there is a viable replacement” (720). Practically 
speaking, Queen says teachers must pressure administrations and school boards to reconfigure 
materials used in classrooms (720).  
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The following year Doris V. Gunderson published an article in which she claimed, “The 
social and cultural expectations adults have for children should be examined” (305). Gunderson 
points out that research on gender and reading should not be relied upon to uphold gender 
stereotypes, since the statistics are not wholly explainable (305). Christina J. Simpson (1978), 
and in a separate article, Linda Reed and Holly O’Donnell (1978) advocate examining attitudes 
(166) and “self examination” (226), respectively, by teachers who take seriously “perpetuation of 
children's stereotyped attitudes about female and male roles” (Simpson 166).  
 In 1985 Arlene Metha and Mary Aickin Rothschild wrote about the importance of 
teachers realizing their pedagogical choices have far reaching results for girls, especially. They 
wrote, “teachers and school curriculum specialists must understand that women's studies is not 
antithetical to basic education” and that they must seek and implement materials “free of sex 
bias” (28). In the same year, Florence Howe lists several actions she believes teachers should 
take to ensure they are aware and reflective of a new paradigm of thought on gender. Some of 
her suggestions include enrolling in introductory Women’s Studies courses or to “get accepted 
into a summer institute such as a National Endowment of the Humanities one that focuses on 
women's issues,” to organize a faculty study group or a self-study group on Women’s Studies, to 
gather information from far-reaching disciplines to be more knowledgeable about the histories of 
gender formation, and to teach with the consciousness that students are not “as far along” as 
teachers are, and need to be “brought along very slowly” (22).  
In 1989 Margaret Anne Zeller Carlson says that really what teachers must do to make 
gender and equality a topic of concern is for “Men and women have to decide to care more about 
the issue” (32). She adds, “We have to care that young men are given a fair chance to listen to 
their sisters' voices, as well as the other way around, and that both men and women learn to value 
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feminine experiences as well as masculine ones” (Carlson 32). Carlson has a series of 
suggestions for teachers to force gender equality as an issue in their schools. These suggestions 
are largely clustered around the basic tenet of bringing up the topic to adults in the school 
environment whereby the fruits of that labor will trickle down to the students (32).  
 Similar discussions about the teacher’s role in creating more gender fair Language Arts 
and literacy classrooms appeared in the 90s as well. Andrew M. A. Allen wrote in 1997, “I 
believe that one of the keys to establishing an open classroom environment is my willingness to 
demonstrate for my students how to take risks and to dare to think and question classroom 
materials” (519). Though gender is only one facet of the kinds of social issues Allen addresses in 
his article and his classroom, he draws on Delpit to employ “a process by which teachers learn to 
understand their own power in the classroom” (520). He explains that this approach, “demands 
that teachers examine their own positional frames of references with respect to their power, 
social class, access, and privilege and how these might sometimes contrast or be in conflict with 
the frames of their students” (520). Teachers also have obligation to understanding their students 
differently, too. This means, “Teachers must become aware of their cultural and class-bound 
perceptions of students to appreciate how their students interpret their school experiences, 
especially when students do not respond to schooling in ways that teachers expect” (520). Also 
asking interesting questions of teachers during this decade, Timothy J. Lensmire (1998) wants to 
know, “What would it mean for teachers to support various versions of masculinity?” (131). 
Christina Allan (1999) wants to teachers to be thoughtful about why they do or do not choose to 
come out to their students, and how those choices may affect literacy classrooms and their 
students (99).  
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 In 2000, Ellen A. Greever et. al. wonder why gender stereotyping persists “despite the 
fact that [children] should be seeing [... gender] roles differently thanks to laws which enforce 
equal opportunity for females in the workplace and schools?” (329). Like other NCTE authors I 
have cited in this section, they believe “Teachers [...] are in an ideal position to address children's 
stereotypical perceptions of gender on a personal level in authentic situations” (329). They add, 
“After becoming more fully aware of the current issues facing children as they grow up, teachers 
must examine and confront their own biases” (Greever et. al. 329). Heather A. Blair (2004) 
carries the torch of these notions when she writes, “As well as considering classroom practices 
and text choices, we need to continually challenge our own existing perceptions of boys' interests 
and abilities and prepare teachers to read their classrooms with gendered lenses” (459). Focusing 
on boys, she adds, “we need to transform our ideas about literacy to help boys recognize their 
strengths and move them beyond their own to broader, more relevant literacies” (459). In 2009 
Paula Ressler echoed what Allan said a decade earlier when she wrote, “Another way teachers 
make educational spaces safe is by incorporating their own identities in their teaching” (20). In 
other words, she advocated reflective teacher work as a way to change and, she hopes, open up 
possibilities for students in literacy classrooms.  
 “Activism,” is, of course, like all language and words, a term with different meaning 
across time and contexts. This is supported by the different meanings of activism proposed in the 
NCTE literature as well. Timothy J. Lensmire and Jeremy N. Price (1998) describe one new 
teacher’s action research project as a form of classroom activism. They write that her goal was 
“to explore ways in which she could make connections with White male students” (132) and 
document some of her work with a student coming out during the school year, and how she 
handled the sometimes hostile environment of her classroom within that context.  
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Some authors state the need for activism, but leave it in the realm of the theoretical. For 
example, Marianne Marino (1996) says, “I believe we need to give all students, but especially 
girls, an opportunity to develop a repertoire of ideas based on politics, science, technology, etc. 
so they become activists for change” (23). Linda Reed and Holly O’Donnell (1978) said of 
gender stereotyping, “If one believes that such typecasting is not desirable, then she or he must 
strive to effect change” (224), suggesting, at least, a desire for action in classroom spaces. 
Barbara G. Pace (1992) claims that “To become involved in change, we have to see that it is 
needed” (38) as a starting point for taking action. She adds, “We must believe that our voices 
matter, that we can speak up, that we can make a difference” and suggests that activism begins 
with syllabus selection when she states, “The silent parade of women and people of color that 
visit our classrooms through this canon do not deliver that message” (38).  
David Schaafsma et. al. (1999) thinks that a follow-up to student research must be action, 
for students “need to have the sense of accomplishment that they can contribute to and serve the 
world in which they live in ways that make sense to them” (36). Lisa J. McClure praises 
“ASETS (Achieving Sex Equity Through Students) [...] a peer leadership program designed to 
train students to become agents of change” (79) and the “Vermont Equity Project [that] help[s] 
middle school students begin to recognize and interpret the effect of cultural messages on their 
conceptions of themselves and others” (79) as groups young people can get involved with to 
engage in activism on gender related issues. She adds, “Programs such as ASETS and the 
Vermont Equity Project establish gender fairness as a primary goal of education and validate the 
concern many of us have about the continuing influence of gender stereotyping in our children's 
lives” (79). Lee Hefernan and Mitzi Lewis (2005) describe a student-led project by third graders 
in which, after reading Civil Rights literature in class, conducted a successful desegregation 
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campaign to integrate “boy” and “girl” lunch tables (113).  Paula Ressler and Becca Chase 
(2009) advocate a kind of activism, too, when they write, “We need to develop programs that 
support the victims of bullying, educate the perpetrators, and create environments in which all 
types of bullying are understood to be unacceptable to everyone in school communities” (19). 
These educators especially are interested in the intersections of gay and lesbian youth and gender 
exclusion in school.  
 Inviting guest speakers to school in order to share “expert” information about gender 
issues is an idea repeated over time in NCTE literature. In 1977 Linda Beth Toth wrote that it 
would be a good idea to “invite women guest speakers or plan a seminar comprised of women 
who have ‘made it in a man's world’ (doctors, lawyers, engineers, politicians, etc.)” (64). It is 
interesting to consider Toth’s suggestion in light of the lack of parity of female to male 
representatives in these professions today, especially at their highest levels of authority and pay.  
 Marion Grammer (1984), concerned “that the twenty girls who had signed up for the 
course were hearing only [her] point of view on feminist issues” (81) invited a teacher with a 
graduate degree in psychology to speak about “society's role in determining sexual attitudes” as 
well as “A male English teacher [who] spoke on sexism in the English language” (Grammer 81). 
In addition, Grammer had visitors including “One teacher [who] offered to discuss his recent 
divorce and his new role as a single parent,” a “graduate student [who] studied Charlotte Perkins 
Gilman's ‘The Yellow Wallpaper’ and offered to teach it,” “A local college teacher [who spoke] 
about the E.R.A.” and “One of [her] most popular speakers [...] a homemaker who married after 
graduating from college and working several years” (81-82). Likewise, Denise L. Croker (1999) 
invited several guests to speak about issues she defined as related to gender issues. These 
included “a local psychiatrist” who spoke “about homosexuality [...] try[ing] to sort out the 
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nature/nurture debate” (69), “Grade school teachers [who] talked about the gender differences 
they observed in their students from preschool on,” the school’s “middle school head” who 
“Using information from Emily Hancock's The Girl Within, [...] talked about the female slump in 
self-esteem that middle school girls undergo” (67). Finally, in an article from 2004, Larraine 
Wallowitz wrote about how she “invited a woman from the local women's center to facilitate a 
discussion about gender images in the media” (30).   
Several authors have used “project work” to define assignments that allow for more 
flexibility and freedom than might otherwise be allowed in classroom evaluations, especially in 
the era of high-stakes testing. But even before that phrase was mainstream Sandra Beebe (1975) 
had students self-selecting from a set of projects that focused on women. These projects 
included, “research into the feminist movement itself, a look at some women's magazines, 
‘socialization’ (sexism in elementary and secondary textbooks), women's roles in television and 
in movies, children's roles in Saturday morning programming, women in the Bible, women as 
recipients of major literary prizes, and women in sports” (Beebe 35).  
Even earlier, in 1973 Nancy Wells had students “read the excerpt, ‘High School Days,’ 
from Edna Ferber's autobiography. Then, the students created a crest, poster, collage or mobile 
which they felt best expressed themselves as individuals” (1159) in a project that was supposed 
to be more visual than text-based. In 1991 J.W. Walkington wrote about a course in which 
students interview projects focused on “women’s leadership” in order “to discover how male 
limitations on women operate in the world around them” (65). Barbara A. Cleary and Margaret 
C. Whittemore (1999) document a classroom where students combined school literacy with 
personal experience through projects that “reflected students' experiences with the readings and 
translated them into their own lives. They pursued their interest in contemporary representations 
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of women by tracking goddess, virgin, and other images in advertising; analyzing the role of 
religion in gender roles; and analyzing children's responses to literature more deeply” (Cleary & 
Whittemore 89). It was not clear whether these projects relied on text to communicate their 
messages or if more multi-modal options were accepted and available.  
 
VII. Feminisms and Assessments/Evaluations 
 
 Although it would have been possible to analyze assessments and evaluations within each 
of the sections above, I chose to consider the ramifications of this particular pedagogical 
category separately. For one thing, the category is quite small, and would have been almost 
parenthetical within the sections I have already explored. Secondly, some of the theories behind 
what makes assessments and evaluation practices “feminist” seemed similar, and not especially 
correlative to the categories -- “Reading,” “Writing,” “Speaking/Listening,” etc. -- about which I 
have been writing. While the majority of the literature has faith in research data that promotes 
pedagogy specifically useful to “boys” or “girls,” some authors reason that such “findings” are 
riddled with too many problems to make them useful to actual children in schools. Myra Barrs 
(2000) writes sensibly albeit still within assumptions of essentialized characteristics of “boys and 
girls”: “Even if we agree that girls and boys, like women and men, are in several respects 
‘differently literate’ (Millard, 1997; Barrs & Pidgeon, 1994) and that boys' tastes and preferences 
in reading need to be taken more seriously into account in elementary classrooms, it is a long 
step to the confident design of curricula and assessment procedures which will enable all 
students, both girls and boys, to achieve as well as they can. The substitution of one form of bias 
for another does not constitute a balance” (Barrs 288). Ultimately, it seems to me that any 
proposal that favors “one” gender over another is engaged in a pedagogy of bias and 
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essentializing assumptions therein, and – at least from some theoretical stances, then -- not a 
feminist practice at all, if by feminist we mean (in part) efforts toward more equality in our 
classrooms. Although authors justify their claims in favor of practices that benefit “boys” or 
“girls” in various ways, the eventual result is a pedagogy attuned to some essentialized, 
universalized students and not others. I would also add, perhaps obviously, that these 
attunements will likely cost those students who are deemed outside of the purview of that 
identification. In my opinion several of the articles making claims for sound pedagogy based on 
gender identification suggest practices that could benefit many different kinds of students, and at 
times they even gesture towards that possibility. However, the work remains steadfast in its 
essentializing gender assertions.  
 Another topic included working towards giving students more control over the 
assessment process. In her article, Linda Miller Cleary (1996) stresses the point that young girls 
resent the fact that their writing must conform to the wishes of their teachers. She says, “I would 
like to think that these young women [...] who get angry at teachers' control and who consciously 
see the grades and response as controlling are a sign that young women are becoming more 
independent and perhaps have stronger perceptions of their own competence” (Cleary 55). 
Cleary suggests that the newfound consciousness among “upper middle class” (55) girls has to 
do with their pedagogical experiences in classrooms that promote experiential writing for 
multiple purposes and audiences. She writes, “Another thing the three angry young women in my 
study had in common was that they had each experienced a teacher whose classroom reflected 
the recent paradigm shift in composition theory and practice which allows students to use their 
own voices and encourages writing for various audiences and purposes” (Cleary 55). Cleary 
recommends writing for multiple audiences, but says that if teachers will remain the only reader 
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of a student’s work “we” must, “state our criteria for accomplishing a task (or grading), to 
introduce them to the rhetorical guidelines espoused by the discourse community which they are 
trying to enter, and then to introduce it as only one kind of writing, the writing that eventually 
offers them power in that community” (56). In other words, Cleary suggests an open 
conversation about the power dynamics surrounding the discourse communities of each 
rhetorical practice, including the facets of power tailoring one’s words to each discourse entails.   
A very few authors addressed the topic of portfolios specifically, which came as a 
surprise to me. Portfolios are a good example of a kind of final project that coalesces multiple 
pieces intended for various audiences, as Cleary suggests. Often portfolios are used as a tool for 
enhancing self-reflection of written work by students over longer periods of time.  However, 
Thomas Newkirk (2000) believes the portfolio creates a problematic situation for boys. He 
writes, “Another invitation to sincerity that boys may resist is the introspective self-analysis that 
has become part of the portfolio movement. Boys may perceive the invitation to self-evaluate 
their development as something less than an open request” (Newkirk 299). Similar to the young 
women in Cleary’s data, Newkirk claims that boys understand the call for sincerity as 
hypocritical when the teacher essentially forces particular assessment paradigms on students. He 
continues:  
they may see it as a double-bind; there are two possible responses, neither very appealing. 
One option is to employ the "sincere" language of self-improvement (e.g. "I think I am a 
much better reader this quarter") which can feel like "sucking up," and is a much too 
close "identification with the interests of those who have power over them" (Pratt, 1990, 
p. 538). Yet if they suggest boredom, dislike for reading, lack of progress, they might 
find themselves in violation of the true intentions of the teacher, eager to see the student 
on the positive train to self-improvement. And if we accept Tannen's (1992) claim that 
males are sensitive to hierarchies of authority, boys may question the point of self-
evaluation from a clearly subordinate position of power (i.e. when the grade ultimately 
comes from the teacher). (Newkirk 299) 
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I had an assumption that portfolios would be named as a feminist pedagogical tool in the 
literature because of its emphasis on self-evaluation, multiple kinds of writing for multiple 
audiences, and appeals to constant revision (in some cases), but I was wrong. While other 
authors gestured at the ideas often espoused within portfolio work in composition, Newkirk was 
the only author who discussed it specifically, and as you can see his stance is critical. Newkirk 
espouses some of the same gendered stereotypes about boys and literacy that further inculcate 
dichotomies between teachers and students through claims that perceive difference as “natural” 
and/or “developmental.”  
 Donald Graves (1973), also referring to writing, recommends taking teachers out of the 
dictation of assignments, and having students write about whatever they wanted. He says, “There 
was an obvious need to begin to look at children differently, to view their behaviors without the 
control of teacher assignments, and to understand some of the developmental backgrounds 
behind their interests” (Graves 1102). However, it should be noted that Graves goes on to use his 
data as “proof” of sex-specific writing traits in boys and girls. Unmediated writing served for 
him a more accurate description of the topics about which boys and girls wish to write.  
But the call for free writing, unassigned by teachers, echoes efforts to promote journal 
and diary writing, which is often cited as “feminist” writing (see the preceding section on 
“Feminist Writing”) for its focus on students’ experience and free-form writing about whatever 
the student wishes. Maureen Barbieri (1996) describes some of the still-essentialist theory behind 
the feminist belief in personal writing, “While our schools are set up to value linear, objective 
learning that relies heavily on rote memorization and objective testing, we know that most girls 
learn through personal association, experiencing what Mary Belenky and her coauthors call 
"connected" or "subjective" knowing (1986)” ( 35).  
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Mary A. Broughton and Colleen Fairbanks (2002) detail their time with a student named 
Jessica who, they believe, used her diary as a personal therapeutic resource within a classroom 
context where the language arts curriculum was geared towards test taking. They write, 
“Thinking that perhaps a teacher had encouraged journal writing at school, we asked her how she 
became interested in keeping a journal. Instead, she explained that a cartoon character on 
Nickelodeon had given her the idea. Like her journal writing, Jessica's reading outside of school 
also held personal meaning for her” (Broughton & Fairbanks 293). Broughton and Fairbanks 
strongly suggest that Jessica’s journal writing is “better” than the school curriculum geared 
towards the taking of standardized tests at her school. Newkirk’s position on writing is in 
response to the way Barbieri, Broughton, and Fairbanks and others of their ilk have gendered 
personal writing in the teaching of language arts and English literacy. 
 Various authors have described the allowance for students to choose their work as a 
gendered pedagogical practice. For example, David Schaafsma, et. al. (1999) tailored an 
assignment around student choice, but wondered about whether students were really achieving 
anything at times. “By giving the girls choices about what they studied [...] we felt we were 
operating from a fundamentally moral pedagogical position, providing opportunities for young 
people to take more responsibility for their learning and their lives” (Schaafsma, et. al. 30). The 
authors add that lack of intervention was messy,  ”Still, we wondered sometimes when we 
should intervene, especially during those times when we were frustrated with sessions where, 
from our perspectives, seemingly little "progress" had taken place” (Schaafsma, et. al. 30). 
However, justifying choice as a way to inspire “intrinsic motivation,” Katherine Hlavach 
Bruemer (2006) took pains to think about student work as a process rather than a product: 
The students were given a choice of various types of projects. Student choice is supported 
by Jensen's assertion that choice can "increase intrinsic motivation" for learning” (48). 
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The project was completed over the course of several class sessions, a time frame more 
likely to result in a final product that accurately reveals a student's true level of 
achievement. Jensen explains that brain cycles cause students to perform better at 
different times of day, or better on certain days than others. The project approach, 
therefore, gives students a greater chance to express the full extent of their learning. 
(Bruemmer 39) 
 
Regrettably, Bruemmer’s argument is in favor of choice as a tool for boys, specifically, rather 
than a pedagogical tool that can positively affect all children of various gender affiliations. Also 
wrapped up in her assertions are beliefs about the possibility of being able to “express the full 
extent of learning,” which I believe is neither an attainable nor a desirable goal. In contrast to 
mediating evaluation in order to better assist students in demonstrating everything they learned, 
Schaafsma et. al. promote choice as a way to motivate students to address the needs of their 
communities and their own lives.  
 Newkirk and Cleary both bring up the issue of grades “ultimately com[ing] from the 
teacher” as an ostensible impediment to efforts toward equalizing power imbalances in the 
classroom around grading. Some authors suggest having students grade their own or each other’s 
work as a remedy to these problems. Regarding group work, Elaine Fredericksen (2000) writes, 
“Another way of allowing students to vent their anger is to have them grade other group 
members in the course of a collaborative activity” (Fredericksen 306). Bonnie M. Davis (1989) 
also has students grade each other’s oral presentations (Davis 46). Regarding journals, Marion 
Bishop (1996) suggests not only not grading student journals but also not even reading them 
(Bishop 14). In common parlance on journal pedagogy, she writes, “Ask only that students write-
that they keep their pen moving and participate in the class activity of writing. Along with 
teaching girls that we value writing, this also suggests that we trust them to write about whatever 
is most important to them-and that they can trust themselves to find their way through the issues 
they are examining and pursuing. Additionally, this practice spares girls the invasion of privacy 
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that reading their journals can bring, an invasion some girls might perceive as violation” (Bishop 
14). Bishop adds that if teachers must evaluate a student journal, they should ask writers to 
inform them of which section to read so as to avoid crossing any uncomfortable boundaries and 
violating the integrity of the journal assignment (Bishop 14).  
 An article from 1966 by Jane Anne Settle titled “English in Your Life: A Workable 
Course for Working Boys” provided, in my opinion, some of the most provocative suggestions 
for assessment and evaluation based on essentialized perceptions of gender. Settle worked with 
“working boys” who struggled to earn their high school diplomas, failed English in the past, and 
worked part- or full-time jobs in addition to their academic work. Given the vast differences 
between students in her classroom, Settle designed a curriculum in which students were required 
to “chart their own progress” (Settle 76). She claims, “The boys seemed to enjoy and to be 
challenged by the opportunity to advance at their own rates” (Settle 76). Of the work itself, she 
explains, “the work was done primarily in the classroom. Homework assignments for these boys 
who left school at noon for a six-or-eight-hour job were not realistic” (Settle 76). As for grading, 
“No F's were given to the DCT boys. Still it would be unrealistic to assume that these goals were 
attained by all the boys or that they were attained completely by any one of them. However, 
there is reason to believe that 25 boys enrolled in ‘English in Your Life’ discovered that English 
is a subject too meaningful, vital, and encompassing to be hemmed in by the covers of a 
textbook, the walls of a classroom, or the narrow mind of a pedant” (Settle 77). While I doubt 
whether “working girls”31 would have been given the same freedom, flexibility, and respect 
Settle’s students earned by embracing a culturally valorized position of “working male,” I find 
	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  
31	  And, of course, this term means something altogether different than the term I mean by simply 
replacing Settle’s term with the “opposite” gender!	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her position on when and how assignments should be completed, and to what end, especially 
refreshing in comparison to curricula that teaches to the test and gives only lip-service to 
differentiation. Nancy Mellin McCracken (1996) hits on the same topics when she writes, “What 
works for me might not work for someone in a coed situation. In general, however; I think open-
ended or multi-choice experiences are best for everyone. That openness allows students to work 
and learn in a manner best suited to their individual needs” (McCracken 6).  
 Patricia Zumhagen (2005) has commented resolutely on the importance of process over 
progress regarding a feminist reimagining of the play “The Untold Lie.” She writes, “At this 
point we ran out of time. Even with added after-school workshops, these ideas and 
improvisations were never written into a screenplay as we had planned. However, in spite of that, 
I do believe that the value of the improvisational workshop lay in the process and not the 
product” (Zumhagen 87). Not “finishing” work seems to have some place in a conversation 
about feminist assessment and evaluation.      
 In their work on boys, Heather A. Blair and Kathy Sanford (2004) are interested, too, in 
changing the parameters of when assignments are completed. Concurring with Settle (though for 
different reasons) and Bruemmer, they write: 
For many of the boys in our study, the passing of time was very different out of school 
than in school. Boys seemed to need more time than was allotted in school to prepare 
themselves mentally and physically to engage in tasks set by the teacher, and their 
engagement was more complete and intense when they could create larger chunks of time 
for activities. The "flow" they experienced in computer games and sports activities made 
time seem to pass more quickly than in the highly structured and segmented school 
environment. The boys attempted to shape the events in their school day to duplicate the 
sense of time experienced when they were immersed in tasks they liked. (Blair & Sanford 
455) 
 
The emphasis on structuring timelines for work to reflect the student’s personal experience is a 
gesture that, I believe, would benefit students of all genders under the sun. Yet this issue of 
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restructuring time, with the exception of Zumhagen, is a discourse located only in the literature 
on boys. Myra Barrs (2000) wisely reminds us, “Some of the solutions proposed for redressing 
the gender imbalance in literacy achievement are based on stereotyped views of both girls and 
boys as readers and learners, and are unlikely to lead to major change” (Barrs 288).  
 
VIII. NCTE Feminisms Now 
 Like feminisms writ large, feminisms studied, reported, and privileged in NCTE articles 
in Language Arts, Voices from the Middle, and The English Journal vary widely, with changes 
often reflecting the historical moments of publication. That feminisms have been given space in 
these journals is a testament to the commitment by NCTE to bring to the fore discussions about 
gender justice and equality. Although some of the feminisms present in these articles represent 
the spirit of the moment within feminisms, and therefore may pose theoretical conflicts for 
modern-day readers, taken as a whole, the NCTE articles I have studied make up an important 
and substantial contribution to literature on feminist pedagogies.  
 NCTE feminisms of the current historical moment are sometimes more specific to 
particular threads of feminism, such as ecofeminism. One of the major evolutions of writing on 
feminisms in these journals has to do with a recent moving away from feminisms as an issue 
pertaining to “boys” and “girls” and towards a more nuanced definition of gender. Some articles 
after about the beginning of the last decade have begun to reference feminisms in talking about 
queer theories, LGBTQ students, texts, and issues. These articles, though, merely call on 
feminisms rather than centering their positions around strictly “feminist” theories or pedagogies. 
NCTE feminisms now, like NCTE feminisms of the past, are tightly drawn to the current 
discourses around gender and equality. 
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 There are fewer articles in NCTE journals from the last decade referencing feminisms 
than there were in the 80s and 90s. While the topic of feminisms has not gone extinct in these 
journals, it seems to have lost some of its urgency. This is a troubling realization, since the 
current historical moment is one in which the absence or subtle recession of attention on gender 
justice leaves fewer allies for dealing with the material realities of gender injustice in the world. 
For example, none of the journals I studied have devoted an issue to “feminisms” or “feminist 
pedagogies,” as such.  
 Finally, there seems to be missing distinct overlap between the articles in NCTE journals 
on feminisms and the ample feminist history of NCTE as an organization. In a 1999 issue of 
English Journal titled “Our History, Ourselves,” some authors address the women who have 
shaped NCTE, and by extension, the teaching of literacy. Some of these articles reference 
feminisms as they take up the role of NCTE in paving inroads to a professional life for women 
teachers. But for the most part, the women’s history of NCTE, which could certainly be 
described as a feminist history, is ignored in the literature.  
 This suppression begs the question, “Is NCTE a feminist organization?” The answer is 
undoubtedly “yes,” but the multitude of language used to describe gender issues related to 
equality and justice in NCTE journals sometimes appears like a political duck from using a term 
that is still highly taboo. At the same time, the lack of issues devoted to feminisms is 
disconcerting, as are the fewer numbers of articles taking up feminist pedagogies directly. If 
NCTE journals were able to claim their politics as feminist outright the impact of that assertion 
may have an unparalleled impact on fairness in literacy classrooms. We continue to need 
feminisms -- in our classrooms and in our lives, and NCTE, through its journals and otherwise, 
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could be a more vocal champion of feminist ideals today, just as they have been to different 
degrees and at different times, in its long and influential history.  
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Chapter 5:  
Failure, Feminisms, and Technologies: How Teaching a Digital Curricula May Serve as a 
Model for Feminist Pedagogy in K-12 Literacy Classrooms 
 
“What if WS [Women’s Studies] abandoned the genteel effeminacy of its present 
curriculum and really threatened the foundations of our social structure, called into 
question every value, and asked questions that are not only unspeakable but unthinkable 
in any other context? What if we dared to be dangerous?” 
-Julia Penelope, in “Facets,” from The English Journal, 1985 
  
For feminist, queer teacher and activist Julia Penelope, and others of her ilk, the 
movement to restructure patriarchy, especially as it is still evidenced in multiple aspects of U.S 
daily life in the mid-twentieth century, into a less violent, more equal social world through 
Women’s Studies in the 1970s and 1980s was a complete failure. For Penelope, the failure was 
due to a commitment by feminists in the movement to curricula that positioned Women’s 
Studies, and “women,” as stereotypically feminine. In other words, in order to imagine and enact 
a feminist curricula with the force to change the social, political, and economic fabric of our 
North American world, Penelope believed a far more radical departure from customary 
femininity was required. A “genteel effeminacy,” rooted in structural binaries and their 
accompanying normative discourses – what Butler would term “normative violences” -- which 
position “women” as less powerful, more submissive, and adherent to behaviors, practices, and 
gender work that maintains oppressive conditions could not help achieve the results Penelope 
wished for, namely, “a truly unruly academic discipline” or “a conscientious re-examination of 
concepts and content of traditional disciplines” (Penelope 23). It would seem that “failure” and 
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“feminism” are, as ever, closely linked in terms of feminisms, and especially feminist 
pedagogies, figuring as contrasting, less revered work compared to models that promote 
positivist values and prize quantitative data.  
What would the “dangerous” alternative Penelope yearns for look like, exactly? What 
would it mean to “threaten[...] the foundations of our social structure,” to “call[...] into question 
every value,” and to “ask[...] questions that are not only unspeakable but unthinkable in any 
other context?” Monique Wittig, writing in the 1992 preface to her collected essays, answers the 
question thusly, “The only thing to do is to stand on one’s own feet as an escapee, a fugitive 
slave, a lesbian” (Wittig, xiii). Noting how some readers may find her suggestion unexpected, 
she clarifies, “One must understand that this conflict has nothing eternal about it and that to 
overcome it one must destroy politically, philosophically, and symbolically the categories of 
‘men’ and ‘women,’” (Wittig, xii-xiv). Wittig helps us understand that the reason we have 
“social differences” is because we “belong to an economic, political, ideological order” (Wittig 
2). All of this is to say that as long we focus our efforts on social differences we lose sight of the 
bigger picture, the bigger picture being the problem of systems of dominance. For it is those 
systems, Wittig says, that create oppression: “It is oppression that creates sex and not the 
contrary,” (Wittig 2). What if, as members of our global communities, we continue to see value 
and urgency in shifting Discourses and material spaces towards more equal, just, and fair 
Discourses and material spaces for all people?  
I, too, am interested in dangerous pedagogical praxis that threatens the national social 
structures duplicated in public and privatized schools that imperil students through neoliberal, 
standardized commitments to inflexible, oppressive systems of dominance. Feminist pedagogies, 
differently defined and privileged, offer alternatives to the oppressive regimes of current market-
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driven school structures and systems. To claim oneself “a feminist” and to claim one’s work 
“feminist” is a political act. I am a feminist and I consider this dissertation a feminist text. I do so 
out of a commitment to action that is deliberately intellectually oppositional to the market-based 
reforms that make up educational neoliberalism. Taubman writes, “For the purposes of mapping 
the transformation of education, what is important to retain from the analyses of neoliberalism is 
their illuminations of the ways and extent to which corporations have penetrated into the depths 
of consciousness and the bodies of corporations dominate our approaches to education” (98). It is 
precisely this educational corporatism that diminishes the possibility to recognize life in the 
classroom, let alone classroom “hauntings” -- spaces and ways “in which life is more 
complicated than those of us who study it have usually granted” (Gordon 7).  
As Ravitch and others have noted, educational neoliberalism has taken the liberty of 
redefining “crisis” in education in terms that supposedly only corporate leaders and corporate 
reforms can fix. But in doing so, these reformers have created “ghosts” out of students affected 
by poverty and racial segregation, by “ignor[ing] racial segregation altogether, apparently 
accepting it as inevitable” (Ravitch, Our Schools 6). They “leave the root causes of low 
academic performance undisturbed” (Ravitch, Our Schools 6) when they blame school systems, 
including and especially teachers,  for “broken” public education rather than “concentrated 
poverty and racial segregation” (Ravitch, Our Schools 4). Ravitch continues, “Public education 
is in a crisis only so far as society is and only in so far as this new narrative of crisis has 
destabilized it” (Ravitch, Our Schools 4). In other words, ignoring the contexts of students’ lives, 
and the societal ills of poverty and racial segregation, is like erasing particular children and their 
families. That is not to say that these subjects could ever be “fully” described or accounted for, 
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but rather to say that eliminating real and detrimental “identifiers” of their social and personal 
“realities” is akin to creating ghosts out of aspects of their material lives.   
Avery Gordon writes that “Haunting is a constituent element of modern social life [...] To 
study social life one must confront the ghostly aspects of it” (7). We need to pay attention to 
feminisms and feminist pedagogies because they have always offered us insights into “ghostly 
aspects” of social life. Here I interpret “ghostly” as a metaphor for the hidden “stories” within, 
for example, ethnographies, narratives, and oral accounts of experience. The metaphor also 
applies to, for different feminist teachers in different times and in different contexts, interpreting 
our classrooms through an ethics of care, or through interrogating school and societal dynamics 
related to injustices of power differentials, or through reconceptualized versions of collaborative, 
cooperative, or interpretive teaching methods. These various ways of imagining “haunted” 
classrooms are most available to us as part of a feminist discourse, and not as related but 
different discourses that have been variously taken up as “democratic” or “critical” pedagogies, 
for example. We need rely on the histories and futures of feminist pedagogies in their wild, 
varied, immense, and encompassing force as the discourse available to us with a portfolio of how 
we may call into being the “ghosts” in our classrooms. In its very state of fracture, evolution of 
discourse within historical times, and unwavering commitments to social justice, feminisms and 
feminist pedagogies, as they have variously been taken up in NCTE articles and without, 
constitutes a body of oppositional ways of being in the world and in the classroom that afford all 
kinds of people greater opportunities for recognition, equality, and justice.  
This dissertation is, in one respect, an attempt to compensate for the disavowal of some 
former and/or potential allies of feminisms and feminist pedagogies. While some have 
disavowed feminisms for its instability (not even to mention disavowals based on erroneous 
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notions of feminisms), I argue that its very unfixity, along with some of its core commitments, 
when taken together as a long arc of a political movement, explain why feminisms are important 
now. At a time when “[Neoliberalism] seeks to bring all human action into the domain of the 
market [...] (3)” (Taubman quoting Harvey 97), society would benefit from the raucous, 
alternative rebellion that feminisms and feminist pedagogies have offered and continue to offer 
against school and society as we know it.   
In this chapter I argue that another metaphor for “hauntings” in classroom life, which are 
tethered to feminisms and feminist pedagogies through the very aspect of their “ghostly” 
unacknowledged but persistent presence, in opposition to neoliberal, market-based paradigms of 
education, are reconsiderations of what it means to “fail.” I return to and take up Judith 
Halberstam’s notions of “queer” and “feminist” failure as an area for imagining pedagogy 
outside of our familiar systems of dominance, and I further this line of thought by arguing that 
our classroom uses of technology may help K-12 literacy teachers enact such a feminist 
pedagogy. In other words, I consider “failure,” as a feminist pedagogical tool for realizing 
differently what feminisms’ best promise may look like for students in 21st century North 
American schools.  
 
I. Technologies Fail, A Feminist Issue 
Any schoolteacher who has embarked on digitizing curriculum – here conceptualized in 
“traditional” ways that refer to subject matter domains, courses of study, textbooks -- knows that 
doing so is an invitation to a fresh host of failures you never previously knew possible. The sheer 
unreliability of internet connections and software products, the breaking down of physical 
materials, and the inevitable human errors paired with often-novel technological nomenclature 
are just some of the major reasons why taking that great leap into a digital curriculum can have 
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teachers banging their heads against bulletin boards. While it does not take a veteran teacher to 
know that lessons do not always work out as planned, teachers who utilize digital tools, most 
notably computers and the various curricular possibilities available through them, know better 
than anyone the ways that our intentions get waylaid thanks to unforeseen disasters. Yet, it is this 
very experience I have had and watched my students have with technology that moves me to 
believe research literacies, as a pedagogical tool, are better off when they are more reliant on 
digital tools. Kist, citing Tishman and Perkins (2005), notes “There are metadialogues by the 
teacher who models working through problems using certain symbol systems” as one 
“Characteristic of New Literacies Classrooms” (p. 16). It is precisely the guarantee of frequent, 
ongoing, “problems,” or “failures,” or -- opportunities to start over, problem solve, and persist in, 
perhaps, endless inquiry -- that makes technology a feminist issue. Halberstam writes, “From the 
perspective of feminism, failure has often been a better bet than success. Where feminine success 
is always measured by male standards, and gender failure often means being relieved of the 
pressure to measure up to patriarchal ideals, not succeeding at womanhood can offer unexpected 
pleasures” (Halberstam 4).  Through the bridge of failure, commitment to digital curricula could 
be regarded, then, as a commitment to feminist pedagogy.  
As praxes, digital literacies have a rich, albeit relatively short history. Nevertheless, it is 
important to align any commentary on digital literacies with specific definitions of what is meant 
by the term since more than one definition exists. I like Jones and Hafner’s (2012) definition of 
“digital literacies” as referring to, “the practices of communicating, relating, thinking, and 
‘being’ associated with digital media” (Jones & Hafner 13). They assert that, “[...] developing 
digital literacies means more than developing the technical aspect of digital tools. It also means 
using those tools to do something in the social world, and these things we do invariably involve 
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managing our social relationships and our social identities in all sorts of different and 
unpredictable situations” (Jones & Hafner 13). It is the aspect of “unpredictability” that I believe 
allows purveyors of these literacies to confront opportunities to shift, problem-solve, and become 
more flexible in their thinking and practice.  
Engagement with digital literacies is an act of probable elasticity, and the resilience and 
adaptability it requires means opening up our curricula to unknown “failures” and “successes.” 
Put another way, digital literacies create space for variable play within literacy curricula, which 
in theory and practice diverges from, in Foucault’s words, “codes of normalization,” (Foucault 
38) which help the Disciplines remain powerful. In Sharon Marcus’s book Between Women: 
Friendship, Desire, and Marriage in Victorian England, she notes how the variability of 
women’s interpersonal and love relationships created accepted social spaces for unlikely 
identities for women in Victorian England. She writes, “Between Women shows that even in the 
past, in a society that insisted strenuously on the differences between men and women, there 
existed institutions, customs, and relationships whose elasticity, mobility, and plasticity undid 
even the most cherished and foundational oppositions” (Marcus 22). Classrooms utilizing digital 
curricula in America, despite their existence within an educational politics that views success as 
confirmation of “what is already known” (Halberstam 6), require teachers and students to engage 
in elastic, mobile, plastic practices that undo common beliefs about academic “success.”  
 
A. The Hero’s Journey Unit: A Story of “Failure” in My Classroom 
The research paper has always been one area of study in my middle school classroom, 
and in 2009 I asked students to organize their data through a Google Form and publish their 
research as the homepage of a personal Google Site, which could be privately viewed among 
classmates and teachers. Reilly has written, “As the conversation about the digital divide shifts 
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from questions of technological access to ones concerning participation, educators must work to 
ensure that every young person has access to the tools, skills, and experiences needed to join this 
new participatory culture” (Reilly 8). I appreciated the Google apps, including Mail, Docs, Sites, 
Spreadsheets, and Forms to acclimate students to a whole suite of online tools most of them had 
never encountered.  
The following analysis involves research that I conducted in the 2009-2010 school year 
among 64 sixth grade students participating in a unit familiar to many of us, “The Hero’s 
Journey.” It should be noted that “The Hero’s Journey” constitutes a highly masculinist literary 
tradition described by mythologist Joseph Campbell, and as such, is not simpatico with feminist 
ideals. As is often the case with mandated curricula, my choices as a teacher were limited in 
some respects. Alignment with my grade level colleagues allowed me to experiment with 
methods, but less with content.  
My efforts to explore the unit in digital spaces with my students that year, and in no small 
part thanks to the problems we faced as part of that exploration, led me to shift the unit from a 
personal website approach to publishing to alternative, more communal formats for data 
gathering and publishing. For this discussion I have chosen to focus on the 2009-2010 unit alone 
because it exemplifies my most far-reaching attempts in my classroom for digitizing the research 
paper. Also, because this year’s foray into a digital research process was the most ambitious to 
date, it offers the best representation of how a multimodal, digital curriculum offers what I 
consider to be opportunities and insights by forcing participants to encounter failure.    
Since my students that year were on the younger end of the middle school spectrum, it 
was important to me to think carefully about the ways they could acclimate to online tools 
without being subjected to certain dangers of the internet, mainly exposure to influences outside 
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of our classroom. A 2015 Pew Study reported by Lenhart found that, “More than half (56%) of 
teens — defined in this report as those ages 13 to 17 — go online several times a day, and 12% 
report once-a-day use” (Lenhart 1). Given that the youth in my sixth grade classroom would soon 
join the ranks of teens increasingly accessing digital media, thinking of ways to scaffold 
technology use, especially person-to-person online interaction, was a profound concern for me. I 
found that the inclusivity of the apps we used offered protections to young learners while also 
affording them experiences within a participatory culture at school. This always was and remains 
a central concern of mine for incorporating literacy and digital learning. As the New London 
Group noted in their seminal article in 1996 on “Pedagogy of Multiliteracies,” “We cannot 
remake the world through schooling, but we can instantiate a vision through pedagogy that 
creates in microcosm a transformed set of relationships and possibilities for social futures, a 
vision that is lived in schools” (New London Group 19).  
Students were a heterogeneous group consisting of two distinct cohorts who enrolled in a 
public, urban program designated as “gifted” by the city’s Department of Education. Like the 
assignment outlined in the 2003 Voices from the Middle article, “Teaching Internet Literacy 
Strategies: The Hero Inquiry Project,” my assignment, “required [students] to use both print and 
Internet resources to research a personal hero” (Eagleton, et. al. 28). The majority of students 
used only one Internet resource and one print resource, usually a book or a periodical found in 
our school’s well-kept library.  
Before embarking on our research projects, students read young adult versions of The 
Iliad in literature circles, a list of which may be found at the end of this article. While studying 
these texts, whole group discussion was focused on teaching “The Hero’s Journey,” drawing 
especially from Joseph Campbell’s depictions of heroic journeys in The Hero with a Thousand 
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Faces and Campbell’s video interview with Bill Moyers, collected in book form as The Power of 
Myth. Upon completing their young adult novels, students were charged with selecting a 
personal hero to investigate and to describe their hero’s journey through the language and the arc 
of Campbell’s description. About half of each class chose to write about a Greek God or 
Goddess, not surprising given our study of ancient Greece and The Iliad, specifically. Students 
were savvy enough to realize that these selections often fit easily into the hero’s journey arc. The 
other half of the class chose to write about anyone from pop figures like Paul McCartney to 
animals like Balto the dog to fictional characters like Alice from Alice in Wonderland to 
religious icons like Moses.  
 
B. Thoughts on Digital Innovation 
 
Students were asked to create a Google Form on the homepage of their personal Google 
Sites, which had been created for the purpose of our work in the humanities and used for class 
purposes -- prior to the hero research project -- for publishing other written and art assignments, 
as well as ongoing blogging. A Google Form is a web-based application that can be created by 
anyone with a Google account that may be used for collecting specific information. The 
information collected is gathered in a conjoining spreadsheet where it may be sorted and further 
categorically organized. Citing Manovich, Mukherjee (2014) explained that, “A database should 
not be conceived of as just a random collection of data, but as a ‘structured collection of data’ 
from which data can be easily and efficiently searched for and retrieved” (Mukherjee 115). In 
other words, the tool had the potential, and was pedagogically chosen, because it afforded us 
different ways of thinking about data and the interconnectivities of data.  
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Although students were used to entering data into a Google Form and using the collected 
material by sorting its co-requisite spreadsheet from previous work in our classroom, students 
needed to stretch their practice a little further by creating their own Google Forms for collecting 
research data about their chosen hero. Students were given parameters for what materials should 
be collected in their Google form, including resource information as required by Modern 
Language Association citation protocol (Title, author, publication information) and sections for 
typing in and labeling quotes as a particular aspect of the hero’s journey. Students could 
repeatedly watch a screencasted tutorial created via Jing on how to build their Form and look at 
my “teacher example” on our classroom website in order to become adept at this foundational 
tool for collecting data for their research projects.  
Using the Google Form to organize and collect data was one way I sought to innovate the 
research project process, but with trepidation. I was all too aware of the notion that, according to 
Lankshear and Knobel (2006/2010), “[...] teachers often look for ways of fitting new 
technologies into classroom ‘business as usual,’” and that “the task of integrating new 
technologies into learning is often realized by adapting them to, or adding them onto, familiar 
routines” (Lankshear & Knobel 56). I was aware, and even worried, about the way our use of 
Forms might be a new dog doing the same old tricks. In fact the constant threat of falling into the 
trap that Lankshear and Knobel describe is one way in which failure may be meted out when 
teachers play with digital curriculums. In one way, the collection aspect of the Form was no 
more or less novel than a good graphic organizer on paper, although it looked a lot fancier and 
preemptively had students type quotes that might appear in their essays later. However, the gem 
of this research tool, and the main reason why I found it a transformational example of a new 
literacy was its affordance at showing relationships between texts through its search and sorting 
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capabilities that I would not have seen otherwise. The type of databases we used for our work 
were relational, in the sense that, “data [were] parsed in tables consisting of rows and columns, 
with each record (in a row) consisting of a set of inter-related entities (in columns)” (Mukherjee 
116). The ability to shift data, via the digital tool, changed the way some of us thought about 
data. I say this because some students continued to use databases to organize materials as part of 
the prewriting process for assignments they completed later in the year. I would add that our 
exposure to this tool had an impact on my own experience and understanding of data beyond the 
research project, too.  
In addition to this tool for collecting and organizing their research data, students were 
required to publish their research papers, along with accompanied and attributed visuals, on their 
personal Google Sites. This task involved greater knowledge and practice of writing, inserting 
images, and formatting materials on their Sites. Although some MLA formatting guidelines were 
necessarily forgone because of the constraints of Sites formatting, students were accountable for 
still others. For example, it was impossible at the time to double space within text boxes, and 
because papers were published in a continuous stream on a single page, they did not practice 
page formatting or title page construction. On the other hand, students were able to indent 
paragraphs, use quotation punctuation, and format bibliographies. The process of learning -- 
which MLA formatting guidelines were impossible to account for -- was a collaborative task for 
me and students. The question of whether Sites publication offered benefits great enough to 
justify limiting our ability to practice MLA formatting is just one example of how the weights 
and balances of digitizing the curricula figured into my pedagogical choices. At the same time, it 
must be acknowledged that MLA formatting guidelines were not intended for mediums like Sites 
pages. As such, it would not be fair to consider these problems a failure of the online medium.  
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C. Encountering and Moving with/through “Failure” 
 
Students were often involved in a collective anxiety about becoming adept at traditional 
requirements as they were written into my rubrics, and composing works online, which would 
frequently, unbeknownst to me at the outset, conflict with everyone’s “realities” of our digital 
milieu. On one student’s Site homepage, and his hero’s journey research project, he wrote a 
panicked message to me in the scroll bar on the left. “Ms. H,” he writes, “The reason that the 
indentations are weird is it made my [sic] make an extra line.” I file this note under ways 
conflicts between a digital curricula and a traditional literacy program may make students and 
teachers acutely aware of that which we perceive as failure.  
But this example of the discomfort of failure begs the question of what kinds of students 
might reject “failure” as an alternative to “success” if they are privileged enough to reap rewards 
of that “success” in an albeit unjust and unequal environment. For this student, there may be no 
desire for recourse against a system that is unfairly benefiting them, and hence no urgency to see 
“failure” as something worth grasping. It is the alternate student, one who is “failing” by 
traditional measures, and one who experiences the loss of something in order to achieve 
traditional “success” who may be more willing to view “failure” as a better alternative. In other 
words, failure is only a sign of hope if success is not working for her. For the student who does 
not want to succeed by a set of rules they already do not wish to abide by, failure may make 
more sense. At the same time, the student who might embrace failure has already been 
stereotyped because of economic, cultural, racial, and ethnic positionalities. Therefore, might 
they fall further into despair if they are encouraged to “fail” within the contexts I am proposing? 
These students should not bear the burden of redefining the value of their work differently. It is 
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the adults who love them who must help create a new scale for a better chance at a more humane 
education.  
To some degree, digital curricula offers all students a chance at failure at the level of 
technology disruptions unrelated to the work, background, or effort of particular students. Still, 
students with less access to technologies outside of school will likely experience failure more 
than students with greater privilege. The same can be said of all kinds of curricula. The larger 
point to be made here is that discourse on “failure” and “success,” no matter the details, always 
distills to the fact that those in power have the honor of deciding what constitutes each side of the 
coin. Those who do not hold that power suffer. If power is a constantly shifting matrix as 
Foucault would have us believe, the utter refusal of this discourse benefits both the now-
successful and the rarely-or-never-successful because it asks us to interrogate the matrix of 
power rather than the interpreted contributions and merits of subjects. These notions may not win 
over every student -- no effort towards more social justice does. Universal appreciation of the 
“merits” of failure is hardly the goal of a project to challenge the status quo that rewards only a 
few.  
“Failure” took other shape in my sixth grade classroom, too. Another regular “failure” 
that we found in our pursuit of these projects was the unreliability of certain visual images to 
remain active and visible on our Sites. Selected images would at times appear and disappear, for 
reasons that seemed more supernatural than technical. I found that the more students used Sites, 
the more comfortable they became with problem solving these types of issues. Frequently 
students would learn the source of particular errors and assist classmates to ameliorate the same 
problems. Whole context-specific languages and vocabulary developed around solving these 
failures, and generally, with me sympathetically at the helm of the projects, we, for the most part, 
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learned together when to throw our hands up in the air, give up, and move on from certain 
technological sinkholes.  
Kist (2005) says that one thing he found amongst his case study classrooms in his book 
was that, “[...] pioneering teachers put a great deal of emphasis on teaching the process of 
working, inevitably including a great deal of collaborative work, above the product” (p. 14). 
Collaboration has long been heralded an aspect of feminist pedagogy, as we have seen in the 
NCTE literature. There are two points to be made in light of this observation. First, the 
privileging of “the process of working” over products is, in our current academic climate, not the 
norm. Second, I wager that there are multiple reasons teachers emphasize work process over 
products in a new literacy classroom. For one, these teachers are likely committed to a classroom 
engaged in participatory culture, and therefore a collaborative one. It is sometimes difficult to 
capture the good work in a collaboration, which is not always reflected in products. Also, 
speaking for myself, a digital curriculum is one familiar with broken products. Yet the 
brokenness of products does not, and should not, necessarily take away from the work by 
students over the course of the school year, nor should it even speak ill of the product itself. It is, 
at times, impossible to measure learning, engagement, and imagination with certain kinds of 
products. Erstad (2013) has written, “[...] we need to act in order to develop models for 21st-
century challenges that are better suited than the industrial models that our schools are based on 
today” (p. 2). Teachers engaged with multimodal and digital literacies may be recognizing a 
paradigmatic shift around what is valuable as a result of perceptions about our world, seen 
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D. Modeling Inquiry Towards “Failure” and “Success” 
 
It should go without saying that the initial perceived quality of the digital tools to 
improve the curriculum and infuse student learning with more “meaning” is paramount to the 
decision to try something that may not have been tried before. By “meaning” I am talking about 
work that students find valuable for themselves. It is not merely the guarantee of up-close 
encounters with failure that should propel teachers toward a more technology-integrated 
curriculum. I agree with Hutchison and Woodward (2014), who suggested, “that teachers choose 
a nondigital tool if, on reflection, they discover that using a digital tool will not make a strong 
contribution to their instruction or if they are unable to locate a tool that will appropriately 
support their learning goal” (Hutchison & Woodward 458). The tools themselves ought to allow 
for something greater than the work and/or the learning might otherwise have been. And yet, I 
have practiced with new techie ideas only to discover that they serve no added purpose for me or 
my particular students and that I should, therefore, retire these.  This, too, is a valuable 
experience.  
I remember in one faculty meeting sharing some of the digital assessments I had been 
playing with over a fall semester. I admitted that, after experimenting with a multiple choice and 
essay test via Google Forms, which I used hoping that grading would be streamlined, I decided 
against that format for future use. I explained to my colleagues that the cons of ensuring students 
could not cheat on the multiple choice sections at their computers and the downside of 
keyboarding the essays for slow typists, and, importantly, the fact that my hypothesis failed and 
that grading Google Form answers in a spreadsheet really wasn’t more efficient, led me to 
discard the practice. One teacher was incredulous. “Why did you bother?” she wanted to know. 
“What a waste of time,” she said out loud. But the project was as little a waste of time in 
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digitizing my curriculum as projects with more impressive results, like video production or class 
wikis or published podcasts. Put simply, we do not know which of our innovations will produce 
the results we seek unless we try. Failure is as important a part of inquiry as the opposite of 
failure, whatever that may be. 
My teaching is my research, and every inquiry into how to make my teaching better is an 
opportunity to model inquiry. Part of innovation is failure, and we learn that even when we go 
out on a limb to try something new that has nothing to do with technology. It’s just that digital 
curricula, in my interpretations of my experiences, forced me to confront failures more 
frequently, and for that reason, I am encouraging other teachers/researchers to embrace a digital 
curriculum and more uses of technology in our classrooms, not less. On the one hand, literacy 
teachers continue to be told -- by our national standards, our professional organizations, and our 
teacher accountability benchmarks, for example -- that using technology in our classrooms is 
important. On the other hand, the fallibility of technology means that by fulfilling our obligations 
to structure classrooms as spaces open to multiple literacies we are also opening ourselves up to 
additional “unpredictabilities.” If the critical dissonance between the myth and reality of 
digitizing our literacy curricula helps us more justifiably live with failure in our classrooms, it 
may be one productive way to change the discourse, not just on “failure,” but on “success.” 
 
II. Failing Better, or On Education 
 
 Halberstam, drawing on Foucault’s ideas about Disciplinarity and power, writes, “This is 
not a bad time to experiment with disciplinary transformation on behalf of the project of 
generating new forms of knowing, since the fields that were assembled over one hundred years 
ago to respond to new market economies and the demand for narrow expertise, as Foucault 
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described them, are now losing relevance and failing to respond either to real-world knowledge 
projects or student interests” (Halberstam 7). A fair portion of the literature on teaching in the 
New Media Age centers on the way students in today’s classrooms experience a world so 
saturated with today’s technological media that the stodgy classrooms of traditional American 
schools cannot sustain their interest and do a poor job of convincing them that school knowledge 
is worthwhile or pertinent to their lives. In Henry Jenkins’s influential white paper, “Confronting 
the Challenges of Participatory Culture: Media Education for the 21st Century,” he and his 
colleagues write, “The ideal of a collective intelligence is a community that knows everything 
and individuals who know how to tap the community to acquire knowledge on a just-in-time 
basis” (Jenkins 42).  The “collective intelligence” is in stark contrast to the expert hierarchies 
that uphold power dynamics in the traditional Disciplines that Halberstam names. A “collective 
intelligence” also draws on feminist notions of communal contributions by members of a group 
as equal individuals, which is always and still an ideal – because, for example, of Foucault’s 
insight that power is “exercised” always and everywhere. This community knows how to “tap” 
its resources of many as part of its knowledge production instead of relying on a select few in 
power. However, a majority, but not all second wave feminist notions that still -- at least among 
media representations of such, in particular -- assumed "the same" in terms of essentialist 
characteristics among all women have gone against the “collective” ideal even while espousing it 
as essential to their liberation. For example, these feminists, by ignoring critiques of women of 
color or of trans and gay women, and their disruptions of any notion of "collective" and therefore 
"the same" versions of "sisterhood" betray one version of ideals that privilege “collective” 
thinking.  
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Turning to another point, the contemporary model Jenkins describes works “on a just-in-
time basis,” meaning value is placed on the present moment rather than old and even ancient 
knowledges guarded by gatekeepers. While there are important distinctions between the feminist 
notion of experiential learning as a pedagogical tool and “just-in-time” communal knowledges, 
they both affirm alternate forms for valuing information and the production of knowledge 
compared to traditional “techniques of modern power” (Halberstam 7).  
Furthermore, digital technologies offer new opportunities for communal work, something 
not valued by traditional schooling. Jenkins writes, “Unfortunately, most contemporary 
education focuses on training autonomous problem solvers and is not well suited to equip 
students with these skills. Whereas a collective intelligence community encourages ownership of 
work as a group, schools grade individuals” (Jenkins 41). Although the literature is talking about 
differences between traditional and digital curricula, it may as well be talking about patriarchal 
and feminist pedagogies. The call for more communal ways of working and producing 
knowledge and artifacts has been a feminist pedagogical talking point since the 1970s and 1980s 
when feminists like Maher stated, “a new process of relating subject-matter to student needs and 
interests depends upon the active participation of all students” (Maher, “Classroom” 38).  
Focusing on video games, Gee studied the benefits of this medium on students and 
reasoned that the technology’s communal aspect made it valuable. He writes, “Real learning 
comes from the social and interactional systems within which a powerful technology like video 
games is placed, not from the game all by itself” (Gee 216). Moreover, Gee cites “The lower the 
consequences of failure” as a reason “why good video games engage players with powerful 
forms of learning” (Gee 216). Gee explains that “When players fail, they can start from their last 
saved game. Players are encouraged to take risks, explore, and try new things” (Gee 216). Would 
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a “dangerous” world be one in which students were encouraged to fail in order to “take risks, 
explore, and try new things,” without the interface of video games?  
No matter. If digital curricula help us to get to these values all the while promoting 
feminist pedagogical practices like collaborative exploration, communal knowledge production, 
and experiential learning – as contested and as idealistic as these concepts remain --, then call it 
what you like. Feminists are used to their praxes being appropriated under different terms just as 
feminized bodies have so often been appropriated throughout histories of patriarchal 
civilizations. However, I will name it here as I see it. A digital curriculum, especially one that 
practices participatory culture, is a feminist curriculum, and it is through this in-road that I hope 
to see more pedagogical practices in K-12 literacy learning as “oppositional intellectual territory” 
(Lather) moving forward. 
 
III. The Personal is Political 
 
I recall a reading and writing assignment, and an argument, from my high school 
government course in which we were asked to select a text from a teacher-provided list and then 
write a book report of sorts. I chose Emile, or On Education by Jean Jacques Rousseau. I came 
away from the reading incensed by it sexism in passages like this one, “In what they have in 
common, they are equal. Where they differ, they are not comparable. A perfect woman and a 
perfect man ought not to resemble each other in mind any more than in looks, and perfection is 
not susceptible of more or less. In the union of the sexes each contributes equally to the common 
aim, but not in the same way. From this diversity arises the first assignable difference in the 
moral relations of the two sexes” (Rousseau 358). I wrote about my discomfort reading this text 
and its insistence on the superiority of men over women, a paradigm of the sexes I saw mirrored 
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back to me in my school community, despite its reputation for producing a fine public education. 
Although I had yet to encounter Judith Butler, I was skeptical even then of notions that sex 
assigned me, as a “woman,” a particular set of normative behaviors, desires, and futures. What is 
more, I was tired of hearing that assignage of the category “woman” or “girl” meant the set of 
norms applied to me were considered somehow “less than” my “male” counterparts. Mine was a 
community rallied around the idol football, and no other achievement came close in comparison 
to its exaltation. Football was and is, of course, the domain of boys and men, and football 
culture, like rape culture, is structurally contingent on the categorization of sexes in order to 
create a paradigm in which the category “man” is in a constant rivalry with other men to perform 
domination over others deemed weaker, with femininity being the weakest presentation of that 
form. Like many communities, my childhood community was, for the most part, complicit in the 
perpetuation of a culture that is, in my opinion, hurtful to young people of all genders, not least 
of which because it upholds stereotypic gender categorizations that do violence against all 
participants.  
 The argument in government arose when my teacher, a white middle class man, a 
mainstay at the school who taught my sister, six years earlier, and whom he never ceased to 
remind me he liked very much and played recreational basketball with my dad, insisted that 
Rousseau was no sexist, but a forward-thinking feminist of his time. I did not feel bold enough to 
test his authority then; there were parts of me that wished to remain a “good girl.” Yet I knew he 
was wrong in his assessments, and now I know it ever more deeply. I have lost count of how 
many times I have played this scene out with other teachers and authority figures in my life, and 
like any person who, for whatever reason, comes to view the world through lenses that recognize 
social injustices, I bend towards the light of something other than “normalization, routines, 
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convention, tradition, and regularity” producing its “experts and administrative forms of 
government” (Halberstam 7-8).  
 I suspect, from having exited the classroom in the role of teacher only a few years ago, 
that schools continue to be rife with identity subject injustices, and that, in addition to an urgent 
need for alternative pedagogies to neoliberal practices at the school and structural level, we must 
also use our literacy classrooms as spaces for combatting the personal and political injustices that 
face our students every day. A constant interrogation of possible forms of “feminist pedagogy” is 
one way we may carry on this work, as the NCTE articles have shown readers across decades, in 
solidarity and out of love and respect for each other, in whatever way and ways we may identify 
ourselves in a “more complex rendition of human experience” (Gilligan 174).  
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